
From: Cullinaford. Michael "
To: Leds Goer. Bruce
Cc: Reaan. Christopher Hopkins, Jon Quinones. Lauren
Subject: FW: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretartat - FW: Japan Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45 UTC - 19:45 Japan

time)
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:42:39 AM
Attachments: NPP Japan mao2011.ndf

fyi

From: Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org [mallto:Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org]
Sent* Friday, March 11, 2011 7:34 AM
To: klaus.kotthoff@grs.de; yves.vandenberghe@belv.be; imj@csn.es; tanaka-nobuo@jnes.go.jp;
petteri.tiippana@stuk.fi; benoit.deboeck@belv.be; Thorp, John; greg.rzentkowski@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca;
jean-christophe.niel@asn.fr; bogdan@secnrs.ru; alexander.duchac@ec.europa.eu;
utenkov@gosnadzor.ru; vc@aerb.gov.in; x.bemard-bruls@iaea.org; christian.kirchsteiger@ec.europa.eu;
nakamura-koichirol@metl.go.jp; olivier.veyret@asn.fr; adeline.dos@asn.fr; launane.giroud-
giacomel@asn.fr; diane.jackson@oecd.org; toshihiko.kamada@mofa.go.jp; pierre.barras@belv.be;
Cullingford, Michael; hklonk@bfs.de; jukkalaaksonen@stuk.fi; leedh@kins.re.kr;
maciej.jurkowski@paa.gov.pl; michel.bieth@ec.europa.eu; silviu pop@cncan.ro;
roberto.ranieri@ispraoblente.it; steve.nsd.lewis@hse.gsi.gov.uk; andrej.stritar@gov.si; ozawa-
yoshihiro@jnes.go.jp; I(b)(6)J marli.vogels@minvrom ni; mcasero@unesa.es;
mikulas.bencat@ujd.gov.sk; jukka.kupila@stuk.fi; christine.wassilew@bmu.bund.de;
wolfgang.breyer@kerntext.de; per.bystedt@ssm.se; ryh@kins. re.kr; kees.desbouvrie@minvrom.nl;
ismael.yabda@tractebel.com; tlm3@wanadoo~fr; thomas.sigrist@ensi.ch; Astwood, Heather;
mike.weightman@hse.gsi.gov.uk; sidorchuk@secnrs.ru; rafal.frac@oecd-poland.org;
lgutierrez@cnsns.gob.mx; manfred.schrauben@fanc.fgov.be; evr@csn.es; jouko.turpeinen@fortum.com;
vmgonzalez@cnsns.gob.mx; k400kmc@kins.re.kr; acm@csn.es; leekw@kins.re. kr;
andreas.wielenberg@grs.de; walter.gloeckle@um.bwl.de; a.nidc@iaea.org; leopold.vrankar@gov.si;
francescopaolo.michetti@isprambiente.it; watanabe.norio@jaea.go.jp; remy.bertrand@irsn.fr;
jcb@csnes; franco. malerba@esteri.it; zdenek.tipek@sujb.cz; klas.idehaag@ssmse;
pavel.bobaly@ujd.gov.sk; Holahan, Gary; nnn@gan.ru; rob.campbell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Kobetz, Timothy;
g.caruso@iaea.org; dwchung@kins.re.kr; petr.brandejs@sujbcz; benoit.poulet@cnsc-ccsn.gcca;
hans.wanner@ensi.ch; benjamin.stanford@oecdorg; sabhardwaj@npcil.co.ln;
michael.herttrich@bmu.bundde; jiri.vesely@sujb.cz; didier.wattrelos@irsn.fr; juergen.wolf@bm
u.bund.de; giorgio.grimaldi@apat.it; ktkim@kins.re.kr; Dudes, Laura; Tabatabai, Omid;
rhonda.evans@arpansa.gov.au; masayuki.yoneya@cao.go.jp; vince.fisher@awe.co.uk; irga@csn.es;
grigoras.benescu@cncan.ro; dgawande@npcil.co.in; derek.lacey@hse.gsi.gov.uk; lux@haea.gov.hu;
soda.kunihisa@jaea.go.jp; ales.janezic@gov.si; len.creswell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; kanno-
masanori@jnes.go.jp; georg.schwarz@ensich; marta.ziakova@ujd.gov.sk; lennart.carlsson@ssm.se;
i.sokolova@gosnadzor.ru; safety@gan.ru; hans-rudolf.fierz@ensi.ch; marc.noel@ec.europa.eu;
burton.valpy@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; julien.husse@asn.fr; Lukes, Robert; timo.vanttola@vtt.fi;
swaller@cnsns.gob. mx; juhasz@haea.gov.hu; michael.maqua@grs.de; seija.suksi@stuk.fi;
m.schneider@bfs.de; yhhah@kins.re.kr; dana.drabova@sujb.cz; kirsi.alm-lytz@stuk.fi;
kenneth.broman@ssm.se; niina.yliknuussi@ec.europa.eu; wolfgang.hilden@ec.europa.eu;
yang@kins.re.kr; Leeds, Eric; michel.lemay@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; peter.corcoran@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca;
aspeshkov@mnr.gov.ru; noguchi-y asunori@meti.go.jp; m.kearney@iaea.org; kutin@gosnadzor.ru;
lankin@secnrs.ru; yamamoto-yoshihiro@jnes.go.jp; mlgs@csn.es; snrao@aerb.gov.in;
fred.vaniddekinge@minvrom.nl; karol.janko@ujd.gov.sk; pyw@kins.re.kr; fichtinger@haea.gov.hu;
akasaka@mext.go.jp; Johnson, Michael; tamao-shigeo@jnes.go.jp; ralph.schulz@ensi.ch;
je@cnsns.gob.mx; soaresjc@cii.fc.ul.pt; takahashi-masakazu@meti.go.jp; kawaguchi-ken@jnes.go.jp;
motokuni.eto@cao.go.jp; kozlov-w@atomenergoprom.ru; alexandra.brasat@amb-roumanie.fr
Subject: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - FW: Japan Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45 UTC -
19:45 Japan time)

Dear CNRA and WGOE and WGIP Members,
Cc Other WG Chairs
Please find hereafter information about the earthquake in Japan received from our former NEA



colleague that was sent earlier today by the NEA secretariat to the WGPC Flashnews network
Update of Japan NPPý situation Friday 11 March at 11:45 UTC time.

Jean Gauvain - NEAINSD - CNRA/WGPC Secretariat

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:00
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring
the water level In the reactor now.

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOTO

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2
Fukushima 1-3
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the cooling DG
system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (B1 floor) at Onagawa NPP unit 1 but the fire fighting was
completely succeded.

http:/Iwww.yomiuri.co.op/dylnational/2011031 ldy0l.htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake-(M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no damage
to the NPPs.

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Agceig Managnement Specialist.
Nuclcar Safeiy Measuremncrii Division



Fukui Prefectural Govsrenu•em

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamoto(7iDhoushasen.tsumuga, fukuijp
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. ft

From: Brown Frederick -

To: Boger. Bruce; .; Grobe.JackI Bahadur. Sher: Blount, Tom Chek. Michael; Eans. iele; Frrel
Kimbertv; Galloway. Melanie: Glitter..loseph: Givvines. Mary: Hiland. Patrick: Hollan. Brian: Howe. Allen: Lee.

SLubinski.3ohn: Lund. Louise Mark Cunningham McGinty. Tim Nelson. Robert Quay. Theodore
Ruland.Willi Skeen. David Weerakkodv. Sunil

Subject: FW: Earthquake Update as of 11 am
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:19:17 PM
Attachments: NPP lapan maD2011.Ddf

FYI - item 4c of most interest

From: Thomas, Eric -

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11,:13 AM
To: Brown, Frederick - V- '

Cc: Thorp, John; Garmon-Candelada, David; Bemardo, Robert; Haskell, Russell; Pannier, Stephen
Subject: Earthquake Update as of 11 am

Fred,

I have been monitoring the phone and email traffic as best I can this morning. There is a lot of
repetition so I think it may be useful to summarize the salient points every couple of hours. Here is
what I have as of 11:00. I am going over to the Ops Center to see what I can pickup on the 11:00
and 11:45 calls. Based on the amount of traffic going around, you may find it useful (or not) to
forward this to ET/LT members.

The following information was gathered from several different sources. The best online source of
information we have noted thus far is the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) website:
httpp//www.teoco.co.ip/en/index-e.html which is issuing hourly press releases on the status of its
facilities.

1. A magnitude 8.9 earthquake occurred approximately 80 km east of Onagawa NPP
and 150 km NE of Fukushima Daichi. USGS believes the quake may have actually
been a 7.9. 5 aftershocks measuring between 6.2 and 7.1 on the Richter Scale
have been reported.

2. Based on stack monitoring, no radiation releases have occurred from any nuclear
facilties.

3. All units that were operating at the time at the Onagawa, Fukushima Daichi,
Fukushima Daini, and Tokai Daini sites (11 units in all) automatically shutdown
when the earthquake hit at 2:45 pm local time on 3/11.

4. The following complications occurred:
a. Onagawa - A small fire occurred in the turbine building and was

extinguished.
b. Fukushima Daichi - A small fire occurred in a service building and was

subsequently extinguished.
c. Fukushima Daichi - A first level emergency was declared at 3:42 pm local on

3/11 due to a loss of offsite power and subsequent failure of EDGs which
resulted in a station blackout. The loss of EDGs may have been due to a
seawater cooling issue. A backup EDG was being brought in on a truck to
provide power. An evacuation has been ordered out to 3 km, and residents
have been told to shelter in place out to 10 km.

d. Fukushima Daini - RCIC is providing cooling to all 4 units that shutdown. In



Unit 1, ECCS actuated due to a possible RCS leak into containment. The
first level emergency declaration also applies to Fukushima Daini Unit 1.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
OWFN-7E24
eric.thomas@nrc.gov
301-415-6772 office)l(b)(6)
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Marphy, Andrew

From: Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:58 AM
Subject: RE: OECD/NEA- Japan Friday 11 March 13:45 UTC - Evacuation order to residents
Attachments: 2011_031 1_(R1)Earthquake(N.Japan).doc

Dear all -

Please find attached, additional articles from Japan.

Best, Diane Jackson

From: GAUVAIN Jean, NEA/SURN
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:51 PM
To: wgpcnews~oecd-nea.org
Cc: add-cnra(@oecd-nea.org; add-cnra-ofoecd-nea.org; add-wpipeoecd-nea.org; add-cnra-
wgoee@oecd-nea.org; add-csnifoecd-nea.org; add-csni-oOoecd-nea.org; add-ia-geoecd-nea.org;
REIG Javier, NEA/SURN; JACKSON Diane, NEA/SURN; LAMARRE Greg, NEA/SURN; HUERTA Alejandro,
NEA/SURN; add-iageseism(oecd-nea.org
Subject: FW: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - Japan Friday 11 March 13:45 UTC - Evacuation order
to residents

WGPC Members
Cc CNRA, CSNI, WGOE, WGIP, IAGE, IAGESEISM Please read below update and correction to
previous message

Jean Gauvain - NEA/NSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 -. Mobilel(b)(6)

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO fmailto:a-vamamoto(@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.ip]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 13:41
Subject: [Yama] Evacuation order to residents

The people of a town near Fukushima Daiiichi Units (Within 2km) were ordered to evacuate
their homes.

I was mentioned previous emails with regard to ECCS but I think this is very strange that
ECCS are really being driven even diesel generators has failed to start.

Please correct that following plants are just in the emergency mode and not in the ECCS mode.
Fukushima 1-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 1-2 - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-2 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-4 - State of emergency

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing Management Specialist,
Nuclear Safety Measurement Division
Fukui Prefectural Government

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314
14



E-mail: a-vamamoto(@houshasen..tsuruga.fukui.io<mailto:a-vamamoto(@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.ip>

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO rmailto:a-vamamotofhoushasen.tsuruga.fukui.ip1
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:00 PM
To: 'Akihiro YAMAMOTO'; Jean.GAUVAINr@oecd.org
Cc: Javier.REIG(@oecd.org; Luis.ECHAVARRI(oecd.org; Uichiro.YOSHIMUR6&oecd.org;
Serge.GAS(&oecd.org; Axel.BREEST(&oecd.org; Elisabeth.MAUNY(oecd.org; Greg. LAMARRE(oecd.org;
Radomir.REHACEK~8oecd.org;.Aleiandro.HUERTAtoecd.org; Diane.JACKSONt@oecd.org;
Jean.GAUVAIN(oecd.org; John.NAKOSKI(oecd.org; Philippe.GRESS(@oecd.org;
Lawrence.BURKHART(8oecd.org; 'Carlo Vitanza'; Abdallah.amri(8oecd.org
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode) Fukushima 2-1
(ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to

monitoring the water level in the reactor now.

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing Management Specialist,
Nuclear Safety Measurement Division
Fukui Prefectural Government

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-vamamoto(houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.ip<mailto:a-yamamoto~houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.ip>

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO rmailto:a-yamamotot@houshasen.tsuruRa.fukui.ijp
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
To: 'Jean.GAUVAiN@oecd.org'
Cc: 'Javier.REIG~oecd.org'; 'Luis.ECHAVARRI@oecd.org'; 'Uichiro.YOSHIMURA~oecd.org';
'Lydie.GUYOT@oecd.org'; 'Marie-Laure.PEYRAT@oecd.org'; 'Serge.GAS@oecd.org';
'Axel.BREEST@oecd.org'; 'Elisabeth.MAUNY@oecd.org'; 'Greg.LAMARRE@oecd.org';
'Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org'; 'Alejandro.HUERTA~oecd.org'; 'Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org';
'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'; 'John.NAKOSKI@oecd.org'; 'Philippe.GRESS~oecd.org';
'Lawrence.BURKHART@oecd.org'; 'Nicolina.IANNOLO~oecd.org'; 'Roopa.CHAUHAN@oecd.org';
'christele.tephanympania@oecd.org'; 'Aileen.LITTLE@oecd.org'; 'Carlo Vitanza';
'Abdallah.amri@oecd.org'
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2

15



Fucusftina 1-3
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the
cooling DG system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (BI floor) at Onagawa NPP unit 1 but the fire fighting
was completely succeded.

http://www.vomiuri.co.ip/dv/national/20110311dy0l.htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake (M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no
damage to the NPPs.

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing Management Specialist,
Nuclear Safety Measurement Division
Fukui Prefectural Government

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-vamamotohoushasen.tsuruga~fukui.ip<mailto:a-vamamotohoushasen.tsuruga.fukui.i >
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Scott, Michael

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 6:44 AM
To: I(b)(6)
Subject: FW: Go to ANSNUCLEARCAFE.ORG for Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

---- Original Message -----
From: ANS Broadcasts Tm ailto: broadcasts(,ans. oral
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 9:30 PM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: Go to ANSNUCLEARCAFE.ORG for Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

The ANS Nuclear Cafe blog is posting the latest links to information about the status of Japan's Nuclear Power
Plants. Go to httP://ansnuclearcafe.orq/ for a collection of sources covering Japan's earthquake and Tsunami.

67



From: Brenner. Eiot
To: Taylor. Robert
Subject: FW: Potential questions for EOC meetings
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:13:36 PM
Attachments: aimageO01.ono

Some candidate questions

From: Hannah, Roger
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:12 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Potential questions for EOC meetings

FYI--

Roger Hannah, APR
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Region II -- Atlanta, Ga.
Office - 404-997-4417
Cell (b)(6)

roger.hannah@nrcmgov

#US NRC
United Suneii Nucleu Regulatiory ComissiiIon

Pmoterting People an:d the Efivironntent

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:46 PM
To: Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey
Cc: Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck
Subject: FW: Potential questions for EOC meetings

Here are questions that OPA, et.al., are asked to consider in developing the agency Q&As
for the Japanese earthquake/tsunami.. .and that can be referenced by NRC managers in
preparation for the ROP end-of-cycle and other near term public meetings.

Vic
From: Croteau, Rick
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:35 PM
To: McCree, Victor
Cc: Wert, Leonard; Jones, William
Subject: Potential questions for EOC meetings

Vic,
Not sure how you wanted these, but here are some of the questions we could see being
asked at EOCs:

1. Do US nuclear plants have better capabilities to respond to natural
disasters than the plants in Japan?



2. Did the NRC share the post 9/11 enhancements to the U.S. facilities
with the Japanese?

3. Could there be core damage and radiation release at a US plant if a
natural disaster exceeding the plant design were to occur?

4. Could explosions like those that occurred in Japan happen at a U.S
facility?

5. How would the U.S. have responded to the events of March 11?
6. How are US BWRs similar and/or different from the plants experience

problems in Japan?
7. Why are US plants safe to operate considering the events in Japan?
8. How big an earthquake Is plant X designed to handle (for each plant)?
9. Is plant X designed to withstand a tsunami (for each coastal plant)?
10. What is the NRC doing to ensure this (Japan event) doesn't happen at

US plants?
11. How will the U.S. learn from the failures at the Japanese reactors?
12. Is the NRC relooking at seismic analysis for US plants?
13. Is the event in Japan worse than TMI and Chernobyl?
14. What is the longer term prognosis for keeping the reactors cooled at

the Japanese facilities?
15. Does the NRC participate In inspection of the Japanese facilities?
16. Given low probability events do occur, how does the U.S . ensure

that U.S. plant designs are not significantly degraded by risk-informed
changes?

17. How does the NRC ensure people can escape if an accident occurs
from a natural disaster when the infrastructure is also affected or
destroyed In an area around a plant?

Rick
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Kuritzky, Alan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

(b)(6)

Monday, Marc 20 11 8:53 PM
Kuritzky, Alan
B.5.b mitgation strategies for assistance to Japan
Potential Mitigation Strategies - BWRsO1.wpd

'llan

You may remember me ( contractor working for InfoZen) from the B.5.b days when the NRC led contractor teams went to
the sites to monitor industries efforts to develop mitigation strategies in response to an aircraft impact. That scenario is
similar to what the Japanese are facing now-loss of both offsite and onsite emergency power. During B.5.b the industry
and the NRC "brainstormed" to come up with any credible means of getting water into the reactor and drywell and means
to vent the drywell to prevent its catastrophic failure resulting in uncontrolled releases. My last task on the project was to
review all the plant's ideas and summarize them in an organized fashion. I researched my files and found the BWR
summary document and am sending it you. Perhaps you already gave this to the two NRC gentlemen who flew to Japan
to provide onsite technical support but if not they might find this document helpful.

IKindly let me know if you received this e-mail.

Roman. Mychajliw

,K9
I



I- ý-MYL - ____

From: LIA H
To: Nauven. Ouvnh -
Cc: L Brenner. Elio Virailio. Rosetta Moller. Charles Boer Bruce Mroz (Sahm). Sara; McDermott,

Brian; Miller. Chris: Thagoard. Mark: Noonan, Amanda; LIA04 Hoc; Turtil, Richard: Ruland. William: Hiland,

Patick; Skeen. David Grobe. lack Burnell. Scott Piccone. Josephine: ackson, Deborah
Subject- FW: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:04:01 PM
Attachments; Ouestions from the States.doc

Quynh - please see the email chain below and the attached set of questions. Per a discussion

between Marty Virgilio and Eric Leeds, NRR is taking the lead on responding. Note that the primary

stakeholder(s) that we are trying to be responsive to are the States. As such, coordination with
FSME and the NSIR EP group is very important, and we should follow their advice on how to

effectively interface with the RSLO's as well.

Thanks, Tim McGinty (Liaison Team Director, Swing Shift, Ops Center)

From: LIA04 Hoc-
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:25 PM
To: Virgilio, Rosetta; LIA06 Hoc; Thaggard, Mark; McGinty, Tim
Cc: Noonan, Amanda; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Miller, Charles; Leeds, Eric; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

I think it is important to make sure that NSIR/EP is looped in on the development and distribution

of any answers. This is for a few reasons: 1) to maintain consistency with existing EP messaging; 2)

to ensure consistency with FEMA REPP communications; and 3) to allow for consistency with any

future messaging.
-Sara (from the LT room)

Sara Mroz
Outreach and Communications

Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response

Sara.Mroz@nrc.gov

From: Virgilio, Rosetta -
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:13 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc; Thaggard, Mark; McGinty, Tim
Cc: Noonan, Amanda; LIA04 Hoc; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Miller, Charles; Leeds, Eric;
Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Thank you, Tim. In my conversation with OEDO (just prior to receiving your email) I was
informed that NRRIEric Leeds has taken on the responsibility (Quynh Nguyen is the POC)
for the collection of questions and development of answers for responding to our
stakeholders on the events involving the earthquake in Japan and the implications for NRC
licensees. That being the case, shouldn't we provide the State Qs to NRR to address?

From: LIA06 Hoc



Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:56 PM
To: Thaggard, Mark; UA04 Hoc; Miller, Charles; Virgilio, Rosetta; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara;
Noonan, Amanda
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

This is email is primarily for Charlie and Rosetta, to close the loop. We discussed
the need for providing consistent information to the States, via the RSLO's, with the
Executive Team and the Chairman a few minutes ago. The Chairman directed us to
coordinate with FEMA since they have an established relationship with the States.
We settled on working with OPA to provide the information tailored to our best
extent to the questions and concerns that would be expressed by the States, and
provide to FEMA for awareness and commonality, and then the RSLO's for sharing.

A broad conference call with all States is not currently being contemplated, we'd
like to see how providing a common set of information works first. Tim McGinty,

LT Director

From: 'Tifft, Doug -
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:44 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; LIA04 Hoc; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy;
Trojanowskl, Robert
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Amanda,

We just got off a conference call with all the Region 1 state liaison officers
and emergency directors. Bill Dean opened the meeting. A strong message
the states sent Bill was that they need to be informed before information hits
the public.

Here are some of the questions we heard. I broke them into the two
categories you requested. I think we need answers to the hypothetical
questions ASAP as well. (I know we'll be looking for this for our upcoming
annual assessment meetings, that start for Region 1 next week.)

Questions related to event in Japan:
Could this happen at [X plant]?
What is the sequence of events at the Japanese reactors?
What is the magnitude of the release at the Japanese facility? (There are
conflicting reports in thepress.) (ie, offsite dose rates)
Who are the Federal Contacts (for the state) to get information on what DOE
& EPA are doing?
When will the plume hit the US?
What are the environmental consequences to the US?
What dose rates do we expect to see in the US?
How do the Japanese reactor designs compare to the US reactor designs of
similar vintage?
When the states receive questions from the public / media that the NRC



would be better to answer, where should they direct these calls?
What is the NRC doing to correct misinformation in the public / media?

Hypothetical questions related to US plants:
What would the effect be on [plant X] if a 9.0 earthquake hit?
What would the effect be on [plant X] if a subsequent tsunami hit?
Why is Indian Point safe if there is a fault line underneath it?

-Doug

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:27 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; Tifft, Doug; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill;
LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Absolutely. We are having a conf. call at 1:30 w/all our states to hear their
opinions. But the more we can give, the better. We've been getting
questions all morning and Bill Dean has a call with a NY congressional
arranged through OCA.

From: LU04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy
Subject: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Nancy, Doug, Bob, Gena, Alan, Harral, and Bill:

It is our understanding that a few additional questions from SLOs have come in
from states following distribution/communication of recent Q&As and Press
Releases.

In view of this, we are assessing whether additional information may be needed/if

there are additional pressing questions about the radiological fallout from

Japan.

Currently the Operation Center is responding to an International Emergency and
any possible implications from this event that may affect the United States. If
States have specific questions about Reactors in the United States they should be.
answered by the RSLO's if it reasonable. If the questions are regarding hypothetical
events at U.S. Reactors these questions can be collected and answered, if possible,
at a later date.

BOTTOM LINE: do we sense a need to provide additional Q&As and other
information pieces that respond to State needs? We respectfully request that you



make this assessment using practical judgment and beg your indulgence in

communicating real State needs for additional information.

Amanda Noonan

State Liaison - Liaison Team

Incident Response Center



It's just the ex-reporter in me but I notice the news release doesn't specify how big an
earthquake or how great a tsunami that CA nuclear power plants are built to withstand.
Anybody know that? See attached draft responses - not approved by OPA.

Michael Sicilia
Assistant Deputy Director
Office of Public Affairs
California Department of Public Health
916.440.7259 office

1(b)(6) I blackberry
The California Department of Public Health is dedicated to optimizing the health and well-being
of the people in California.

Needless to say, there are a lot of questions being asked because of the devastation in Japan.
The Director, Secretary of EOPSS and Governor's office have been asking questions and I
have been sending out information I have received on the plants in Japan. I would like all three
plants to answer the following questions that I have been asked.

" What is the seismic limit that Pilgrim Station, Seabrook Station and Vermont Yankee
have been built to withstand?

* Please explain that outcome at each plant if it was hit with a 8.9 earthquake the same as
what hit Japan?

" For Pilgrim Station and Seabrook Station, what design and safety precautions have
been installed at your plant to sustain a devastating tsunami that would hit as did the
tragedy at the Japanese plants?

• If the same tragedy hit our plants would we be having the same major issues that the
Japanese plants have? Please explain yes or not

Please let me know when I can expect an answer to these questions or if you would like to meet
and discuss that would be ok

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions
John

John Giarrusso, Jr.
Planning and Preparedness Division Chief
MEMA
508-820-2040 w
() ))



We just got off a conference call with all the Region 1 state liaison officers and emergency
directors. Bill Dean opened the meeting. A strong message the states sent Bill was that they
need to be informed before information hits the public.

Here are some of the questions we heard. I broke them into the two categories you requested. I
think we need answers to the hypothetical questions ASAP as well. (I know we'll be looking for
this for our upcoming annual assessment meetings, that start for Region I next week.)

Questions related to event in Japan:
Could this happen at [X plant]?
What is the sequence of events at the Japanese reactors?
What is the magnitude of the release at the Japanese facility? (There are conflicting reports in
the press.) (ie, offsite dose rates)
Who are the Federal Contacts (for the state) to get information on what DOE & EPA are doing?
When will the plume hit the US?
What are the environmental consequences to the US?
What dose rates do we expect to see in the US?
How do the Japanese reactor designs compare to the US reactor designs of similar vintage?
When the states receive questions from the public / media that the NRC would be better to
answer, where should they direct these calls?
What is the NRC doing to correct misinformation in the public / media?

Hypothetical questions related to US plants:
What would the effect be on [plant X1 if a 9.0 earthquake hit?
What would the effect be on [plant X] if a subsequent tsunami hit?
Why is Indian Point safe if there is a fault line underneath it?

Doug Tift

Nancy - I obviously don't have enough facts to do a proper accident assessment, but it does
seem that the loss of electrical power supply is at the heart of much of the problems. Loss of
on-site generation, loss of off-site generation, loss of emergency diesel generators, and loss of
battery supply taking out the steam driven RCIC pumps. My initial questions are:

What specific design features of the US plants are similar to any of the failed features at the
Japanese plants and if we are "better" how is that evidenced. Example - design of off-site and
back-up power supplies.

In Japan the battery life was designed for 8 hours then failed, as expected. How does the US
plant battery life design compare; and for those plants with only 4-hour back-up, how does that
bode as an acceptable/better design?

Boron or boric acid injection into the primary coolant in BWR's (Standby Liquid Control System)
is intended to kill the reaction. It appears that either this was not a' design feature of the
Japanese plants, they did not activate this system, or power failures rendered it useless. As
sea water was being pumped into the PC, reports indicate that they added boric acid.
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For the plants I'm familiar with, they all have the ability to inject city/river/lake/sea water as an
emergency measure. My question then is:
during last ditch efforts to inject alternate source water, is the injection of boric acid along with
the water injection part of the plans and procedures for the US plants?

From: Paul eddvy•dps.state.ny.us [mailto:paul eddy(,dos.state. ny. us]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:56 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy
Cc: Tifft, Doug; michael worden(,dps.state.nv.us; Alyse Peterson
Subject: Re: Getting Information for our States



From:. (b)(6)

To: Ruland. William
Subject: Video from Yahoo!
Date* Monday, March 14, 2011 2:03:59 PM

ANTHONY MENDIOLA has sent you a video.
(Email address has not Deen vented.)

Personal message:

Japan: Nuclear threat no &quot;Chemobyl&quot;

http://news-yahoo.com/videworld-157496331japan-nuclear-threat-no-guot-chernobyl-quot-24521815

Yahoo! Video



From;
To:
Cc:
Date:
Attachments:

Uhle. Jennifer
Meiphan. Sean
Mheron. Bdan
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:14:02 AM
RUS Names.docx

Sean, names from RES. Thanks, J



RES Names

Name Affiliation (b)(6)

Jason Schaperow RES

Richard Lee RES
Mark Leonard Sandia
Randy Gauntt Sandia

Annie Kammerer RES
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From: Uhle, Jennife
To: Scott. Michael: Gibson. Kathy; Sheron. Brian; Case, Michael

Subject: RE: SNL response to NRC request to help Japan
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:01:41 PM

No one from RES list is being asked to go. There may be another set of people later in
the week, but for right now, everyone should stand down. Please thank everyone for their
cooperation and willingness to help out. We really appreciate it. I will contact BNL but ask
that DSA contact SNL. Thanks, J

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Gibson, Kathy; Sheron, Brian
Subject: Fw: SNL response to NRC request to help Japan

Forwarded is over-the-top Sandia support proposal.

Note: Dana Powers is in Rockville. I'm going to attempt to contact him.

Meanwhile, suggest we get Gauntt and Leornard on a plane. Do you know La Chance?

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott1(b)(6)

From: Pickering, Susan Y <sypicke@sandia.gov>
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Orrell, Stanley A <sorrell@sandia.gov>; Gauntt, Randall 0 <rogaunt@sandia.gov>; Lachance,
Jeffrey Lynn <jllacha@sandia.gov>; Ross, Kyle Wayne <kwross@sandia.gov>; Burns, Shawn
<spbums@sandia.gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 14 13:04:54 2011
Subject: SNL response to NRC request to help Japan

Mike,

Per our phone calls, here is my proposal:

Purpose: provide real-time, Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) severe accident expertise
to Japanese officials in their Emergency Operations Center.

Personnel to send to Japan and their areas of expertise:

" Randy Gauntt - senior spokesman, severe accident analysis, MELCOR,
MACCS

" Jeff LaChance - conducted Individual Plant Examinations for every BWR in the
US, severe accident management response

* Mark Leonard (contractor) - BWR accident modeling

People to remain in US to provide technical support and their areas of expertise:

20



* Kyle Ross, Jesse Phillips - BWR design & response, BWR accident modeling
* Ray Jun, Nate Bixler - consequence assessment, MACCS
• Jason Petti - structural analysis of containment vessels
• Shawn Burns - spent fuel pool fires and structural integrity
* Eric Webb - fluent in Japanese, hydrologist, nuclear waste

Dana Powers is currently in Rockville. Have call into his hotel.

Admin actions:

" Making one-way flight reservations for Randy and Jeff to fly to Narita/Tokyo for
3/15 and 3/16 (refundable). Will coordinate other logistics w/ NRC contingent.

" Will use SOARCA funding for initial costs. Will need to discuss additional
funding needs and impacts to on-going SOARCA.

• Will take care of internal approvals, e.g., foreign travel; and risk management,
e.g., dosimetry, iodine pills.

Thank you for considering Sandia. We are ready to support NRC and Japan.
syp

Susan Y. Pickering
Senior Manager, Nuclear Energy Safety Technologies
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0736
Phone (505) 284-4800
Fax (505) 844-0955
Email: syplcke@sandia.gov



Scott, Michael

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:21 PM
To: (b)(6) I
Subject: FW: Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

---- -Original Message----
From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:08 AM
To: Scott, Michael; RESDSA
Subject: Re: Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

Here's the NISA website:

http:l/www.nisa.meti.go.ip/enqlish/index.html

-Original Message -----
From: Gibson, Kathy
To: Scott, Michael; RES_DSA
Sent: Mon Mar 14 08:03:22 2011
Subject: Re: Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

I have found the NISA (Japan's nuclear regukatory agency) and NEI websites to be the most informative. Also
John Voglewede heard from Toyo Fuketa, one of our JAEA colleagues - he and his family are ok as well as
those at JAEA's office.

--- -Original Message ----
From: Scott, Michael
To: RESDSA
Sent: Mon Mar 14 07:47:41 2011
Subject: Japan's Nuclear Plant Status

Good morning.

I know you have heard a lot in the press about the challenging situation for the reactors in Japan nearby last
week's quake. NRC does not post status on these reactors. A good clearinghouse for information on the
status of the Japanese reactors can be found on the website of the American Nuclear Society at:

http://ansnuclearcafe.oraql

At least one of the DSA staff (Tony Huffert) has been called in as the NRC Command Center has been partially
stood up to provide whatever support we can to Japan. It is possible more of us will be tapped as the event
progresses. I'm sure we all share concern about this event and its impacts, and want to do all we can to help.

Mike

54



From: Casbv. Marcia on h'-"If of M1il C
To: gelohan. Sean - -! .-
Cc: Lg Grebe. lack; Miller. (hades Fo ra ck: Lewis. Robert: Moore, Scott
Subject: FSME Nominee for Japan
Date: Monday, Mardc 14, 2011 11:08:30 AM
Importance: High

As discussed with Eric, here is jack Foster's bio for consideration for the list:

Jack Foster .
Bio - 03/2011

1996 - Present - HOO Protective Measure Team (PMT). Qualified as Reactor Safety Team/PMT

Liaison and PMT Coordinator. RST/PMT skills need include Reactor background and health physics.

PMT Coordinator skill include use and training on RASCAL, GIS, overall process of PMT.

2009 - Present Branch Chief Materials Licensing Branch in FSME. Responsibilities include:

Exempt Distribution Licensing, General Licensing, Web Based Licensing/Licensing Tracking System.

2006 - Branch Chief - Generic Issues and OpE (RES). Included skills are GI-199 (Seismic) and

Accident sequence precursor program (ASP)

2002 -2006 Team Lead OpE (NRR) - Reactor OpE - BWR and PWR.

1996 - 2002 RX Engineer - Tech Specs (NRR) - GE BWR MK1 ECCS, ADMIN, and more.

Jack has a (b)(6) at is current.



From: Ewer. Brc) , ,
To: Leeds. ic; Grebe.l •i1tter. loseoh; Regan. Christophff; Quay. Theodore
Subject: FW: FYI..German news
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:23:00 AM
Attachments: JmaigaeOQQ.ng

FYI

From: Holian, Bdan /
Sent: Tuesday, Marc 15, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Boger, Bruce
Cc: Galloway, Melanie; Burnell, Scott; Dacus, Eugene
Subject: FW: FYI..German news

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 4, k011 11:01 AM
To: Holian, Brian
Subject: See Article That Just Came Out

There will be members of Congress pushing for this tomorrow morning.

Germany to shut down 7 reactors
temporarily

A0M o1&d sPma

P - In this image made off Japan's NTV/NNN Japan television
footage, flames from the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear ...
- Tue Mar 15, 7:06 am ET

BERLIN - Chancellor Angela Merkel says Germany will take seven of its 17 reactors offline
for three months while the country reconsiders plans to extend the life of its nuclear power
plants.

Merkel said Tuesday that Germany will temporarily shut down reactors that went into
operation before the end of 1980, affecting seven reactors. The decision comes amid fears
sparked by the crisis under way at Japan's tsunami-stricken nuclear power plant.

Merkel spoke after meeting with the governors of states that have nuclear power plants.



A previous government decided a decade ago to shut all 17 German nuclear plants by 2021,
but Merkel's administration last year moved to extend their lives by an average 12 years. That
decision was suspended for three months on Monday.

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear & Environmental Engineer
(610) 337-5065 Work

(b)(6) Cell



Cagpn -Kathleen

From: Taylor, Robert A. -

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:39AM
To" Burnell, Scott; SchnIidtRebecca (b)(6)corn; McIntyre, David; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner., Eliot.
Subject:' RE: Request for latest Q&As
Attac.ments: Chairman Jaczko, QA5_earthquake03141 .docx

I worked qo these yesterday afternoon until I left at 7pm. Attached is as far as I got. We were still tracking
down answers on some and others need some polishing. Holly was going to try and work on them last night if
time permitted. If she made progress, then these might be outdated, but should be good for now.

Rob

From:' Burn~ell,: Scott i L - -"
Sent, 'ue May, March 15, 2011 9:26 •i-
Tot: $ •tl •ebecca; Taylor, Robert (")McIntyre, David; Powell, Amy
,cc: -~pI~liot
SubjecpJ•E; IRequest for latest Q&As
Impoanrce: .High

I've got whatAmy sent and am updating/consolidating with what I have available. I haven't seen Rob's work,
so if someone has that please forward it to me.

From. Schmidt, Rebecca - .

Sent: Tuesday, March,15, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As

Scott,
We (Amy and I) are looking for theanswers to the questions I gave Rob Taylor yesterday added to the Q&A

listing

From, Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 1i5 20119:08 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Powell, Amy
Cc: SchmIdt, Rebecca; Droggltis, Splros
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As

Amy, please re-send what you have. Thanks.

From: Brenner, Eliot I
Sent: Tuesday, March !5, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Burnell, Scott
Cc:,Schmldt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE:.Request for latest Q&As

Yes... scott please provide current material

From: Powell, Amy -
Sent: Tuesday, Marco i5,'.011 9:04 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros

I



Subject: Request for latest Q&As
Importance: High

Eliot -

Could Becky and I get the latest version of the Q&As by 10am, ahead of the Chairman's hearing prep session

this morning? I've attached the most recent version that we have as a point of reference.

Thanks,
Amy

2



Beasley, Benjamin

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Beasley, Benjamin
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:02 PM
Manoly. Kamal; Couret, Ivonne
RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
imageO0I gif

lvonne.

To clarify, I would not be the best person to participate in an interview, but will coordinate with Kamal, Jon and
Marty to support you.

Ben

From: Manoly, Kamal
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Ivonne,
I am available for the interview. Just let me know when.
Kamal

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Wilson, George; Manoly, Kamal; Ake, ]on; Stutzke, Martin; Kammerer, Annie;
Kauffman, John
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Murphy, Andrew; Munson, Clifford;

Ivonne,

Answers are provided in the attached Word document. I will be in a low iortv meetin for the next couple of
hours. If you want us to support a telephone interview, please call me at j
Ben

From: Couret, 1vonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:31 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Wilson, George
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

I just spoke to the reporter if we can give him written responses and coordinate a phone interview/review of
items. When you guys are ready we can do this before 5p.m. Thanks for ALL you do! Ivonne

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Wilson, George
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High

1



Ivonne,

I am coordinating the assembly of answers for the NBC reporter on GI-1 99. We are slill working. but draft
answers are:

1. His plain language understanding of the risk is correct.

2. The latest seismic hazard estimates for western U.S. nuclear plants are in the IPEEEs. Following 9-11,
these documents are no longer publicly available. There are updated USGS seismic estimates for the
entire U.S., but these have not been applied to the western plants.

3. The consensus hazard estimates are not out yet. We expect them by the end of the year.

4. The NRC is working on developing a Generic Letter (GL) to request information from affected
licensees. The GL will likely be issued in a draft form within the next 2 months to stimulate discussions
with industry in a public meeting. After that it has to be approved by CRGR, presented to ACRS and
issued as a draft for formal public comments (45 days). After evaluation of the public comments it can
then be finalized for issuance. We anticipate to issue the GL by the end of this calendar year. The
information from licensees will likely require 3-6 months to complete. Staffs review will commence after
receiving licensees' responses. Based on staffs review, a determination can be rnade regarding cost
beneficial backfits where it can be justified.

I will send an update after I get final information. Please let me know if there is something else we can do.

Ben Beasley

SU.S.NRC

Benjamin Beasley, Chief
Operating Experience and Generic Issues Branch
Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
301-251-7676
Benjamln.Beasley@nrc.gov
Generic Issues Program
OaeratinR Experience Databases

From: Wilson, George
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:31 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High

fyi

From: Hiland, Patrick
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Wilson, George; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Stulzke, Martin; Ake, ion; Coe, Doug; Skeen, David; Scales, Kerby

2
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Subjdct: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
importance: High

Need to work with OPA, and RES. Kamal should coordinate with RES, and I suggest Marty/Jon respond
directly through RES. Doug Coe is good source also for the Gl. Get OPA involved.

From: Bill Dedman (mallto:Bill.Dedman@msnbc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:06 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Sheron, Brian; Hiland, Patrick; OPA Resource
Subject: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Good morning,

My name is Bill Dedman. I'm a reporter for NBC News and msnbc.com, writing an article today about:

SAFETY/RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR GENERIC ISSUE 199, "IMPLICATIONS OF UPDATED
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES ON
EXISTING PLANTS"

I reached out to NRC Public Affairs yesterday but have not heard back, and my deadline is end-of-day today. I'm hoping
to get on the phone today with someone from NRC to make sure I'm conveying this information accurately to the public.
If nothing else, I'm hoping one of the technical people can help clarify the points below. My telephone number is 203-
451-9995.

I've read Director Brian Sheron's memo of Sept. 2, 2010, to Mr. Patrick Hiland; the safety/risk assessment of August
2010; its appendices A through D; NRC Information Notice 2010-18; and the fact sheet from public affairs from
November 2010.

I have these questions:

1. I'd like to make sure that I accurately place in layman's terms the seismic hazard estimates. I need to make sure that I'm
understanding the nomenclature for expressing the seismic core-damage frequencies. Let's say there's an estimate
expressed as "2.5E-06." (I'm looking at Table D-2 of the safety/risk assessment of August 2010.) ] believe that this
expression means the same as 2.5 x 104-06, or 0.0000025, or 2.5 divided by one million. In layman's terms, that means an
expectation, on average, of 2.5 events every million years, or once every 400,000 years. Similarly, "2.5E-05" would be 2.5
divided by 100,000, or 2.5 events every 100,000 years, on average, or once every 40,000 years. Is this correct?

2. These documents give updated probabilistic seismic hazard estimates for existing nuclear power plants in the Central
and Eastern U.S. What document has the latest seismic hazard estimates (probabilistic or not) for existing nuclear power
plants in the Western U.S.?

3. The documents refer to newer data on the way. Have NRC, USGS et al. released those? I'm referring to this: "New
consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in late 2010 or early 2011 (these arc a product of a joint NRC,
U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) project). These
consensus seismic hazard estimates will supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and
USGS hazard estimates used in the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment."

4. What is the timetable now for consideration of any regulatory changes from this research'?

Thank you for your help.

Regards,

Bill Dedman

3



This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; Intended only for the named reciplent(s) above and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message Is not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any unauthorized use, dLssemination, distribution or copy of this communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwdse is
intended by virtue ofthis communication. If you have received tis message In error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender,
destroy all copies and delete this e-maq message from your computer. Thank you.
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From: Taylor, Robert
To: " Taylor. Robert
Subject: Japan Status
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:32:15 AM

http://www.maif.or.ip/enalish/

Rofbt•t Toy/or, Chief
Steam Generator Tube Integrity &

Chemical Engineering Branch

Division of Component Integrity

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Office: (301) 415-3172

Cell: (b)(6)



Fvon:
To:
cc;
Subjed
Date:
Importance:

43Elig QWLIM Ral Harrim=o. Halv

QUERY: Getting ready to send is out... sound good?
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:55:55 PM

OPA,

I just want to make sure of expectations and alignment.., we need to start getting the Regions plugged in.

Thanks,
Quynh

Per Eric Leeds' request and working closely with NSIR and OPA...

The below SharePoint link is the location of our INTERNAL USE ONLY activities regarding the Japan Events and the effects
on their nuclear operations. Again, NO PUBLIC RELEASE of any documents.

Given lessons learned from 9-11, we want to ensure clear, concise messages in alignment with the Chairman and
focus of our safety mission In the United States. To this end, we established this SharePoint as a centralized location to
collect our questions from stakeholders and our draft responses. These draft responses will be vetted by OPA and once
approved by OPA - it is OK for use by the staff to answer questions from stakeholders. For matters related to Emergency
Preparedness, NSIR is the lead.

As such, please understand that, while we are doing our best to be timely with the most up-to-date information, it is more to
important to ensure accurate information is being posted.
http7/lortalnrc•ov/edo/nrr/NRR%2UTA/FAQ%2ORelated%20to%20Events%200ccudng%20oin%2OJapanFormsn/AllItems~aspx

Note: 'Chairman JaczkoQA._03151 I" contains parts that are PUBLIC and additional INTERNAL information for NRC staff.

All correspondence to the public should be directed to our Office of Public Affairs (OPA)I

Additionally, if questions arise out of the Region, please let us know via email. We'll do our best to coordinate the answer
and ensure that we get OPA's blessing.

Thank you for all your support during this time and understandingl

POC:
Quynh Nguyen (301) 415-5844; BlackBe
Sean Meighan (301) 415-1020
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_- L Marksberny, Don - _.--- . ,-

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ANS Broadcasts (broadcasts@ans.org]
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:03 PM
Marksberry, Don
ANS Public Information: Japan Nuclear Reactors
Fact Reactjl.pdf; Responding to inaccurate information in the news media.pdf

1. SERVE AS A MEDIA CONTACT

2. HELP CORRECT INACCURATE AND/OR MISLEADING NEWS REPORTS

3. SEND US YOUR THOUGHTS, ANECDOTES, SUGGESTIONS OR EXPERTISE TO SHARE ON THE ONGOING
JAPAN SITUATION

Dear ANS Member,

Many of you have told us you are frustrated when you see someone on TV, in a newspaper, or the Internet, claiming to be
a "nuclear expert" sharing inaccurate and misleading information about the situation in Japan or nuclear energy generally.
You can do something about It!

We. have established Japanfacts(aans.ora to serve as a centralized communications email address for ANS member
communications to ANS Headquarters on the Japan situation. ANS staff will make sure the proper person gets your email.

SERVE AS A MEDIA CONTACT

There is an URGENT NEED for ANS members who can serve as media contacts. The need is particularly urgent for
experts on radiation and human health effects, but we are also seeking people who can speak to reactor design and
operation, licensing and safety issues, and crisis response activities.

Email JaoanfactsO.ans.ora with MEDIA in the subject line-include your name, city/state, phone numbers, area of

expertise, and any additional information you think we should know

HELP CORRECT INACCURATE AND/OR MISLEADING NEWS REPORTS

Directly engage local news media when you read, hear, or view reports that contain technical information about nuclear
energy topics that are not factually correct. See the guidance document attached that provides some "rules of the road"
for talking with the news media.

Inform the ANS Public Information Committee about what you've communicated to the news media and the
outcome, if any. Send your reports to Japanfacts(ans.ora with FACT REACT in the subject line.

Ask for help if you need it. We have cadre of specialists in TV, print and social media who are talking round the clock on
how to best address news media coverage of the situation in Japan. Email Japanfacts•,ans.org with HELP in the subject
line.

SEND US YOUR THOUGHTS, ANECDOTES, SUGGESTIONS OR EXPERTISE TO SHARE ON THE ONGOING
JAPAN SITUATION

Email them to Jaganfacts(aans.orq with JAPAN in the subject line.

1



ANS RESOURCES

ANS continues -to provide a news aggregation service on the ANS Nuclear Cafe blogsite at http://ansnuclearcafe.org/. I
.urge you to share this link with friends, colleagues, and your social networks.

The ANS Professional Divisions are currently engaged in an urgent effort to develop talking points on the Japan situation
for distribution to members. Additionally, ANS-HQ will be providing a periodic update of communications efforts under a
Whats New' link at http://www.ans.org.

Thank you all for your efforts in supporting the nuclear community during these challenging times. Our professional
responsibility is to provide credible information based on the information on hand, realizing that this information may be
incomplete and/or evolving.

Sincerely,

Candace Davison
Chair, ANS Public Information Committee

Dan Yurman
Social Media rep, Public Information Committee
Email: (b)(6) Twitter @djysrv
Mobil b),

Laura Scheele
American Nuclear Society
Communications & Outreach
Email: lscheele(aans.orq Twitter: @lscheele
Phone: (708) 579-8224
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1. SERVE AS A MEDIA CONTACT

2. HELP CORRECT INACCURATE AND/OR MISLEADING NEWS REPORTS

3. SEND US YOUR THOUGHTS, ANECDOTES, SUGGESTIONS OR EXPERTISE TO SHARE ON THE ONGOING JAPAN
SITUATION

Dear ANS Member,

Many of you have told us you are frustrated when you see someone on TV, in a newspaper, or the
Internet, claiming to be a "nuclear expert" sharing inaccurate and misleading information about the
situation in Japan or nuclear energy generally. You can do something about it!

We have established iapanfacts@ans.org to serve as a centralized communications email address for
ANS member communications to ANS Headquarters on the Japan situation. ANS staff will make sure the
proper person gets your email.

SERVE AS A MEDIA CONTACT

There is an URGENT NEED for ANS members who can serve as media contacts. The need is particularly
urgent for experts on radiation and human health effects, but we are also seeking people who can speak
to reactor design and operation, licensing and safety issues, and crisis response activities.

Email Japanfacts@ans.org with MEDIA in the subject line-include your name, city/state, phone
numbers, area of expertise, and any additional information you think we should know

HELP CORRECT INACCURATE AND/OR MISLEADING NEWS REPORTS

Directly engage local news media when you read, hear, or view reports that contain technical
information aboutrnuclear energy topics that are not factually correct. See the guidance document
attached that provides some "rules of the road" for talking with the news media.

Inform the ANS Public Information Committee about what you've communicated to the news media
and the outcome, if any. Send your reports to Japanfacts@ans.org with FACT REACT in the subject
line.

Ask for help if you need it. We have cadre of specialists in TV, print and social media who are talking
round the clock on how to best address news media coverage of the situation in Japan. Email
Jaoanfacts@ans.org with HELP in the subject line.

SEND US YOUR THOUGHTS, ANECDOTES, SUGGESTIONS OR EXPERTISE TO
SHARE ON THE ONGOING JAPAN SITUATION

Email them to Japanfacts@ans.oru with JAPAN in the subject line.



ANS RESOURCES

ANS continues to provide a news aggregation service on the ANS Nuclear Cafe blogsite at

http://ansnuclearcafe.org/. I urge you to share this link with friends, colleagues, and your social

networks.

The ANS Professional Divisions are currently engaged in an urgent effort to develop talking points on the

Japan situation for distribution to members. Additionally, ANS-HQ will be providing a periodic update of

communications efforts under a 'What's New' link on the ANS website at http://www.ans.org/.

Thank you all for your efforts in supporting the nuclear community during these challenging times. Our

professional responsibility is to provide credible information based on the information on hand, realizing

that this information may be incomplete and/or evolving.

Sincerely,

Candace Davison

Chair, ANS Public Information Committee

Dan Yurman

Social Media rep, Public Information Committee

EmailZ(b)(Z) Twitter: @djysrv

Laura Scheele

American Nuclear Society
Communications & Outreach

Email: lscheele@ans.orp Twitter: @lscheele

Phone: (708) 579-8224



Responding to inaccurate information in the news media

Take it as a given that in dealing with the technical complexities of the nuclear crisis in Japan,
the mainstream news media is going to make mistakes. You can do something about it, but you
must use proven methods to do so.

It is OK to reach out to local or national news media using email or telephone, but don't hit the
keyboard or keypad before you assemble the facts.

First, ask yourself. "am I technically qualified to really address this issue?" Assuming the
answer is yes, assemble a brief set of one-liners that explain your expertise. Use plain English.

Next, tackle the issue at hand. What's factually wrong with the news media report? What facts
are needed to make it correct?

Assemble the facts in a rough order of descending order of importance. Keep an eye on the big
picture. Do not get wrapped up in hair splitting details.

Write your response using the active voice and in talking points format. Remember, general
assignment reporters will not follow detailed technical arguments. You must keep it simple.

Be sure to include your contact information and a summary of your expertise at the end of the
talking points.

Once you have your talking points prepared, you are ready to contact the reporter or their editor
by email or phone.

How talk to a journalist

Do not argue with a journalist. Stick to the facts.

Communicating with journalists makes a difference. It does not have to be perfect. When you
write to journalists, be factual, not rhetorical. Do not personally attack them; that's more likely to
convince them that they're in the right. Address them in the language that most journalists are
trained to understand - plain English.

Remember, you are responding as expert and viewer. You are NOT responding on behalf of
ANS or your employer.

Please send us a copy of your emails or notes about telephone conversations (published and
unpublished) to Japanfact@ans.org.



Writing letters to the editor

Letters that are intended for publication should usually be drafted more carefully. Here are some
tips to keep in mind:

Make one point (or at most two) in your letter, email, or fax. State the point clearly, ideally in the
first sentence.

Make your letter timely. If you are not addressing a specific article, editorial or letter that
recently appeared in the paper you are writing to, then try to tie the issue you want to write about
to a recent event.

Familiarize yourself with the coverage and editorial position of the paper to which you are
writing. Refute or support specific statements, address relevant facts that are ignored, but do
avoid blanket attacks on the media in general or the newspaper in particular.

Check the letter specifications of the newspaper to which you are writing. Length and format
requirements vary from paper to paper. (Generally, roughly two short paragraphs are ideal.) You
also must include your name, signature, address and phone number.

Be sure to say something, even one sentence, about your technical expertise, in the letter. You
can provide more but don't expect it to be published.

Look at the letters that appear in your paper. Is a certain type of letter usually printed?

Support your facts. If the topic you address is controversial, consider sending documentation
along with your letter. But don't overload the editors with too much info.

Keep your letter brief. Type it whenever possible.

Find others to write letters when possible. This will show that other individuals in the community
are concerned about the issue. If your letter doesn't get published, perhaps someone else's on the
same topic will.

Monitor the paper for your letter. If your letter has not appeared within a week or two, follow up
with a call to the editorial department of the newspaper.

An increasing number of broadcast news programs (60 Minutes, All Things Considered, etc.)
also solicit and broadcast "letters to the editor." Don't forget these outlets.

Remember, you are responding as expert and viewer. You are NOT responding on behalf of
ANS or your employer.

Please send us a copy of your letters (published and unpublished) to iapanfacts(@,ans.org.
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How to Write an Op-Ed

Op-eds are longer than letters to the editor, and there is more competition for space. You may
want to call the paper for length requirements (usually 600-800 words).

Try to write on a controversial issue being covered at that time. If you can use a professional title
that suggests authority, do so. If you work for an organization, get permission to sign the op-ed
as a representative of that organization.

Feel free to send it to papers far from where you live, but avoid sending it to two newspapers in
the same "market." (Sending to the San Francisco Examiner and the Seattle Times is OK, but not
to the Examiner and the San Francisco Chronicle.)

"National" newspapers like the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post,
Christian Science Monitor and USA Today generally do not accept op-eds that are also being
offered to other papers. But you can easily submit the same piece to five or ten local dailies in
different regions-greatly increasing your chances of being published.

Assure the op-ed editor in your cover letter that the piece has not been submitted to any other
paper in their market. If, on the other hand, you sent it to only one paper, let that paper know you
are offering them an exclusive.

In writing op-eds, avoid excessive rhetoric. State the subject under controversy clearly. You are
trying to persuade a middle-of-the-road readership. If you rely on facts not commonly found in
mainstream media, cite your sources.

Try to think of a catchy title. If you don't, the paper will be more likely to run its own-which
may not emphasize your central message. (Even if you do write your own headline, don't be
surprised if it appears under a different one.)

Be prepared to shorten and re-submit your article as a letter to the editor in case it does not get
accepted as an op-ed.
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Subject: Launch of FAQ RlAated to Evmts Ocuring in Japan
Data: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:16:02 PM
impoeumcm ligh

All,

Per Eric Leeds' request and working closely with NSIR and OPA...

The below SharePoint link is the location of our INTERNAL USE ONLY activities regarding the Japan Events and the effects
on their nuclear operations. Again, NO PUBLIC RELEASE of any documents.

Given lessons learned from 9-11, we want to ensure clear, concise messages in alignment with the Chairman and
focus of our safety mission in the United States. To this end, we established this SharePoint as a centralized location to
collect our questions from stakeholders and our draft responses. These draft responses will be vetted by OPA and once
approved by OPA - it is OK for use by the staff to answer questions from stakeholders.

As such, please understand that, while we are doing our best to be timely with the most up-to-date information, it is more to
important to ensure accurate information is being posted.
httpýUportal-nrc-gov/edo/nrrINRR%20TAIFA/%2ORelated%20to%2OEvents%2O•ccurina%20in%2OJapan/FormsfA-fftems-as=x

Note: "Chairman JaczkoQA7_031511" contains parts that are PUBLIC and additional information for NRC staff.

All correspondence to the public should be directed to our Office of Public Affairs (OPA)l

Additionally, if questions arise out of the Region, please let us know. We'll do our best to coordinate the answer and ensure
that we get OPA's blessing.

Thank you for all your support during this time and understandingl

POC:
Quynh Nguyen (301) 415-5844; BlackBerry (b)(6)
Sean Meighan (301) 415-1020



From: LeedsEdc I
To: Ruland. William
Cc: Grobe. lack; Boger. Bruce Bahadur. Sher

Subject: ACTION:: Clothes for Ulsis

Date: Tuesday, Mardc 15, 2011 10:54:41 AM
Attachments: RE Clothes for Ulsis.msq

Bill -

Please be sure to save this email so Tony knows that NRR, the CFO and the Agency wants to be sure

that he stays appropriately attired in Japan.

We care about our folks!!!!

Eric ]. Leeds, Director
Office of Nudear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

---- Original Messaap--'/--
From: Dyer, Jim (,
Sent: Tuesday, IVarCh 15, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Dyer, Jim; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Givvines, Mary
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Subject: RE: Clothes for Ulsis

Sorry I left off the 2nd e-mail. See attached. Jim

----- Original Messaoe--4
From: Dyer, Jim .

Sent: Tuesday, l4r• 15, 2011 9:47 AM
To: Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Givvines, Mary
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Subject: RE: Clothes for Ulsis

NRR Folk,

See attached. Mary Matheson has snme good ideas for covering Tony's cost of getting additional
clothes. Jim

----- Original Message-,
From: Grobe, Jack 1'
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:28 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Dyer, Jim
Subject: Clothes for Ulsis

Tony Ulsis took clothing for three days and needs additional stuff. His wife advised that she found the
least expensive approach would cost 800 dollars. She was ready to drive to deliver the stuff for
shipment and wanted to be sure it would be reimbursed. The critical problem here is that Tony is(-(6)

F(R-II conferred with ADM and they Indicated that they would do exactly what she was doing regarding
shipment of the dothes so this would be authorized. I directed to go forward with this effort.
Jack Grobe, Deputy Director, NRR
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Attachment RE Clothes for Ulsis.msg (2560 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



From: Glwlnes. Ma
To: ioJa; Noueyn. Quynh •
Subject: RE: Clothes for Ulsis
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:08:38 AM

We are on it. I sent you an email this morning. Do you know how we can get in touch with Tony's
wife - the number we had continues to be busy. I asked Cynthia to work with Quynh.

----- Original Message -----
From: Grobe, Jack -
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh; Giwines, Mary
Subject: Fw: Clothes for Ulsis

Pis take care of this.
Jack Grobe, Deputy Director, NRR

----- Original Message -----
From: Dyer, Jim --
To: Dyer, Jim; Grobe, lack; Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Giwines, Mary
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Sent: Tue Mar 15 09:48:06 2011
Subject: RE: Clothes for Ulsis

Sorry I left off the 2nd e-mail. See attached. Jim

-----Original Mess""
From: Dyer, Jim -'

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:47 AM
To: Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Giwines, Mary
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Subject: RE: Clothes for Ulsis

NRR Folk,

See attached. Mary Matheson has some good ideas for covering Tony's cost of getting additional
clothes. Jim

----- Original Message -----
From: Grobe, Jack -
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:28 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Dyer, Jim
Subject: Clothes for Ulsis

Tony Ulsis took dothing for three days and needs additional stuff. His wife advised that she found the
least expensive approach would cost 800 dollars. She was ready to drive to deliver the stuff for
shipment and wanted to be sure it would be reimbursed. The critical problem here is that Tony is (bX6)

b_ conferred with ADM and they indicated that they would do exactly what she was doing regar ingd
shipment of the clothes so this would be authorized. I directed to go forward with this effort.
Jack Grobe, Deputy Director, NRR



Laur,, Steven

From: Witick, Brian
Sent. Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:05 PM
To: Laur, Steven
Cc: Cheok, Michael; Lee, Samson
Subject: Re: CTS-SRM-S1I-0014

Thanks Steven

Sent from NRC .BlackBerryBrian Wittick.,
(b)(6)

From,! Laur, Steven
TO: Wit•Brian

Cc: C06 M~thlel; Lee, Samson
Se~ WdMar 16 16:18:2.12011
Subj~ect: ft: CTS-SRM-S1i-0014

Brian:

The Task Description you attached matches the SRM and is, therefore, consistent with Commission direction.

The deliverable should be "revised RG 1.174 and, as necessary, SRP 19.2, containing improved guidance for evaluating
consistency with the defense-in-depth philosophy."

The due-date needs to be no sooner than November 2012, which provides very little time to develop the "precise
language" required by the SRM. This is because issuance of a revision to a regulatory guide takes 18 months, as set
forth in the Office of Regulatory Research Office Instruction ADM-004, Regulatory Guide Development, Revision, and
Withdrawal Process." This includes time for ACRS interactions, public comment and resolution, and possible interaction
with CRGR.

Although the SRP is a separate revision process, I believe these can be done in parallel and November 2012, although
tight, should be achievable.

Steven A. Laur
NRR Dh'ision of Risk Assessment
OWFN 10-ClS
(301) 415-2889
steven.Iaurt nrc.gov

From: Wittick,;Brian e
Sent: Wednesday, Ma6cI•16, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Laur, Steven
C•: Cheok, Michael; Lee, Samson
Subject: FW: CTS-SRM-S11-0014

Steve,

I



Attached is the SECY proposed action items resulting from the CAP SRM. I understand from talking to Mike
Cheok that you have lead for the action items identified in the second paragraph of the SRM, and the second
item noted on the SECY action list.

I am looking for inputson the task description, deliverable, and proposed due date. Please also note that the
SECY tracking list only identified one of the multiple taskings specified in the second paragraph of the SRM.

Please. let me know when you are available to discuss (I will be on the night shift the next couple days).

Thanks,.

Bri-anAW.,tick
Exec."tiiecni.Cal Assistant for Reactors

0 i jtiv Director for OperationsuS... -0 71ion

FrNftqý oproftsrmVote Resource
TO.:, WifA"j'l00, ~n
Sent:!'T-64e6Ma'r15 14:21:17 2011
su,6ject: CTS-SRM-Sll-0014

Brian,

See SECYjtasklng sheet for 03/1 5/11 SRM to SECY-1 1-0014. Please let me know as soon as
.possible that it Is okay for the action to be tasked to the assigned office and that there are no
additional OEDO tasking that need to be tracked from this SRM. When responding, please
Indicate!

(1) the EDO due date;
(2) type of response (SECY paper, memo, etc.); and
(3) s•gnature level of response (EDO, OD, etc.).

ACS will make sure that SECY Is in agreement. Thank you.

Denise

Frqm; Shea, Pamela
Sent; Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:26 PM
To: RldsEdoDraftSrmVote Resource
Cc: Bav01, Rochelle; Laufer,. Richard; Andersen, James;. Landau, Mindy
Subject: CTS-SRM-Sll-0014

See attached, CTS.

Thanks,

2
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Miller, Ed

From: Johnson, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, March 61, 2011 1:45 PM
.To; Johnson, Jonathanj Bltritt;- Arthur; Cline, Leonard; DeBoer, Joseph; Douglas, Christopher;

Ennis, Rick; Kern, LWl&,g, McKenna, Philip; Miller, Ed; Patel, Amar; Raymond, William;
Schroeder, Daniel; TurJlllr Andrey; Welling, Blake

Subject: RE: Japanese eventtsW.fnary

Importance: High

We have just received information from the licensee that some of the information provided in these slides has surfaced in
the Washington Post newspaper.

Please be cognizant that information may be deemed sensitive or potentially need licensee concurrence prior to
redistributing.

From: Johnson, Jonathan,/
Sent:.Wnday,,: March 14, 011 "12:51 PM
To:iirr, ."ur; Cline, Leonard; DeBoeri Joseph;, Douglas, Christopher; Ennis, Rick; Kern, Ludwig; McKenna, Philip;
Mille,. " ElPatel, Amar; Raymond, William; Schroeder, Daniel; Turilin, Andrey; Welling, Blake; Johnson, Jonathan
Subject: Japanese event summary

Attached, Is a presentation provided by the Seabrook, PGM that discusses some of the design similarities between
FukRAO .aDaiichi Unit-1 and Duane Arnold. Additionally, Included is a brief description of the event initial response,
miliging actions, emergency response, and FPUDAEC response.

USNRC, Resldent Inspector- Seabrook, 603-474-3S80 (ph), 603-474-9018 (fax)• () e natha nohnsongnrim..ov

I
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Dion, Jeanne

From: Waterman, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Birla, Sushil; Dion, Jeanne; Sydnor, Russell; Betancourt, Luis; Burton, Thomas; Concepcion,

Milton; Halverson, Derek; Hardin, 'Leroy; Rebstock, Paul; Sturzebecher, Karl; Yang, Yaguang
Subject: RE: IRC Staffing
Attac 6 ments: image001.gif

It is tri.e the NW" and "R" are the same for both generic designs. However, there are 13 letters in the alphabet
between V and "P", which leaves a lot of room for totally different acronyms.

From.:,, .1, Sushil
Sent: d.sday, March 16, 2011 10:36 AM
TO0 aq,,,"Michael; Dion, Jeanne; Sydnor, Russell; Betancourt Luis; Burton, Thomas; Concepcion, Milton;
Hatversfo• erek; Hardin, Leroy; Rebstock, Paul; Sturzebecher, Kad; Yang, Yaguang
Subject: RE: [RC Staffing

That Is no excuse, Mike.
W" and "R" make up two-thirds of what they need... or may, be even more...

Sushil Birla (phonetically Su-sheel)
' Senior Technical Advisor - Digital Instrumentation and Control
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, Mail Stop C5-A24M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
21 Church Street, Rockville, MD 20850, USA
_Ehone: 301-251-7660.0

obit (b)(6)

Fax: 301-251-7425
Email address: Sushil.Bida@nrc.gov
PostoI 8ddýess. Mail Stop C5-A24M, Washington DC 20555-0001
It's t Me to'meet: httg:I/www. internal. nrc.Qov/news/nrcreporter/201 WOrofnles/Su.hil-Birla.html

From:. Waterman, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Olon, Jeanne; Sydnor, Russell; Betancourt, Luis; Birla, Sushil; Burton, Thomas; Concepcion, Milton; Halverson, Derek;
Hardin, Leroy; Rebstock, Paul; Sturzebecher, Karl; Yang, Yaguang
Subject: RE: IRC Staffing

I'm a PWR person, so this leaves me out

Fromr: Dion, Jeanne
Sent:,•Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:38 AM
TO: Sy,,&nr,.Russell; Betancourt, Luis; Birla, Sushil; Burton, Thomas; Concepcion, Milton; Halverson, Derek; Hardin,
Leroy; ke6bck,,Paul; Sturzebecher, Karl; Waterman, Michael; Yang, Yaguang
Subject RE:kIRC Staffing

DICae,I'm acting as FO TA this week and have some info on the expertise they need in the IRC. "

1
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Liaisons Team
LT director
LT coordinator
LT federal liaison
LT congressional Liaison
LT international liaison

Protective measure teams
PMT director
PMT coordinator
PMT protective actions assistant director
Radiological assessment assistant Director
Dos Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL developer
PMTR Geographical information systems
PMTR meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST director
RST coordinator
Severe accident/ PRA
BWR expert
RST comm./ ERDS operator
RST support (seismology Q&A)

From: Sydnor, Russell
Sent; Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:44 AM
To: Betancourt, Luls; Birla, Sushil; Burton, Thomas; Concepcion, Milton; Dion, Jeanne; Halverson, Derek; Hardin, Leroy;
Rebstock, Paul; Sturzebecher, Karl; Waterman, Michael; Yang, Yaguang
Subject: FW: IRC Staffing
Importance: High

The agency is looking for some more staff to help relieve the burden on the folks supporting the NRC's
response to the incidents in Japan. I am not sure they are looking for our discipline, but if any of you think you
could support this let me know today by noon.

Russell Sydnor
Branch Chief
NRC/RES/DE/ ICB
301-251-7405
Russell.SvdnorC@nrcRov

From: Case, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:16 AM
To: Graves, Herman; Hogan, Rosemary; Csontos, Aladar; Koshy, Thomas; Lin, Bruce; Boyce, Tom (RES); All, Syed;
Murphy, Andrew; Tregonlng, Robert; Gavrilas, Mirela; Sydnor, Russell; Lorette, Phillip
Cc: Richards, Stuart
Subject: FW: IRC Staffing

Can you all start to think about this and let me know of any potential names by around noon?

From: Sheron, Brian
Senti Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sanglmlno, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea

2



Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(1 lpm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did not have a list
of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.

Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 QIP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking is that the staff that recently went over would come back In 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.
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Khanna, Meena

From: Skeen, David i -
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:31 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW: Seismic Q&As 3-16-11 3am version
Attachments: Seismic Questions for Incident Response 3-16-11 3am.pdf

FYI - Updated seismic Q&A.

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:14 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Stutzke, Martin; Glitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger; McDermott, Brian; Hasselberg, Rick;
Chokshl, Nilesh; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher; Flanders, Scott; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Brown, Frederick; Glitter,
Joseph; Howe, Allen; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura; Karas, Rebecca; Ake, Jon; Munson, Clifford; Hogan,
Rosemary; Uhle, Jennifer; Marshall, Michael; Uselding, Lara; Randall, John; Allen, Don; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth;
Pires, Jose; Graves, Herman; Candra, Hernando; Murphy, Andrew; Murphy, Andrew; Pires, Jose; Hogan, Rosemary;
Sheron, Brian; Dricks, Victor; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley, Michael; Devlin, Stephanie; Nguyen,
Quynh; Meighan, Sean; Vegel, Anton; Lantz, Ryan; Jones, Henry; Bagchi, Goutam; McIntyre, David; Thomas, Eric;
Mahoney, Michael; Polickoskl, James
Subject: Seismic Q&As 3-16-11 3am version

All,

Here's the latest version of the seismic Q&As. It is (I believe) a big improvement from yesterday. We had quite
a few new questions today, which were included here (not all with answers yet).

A sharepoint site is being set up for the Q&As. The link will be provided as soon as we have it so that anyone
can get the latest version.

We are continuing to compile the questions that come in and update the seismic Q&A document. If you have
suggested changes, or want to provide missing answers, please forward them to me (annie) for compilation.
Please also CC Cliff Munson and Jon Ake.

This is a living document and will be updated daily in the foreseeable future.

Cheers,
Annie

PS: the following people have questions assigned in this document or volunteered to help. Please look for your
name or for the gaps in your area of expertise. Also, please review the questions in your area of expertise:
Goutam Bagchi, Nilesh Chokshi, Henry Jones, Rich Raione, Mike Markley (if you can get me help on some),
Jose Pires, Lara Uselding (help me get the RIV questions to the dght people), Jon and Cliff. Thanks for the
help!

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, L,,•.L 3:41 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Stutzke, Martin; Glitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger; McDermott, Brian; Hasselberg, Rick;
Kammerer, Annie; Chokshi, Nilesh; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher; Flanders, Scott; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Brown,
Frederick; Glitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura; Karas, Rebecca; Ake, Jon; Munson, 2
Clifford; Hogan, Rosemary; Uhle, Jennifer; Marshall, Michael; Uselding, Lara, Randall, John; Allen, Don; Burnell, Scott;
Hayden, Elizabeth; Pires, Jose; Graves, Herman; Candra, Hernando; Murphy, Andrew; Murphy, Andrew; Pires, Jose;



Hogan, Rosemary; Sheron, Brian; Dricks, Victor; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley, Michael

Subject: latest version of Q&As

All,

This is the first draft of the seismic-specific Q&As. It is pretty rough and there are many answers still missing,
but people have contributed a lot and we thought it may be useful for many people trying to answer questions
coming in.

We ar continuing to compile the questions that come in and update the seismic Q&A document. If you have
suggested changes, or want to provide missing answers, please forward them to me for compilation.

This is a living document and will be updated daily in the foreseeable future.

Annie

Dr. Annie Kammerer, PE
Senior Seismologist and Earthquake Engineer
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Vyashington DC 20555

1(b)(6) obile
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Balarabe, Sarah

From: Monninger, John
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:12 PM
To: RSTOI Hoc; Ruland, William; Bloom, Steven
Subject: Re: New question

We were not able to arrange having hdqtrs on the meeting. They did say next meeting that will happen._John Monnirae
(b)(6)

---- Original Message
From: RST01 Hoc
To: Monninger, John'
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:29:54 2011
Subject: RE: New question

John,

Yes Bill Ruland is very interested in the call. Please-call into RST for call if you can get TEPCO to talk to us.

Thank you
Steve

---- Original Message---
From: Monninger, John
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:55 PM
To: Ruland, William; RST01 Hoc
Subject: Fw: New question

See below on equipment. They also mentioned needing installers and operators.
-4hn Monnia"

L(b)(6 ) 
'

---- Original Message-
From: Doane, Margaret
To: Casto, Chuck; Monninger, John
Cc: Foggie, Kirk; Mamish, Nader
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:45:17 2011
Subject: Re: New question

FYI-NRC went ahead and passed on to US industry a request for installers and operators, assuming that they
can't use equip. without this additional assistance. Not sure if there will be any help.
Margie

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane

---- Original Message -----
From: Doane, Margaret
To: Casto, Chuck; Monninger, John
Cc: Foggie, Kirk
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:07:47 2011

1



Subject: New question

Can you help us understand another request. We've been asked for installers and operators from the US in
addition to the equipment. If we do not agree to give the installers and operators for obvious health concerns,
is the equipment of any use to them? Maybe looking at it another way, is this equip. installation and operation
universal, or so different from Jap. equip, that they can't know what to do with it.
Margie

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane
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Beasle}/, 

Beniamin

Beasley, Benjamin

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Howe, Allen
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:09 PM
Dion, Jeanne; Williams, Donna; Bajwa, Chris; Wittick, Susan; Shropshire, Alan;
VandenBerghe, John; Deegan, George; Milligan, Patricia
Melghan, Sean; Hall, Randy; Boska, John
Assistance with Commission Brief
Scheduling NoteMar201 1JapaneseEvent agh 3-16-2011 .docx; commission meeting outline
3-16-2011 .docx

High

I am looking for assistance to pull together background information, slides, key messages, talking points and
possible Q&A for the Commission briefing on the Japan event. The briefing is likely to happen Monday. Looks
like a busy weekend. A rough draft outline is attached with leads for the areas. Please keep in mind that the
meeting will be public and the information will be at a fairly high level. If you know of a point of contact that is
best suited to address the information, please let me know.

I am working to schedule a meeting tomorrow afternoon @1:30 to flesh this out. I will send out a scheduler
with a bridge line.

Thanks - Allen
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Draft: 3/16/11

SCHEDULING NOTE

Title: BRIEFING ON JAPANESE EVENT and US RESPONSE (Public?)

Purpose: To provide the Commission a status on the recent event in Japan,
and to provide an overview of staff actions to date, early planned
actions

Scheduled: March XX, 2011
9:00 am

Duration: Approx. 1.5 hours

Location: Commissioners' Conference Room OWFN

Participants: Presentation

NRC Staff Panel 50 mins.*

Bill Borchardt, Executive Director for Operations 15 mins.*
Topic: Overview of Japanese Event and U.S. response

Mike Weber, Deputy Executive Director Materials, Waste,
Research, State, Tribal and Compliance Programs 10 mins.*

Topic: Potential consequences; what will be seen in U.S.

Marty Virgilio, Deputy Executive Director for Reactor 10 mins.*
and Preparedness Programs

Topic: Situation assessment for U.S. reactors and applicants

Elliot Brenner, OPA 5 mins.*
Topic: Communication Challenges

Eric Leeds, Director, NRR 10 mins.*
Topi Path forward;Near term and longer term

Commission Q & A 30 mins.

Discussion - Wrap-up 5 mins.

Documents:
Staff background material due to SECY: March _, 2011.
Slides due to SECY: March _, 2011.
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DRAFT Commission Meeting Outline 3/16/2011

NRC Response to Core Damage Accident in Japan

EVENT OVERVIEW AND U.S. RESPONSE - Bill Borchardt

Current Status of Fukushima Daiichi - lead OPS Center

o Reactors
* Spent Fuel Pools

NRC Response Objectives

* Support of US Citizens in Japan - lead OIP
* Support of the Japanese Government- lead OIP
" Advance Our Understanding of Safety and Risk - lead RES

NRC Response Actions - lead OPS Center

* In Japan
* At HQ

US Government Response - lead OCA

0 NRC Partners and Stakeholders

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES - Mike Weber

Consequence Projections - lead FSME/RES

* In Japan
" In US

COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES - Eliot Brenner - lead OPA

" Information
* Coordination

Situation Assessment For US Reactors and Applicants - Marty Virgilio- lead NRR, W/RES,
NMSS support

0 External Events
o Seismic
o Flood
o Tsunamis

* Severe Accidents
o SBO
o B.5.b/50.54 (hh)(2)
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o SAMGs
o Hydrogen control
o Emergency planning

Spent fuel - NMSS support for dry casks

Path Forward and Priorities - Eric Leeds - lead NRR

" Near Term Actions
In Support of Response
Near term regulatory actions
TI for inspections
Generic Communications
Licensing actions

" Longer Term Actions
Lessons Learned From this Event - process based on past lessons learned e.g.

TMI, Chernobyl, Davis-Besse, Japan earthquake at KK
Resolution of GSI 199

" Industry actions

Office Points of Contact:

RES - Jeanne Dion 301-251-7482

NRO - Donna Williams x1 322

FSME - George Deegan x7834

NMSS - Chris Bajwa 301-492-3333

NRR - Allen Howe

NSIR - John Vanden Berghe and Alan Shropshire

OCA/OPA - Susan Wittick (b)(6)
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Deavers, Ron

From: OPAl RESOURCE
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam

pressure be too high for the cooling pumps ?
Attachments: IR Preampsl.jpg; Phil F-14.jpg; IR Preamps Reactor.jpg; IR Preamp3.MP3; May20015.JPG;

May20014.JPG

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

(b)(6)
From' p
Sent: ay, arc
To: 0 Al RESOURCE; Dricks, Victor; RidsNrrPMSanOnofre Resource; RidsNrrPMFermi2 Resource
Subject: Fw: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too

,high for the cooling pumps ?

I apologize for making this into a few terse clumsy paragraphs, You'd rather have a hundred pages fully annotated, but
that'd take me and everyone else a year.
Please adapt, modify, excerpt anything below and forward to those who have the skills to produce or are responsible for
all the next steps.

At present, your cooling recovery systems ONLY work up to the point of no recovery runaway, as now in Japan.
However, in that runaway condition, the reactor is making a high power FUEL that can be planned to generate just the
type of energy required for emergency operation when all other sources of power have failed, WHILE returning the
problem gasses into especially useful coolants.

--- O J arl Message-...Fro'Qjohij •

To:, mm(,songs.sce.com!i
Se•trTuesday, March 15, 201 ; 2:10 PM
Subject: Fw: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too
high for the cooling pumps ?

I think you are going to need a SECOND-TYPE coolant recovery system, because, like the Japanese reactors, the water
is splitting, therefore starving the present recovery loop of a recoverable form of water. Their system is going to fully fail,
because all the rods, fuel and cadmium, are now encrusted with salts, all the sea salts, not just sodium salts. Once the
water thermolyzes into H H2 0 02 OH and such, it will have to be burned to get back into a usable water. BUT, while
thermolyzed, it's pressure will be nearly 2000 times higher, and being Brown's gas, it will burn hotter than acetylene, since
it will be nearly perfectly stoichiometric.

This is rushed, and a forward of an email I sent more leisurely earlier to someone else, but I think those who speak for
nuclear power plants had better start BEING more credible, by explaining something constructive that can ACTUALLY be
a non-futile effort. The evidence and explanations being given now demonstrate a lack of comprehension by the nuclear
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,plant owner of the limitations of the coolant recovery system after it has been compromised. They bought some time, but
only by guaranteeing full failure.

Skip the my history section, and ask if you wish for the second email that I video taped over a pulsing research reactor.

Orin I sage-
From~~K

0r. Ione c~loughshares.org
err'ruesday, March 15, 2011 54'0 AM

Subject: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high
for the cooling pumps ?

You were just quoted on TV news, so am following up with you. I have a PhD Chemist Friend I have already emailed this
to, but you might be able to beat him to the important people for whom this "emergency Goldberg" suggestion might
apply, now or future.

Pre-Subject: Fw: "Listen" to attached MP3 from video file, a nuclear reactor in action that I video taped while we were
doing total dose rad hardness testing for some SDI subcircuits.

This and the video I took in '89 two years before the First Gulf War attached in the next email (for size limits) shows me
discussing how I saved a program that was to be axed, that saved the high advantage in combat for our Mi-A1 Abrams
battle tanks, a circuit that was scheduled to be designed out for cost reasons, I made cheaper to keep than to design out.
Theoretically, from stuff I'd have to separately enumerate, that got us to Baghdad with zero casualties in 100 hours,
instead of the budgeted 300 casualties, and 3 months, thus saving all those American lives, and all those combat tanks,
and saved 3 months at a billion dollars per month. (wish I had a nickel instead of a tale)

So, I have a GREAT visual in my mind on how reactors work, and they do NOT normally make much hydrogen, nor have
many emitted protons unpaired with electrons.

However, the results in Japan aren't matching their propaganda.

However2
htt-://webcache.goo-leusercontent.com/search?p=cache:iXY4boucTK4J:en.wikipedIa.org/wikiNVater splitting+thermal+h
vdrolvsis+of+water+reactor+hydrogen&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&-l=us&source=www.qoo•le.com
Thermal decomposition of water, Nuclear-thermal, Thermal water splitting, Thermal decomposition, also called
thermolvsis,

All those processes require heat at far higher temperatures than it takes to turn water into steam at many, many
atmospheres.
The surprise is that those buildings are/have lasted so long. They aren't admitting to such superheating.

So, since there is no electricity any where near those rods and the container cooling water, it isn't ELECTROlysis.

So, it must be incredibly hot to produce H and H2, with oxygen. It must also be at a lot higher pressure than those
SQUARE buildings were built for, since only spheres are economical containment for such high pressures. AND, they
are trying to contain those hydrogen pressures, instead of productively vacuum out the pressure to reuse the hydrogen
and "wow" turning it into the heavy water that might just help their situation. They are going to need PURE water anyway,
and some draining, in order to back off the rapidly increasing salination of all the internals now. They need pure water to
continuously dilute what they are now over-concentrating.

They seem to have a problem converting the steam back to water (because it stops being water when it splits), which
would reduce the pressure by at least 1700 times, if I remember right. The volume expansion/compression ratio must be
even higher for conversion into all those different partial pressures of gas.
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However, they don't seem to have a process in place for turning all that (?) Brown's gas back into water.

I think all they need (no-time-left-type-emergency-mode) is a pressure regulator (or careful hand valve management, like
how I had to manually regulate my acetylene torch's oxygen valve to bleed it to finish a welding job right after the regular
oxygen regulator blew it's pressure diaphragm, nervous, but it worked) that drops it down to torch pressures, and then
with a strong backfire preventer, bums it into water (hot steam vapor), massively reducing it's pressure, turning it back into
a usable form of water (steam vapor instead of Brown's gas) and then running the burnt gas now steam, through a lot of
high oxygen content gas tolerant tubing down into the ocean for enough length so that it condenses and cools, and then
using the same source pressure, running it up to a gravity valve on top of the intermediate containment chambers. This
would "bleed" off both the pressure, the heat, and the thermolysis, and multiples (it probably would be hard to come up
quickly with a single valve system, due to the size, much more economical, expeditious and safety redundant would be a
lot of commercially OTC over the counter sized components) could (really cheap) keep up with the thermolysis and
evaporation rates, and actually create a negative pressure in the containment chambers, resulting in additional flash
evaporation cooling. With specially built engines, konwing that there will be so much Brown's gas in the event of all these
typical failure modes, said gas can be used to power Brown's gas powered generators, and it's exhaust will be totally
GREEN, sort of, since it will be only water vapors, though heavy water vapors, while simultaneously making the runaway
flammable gases produced non-flamable, and depressurized by a factor of near 2,000 times.

The problem and profit is that it produces heavy water when it burns the heavy hydrogen in the Brown's gas, which is
helpful up to a point where it becomes very unprofitable.
It could be barreled up, as deuterium and tritium are marketable, and I think I have 2 grams of each here (diluted) from an
eBay chemistry novelty seller that I got catalysts from.

What's blowing up is the hydrogen from the water breakdown products, and they seem to be doing everything else except
safely containing the pressure, and keeping it's flammability down. Maybe they should inject dry ice.

What do you think ?

Those pumps must have failed from the overload of trying to inject pressure into chambers so highly pressurized that they
couldn't overcome the internal pressures in the containment volumes.

It would have been more likely that the thermolyzed gasses would vent out through the pumps (backwards).

There must have been a critical and near fatal delay turning on the secondary cooling system pumps that allowed the
pressures to build up to the irreversible defeat level.

Of course, they might have been Chinese counterfeit pumps, but even the highest true quality pumps wouldn't have been
designed for the pressures I am assuming are there now.

But, the system is only originally designed to turn water to steam and then back to water, and when the initial water
requires a different process to turn it back into water, that isn't available, it just doesn't, because it can't, though it
seems like it would be simple, it would have to be retrofitted. So, the water turns into such a high pressure of split gasses
that the reactor has no valves designed in capable of bleeding such a high pressure. At best they'd be a far too slow a
flow restrictor (like a pressure cooker when underweighted). They probably didn't have enough distilled water, since once
it thermolyzes, it can't be recovered in the present system. The only thing with enough availability for that rate of
thermolysis is ocean water, and those chambers are going to fill up with so much salt left over from the evaporation that
they won't be able to get any coolant coverage of those rods, probably now already too encrusted with salt for any
reasonable amount of heat flow until they reach the liquid sodium point.
So, they are making the coolability worse.

What do you think, and can I quote you ?

Would the heavy water have a usefully larger thermal mass, and better heat transport/convection factor ? Heat is most
often ascribed to electron motion, I wouldn't expect much heat absorbtion from a single proton, unless it was bound to one
or two "energetic" neutrons.
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Being higher mass, the heavy water molecules should help SLOWING down neutrons, though they should be far less able
to absorb any new, even such high speed neutrons.

Why aren't they reporting any helium production, you can't have that much fission without a little fusion ?

Would heavy water have any extra value dissolving and descaling the salts (ocean salts are many, not just sodium salt)
from the fuel and cadmium rods ?

The cadmium rods would still be gaining heat from the bombardment, but can't get the heat accrued back out once salt
encrusted.

I there no corner they haven't painted themselves in to ?

rhose facilities are toast, but if they can get it cool enough, they can salvage the fuels, but only with a robot with a chisel.

- Or, gnajIes
From P2hi WIp Ma

Sent: Saturday, December 30, 2006 12:57 AM
Subject: Fw: "Listen" to attached MP3 from video file

Subject: "Listen" to attached MP3 from video file

Here's some of the resume backup that I thought I had, almost lost to history.

I tried to shrink the video enough so that it could be emailed, but the smallest that made sense was still over 25 meg.
So, I stripped out the audio, and clipped out the dead air.
Then I clipped together a FastMo (opposite of SlowMo).
There's a clip of Dave Ludwig managing the test setup.
There's a clip of the nuclear reactor right behind us pulsing up to 100 megawatts.
There's an old photo of me with John Fackeldy at Hughes running a somewhat staged setup of one of my F-14 circuits for
a company brochure.
There's also a couple of shots of my Phoenix missile pulser hybrid on a shirt, the only one ever so honored.
It was the highest voltage and current circuit in the system, and I almost had to sacrifice my career there to get them
recalled, the only circuits to ever get that treatment too.
Someone had changed one of the alloys to something cheaper, and dropped the MTBF from many years to about (if
lucky) three weeks.
Being a pilot myself, it was easy to pre-empathize with all F-14/15/18 pilots that didn't want such a missile going hero on
deck, in formation, or on belly or wing racks.

You'll have to play the video and audio separately.

That video was taken by me with Irvine Sensor's Dave Ludwig at the local nuclear reactor on 8/15/89.
We were there doing some total dose rad hardness tests for several SDI type subcircuits.

Of special note is my description of the MI-Al Abrams Battletank FLIR preamps,
which, at the time, as you can hear in my voice, was one of my lesser accomplishments,
though just fun, nearly play work, compared to most of the others.

It probably didn't even rate a mention on my resume back then, before the Gulf War.

Of course, there was later quite a "YIKESI" factor, when I realized at the end of Gulf War 1,
how much I had helped win that war by saving that program back in '77-'80-ish. What I did made that war 3 months
shorter.
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After that, EVERY little thing had to be treated as if it's "SOMEDAY" importance was just as high.

It was Hughes' FIRST HP computer autotest program, (well, there were earlier HP 1000 mainframe test systems)
and I had to design test fixtures, interface fixtures, burn-in system,
and even relay life testing fixtures for the Mexican-built Magnetek relays I was budgetarily stuck with.
We used that stuff, and all the software modules I wrote for many years on almost every other program.

Then, they switched to Teradyne autotest stations for new programs, but I'll bet they are still using some of MY stuff.

htt1j://66. 102.7.104/search?q=cache:ZFHlonWY-RkJ:wwwfasorq/man/dod-
101/sys/landlml.htm+mlal +tank+abrams+FLIR&hl=en

Production of MIAI tanks for the US Army is complete. Over 8,800 M1 and M1A1 tanks have been produced for the US
Army and Marine Corps, and the armies of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Production of new M1A1 and M1A2 Abrams
tanks is in its final phase for Foreign Military Sales. Three versions of the Abrams tank are currently in service the original
M1 model, dating from the early 1980s, and two newer versions, designated MIA1 and M1A2. The M1A1 series,
produced from 1985 through 1993, replaced the Ml's 105mm main gun with a 120mm gun and incorporated numerous
other enhancements, including an improved suspension; a new turret, increased armor protection, and a nuclear-
chemical-biological protection system. The newer M1A2 series includes all of the M1A1 features plus a commander's
independent thermal viewer, an independent commander's weapon station, position navigation equipment, and a digital
data bus and radio interface unit providing a common picture among M1A2s on the battlefield.

In lieu of new production, the Army is upgrading approximately 1,000 older M1 tanks to the M1A2 configuration. The Army
also initiated a modification program for the M1A2 to enhance its digital command and control capabilities and to add the
second generation forward looking infrared (.i•fR) sights to improve the tank's fightability and lethality during limited
visibility. This system enhancement program will be fielded. in the 2000 time frame concurrently with the M2A3 Bradley
and other advanced digital systems. The initial M1A2 fielding to the First Calvary Division, Ft. Hood, TX, is underway. The
Army will continue to field M1A2s to the CONUS contingency corps and other first to fight units into the next decade.

Further MIA2 improvements, called the System Enhancement Program (SEP), are underway to enhance the
tank's digital command and control capabilities and to to improve the tank's fightability and lethality. The
MIA2 SEP (System Enhancement Package), is the digital battlefield centerpiece for Army XXI. It is the heavy
force vehicle that will lead Armor into the next century and transition the close combat mission to the Future
Combat System (FCS). The M IA2 SEP is an improved version of the Ml A2. It contains numerous
improvements in command and control, lethality and reliability. MIA2 SEP is in final operational testing, and
scheduled to start fielding in 2000. MIA2 SEP tanks are scheduled to begin fielding in 3QFYOO. The MIA2
System Enhanced Program (SEP) is an upgrade to the computer core that is the essence of the MI A2 tank. The
SEP upgrade includes improved processors, color and high resolution flat panel displays, increased memory
capacity, user friendly Soldier Machine Interface (SMI) and an open operating system that will allow for future
growth. Major improvements include the integration of the Second Generation Forward Looking Infared (2nd
Gen = sight, the Under Armor Auxiliary Power Unit (UAAPU) and a Thermal Management System
(TMS).

The 2nd Generation Forward Looking InfraRed sighting system (2nd Gen A ) will replace the existing
Thermal Image System (TIS) and the Commander's Independent Thermal Viewer. The incorporation of 2nd
Gen , into the M I A2 tank will require replacement of all 1st Gen 011M1 components. From the warfighter
perspective, this is one of the key improvements on the SEP. The 2nd Gen 7 r is a fully integrated
engagement-sighting system designed to provide the gunner and tank commander with significantly improved
day and night target acquisition and engagement capability. This system allows 70% better acquisition, 45%
quicker firing and greater accuracy. In addition, a gain of 30% greater range for target acquisition and
identification will increase lethality and lessen fratricide. The Commander's Independent Thermal Viewer
(CITV) provides a hunter killer capability. The 2nd GEN Wis a variable power sighting system ranging
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-from 3 or 6 power (wide field of view) for target acquisition and 13, 25 or 50 power (narrow field of view) for
engaging targets at appropriate range.

The MIA2 TEMP was approved during 2QFY98. This TEMP includes a coordinated plan for FOT&E #3 of the
M1A2 in conjunction with the IOT&E of the Bradley Fighting Vehicle in FY99 at Fort Hood, TX. This
combined operational test will consist of 16 force-on-force battles between a Bradley Fighting Vehicle System-
A3/MIA2 SEP combined arms team and MiAI/ Bradley-ODS combined arms team. Additionally, it will serve
as the operational test for the 2d Generation M. This approach implements the Secretary of Defense theme
of combining testing in order to save resources and ensure a more realistic operational environment.

http://www,,Qooqle.com/search?hl=en&lr=&a=ml al +tank+abrams+FLIR
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Beasley, Benjamin

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:36 PM
To: '1(b)(6) I
Subject: FW: **Update 1:15pm March 16-* Information on the Japanese Earthquake and Reactors in

that Region

From: NEIGA@nei.orq rmailto:NEIGAanei.orq]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:01 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: **Update 1:15pm March 16** Information on the Japanese Earthquake and Reactors in that Region

~I"

UPDATE AS OF 1:15 P.M. EDT, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16:

NEI has posted an updated version of the fact sheet Used Nuclear Fuel Storage at the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Also available is a new fact sheet called Indust[y Taking Action to
Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants.

As always, please go to htt://resources.nei.org/Japan for the latest updates.

Click here to unsubscribe

I



From: Lew. Dd
To: Nelson. Ropert; Wert. Leonard: 2edero.CvntDC a Howell, Arthur

Cc: Gitter..3oseph L ; Boger. Bruce Ruland. William Meighan. Sean; Ngauen, Ouvnh; Thomas. Ericn
Thorm. ohn; Robert

Subject: RE: Event Response - Communications and Qs&As
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:07:03 PM
Attachments: imaoe001.pnn

Bob, Thanks for taking the lead on this. Darrell Roberts, DRP Director, will be the point of
contact. Dave

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, March 1"6',-2011. 3:13 PM
To: Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Arthur
Cc: Glitter, Joseph; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh;
Thomas, Eric; Thorp, John
Subject: Event Response - Communications and Qs&As

I've been assigned as the NRR Communications Coordinator for matters dealing with our
response to the events in Japan.

1. I understand that you were recently sent the Chairman's Qs&As. I understand that
EOC meetings are beginning next week and the regional staff need to be prepared
for stakeholder questions that will arise regarding the events & our plants. Are
these Qs&As sufficient? If not, what additional areas do you want addressed?

2. Please identify a POC in your region that my team & I can coordinate with on
communications issues.

3. I understand that a concern was raised about the Ops Center contacting a family
member and that a protocol is needed for such contact. I'm working on it.

4. We will likely formulate a "tiger team" to prepare responses to written inquiries. I'll
keep you advised.

5. Communications with the regions, particularly those requesting information
regarding specific plants, should be coordinated thru my team. If you have
concerns in this regard, please contact me.

Robert A. Nelson
Deputy Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.U.S.NRC
A Jm&a~ud I k, bUII, m(b)(6)

9 E-mail: robert.nelsonf3nrc.gov I V Office: (301) 415-1453 I Cell: • Fax: (301) 415-
21021



From: Howe. Allen ,, . -.

To: Ruland• William; int. im .ua Theodo r; Lubinski John: Thomas. Brian
Nelson, Robert Glitter. Joseph Westreich. Barry:; OhadurSher Holian. Briank heok. Michael Lee, Samson
Wilson. George; Hiland. Patrick: Skeen, David

Cc: Martin. Robertr Meihan. Sean
Subject: Response requested: Assistance with Commission Brief
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:47:35 PM
Attachments: Schedullng NoteMar2011 JaganeseEvent aoh 3-16-2011.docx

commission meeting outline 3-16-2011.docx
Importance: High

LT - I am looking for the right folks to pull together background information, slides, key
messages, talking points and possible Q&A for the Commission briefing on the Japan
event. The briefing is likely to happen Monday. Looks like a busy weekend. I will attend
the ET standup tomorrow to discuss. Please let me know who will support. The areas
where NRR has the lead and where specific support is needed are as follows:

Situation Assessment For US Reactors and Applicants - Marty Virgilio- lead NRR, RES support
External Events

o Seismic - DE
o Flood -DE
o Tsunamis - DE

Severe Accidents
o SBO - DE/DRA
o B.5.b/50.54 (hh)(2) - DRA/DIRS
o SAMGs - DSS
o Hydrogen control DSS
o Emergency planning - NSIR

Spent fuel - DSS, NMSS support for dry casks

Path Forward and Priorities - Eric Leeds - lead N RR
Near Term Actions

In Support of Response
Near term regulatory actions - DPR
TI for inspections - DIRS
Generic Communications - DPR
Licensing actions - DORL

Longer Term Actions
Lessons Learned From this Event - process based on past lessons learned

e.g. TMI, Chernobyl, Davis-Besse, Japan earthquake at KK
Resolution of GSI 199 - DE

Industry actions

Thanks - Allen



Draft: 3/16/11

SCHEDULING NOTE

Title: BRIEFING ON JAPANESE EVENT and US RESPONSE (Public?)

Purpose: To provide the Commission a status on the recent event in Japan,
and to provide an overview of staff actions to date, early planned
actions

Scheduled: March XX, 2011
9:00 am

Duration: Approx. 1.5 hours

Location: Commissioners' Conference Room OWFN

Participants: Presentation

NRC Staff Panel 50 mins.*

Bill Borchardt, Executive Director for Operations 15 mins.*
Top!i Overview of Japanese Event and U.S. response

Mike Weber, Deputy Executive Director Materials, Waste,
Research, State, Tribal and Compliance Programs 10 mins.*

Topic: Potential consequences; what will be seen in U.S.

Marty Virgilio, Deputy Executive Director for Reactor 10 mins.*
and Preparedness Programs

Topic: Situation assessment for U.S. reactors and applicants

Elliot Brenner, OPA 5 mins.*
Topic: Communication Challenges

Eric Leeds, Director, NRR 10 mins.*
ic: Path forward; Near term and longer term

Commission Q & A 30 mins.

Discussion - Wrap-up 5 mins.

Documents:
Staff background material due to SECY: March __, 2011.
Slides due to SECY: March _, 2011.
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DRAFT Commission Meeting Outline 3/16/2011

NRC Response to Core Damage Accident in Japan

EVENT OVERVIEW AND U.S. RESPONSE - Bill Borchardt

Current Status of Fukushima Daiichi - lead OPS Center

" Reactors
• Spent Fuel Pools

NRC Response Objectives

* Support of US Citizens in Japan - lead OIP
* Support of the Japanese Government - lead OIP
* Advance Our Understanding of Safety and Risk - lead RES

NRC Response Actions - lead OPS Center

* In Japan
* At HQ

US Government Response - lead OCA

* NRC Partners and Stakeholders

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES - Mike Weber

Consequence Projections - lead FSME/RES

* In Japan
* In US

COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES - Eliot Brenner - lead OPA

* Information
* Coordination

Situation Assessment For US Reactors and Applicants - Marty Virgilio- lead NRR, WIRES,
NMSS support

• External Events
o Seismic
o Flood
o Tsunamis

0 Severe Accidents
o SBO
o B.5.b/50.54 (hh)(2)



o SAMGs
o Hydrogen control
o Emergency planning

* Spent fuel - NMSS support for dry casks

Path Forward and Priorities - Eric Leeds - lead NRR

* Near Term Actions
In Support of Response
Near term regulatory actions
TI for inspections
Generic Communications
Licensing actions

* Longer Term Actions
Lessons Learned From this Event - process based on past lessons learned e.g.

TMI, Chernobyl, Davis-Besse, Japan earthquake at KK
Resolution of GSI 199

" Industry actions

Office Points of Contact:

RES - Jeanne Dion 301-251-7482

NRO - Donna Williams x1322

FSME - George Deegan x7834

NMSS - Chris Bajwa 301-492-3333

NRR - Allen Howe

NSIR - John Vanden Berghe and Alan Shropshire

OCA/OPA - Susan Wittick (b)(6)



From: Ruland. William -

To: Cohen. Shar
Subject: Re: 11:00 a.m. (EST) Telcon wf Regions Re:3apan (phone: 888-469-215CPasscod(
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:30:47 AM

Ok
Bill Ruland, from
USNRC Blackberry

From: Cohen, Shari
To: Ruland, William; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:08:27 2011 -
Subject: FW: 11:00 a.m. (EST) Telcon w/ Regions Re:Japan (phone: 888-469-2155Easscode[ J

Mr. Leeds has requested you attendance at this meeting 13D20 thank you!

Shari Cohen, Contract Secretary
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, USNRC
Room - O-13H18 / Mail Stop - 013H16M
Phone - 301-415-1270
Fax - 301 - 415-8333
Email - shari.cohen@nrc.gov

From: Cohen, Shari
Sent: Wednesday, Ma'ch 16, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Schwarz, Sherry; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; Roberts, Darrell; Wilson, Peter; McCree, Victor; Wert,
Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Croteau, Rick; Munday, Joel; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; West, Steven;
Reynolds, Steven; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton
Cc: Leeds, Eric
Subject: 11:00 a.m. (EST) Telcon w/ Regions Re:Japan (phone: 888-469-21551,sscod eb) j

Mr. Eric Leeds has requested a teleconference with the regions. He wants to update you and ask

for your supoort - teleconference information below:

Phoinel.888-469-21.55
PEass code:l (b(6

Headquarters-
Eric Leeds
Please forward to aopropriate AA and DAAs(actors or delegation of authority):

Region 1: Bill Dean, David Lew, Darrell Roberts, Peter Wilson

Be.gio.n2: Victor McCree, Len Wert, Chuck Casto, Richard Croteau, Joel Munday

Region 3: Mark Satorius, Cindy Pederson, Steve West, Steve Reynolds

Region 4: Elmo Collins, Art Howell, Kriss Kennedy, Anton Vegel

Shad Cohen, Contract Secretary
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, USNRC



Room - O-13H18 i Mail Stop - 013H16M
Phone - 301-415-1270
Fax-301 -415-8333
Email - shari.cohenCnrc.gov



Scott, Michael

From: Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:25 AM
Subject: FW: NEA Secretariat - [Fukushima] - Situation in Oarai

Dear Colleagues,
Please find below some news from Oarai Center after the earthquake received from a former NEA colleague.

Jean Gauvain - NEANNSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 - Mobile +33 6 79 94 81 93

---- Original Message---
From: okano.vasushi(,jaea..o.ip rmailto:okano.vasushic~iaea. o.ip]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 06:25
To: GAUVAIN Jean, NEFNSURN
Cc: okanovasushi(,aol.com
Subject: Re: NEA Secretariat - [Fukushima] - TEPCO website with Press releases in English

Dear M. Gauvain,

As for the information on the earthquake in Japan and the Fukushima NPP, you may be able to take it from the
TV and internet. So I can inform you about the domestic situation.

Here in Oarai and Mito cities in Ibaraki prefecture, there was a big earthquake.
At the Oarai port, there was Tsunami. Although, the JAEA Oarai R&D center is on the hill, there is no severe
damage in our center. But, there is still problems related to the access vie national road and to the utility as
well.
The main national road is damaged and we now need to use the narrow road instead.
Water and electricity supply for the daily use is limited in/near Oarai.

Right now, we the JAEA Oarai safety team members, including Mr. Nakai and me, are fine. We will be back to
work in the JAEA Oarai R&D center in the next week.

In my home cit, 6 pere is still slight difficulty in the daily life, especially on gasoline - However, I use the
velo to go to wo-r7-M1-nese days, and it does not affect so much personally. Yes, I start "daily bicycle", instead
of "daily jogging". 20km on one way by bicycle in the early morning make me feel refresh.

Now big efforts are put on managing the Fukushima NPP situation, I believe we Japanese will continue to
make such efforts for recover.

Regards,
Yasushi OKANO / JAEA

Mobile:l
email: okanoyasushi(,aol.com / okano.vasushiOiaea..o.ip

1
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Yarsky, Peter

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:06 AM
To: RESDSA
Subject: Fw: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing
Attachments: Japan Exercise Position Title March 15.docx; Japan Support.xlsx

Importance: High

More info on staffing the Ops Center.

Please provide the information I requested previously on your willingness to help. If you are not interested, unavailable or
don't have relevant expertise to work in the Ops Center or go to Japan, please send a negative reply so we have a full
accounting for the division.

Thanksl

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart; Sangimino, Donna-
Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Sent: Wed Mar 16 07:41:18 2011
Subject: FW: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing

Here is the list of expertise the Op center is looking for.

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader;
Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart, Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Cohen,
Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce;
Grobe, Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor;
Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Muessle, Mary; Andersen,
James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson,
Sharon; Ellis, Mary; Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia; Thomas,
Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen, Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley;
Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles, Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak,
Tammy; Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OI5); Schaeffer, James; Jackson, Donald
Subject: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing

Everyone,

Please find attached 1) a list of current positions being staffed in the Ops Center and 2) the staff identified as
available to support in Japan.

Regarding additional staff available to support in the ops center, the primary needs are for the specialized
positions on the PMT and anyone with previous international experience in OIP.

Regarding support in Japan, please provide any updates/changes to the list by COB March 17. The target
time frame for sending these staff members is March 27-April 9, so please consider that when considering staff
to put on the list.

Thanks for your support.
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Positions being staffed in the Operations Center as of March 15,.2011

Liaison Team
LT Director
LT Coordinator
LT Federal Liaison (2)
LT Congressional Liaison (2)
LT International Liaison (2)

Protective Measures Team
PMTR Director
PMTR Coordinator
PMTR Protective Actions Assistant Director
PMTR RAAD (Radiological Assessment Assistant Director)
PMTR Dose Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL Developer
PMTR GIS Analyst (Geographical Information Systems)
PMTR Meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST Director
RST Coordinator
Severe Accident / PRA
BWR Expert
RST Comm I ERDS Operator
RST Support (Seismology Q&A)



SAMVG SRO/RI
P BWR

Desc

SAMG Des
Rudy Bernhard SRO/RI

@BWR

Bruno Caballero SRO/RI
@BWR

Len Wert SRO/RI
@BWR

Chuck Casto SRO/RI
@BWR

Joel Munday SRO/RI
@BVVR

Tony Nakanishi SRO/RI
@BWR

Tony Mendiola SRO/RI
@BWR

Lawrence Kokajko SAMG SROIRI
@BWR

Aby Mohseni SAMG

George Wilson - SRO/RI
Chief, I&C Branch @BWR

Martin Murphy

I L



Roy Mathews '
Electrical Engineer

Jeff Circle SROIRI
@BWR

Harold Barrett SRO/RI
@BWR

Tim Oib SROIRI

Kristy Bucholt SROIRI

ChUck Norton SROIRI

Joe Giitter 4
Bill Cook SAMG

Wayne Schmidt' SAMG

I



Chris Cahill SAMG ()(6)

Ron Nimitz _ _,

Jim Noggle

Ray McKinley SROIRI
@BVM :

Edward Fuller SAMG

Donald Dube SAMG

Chares Hinson

Reynaldo Jenkins

MarkRing SAMG SROIRI .
@BWR

Jim Mcghee SROIRI
@BWR

Jack Foster SAMG

Jason Schaperow SAMG

i n



(bX6)

Richard Lee, SAMG
Mark Leonard SAMG SROIRl
;_ Sandia) BWR

Randy Gaunt SAMG SROIRI
(Sandia) @BWR
Annie Kammerer

Steve Garchow

Michael Hay

Tony Vegel

'I

An Howell
I - ___________________________________



----- Pr-

I I - I.,

I

1
John Monninger

Richard DeVercelly SAMG SRO/RI
@BWR

Delson Erb SAMG SRO/RI it
______________@BWVR ýi

James McHugh SAMG SRO/RI l
... .. ..___ B @ WR .

Ma Miller SROIRI

-" " I

llll-i



Kauffman, John

From: Killian, Lauren
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:30 PM
To: Kauffman, John
Subject: RE: Reminder-OEGIB Weekly Activities Input due by noon tomorrow, Friday 3/18/2011.

[eom]

Due 3/18/2011
Week of 3/14/2011-3/18/2011

9 Completed 3 PM training courses: Negotiating Project Terms and Conditions (#5), Developing Proposal

Evaluation Factors (#3), Source Evaluation Panel Procedures (#4)
* GIMCS Q2 Report: followed-up with GIP POCs about GIMCS inputs, worked on memo, drafted distribution lists

helpful-hints document for later GIMCS reports

* Japanese events: monitored and addressed GI-199 related queries from management, will call in to Fri. All-

Hands meeting bridge line

Next Week
* Finish GIMCS FY2011 Q2 memo and report
0 Compose GIP input for report to Congress
0 Generic Issues Program promotion: review brochure updates, lead meeting on Taglines

* Out Friday (b)(6)

From: Kauffman, John
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Bensi, Michelle; Criscione, Lawrence; Ibarra, Jose; Killian, Lauren; Lane, John; Reisifard, Mehdi; Perkins, Richard;

Salomon, Arthur; Wegner, Mary
Subject: Reminder--OEGIB Weekly Activities Input due by noon tomorrow, Friday 3/18/2011. [eom]
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Bonaccorso, Amy
From: I(b)(6)

Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:07 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: re: Japan

Is it possible they can use a slurry mixture on the bottom then follow it up with LOX ( Liquid Oxygen)?

Larry + Mary (Komowske) Mesce
Sammie L. Jackson - 10-1/2 yrs
General Blue Jackson - 7-1/2 yrs

Luckie Jackson -- 15 yrs -Newfie Mascot
Gotcha Day 2-16-2001 to 8-25-2010

www.partylite.biz/newfoundland

FLEXABLE HOURS GREAT INCOME
FUND RAISERS - 50% TO YOUR SPECIAL CAUSE

ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR ALL YOUR PARTY FAVORS
AS WELL AS WONDERFUL SNACKS

TWO SISTERS GOURMET

1



Satorius, Mark

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Wiggins, Jim; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor;

Dean, Bill
Cc: Evans, Michele; Uhle, Jennifer; Holahan, Gary; Howell, Art; Wert, Leonard; Lew, David
Subject: FW: INPO Event Report Level 1 on Japanese Earthquake

FYI - makes it easier for staff to access. See below.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Gray, Kathy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Thomas, Eric; King, Mark; Thorp, John; Brown, Frederick; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack
Cc: Rihm, Roger; Bowman, Eric; Garmon-Candelaria, David
Subject: RE: INPO Event Report Level 1 on Japanese Earthquake

The INPO document has been posted ... IER Li-11-1 - Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Station Fuel Damage Caused by.
Earthquake and Tsunami

From: Thomas, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:43 PM
To: King, Mark; Thorp, John; Brown, Frederick; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack
Cc: Rihm, Roger; Bowman, Eric; Gray, Kathy; Garmon-Candelaria, David
Subject: INPO Event Report Level 1 on Japanese Earthquake

We will post this to the INPO Documents link on the OpE Gateway as soon as possible.

Eric

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
OWFN-7E24
eric.thomas@nrc.gov
301415-6772 (office)
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K ock, Andrea

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs
Attachments: RASCAL Run of 03152011_0251AM (used In 03162011 NRC Press Release).pdf; RASCAL

Run of 03162011 1224PM (used in 03162011 NRC Press Release).pdf; RASCAL Run of
03152011_0256AM.pdf

Mike: I'm not sure if you have seen this but the third Rascal run attached is the run used as the basis for the
numbers in yesterday's press release. The assumptions say Unit 2,3,4 "total failure" for leak rate and assume
an unfiltered pathway. I'm not sure what the definition of 'total failure" is in the RASCAL code but obviously if it
means 100% core melt, the assumptions are to say the lease conservative. Given the chairman's role as
spokesman, we may be on shaky grounds asking many questions questions in this area, but it might be worth
getting some clarifications on the assumptions given that this is in the press.

Andrea Kock
Technical AsSistant for Materials
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff.
301-415-2896

From: Frazier, Alan
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Bradford, Anna; Thoma, John; Baggett, Steven; Tadesse, Rebecca; Kock, Andrea
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

FYI

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:36 AM
To: Cateman, Patrick; Warnick, Greg; Marshall, Michael; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael; Orders, William;
Franovich, Mike
Cc: Frazier, Alan; PMTERDS Hoc; Brock, Kathryn; Merzke, Daniel
Subject: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

Attached are the requested RASCAL runs for your information.

Please let us know if you desire additional information.

Thanks,
Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulptnrv iormis~ion
301-415-2496

1



From: OPA Resource
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: FW: Concerned about flying to Asia
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:07:41 PM

[(b)(6)

From: Chen, Adam j"
Sent: Friday, March 18, 201t-12707 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Concerned about flying to Asia

Dear expert,

I am planning to travel tI4" nd am concerned about flying due to the radiation coming from the
Fukushima plant. There is news about the radiation being carried across the Pacific by the jet stream.
As I understand, that is at an altitude where plane would travel. Should I be worried about getting a
high-than-normal amount of radiation in flight due to the radioactive materials in the jet stream? (e.g.
would radioactive iodine and cesium and other materials be found at passenger aircraft altitudes, or are
impacts to commercial jets limited to ground exposure at locations near the plant such as Narita
airport?) Are there ways I can protect myself if there is an perceived risk?

Thanks very much for your advise.

Adam

Notice: This e-mail message, together with any attachments, contains
information of Merck & Co., Inc. (One Merck Drive, Whitehouse Station,
New Jersey, USA 08889), and/or its affiliates Direct contact information
for affiliates is available at
http://www.merck.com/contact/contacts.html) that may be confidential,
proprietary copyrighted and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity named on this message. If you are
not the intended recipient, and have received this message in error,
please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete it from
your system.



From; Bonaccorso. Amy
To: nobodyvwww.nrc.aov
Bcc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: REPLY: Radiation Question
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:10:00 AM

Good morning:

The NRC understands that EPA is utilizing its existing nationwide radiation monitoring system, RadNet,
to monitor continuously the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking water, milk, and precipitation for
environmental radiation.

In light of that, we are referring people to EPA's Web site, RadNet. The data is difficult for a layperson
to interpret and the Web site requires free registration, but it is what we have available presently. It is
at htt2:l~cdx.epacjov

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Message -----
From: uld no body [mailto:nobody(&www.nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:55 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

(b)(6) ýn Thursday, March 17, 2011 at 10:55:18

comments: is there a public web site where we can check radiation levels from Govt. installed detectors.

Such as in Los Angeles CA.

contactName:

phone:



Scott, Michael

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:58 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: RE: Japan for me

Want to give Scott until tomorrow am if okay with you. No mobilizing call yet so don't expect to fly out
tomorrow. If I don't hear by late morning will call her.

---- Original Message--
From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:53 PM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: Re: Japan for me

Bummer - can you try Stephanie B-G?

---- Original Message --

From: Scott, Michael
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Sent: Fri Mar 18 22:51:17 2011
Subject: RE: Japan for me

I called and left message - no return call so far.

---- Original Message---
From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:48 PM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: Re: Japan for me

Ok do we have scott elkins briefed up?

----- Original Message -----
From: Scott, Michael
To: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Fri Mar 18 16:45:01 2011
Subject: Japan for me

Nsir has approved me going to Japan. If edo and chairman agree, I will be going for estimated two weeks.
Likely leaving between tomorrow and tuesday but still tbd. Will try to make you proud. :-)

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott
(b)(6)
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Tom: Draoh s. mTo,
subjecio Re: REPLY: Aunt those rods goirg to be so wot &xusted that they cn'!t ool, w•n't the gaslkstern press•re be too high for the coolI•g pumps ?
cam Frktay, Mardh 18, 2011 3:10:52 AM

rm fixing It up a little, the news Is reporting how much trust the nuclear regulatory and emergency response agendas have lost.

This is closer to what I will be sending out later today, after I get enough sleep so that I can reasonably proof my own writing.

- Original Message

Sent. Wednesday, March 16. 2011 9:54 AM
Subject: REPLY: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps ?

Dear Mr. Marx:

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan. Please understand that the NRC has some of the most
expert people In the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response

teams at this time end working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

Sent ITue.day, March 15, 2011J 5:37,F
To. OPAl RESOURCE; Dricks, Victor; PJdsNrrPMSanOnofre Resource; RidsNrrPMFermi2 Resource

Subject: Fw: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, wont the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps?

Arenl those rods going to be so salt encnusted that they cant cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps ?

I heard that there are at least 42 Mark I reactors in America, I think at of them should be checked to see if their containment pressure release valves are safe for
high oxygen atmospheres, with no grease or oil in their mechanism or even valve stem, that can Incinerate. See Below.

FYI
hfto:lldhs.scsencandtechon tv12011 ICBRNElhome pha
Real-time, remote and distributable sensor data readings for integrated chemical, biological, nuclear and explosive agents (ICBRNE)
Is a capability that US Department of Homeland Security recognized as a vital capability for the First Responder and Emergency
Management communities. Thus the ICBRNE program was established.

Why not use fire boats to cool structures near the ocean ? At least when the wind is landward. Instead of seaward. They are designed to pump far more water
than those trucks are.

The fire hose boats can move away, and, can be remote controlled and TOWED away from a farther away craft if necessary, and. once equipped, the same fire

boats can be used at any reactor.

That area seems to be under snow right now. seems that snow makes a better coolant than sea water.

I) httnifabcnews-ao com/Bltter/fukushima-mark-nudear-mactr-di-signraused-ge-scientls'stnrvoid-13141287 Questions persisted for decades about the
ability of the Mark I to handle the Immense pressures that would result if tihe reactor lost coaling pwer= and today that design is being put to
the ultimate test in Japan. Five of the six reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, which has been wracked since Friday's earthquake with
explosions and radiation leaks, are Mark Is.

'The problems we Identified In 197S were that, in doing the design of the containment, they did not take into account the dynamic loads that could be
experienced with a loss of coolant,' Bridenbaugh told ABC News In an Interview. "The impact loads the containment would receive by this very rapid release of
energy could tear the containment apart and creale an uncontroled release."

2) Also, you are forming a supersonic hydrogen combustor at the same time, you can probably find a better, more relevant reference, but I found this one In just
a few seconds, When you release pressures that high, you can probably bum air into Nox.
httoldeeoblueo lib-umich edutuitstream/2027.4276fi 111 /AIAA-24093- 582.

3) Thus, trying to bleed that Brown's gas mix through non-Ignition damping hardware is going to result in drastic, unplanned and hard to explain explosions.
ht2fltwww gooole .oonrsaarch ?hl=en&o=Brown%27s+Ga'

4) If those control valves are greased or oiled, even just the valve stem, then a high oxygen atmosphere will trigger Ignition of that oll and grease, which will
bigger the explosion of the hydrogen oxygen idx the system wasn't designed for. Trying to pass the hydrogen out of the chamber would be safe with steam, but
NOT with stolchlometric oxygen, which will ignite the oil and grease instantaneously in the valve and the valve stem.

htflwvIwww.esabna.com/EUWeb/oxy handbookJ5fl9oxv3 2.htm

fire would probably bum flat in a matter of minutes, rather than hours. If there's one thing you must remember about oxygen, it's that things bum much faster in
pure oxygen (or even in a mixture of half oxygen, half nitrogen) than they do in air. That's why passing a lighted cigarette to a person In an oxygen tent Is almost
equivalent to signing his death warrant, The other thing you must remember is this: that when surrounded by pure oxygen, some oils and greases oxidize rapidly,

fast enough to reach kindling temperature in a short time. That's why you must always keep oxygen away from oils and grease, and keep oil and grease from
getting Into an oxygen regulator or hose. The only lubricants which can be used with oxy-aseIylene apparatus - and then only on threads and O-rings - are
special products approved for such use.

5) They seem to be being surprised by the fires they get from pressure releases, as they must be forgetting that they are creating a flash when those super-
heated gasses hit air, which bums the air, because the nitrogen and oxygen bum at those temperatures into NOx nitrogen oxides, and this *spark' would bum
back to the valve all the other gasses, which might otherwise be cooled below Ignition flash polnt by the Thompson Joule cooling of what might not be designed



to be a Schrader valve.

6) At present, your cooling recovery systems ONLY work up to the point of a no recovery runaway, as now In Japan. However, In that runaway condition, the
reactor is making a high power FUEL that can be planned to generate just the type of energy required for emergency operation when all other sources of power
have failed, WHILE returning the problem gasses into especially useful coolants.

I think you are going to need a SECOND-TYPE coolant recovery system, because, like the Japanese reactors, the water Is splitting, lherefore starving the
present recovery loop of a recoverable form of water. Their system Is going to fully fag, because all the rode, fuel and cadmium, are now encrusted with salts, all
the sea salts, not just sodium salts. Once the water thermotyzes into H H2 0 02 OH and such. it will have to be burned to get back into a usable water. BUT,
wthle thermolyzed, It's pressure will be nearly 2000 times higher, and being Brown's gas, it will burn hotter than acetylene, since It will be nearly perfectly
stalctlometrlc.

7) However, the results in Japan aren't matching their propaganda. Here's a guess why.
httrJrAvshcache noooleusercontent comfaenrch?
a=cache'iXY4boucTK4J~en wikinedia.=frwikilW`ater sn•ittlno+lhermat+hvdroVia+of+waterweractor+hydrogen&cd=4&ht=en&ct=clnk&ahus&saurca--wwwatoolecom
Themal decomposition of water, Nuclear-thermal, Thermal water splitting, Thermal decomnosilon, also called

All those processes require heat at far higher temperatures than It takes to turn water into steam at many, many atmospheres, The surprise is that those
buildings are/have lasted so long. They aren't admitting to such superheating.

So. since there Is no electridty anywhere near those rods and the container cooling water, it Isn't ELECTROlysIs.

So, It must be Incredibly hot to produce H and H2, with oxygen. It must also be at a lot higher pressure than those SQUARE buildings were built for, since only
spheres are economical containment for such high pressures. AND, they are trying to contain those hydrogen pressures, instead of productively vacuum out the
pressure to rmuse the hydrogen and turning It Into the heavy water that might just help their situation. They are going to need PURE water anyway, and some
draining, In order to back off the rapidly increasing sallnation of all the intereals now. They need pure water to continuously dilute what they are now over-
concentrating.

They seem to have a problem converting the steam back to water (because It stops being water when it splits), which would reduce the pressure by at least 1700
times, if I remember right. The volume expansion/compression ratio must be even higher for conversion into all those different partial pressures of gas.

However, they don't seem to have a process in place for turning all that (?) Brown's gas back Into water.

I Mink all they need (no-tirne-lefl-type-emergency-mode) Is a pressure regulator (or careful hand valve management, like how l had to manually regulate my
acetylene torch's oxygen valve to bleed it to finish a welding Job right after the regular oxygen regulator blew it's pressure diaphragm, nervous, but it worked) that
drops It down to torch pressures, and then with a strong backfire preventer, burns ft into water (hot steam vapor, mass/vely reducing its pressure, turning it back
into a usable form of water (steam vapor instead of Brown's gas) and then running the burnt gas now steam, through a tot of high oxygen content gas tolerant
tubing down Into the ocean for enough length so that ift condenses and cools, and then using the same source pressure, running it up to a gravity valve on top of
the intermediate containment chambers. This would "bleed" off both the pressure, the heat, and the thenrolys/s, and multiples (it probably would be hard to
come up quickly with a single valve system, due to the size, much more economical, expeditious and safety redundant would be a lot of commercially OTC over
the counter sired components) cou/d (really cheap) keep up with the thermo/ysis and evaporation rates, and actually create a negative pressure in the
containment chambers, resulting In additional flash evaporation cooling. With specially built engines, konwing that there will be so much Brown's gas in the event
of all these typical failure modes, sold gas can be used to power Brown's gas powered generators, and its exhaust will be totally GREEN, sort or, since it wig be
onay water vapors, though heavy water vapors, while simultaneously making the runaway flammable gases produced non-flamable, and depressurized by a factor
of ear 2OtO0 times,

The problem and profit Is that It produces heavy water when it bums the heavy hydrogen in the Brown's gas, which Is helpful up to a point where it becones very
unprofitable.
It could be barreled up, as deuterium and titium are marketable, end I think I have 2 grams of each here (diluted) from an eBay chemistry novelty seller that I
got catalyst from.

What's blowing up is the hydrogen from the water breakdown products, and they seem to be doing everything else except safely containing the pressure, and
keeping ifs flammability down. Maybe they should Inject dry ice.

8) Those pumps must have failed from the overload of trying to inject pressure into chambers so highly pressurized that they couldn't overcome the Internal
pressures In the containment volumes.

It would have been more likely that the thermolyzed gasses would vent out through the pumps (backwards).

There must have been a critical and near fatal delay turning on the secondary cooling system pumps that allowed the pressures to build up to the Irreversible
defeat level.

Of course, they might have been Chinese counterfeit pumps, but even the highest true quality pumps wouldn't have been designed for the pressures I am
assuming are there now.

But, the system Is only originally designed to turn water to steam and then back to water, and when the initial water requires a different process to turn it back
into water, that isn't available, it just doesn't, because It can't, though it seems like It would be simple, it would have to be retrofitted. So. the water turns Into
such a high pressure of split gasses that the reactor has no valves designed in capable of bleeding such a high pressure. At best they'd be a far too slow a flow
restrictr Qike a pressure cooker when underweighted). They probably didn't have enough distilled water, since once It thermolyzes, It can't be recovered In the
present system. The only thing with enough availability for that rate of thermaolysis Is ocean water, and those chambers are going to fill up with so much salt left
over from the evaporation that they won't be able to get any coolant coverage of those rods, probably now already too encrusted with salt for any reasonable
amount of heat flow until they reach the liquid sodium point.

The thermal equivalent of an electrical double layer, where the Theta JC Is severely multiplied in a bad way.

So, they are making the coolability worse.

HIGH-VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN OF WATER /engineering hitt:llcgl.ebay.com/ws/eoaylSAPI dil?
Vilewltem&1tem= 140225458779&asPaneNamecSTRK'MEWAX'IT
Salt& leachates
They need to test sample that pool water for salinity, and test the "steam for radioactive airborne salts"
Aquarium Electronic Salinity & Ph Monitor meter 2 In I httpo'/col.ebav.comlwafeBayiSAPI.dli?
Vlewltam&ltemre 50556025290&sePageNamenSTRK'MEWAX'iT
TDS Meter Water Test Set (hydroponics, Reverse Osmosis) htto:l/colebav.com/wsleBayISAPI.dll?
Vla~wem&item--22058031t0813&ssPaneNrme=STRK'M WAX:IT
Glass float Hydrometer Thermometer-Marine Aquarium Tank httn'//coi ebsv corwiwsloaBavSAPIdll?
Vtewltem&ltem=400085944605&sPaneoNamenSTRhKtMEWAX:IT



Digital TUS Conductivity Tester Hydroponics Meter ppm httpJ/cgl.ebay.conVDigital-TDS-Conductvily-Tester-Hydroponics-Meter-ppm-/180583399534?
nt=LH DefaultDomaln 0&hash=itemn2a0b9c0t06e

No exotic measuring equipment is required at this stage, less than $100 worth, probably available at any fish/pat store.
If a nuclear reactor equivalent to this salt leeching solution can be applied, you can reverse the salt buildups.
Botanicare Clearex Salt Leeching Solution 1 qt httplI/gLebay.com/ws/eBavlSAPIdill?
Vlawltem&itemw2506S2t42425&ssPaeaNameS=TRK MEWAXfl.
CLEAREX T' is a scientifically formulated isotonic drench = which effectively binds with the excess nutrient a and safely leaches it
from the soil.
hfn/wAww gonole com/searchdhl=en&source=hn&z=Boianlcare+Clearex4SalttLeeching4Scluf••ibtnG=Googte4 Search

httl/Avwwgoonde corn/search ?hinan&sourcr=hnpg= ch+hvdroxide
nttnl/ww gooe- corrnsearch?hl=en&A=cadmlurn+hvdroxlde
httn:/fwww gaoone cornsearch ?hloenga=uranium+hydrnxida

Someone should calculate what happens to those materials once they are In an electrolyte, like sea water, or various hydroxides. I think they become additional

electrolyte. Low voltage electrolysis might start, and convert a lot of water into gas, as wall as evaporates and steam.

Those materials, as well as the calcium In the concrete are actually soluble.

At those liquid temperatures, I suspect that a lot of cadmium and uranium will leach into solution, and maybe become a hard water component of the steam
releases.

Would the heavy water have a usefully larger thermal mass, and better heat transport/convection factor ? Heat is most often ascribed to electron motion, I
wouldn't expect much heat absorbtion from a single proton, unless it was bound to one or two "energetic" neutrons.

Being higher mass, the heavy water molecules should help SLOWING down neutrons, though they should be far lass able to absorb any new, even such high
speed neutrons.

Why aren't they reporting any helium production, you cant have that much fission without a tiltle fusion ?

Would heavy waler have any extra value dissolving and descaling the salts (ocean salts are many, not just sodium selt) from the fuel and cadmium rods ?

The cadmium rods would still be gaining heat from the bombardment, but can't get the heat accrued back out once salt encrusted.



From: janberns. Holly

Subjec: RE; Re: Volunteer Offer
Date: Frday, Marých, 2011t2:12:39 PM

.,Aw, thanks Q

From: Bonacorsoi, Amy:Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011.'09 PM4
;:ITo: Janbergs, Holly

'C•c: TobinJennifer;: Deavers, RonSu bject: FW: Re: Volunteer Offer

Good response!

From: Janbergs, Holly
,Senti Friday; March 18 2011 2103 PMTo: (b(6)

Subject: Re: Vo unteer er

Mr., Saullo,

I appreciate your willingness to volunteer your services in this time 6f need for Japan. The
absolute selflessness and compassion I am hearing' every day f[rom Am erican citizens is
one thread of hope in this difficult situation.

While, Iunderstand your offer and your effqrtsTare based on Mthe situation in, Japan, I 'm
afraid =cant offer you specific guidance. Unfortunately, we are not acdepting volunteers at
this time. If you would still like to offer yourservices, I[suggest contacting Red Cross;or
another relief organizationiin your area. Eery volunteer helps in such a troubling time.

Thank you again,

Holly Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant



Shanhon,.-Valehe.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:,
Attachments:

OPA Resource'
.Friday, March 18, 2.011 1:38 PM
Bonaccorso, Amy
FW: Assistance: Japan
GTrez-tech101,0.pdf

------ Original lMessage -----
From: Fleming, Kreslyon On Behalf Of'OHRComments Resource
Sent:: Friday.,i.March 18, 2011 9:30 AM
To: OPA .ResdurcCe
Subject:, FW: 'ASsistance.: Japan

-Original-iMessab -----
From: George `T.anaka )(6)
Sent:- .Tuebday6, :Marclh '15'201I'-0e08 PM
To: OHRComfments :Resource
Subject: Assistance: Japan

To whom it may concern:

My name :1is George- Tanaka currently :residing in b)(6)

I-believe: the nuclear catastrophe-
AVAILABLE. This correspondence-is
available,,onr volunteer basis, to

regarding the Fukushimaý PP'complex
NOT a job :inquiry. It is o let-you
tackle this crisis'.

needs ,all-
knowtthat

assistance.

I speak fluent.English/Japanese and,-am available to assist< in: anyway possible.• Endorsed is. my
resume'for your-reference.

Sincerest regards,

George Tanaka

I









~(b)(6)



Scott, Michael

From: Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:27 AM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: RE: NEA/LOFC Project - 1st PRG-MB meeting, Oarai 11-12 May 2011

Dear Mike,

Thank for your e-mail.
It is too early to know about LOFC meeting planned for next May. JAEA is reviewing the safety status of the research
facilities in Oarai until next Monday.
JAEA staff will be out of office until then.
However we need to wait more before receiving feedback from our colleagues.

I will keep the group informed ASAP.
Best Regards
Jean

(b)(6)
Jean Gauvain - NEANSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 - Mobile

From: Scott, Michael [mailto:;Mlchael.Scott(3 nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 13:34
To: GAUVAIN Jean, NEA/SURN
Subject: RE: NEA/LOFC Project - NRC Confirming attendance at 1st PRG-MB meeting, Oarai 11-12 May 2011

Dear Jean,

I hope you are well.

We are thinking often of our colleagues in Japan and the major issues there.

Can you share any perspective with me on the prospects for the NEAJLOFC project given the events in that
area?

Regards,

Mike

1



Murphy, Andrew

From: Heki Shibata [hshibata@8f.adep.or.jpj
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:33 AM
To: 'Tamas Janos Katona;"YV b6Chokshi, Nilesh; 'Rainer Gillot'; 'Bijon Outta';

agodoy@aon.at; 'Eckard, Sylvia'; kussmaul.consult@t-onhine.de; Murphy, Andrew
Cc: abe-hiroshi@jnes.go.jp
Subject: FW: Thank you for your expression of sympathy on our huge disaster

Dear Friends:

I am now felling better, because the situation of NPPs have been much improved. Last
Wednesday, it was worst.

Their damages by shaking are not so critical, and they might be far better than Kashiwazaki' case
by my impression.

There was one after-shock occurred in Northern Nagano, over MMI IX. K-K plants is located
near to this area. If another one might occurred in more adjacent area, they should shut down. It
will caused absolute power shortage in TEPCo's Area.

Those above are my private impression at this moment.

Sincerely, Heki

Kazu Nagasawa and A. Chigama, who are the friends of some of you, are well, but they have
been spending their very hard days in Fukushima and Onagawa sites.

From: Held Shibata [mailto:hshibata@8f.adep.orjp]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:30 PM
To: 'Tamas Janos Katona' (b)(6) 'Nilesh Chokshi'; 'Rainer Gillot'; 'Bijon Dutta'
Cc: 'agody@aon.at'
Subject. Thank you for your expression of sympathy on our huge disaster

Dear Friends in Nuclear Engineering Field:

My wife and I appreciate your prompt mail to express your warm sympathy for our huge disaster.

All my family have no problem in Tokyo area, and now the life in Tokyo is. almost as usual,
except the shortage of electricity.

Transportation system is affected by this shortage.

As you know, through your TV or other News sources, the Tsunami was unbelievably high, and
brought enormous disaster. I had been working for the estimation of such disasters for nuclear
power plants and petrochemical engineering plants, but the wave height were far beyond we
imagined and assumed.

2



I

, 'The situation of Fukushima I & 2 is still very worse. Main cores of Fl-#1,#2,and #3 are
destroyed but water has been exist any how at this moment, by the report from TEPCo,.

But the cooling pond of irradiated fuels on the reactor floor of #4 is very critical state, and
they had hydrogen explosion twice or more times and completely out of control. I have never
discussed on such situation for the seismic design process. The cores of #5 and 6, and F-2 (4 units)
are cold state now, but the state of their pools seems to be kept some-how un-designed but
controllable state now, they said.

Such state was brought by the loss of electric supply, because of the failure of cooling water
systems for emergency diesel systems of each units mainly. This caused by the attack of tsunami
waves, which were out of designed. This is the summary of News reported from NISA and TEPCo..

All came from only unexpected high tsunami waves, those were caused by the first event
whose Magnitude of M8.4 or 8.6.

We have many news regarding to the engineering safety. I will summarize it in the future
with my thought.

I deeply appreciate your prompt, warm sympathy again,

With Remain,

Heki

3
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From: Brenner. EIIi

To: SIMON LOMAX. BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM;
Cc McIntyre. David Burnell. Scott; Sheehan, Nell Taylor. Robert Harrington. Holly; Brenner. Eliot Couret. 1vonne
Subject: RE: Bloomberg question re radiation information
Date. Friday, March 18, 2011 5:50:57 PM

Simon, for the moment, would you keep this as either an NRC or a government source? "The radiation
is actually at a rather low altitude, less than a kilometer, rather than up high. It is bleeding out, carried
on plumes of heat and radiation levels drop off rapidly higher above the plant."

Tell your buddies the altitude is far below long distance flight routes so they probably don't need to
pursue that angle.

Scot/davld/neil et al... once simon runs this, expect some calls. Feel free to provide the same
background material or something close.

Eliot

----- Original Message -----
From: SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [rmalto slomaxabloomberg.net]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:53 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Bloomberg question re radiation information

Thanks Eliot -- is your welcome guidance on the way radiation Is moving on the record or off? if it's on
the record it might be very useful for some of my colleagues who are working directly on the flight
routes.
cheers, and thank you again,
Simon.

----- Original Message -----
From: Eliot Brenner <Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov>
To: SIMON LOMAX (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
At: 3/18 15:17:41

Simon: any call on changing flight routes is up to the FAA or Japanese ATC officials. You need to talk
with them. However, you need to remember that this radiation is actually at low altitudes rather than up
high. It is bleeding out at ground level -- carried upwards on plumes of heat -- rather than, as was the
case at Chernobyl, being explosively ejected high into the air currents.

Eliot

----- Original Message -----
From: SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:slomax(Cbloomberg.net]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:40 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Bloomberg question re radiation information

Okay, thanks. Who makes the call about whether it's safe to fly through those plumes?
I'm (reluctantly) bugging you all because NRC's recommendation was what led to the 50-mile
evacuation zone for U.S. citizens in Japan.

----- Original Message -----
From: Scott Burnell <ScottBurnell@nrc.gov>
To: Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov, SIMON LOMAX (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Cc: Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov
At: 3/18 14:35:53



HI Simon;

I would suggest contacting DOE for information on plume projections across the Pacific. I'd check with
EPA on information regarding monitoring on U.S. territory. Thanks.

Scott

----- Original Message -----
From: SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:slomax(&bloomberQ.net]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:34 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Bloomberg question re radiation information

HI Eliot
FYI, just heard from our FAA reporter -- FAA says it has no -information on radioactivity over the Pacific.

Original Message -----
From: Eliot Brenner <Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov>
To: SIMON LOMAX (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Cc: Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov, Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov
At: 3/18 13:49:02

We are in contact with the FAA offering them information that might affect flight routes. You would
have to check with FAA public affairs 202-267-3883. I do not have immediate details on the rest of your
questions. We are not the sole repository for all information, though folks think we are.

eliot

----- Original Message -----
From: SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: rmailto:slomax(&bloomberg.net]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:55 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Bloomberg question re radiation Information

Hi Eliot (cc Scott & Ivonne):

Hope you're hanging in there.

We're trying to nail down the specific Information that U.S. Agencies have collected on radiation from
the Fukushima plant. Does the NRC have this information:

-- the latest radiation measurements from the affected area in Japan;

-- radiation levels in the atmosphere over the Pacific Ocean; and

-- an assessment of whether it's safe for passenger aircraft to be flying through airspace with radiation
that's coming from the Fukushima reactors.

If you've got this information, can you please provide ASAP? If not, can you tell us which agency of the
U.S. government is making that information available? My deadline is ASAP.

Thank you again for your help,

Simon Lomax
Bloomberg News



L

-202-654-4305 (w)
i(b)(6) w
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SBeasley,Benjamin

From: Beasley, Benjamin

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Kardaras, Tom
Subject: RE: Employee News: NRC Viewing of the NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear

Crisis in Japan

Thanks for checking!

From: Kardaras, Tom
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Valentin, Andrea
Subject: RE: Employee News: NRC Viewing of the NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear Crisis in Japan

It cannot be handled that way because it is an internal meeting.

Regards,
Tom Kardaras, Chief
Information Technology and Infrastructure Branch
Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis Staff
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(o) 301-251-7667

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:37 AM
To: Kardaras, Tom
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Valentin, Andrea
Subject: FW: Employee News: NRC Viewing of the NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear Crisis in Japan

Tom,

I have a feeling that the auditorium and 2C19 will be packed. Is there any chance that this could be Webcast?

Ben

From: NRC Announcement [mailto:nrc.announcementanrc.aov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:49 AM
To: NRC Announcement
Subject: Employee News: NRC Viewing of the.NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear Crisis in Japan

NRC Daily _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nme Federal Long Term Care Insurance ProgramAnnounc-emenfs
,Fia March 18, Vi1 win H ea Nrs E ditsi• .

o Employee News: NRC Viewing of the NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear Crisis in Japan

Employee News: NRC Viewing of the NRC All-Hands Meeting to Address the Nuclear Crisis
in Japan
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U?, Friaay, March 18, 2011, at 2:00 p.m., there will be an All-Hands Meeting in the Two White Flint
North (TWFN) Auditorium to address the ongoing nuclear crisis at the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor
site in Japan. Staff is encouraged to view the proceedings at one of the following video
teleconferencing (VTC) locations:

One White Flint Commission Hearing Room
TWFN Exhibit Area
TWFN Building 285
One White Flint North Building 3B4
Executive Boulevard Building 1B15
Twinbrook Building 5E01
Church Street Building 2C19
Gateway Building 4B02
Region 1*
Region 11*
Region II1*
Region IV*
Technical Training Center*

*Regional and TTC staff will be notified of the VTC viewing location by their VTC coordinator.

The meeting will also be broadcast throughout the White Flint Complex on cable channels 46 and
47. Staff without access to VTC facilities may access the audio portion of the proceedin s by
utilizing the NRC telephone bridge line by calling 888-820-8960; pass code: (b)(6)

For more information about event viewing locations, contact Jason Wriqht at 415-5446 or Christine
Kundrat at 415-6130.

Tri pflf 1t.. R flfl -fllf Vipw illrm in n nPw wintinw
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. H eton, Don l . -. ' ., .... ; . .. . ,a,., -N. , L

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 5:45 PM
To: Siu, Nathan
Cc: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: RE: Fukushima Questions from Burchill

OFIAUSE L - IVE INTERNAL RMT

OK. That was the right thing to do.

FYI, and not for further dissemination at this time.. NRC is engaged with talks with several national
laboratories, heavy indsutry represntatives, and theJapanese regarding potential approaches to dealing with
an SFP loss of liner/structural integrity, should that turn out to be the case Charlie is involved from RES, and
Don M. sat in on at least one phone call. The OpCenter team and the in-Eb6untry NRC reps are coordinating. All
of the questions below are being considered already. Some do not have clear answers at this time.

Best,
Don

OFFICIAL USE ONLY - SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION

From: Siu, Nathan
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: Fw: Fukushima Questions from Burchill

Don - FYI got this from ANS past president. Have referred him to general number 301-415-8200.

Sent from NRC BlackBerry

From: William E. Burchill <burchill,(ne.tamu.edu>
To: Siu, Nathan
Sent: Sat Mar 19 13:55:15 2011
Subject: Fukushima Questions from Burchill

Nathan,
Can you give me any insight on the following questions or refer me to a source of answers?
1. How badly-were the unit 3 and 4 SFP structures damaged by the earthquake?
2. Was the SFP water drained due to the earthquake? If yes, over what period of time?
3. Are the SFPs structurally sound enough to be refilled with water, a slurry, or sand?
4. What are the SFP loadings (# F/As, weight, heat load, radioactivity)?
5. How much has the cladding in the SFPs been oxidized (perhaps as inferred from the hydrogen released)?
6. What is the degree of fuel melting in the SFPs?
7. Is the fuel in the SFPs in a coolable geometry?
8. What effect has the spraying with water cannons had (fuel cooling, fuel degradation, water accumulation)?
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9. What are the options to refill the SPFs with water, i.e., plant systems, external systems, water supplies, heat
... sink-," .••,-.tsi--

10. Will refilling the SFPs with water cause the fuel within to "slump" as occurred at TMI?
11. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce massage amounts of hydrogen? If yes, is it likely to explode
before it is vented from the building?
12. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce a potential nuclear criticality?
13. Is filling the SFPs with a slurry or sand being aggressively evaluated?
How engaged is NRC in helping the TEPCO, NISA, META address these questions?
It was great to see you at PSA 11. Thanks for your time.
Best regards,
William E. Burchill, Ph.D.
Past President
American Nuclear Society
Retired Department Head
Nuclear Engineering
Texas A&M University
129 Zachry Engineering Center
College Station, TX 77843-3133
Phone: (979) 845-1670
FAX: (979) 845-6443
E-mail: burchillktamu.edu<mailto:burchill(,tamu.edu>
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Scott, Michael

From: Pickering, Susan Y [sypicke@sandia.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:51 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Uhle, Jennifer; Rivers, Joseph; Lee, Richard
Cc: Zigh, Ghani; Wagner, Katie; Scott, Michael; Elkins, Scott
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing information.

Thanks, to all of you. Richard sent me a message and I will work'this w/ him. Hang in there!

From: Gibson, Kathy fmailto: Kathy.Gibson@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:38 AM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Pickering, Susan Y; Rivers, Joseph; Lee, Richard
Cc: Zigh, Ghani; Wagner, Katie; Scott, Michael; Elkins, Scott
Subject: Re: need help wrt sharing information

Richard Lee and Katie Wagner will have the lead to advise Sandia on what can be released to whom. As I understand
previous guidance from our OGC is that we can share OUO but we (NRC) must first determine a need to know (barring
other restrictions such as international agreements etc.

Susan, please send the requests to Richard and Katie and they will advise you on what can be released to whom. Each
decision will have to be made case-by-case.

Thanks,
Kathy

From: Uhle, Jennifer
To: Pickering, Susan Y <sypickesandia.gov>; Rivers, Joseph
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Zigh, Ghani
Sent: Mon Mar 21 07:21:23 2011
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing Information

Hi Susan.

You can share anything with others provided it is not proprietary or OUO. I would ask the individual PM to
verify its classification. Spent fuel pool tests under OECD cannot be shared with others outside of the
program. Please check with Ghani about the classification of the earlier BWR tests- whether or not they are
OUO. I believe they are so that prevents sharing it. The Peach Bottom decks contain proprietary information, I
-believe. Please talk to Kathy about source terms because right now that may be a sensitive subject and she is
on the Protective Measures Team and will have the best information.

Jennifer

From: Pickering, Susan Y rmailto:syDicke(sandia.govl
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:36 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Rivers, Joseph
Subject: need help wrt sharing information

From: Susan Plckerlnd (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 09:25 PMI\
To: Pickering, Susan Y
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Subject: need help wrt sharing information

Jennifer and Joe,

We are receiving many requests for information, much of it for NRC-funded studies. For example:

" GE Hitachi, GE Power & Water, GE Emergency Ops Center, spent fuel fires
" IRSN, source term estimates for Japan
• DOE NE, source term validation (similar to MACCs calcs we are running right now)
* INL, Peach Bottom source term
• ORNL, spent fuel pools, MELCOR decks
" OECD on behalf of GRS, SOARCA Peach Bottom model
• UK HSE Emergency Ops, general background
• Swedish Emergency Ops, spent fuel pool

We have shared some information w/ DOE NE. We are responding to many requests from the NRC,
e.g., Charlie Tinkler. All of the media requests we receive we refer to the Sandia media relations
group.

Will you please help me find a way that would allow Sandia to share important information about
Japan to organizations with a legitimate need? We could set up controls, e.g., they could only use
the information in-house, I would provide you listings of the requester, what was provided, and
intended use.

This puts us in a very difficult situation and may interfere w/ important work. I'd appreciate any help
you can provide.
syp
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From: Bonacoorso. Amy

To: obin, Jennifer
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushirna
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:53:10 PM
Attadcments: Follow up on orevious e-mail.msn

Ouestions on the NRC Bulletin NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2011-05 March 18 2011.msq

Jenny:

This one would probably benefit from a technical mind.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:41 PM
To: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Public

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your storyt
http://www.nrc.gov/reading.rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/sr'1350/

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:39 PM
To: Bowman, Eric; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

My read is that they also fall under the public inquiry category - if it's not from an existing
utility, industry group or government agency, default to forwarding it to OPA.

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima



0
I-

Thanks Scott. I also received the two attached that more closely address the IN, but are
not really on topic. Should I reply, or will you address his inquiries?

Eric

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Bowman, Eric
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Thanks Eric, that'll go into our public inquiry file.

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Scott,

I received this inquiry over the weekend regarding press release 11-050. Would you be
the appropriate point of contact to address this? I believe she chose to send it to me since
I am the technical POC for the recent IN 2011-05.

Thanksl

Eric

Eric E. Bowman
Sr. Project Manager
Generic Communications & Power Uprate Branch
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2963
Eric.Bowman@nrc.gov

S . . . . . ..(b)(6)
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 10Yý49 AM
To: Bowman, Eric
Subject: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

I would like to understand the basis for the "50 miles sheltering zone" recommendation of the NRC
around Fukushima.
Is it the nuclear explosion of the 9 source terms on site?
Is it the nuclear explosion of one 850 MW reactor?
Something else?

To my knowledge, the attachment 11-050 gives NO scientific/technical basic assumptions for its



computerized calculations.
Thanks for your response.
Catherine GAUJACQI(b)(6)
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Weaver, Tonna ____

From: Ruland, William .
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Meighan, Sean
Subject: FW: Deployment to Japan
Attachments: 2nd Staff Deployment to Japan.docx

Here it is. Generally, I believe we wanted to minimize the impact on NRR since we will get the greatest

workload for future NRC followup.

Bill

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Monday, March 2'1; 20"1" 10:47 AM
To: Ruland, William
Subject: FW: Deployment to Japan

Here you go.

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Saturday, March f9, 2011 11:42 AM
To: Scott, Michael; Blarney, Alan; Giessner, John; Taylor, Robert; Jackson, Todd; Miller, Marie; All, Syed; Sheikh, Abdul;
Way, Ralph; Ramsey, Jack
Cc: Cadoux, Claude; Dempsey, Jeanne; Linnerooth, Sarah; Buchholz, Jeri; Sheron, Brian; McCree, Victor; Pederson,
Cynthia; Lubinski, John; Holian, Brian; Leeds, Eric; Lew, David; Lorson, Raymond; Mamish, Nader
Subject: Deployment to Japan

Thank you for volunteering for deployment to Japan. This work is of highest priority for the agency and your
efforts are enormously appreciated.

The plan is for Mike Scott (RES) and Alan Blarney (RII) to leave the USA on Tuesday, March 22.
The remaining team members, Jack Giessner (Rill), Rob Taylor (NRR), Todd Jackson (RI), Marie Miller (RI),
Syed Ali (RES), Abdul Sheikh (NRR), Ralph Way (NSIR), and Jack Ramsey (0IP) will depart on or about
March 24. The intent is that your stay will be two weeks or less, depending on how the situation in Japan
evolves.

The Operations Center Liaison Team (LT) will be contacting you later today to handle the logistic for your trip.
This includes items such as flights, passports, country clearances, health immunizations, international
blackberry service, dosimetry and KI tablets.

In addition, HR has requested that I provide you the information below:

-Please contact NRC Health Services on Monday morning on 301-415-8400 to schedule an appointment with
Dr. Cadoux for health screening and counseling. If at all possible, it is important that you meet with Dr.
Cadoux face-to-face. However, if you are located in the Region or if you are notified and deployed in a very
short time frame so that medical screening is not possible, this screening will be conducted by phone. Please
be aware that medical services available in Tokyo are limited at this time. Additionally, working conditions are
such that controlling diet, sleep, exercise, and routine may be impossible. All of these factors can impact your
health. Please review any medical conditions that you may have with Dr. Cadoux so that he can provide you
with advice and counseling on managing you medical condition while deployed.

-Before you deploy we recommend that you speak briefly with the NRC Employee Assistance Program
counselor, Sarah Linnerooth. Sarah can be reached on 301-415-7113. While you are deployed, EAP services. A
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are available to both you and your family, including extended family members such as Grandparents. The
telephone number is for EAP service is 1-800-896-0276. More information is available on the EAP on the web
at www.eapconsultants.com. To learn more about the EAP and the services provided click on the member
services tab. The NRC passcode is "nuclear'. Please be sure to share this information with your family.

At this point, I ask that you hold any questions that you may have until the LT contacts you directly. However,
after that time, if you have any additional questions or concerns that have not been addressed, please call or
email me.

Thank you.

M•chele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
Michele.evans nrc.eov
BB: (b)(6)
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Nelson, Robprt

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21 2011 4:09 PM
To: Westreich, Barry
Subject: RE: NRR External Communications Re: Events in Japan
Attachments: Untitled

See attached. In addition, I've asked Eric Leeds to inform all NRR staff of this web site info. The web site is
updated as soon as additional info is received

NELSON

From: Westrelch, Barry.
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: NRR External Communications Re: Events in Japan

Thanks, do the regions have access to the Q&As that they can use for their public meetings. If not, I would
like to send them whatever has been approved for use in public settings.

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Wilson, Peter; Westreich, Barry
Subject: FYI: NRR External Communications Re: Events in Japan

You should be aware of the following e-mail from Eric in your acting capacity.

NELSON

From: Leeds, Eric \

Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art;
Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary;
Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Boyce, Thomas (OIS);
Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; McDermott, Brian
Cc: Virgillo, Martin; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Nguyen, Quynh; Melghan, Sean; Kammerer, Annie; Landau, Mindy;
Wittick, Brian; Morris, Scott; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Galloway, Melanie; Glitter,
Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lublnski, John; McGinty, Tim; Nelson,
Robert;, Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David
Subject: Japan event Q&As - additional info

I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing, as the NRR Coordinator for External
Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan. Nelson and his team will be responsible for
coordinating the development and review of related Qs & As, and coordinating the response to related controlled
correspondence tasked to NRR, including related 2.206 petitions. Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh
Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from DIRS and a communications "tiger team" being formulated in DORL
headed by Mike Markley. Harod Chernoff will also provide assistance as needed. Please forward all of your requests for
support in this area to Nelson. (Extension 7298 and cell (b)(6)

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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301-415-1270
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SydXlrr,r Russell

From,: Sydnor, Russell
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011.2:20 PM
-To: Scales, Kerby
Subject: FW: Massive Solar Activity Expected in 2012??
AttaChments: Terrestrial Solar Activity Letter. pdf; Baxter letter.doc

Kerby, The below email just came in to me from Mr. Baxter. You may recall that you asked me to reply to him
for NRR. I have attached his original letter to Bill Ruland (the pdf) and a copy of the letter we sent to him in
reply (word file).

Would NRR like me to draft a response to his latest email below?

Russell Sydnor
Branich Chef
NRC/RE/iDE/DlCB
301-2307405
Russel'kýSvdnortmnre.aov

From; Farouk Baxte
Sent:, Suhday, March2t, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Sydnor, Russell
Subject: Massive Solar Activity Expected in 20127?

Dear Russell,
Basedon our prior, correspondence, I am wondering if there have been any developments within the NRC to
consider updating the GDC to account for Solar Activity as a natural phenomenon? The industry is yet to come
to gp•s" wth the devastation to SSCs from the recent Japan earthquake and tsunami, which are GDC recognized
natuiralphenomenon. Consider the credibility of the NRC in the event any nuclear power plants are affected by
Solar Activity in the next few months?
Farouk Baxter

On Sep 30, 2010, at 3:11 PM, Sydnor, Russell wrote:

Mr. Baxter,

The NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) has requested the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research ,(RES) to review your letter of August 28, 2010 which was addressed to Mr. William Ruland regarding
your concern that Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Design Basis may not consider the impact of solar activity on
Systems, Structures or Components important to safety.

The purpose of this email is to acknowledge the NRC's receipt of your letter and to inform you that my Branch
in the-Ofice of Nuclear Regulatory Rese arch will be reviewing your request and responding with m0oe.detail in
the neh6"'everal weeks. NRR requested RES to respond to your request because there is ongoindgý',i•RC
research in', thi's area that is follow up to research we have conducted with Sandia National Labs toinvestigate
similar phenomenon.

Thank you for your interest in this important matter and we will be back in touch with you soon. ._ -
I



Russell Sydnor
Branch Chief
NRC/RES/DE/DiCB
301-251-7405
RusselI.Svdnor@nrc.gov
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Lee, Richard

From: Pickering, Susan Y [sypicke@sandia.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:51 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Uhle, Jennifer; Rivers, Joseph; Lee, Richard
Cc: Zigh, Ghani; Wagner, Katie; Scott, Michael; Elkins, Scott
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing information

Thanks, to all of you. Richard sent me a message and I will work this w/ him. Hang in there!

From: Gibson, Kathy [mailto:Kathy.Gibson@nrcgav1
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:38 AM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Pickering, Susan Y; Rivers, Joseph; Lee, Richard
Cc: Zigh, Ghani; Wagner, Katie; Scott, Michael; Elkins, Scott
Subject: Re: need help wrt sharing information

Richard Lee and Katie Wagner will have the lead to advise Sandia on what can be released to whom. As I understand
previous guidance from our OGC is that we can share OUO but we (NRC) must first determine a need to know (barring
other restrictions such as international agreements etc.

Susan, please send the requests to Richard and Katie and they will advise you on what can be released to whom. Each
decision will have to be made case-by-case.

Thanks,
Kathy

From: Uhle, Jennifer
To: Pickering, Susan Y <sypicke@sandia.gov>; Rivers, Joseph
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Zigh, Ghani
Sent: Mon Mar 21 07:21:23 2011
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing Information

Hi Susan.
(.

You can share anything with others provided it is not proprietary or OUO. I w uld ask the individual PM to
verify its classification. Spent fuel pool tetsunder OECD cannot be sha with others outside of the
program. Please check with Ghani about the classification of theer BWR tests- whether or not they are

OUO. I believe they are so that prevents sharing it. Th-e-P c Bottom decks contain proprietary information, I
believe. Please talk to Kathy about source terms because right now that may be a sensitive subject and she is
on the Protective Measures Team and will have the best information.

Jennifer

From: Pickering, Susan Y rmailto:sypicke@sandia.govl
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:36 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Rivers, Joseph
Subject: need help wrt sharing information

From: Susan Pickering (b)(6)
Sent:. Friday, March 18, 2011 09:25 PM
To: Pickering, Susan Y
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Subject: need help wrt sharing information

Jennifer and Joe,

We are receiving many requests for information, much of it for NRC-funded studies. For example:

* GE Hitachi, GE Power & Water, GE Emergency Ops Center, spent fuel fires
• IRSN, source term estimates for Japan
* DOE NE, source term validation (similar to MACCs caics we are running right now)
• INL, Peach Bottom source term
" ORNL, spent fuel pools, MELCOR decks
" OECD on behalf of GRS, SOARCA Peach Bottom model
" UK HSE Emergency Ops, general background
a Swedish Emergency Ops, spent fuel pool

We have shared some information w/ DOE NE. We are responding to many requests from the NRC,
e.g., Charlie Tinkler. All of the media requests we receive we refer to the Sandia media relations
group.

Will you please help me find a way that would allow Sandia to share important information about
Japan to organizations with a legitimate need? We could set up controls, e.g., they could only use
the information in-house, I would provide you listings of the requester, what was provided, and
intended use.

This puts us in a very difficult situation and may interfere w/ important work. I'd appreciate any help
you can provide.
syp
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Lee, Richard

From: Pickering, Susan Y [sypicke@sandia.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:50 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing information

Thanks for the response. I will call you tomorrow.

From: Lee, Richard [mailto: Richard.Lee(nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:15 AM
To: Pickering, Susan Y
Subject: FW: need help wrt sharing information

Hi, Susan:

I believe some of the items you listed here have been addressed and decisions had been rendered. We
should discuss the status of all the items delineated herein so we know what action we need to take.

Thanks,
Richard
301-251-7526

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:38 AM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; 'sypicke@sandia.gov'; Rivers, Joseph; Lee, Richard
Cc: Zigh, Ghani; Wagner, Katie; Scott, Michael; Elkins, Scott
Subject: Re: need help wrt sharing information

Richard Lee and Katie Wagner will have the lead to advise Sandia on what can be released to whom. As I understand
previous guidance from our OGC is that we can share OUO but we (NRC) must first determine a need to know (barring
other restrictions such as international agreements etc.

Susan, please send the requests to Richard and Katie and they will advise you on what can be released to whom. Each
decision will have to be made case-by-case.

Thanks,
Kathy

From: Uhle, Jennifer
To: Pickering, Susan Y <sypicke@sandia.gov>; Rivers, Joseph
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Zigh, Ghani
Sent: Mon Mar 21 07:21:23 2011
Subject: RE: need help wrt sharing information

Hi Susan.

You can share anything with others provided it is not proprietary or OUO. I would ask the individual PM to
verify its classification. Spent fuel pool tests under OECD cannot be shared with others outside of the
program. Please check with Ghani about the classification of the earlier BWR tests- whether or not they are
OUO. I believe they are so that prevents sharing it. The Peach Bottom decks contain proprietary information, !•
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believe. Please talk to Kathy about source terms because right now that may be a sensitive subject and she is
on the Protective Measures Team and will have the best information.

Jennifer

From: Pickering, Susan Y rmailto:sypickeCsandia.gov)
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:36 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Rivers, Joseph
Subject: need help wrt sharing information

From: Susan Pickering I(b)(6) I
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 09:25 PM I
To: Pickering, Susan Y
Subject: need help wrt sharing information

Jennifer and Joe,

We are receiving many requests for information, much of it for NRC-funded studies. For example:

* GE Hitachi, GE Power & Water, GE Emergency Ops Center, spent fuel fires
" IRSN, source term estimates for Japan
* DOE NE, source term validation (similar to MACCs calcs we are running right now)
" INL, Peach Bottom source term
* ORNL, spent fuel pools, MELCOR decks
* OECD on behalf of GRS, SOARCA Peach Bottom model
" UK HSE Emergency Ops, general background
* Swedish Emergency Ops, spent fuel pool

We have shared some information w/ DOE NE. We are responding to many requests from the NRC,
e.g., Charlie Tinkler. All of the media requests we receive we refer to the Sandia media relations
group.

Will you please help me find a way that would allow Sandia to share important information about
Japan to organizations with a legitimate need? We could set up controls, e.g., they could only use
the information in-house, I would provide you listings of the requester, what was provided, and
intended use.

This puts us in a very difficult situation and may interfere w/ important work. I'd appreciate any help
you can provide.
syp
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From: (ouret. Ivonne
To: .anbers. Holly
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:41:25 PM
Attachments: Follow up on orevious e-maiLmso

Ouestions on the NRC Bulletin NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2011-05 March 18 2011.mso

Public

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http'//www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:39 PM
To: Bowman, Eric; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

My read is that they also fall under the public inquiry category - if it's not from an existing
utility, industry group or government agency, default to forwarding it to OPA.

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Thanks Scott. I also received the two attached that more closely address the IN, but are
not really on topic. Should I reply, or will you address his inquiries?

Eric

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Bowman, Eric
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Thanks Eric, that'll go into our public inquiry file.

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

Scott,



a -

I received this inquiry over the weekend regarding press release 11-050. Would you be
the appropriate point of contact to address this? I believe she chose to send it to me since
I am the technical POC for the recent IN 2011-05.

Thanks!

Eric

Eric E. Bowman
Sr. Project Manager
Generic Communications & Power Uprate Branch
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2963
Eric.Bowmananrc.gov

-rm (b)(6)
From:
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Bowman, Eric
Subject: Technical assumptions for 50 miles exclusion zone Fukushima

I would like to understand the basis for the "50 miles sheltering zone" recommendation of the NRC
around Fukushima.
Is it the nuclear explosion of the 9 source terms on site?
Is it the nuclear explosion of one 850 MW reactor?
Something else?

To my knowledge, the attachment 11-050 gives NO scientific/technical basic assumptions for its
computerized calculations.
Thanks for your response.
Catherine GAUJACQ

(b)(6)I



From: Bonaccor-o. Amy
To: Tobin. Jennifer
CC. Wwrs. Ron

Subject: RE: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER
U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT
TRANSMITTING --- EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MI

Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:14:51 PM
Attachments: imaoe0Ol.ona

Thanks! I looked and couldn't quickly figure it out.

From: Tobin, Jennifer
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:14 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL MESSAGE
FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT
PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MI

Amy/Ron,

If you read down, he wants to offer himself instead of the lives of young Japanese workers.
You could send him the standard response for volunteer helpers. I hope that helps!

Jenny (Tobin) Wollenveber

Expott Licensing Officer
Office of International Programs
office: 301-415-232S

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:10 PM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments .and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL
MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR
RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MI
Importance: High

Not sure if this person needs a response or not....it seems like a rant.

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. [mailto:backflow.prevention@verizon.net]
Sent- ctiirr'i M hrr 1Q Xll 12.17 PM
TO: 1(b)(6) 1(b)(6) cgjak@alaska.com; lnfo@cgjapanatlanta.org;
nfocul@cgjbos.org; ryoji@japancc.org; info@cgimia.org; jet@embjapan.org; NRC Allegation; POTUSOffice
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300,000 BODY BAGS OR 6 Mi, THICK CONTRACTOR BAGOS WITH STICK ON

ITEMS FOR WRITING NAMES OR IDENTIFICATION WILL BE NECESSARY FOR

THIS MASSIVE DISASTER WMNCH CAN GO SUPER HIGH IF FRESH WATER IS

OBTAINED VIA TANJKERS TO THE PLANT OFFSHORE LOCATIONT"rE BAR•GES
CAN ERIN T ERIAL OVER TOTHE SHORE AND DRAW OFF CONCRETE

MIXING POINTS FOR PLACING OR PUMIPING SEVERAL STORIES HIGH INTO
SUPER ROUND TALL, STEEL CIRCULAR ITEMS WICH SHOULD BE INYTHE

PROC SS AT A SHIPYARD WELDING SHOP AND TRANSFERRED TO BARGES

TfEN BROUGHT TO SHORE AND MOVED BY HELICOPTER WITH WELDERS OR

PERHAPS SPECIAL HINGES MADE IN THE SHIPYAR ALLOWING TH EMTO 1C E

SET AROUND BUILDINGS SEAM TIG THEM WITH CONCRETE AS FAR OUT AND AS

HIG AS THEy DSTERC.



OLD PLUMBING TRICK! EVEN wood with steel straps can do the same thing and be
light enough a large helicopter can set it down on the earth then concrete pouring started as
STEEL RODS placed 3 or 4 feet in length into ground will allow pushing down and keeping
it in position. HINT !

TWO MEN or TWO WOMEN can take a bag of concrete mix. use a specific amount of
water. pour into a special 6 mri thick bag and roll the bag back and forth on the ground
sealed to allow nothing to escape and it can be used to make a POUR quality amount. Use of
SUPER CEMENT TRUCKS with barges of cement or bringing cement from plants to the
plant of the same consistency with FRESH WATER MIX would allow dropping loads into
pumper units run by gcnerators like used in giant building footers and decks puntng even
at several stories high ..... with the form in place the cement could be poured making a round
or square cement containment which once set up should smother any FIRE and the only
problem would be since no rebar is used the water must be fresh and with sea water on rods
that must be replaced with FRESH WATER or the items-could really stop the pour or cause
explosions if gasses built up.

I prefer to think steel shot or lead shot pellets should be dropped IF lead and steel would
help then pour fresh water and see if the situation can he corrected and IF NOT sealing with
CONCRETE MIGHT BE THE ONLY OPTION but remember the warning on SALT
WATER MIXING WITH CONCRETE WILL NOT MAKE IT WORK SO LEAD) OR
STEEL SHOT 4-6 FEET THICK MIGHT BE REQUIRED BEFORE ADDING PLASTIC
PELLETS TO SEAL STEEL FROM FRESH CONCRETE SUPER HEAVY 5.000 PSI
HYDRAULIC CEMENT QUALITY WHICH WILL SET UP IN SOME WATER.

Instant communications via CB RADIO with SPEAKER and Magnetic Mount Antenna is
my best form of communications for many miles using one on top of a building. Fresh
water from WELLS went way over the heads of people in Japan with the agricultural wells
not even being considered and quite frankly ONLY YOU have sent back anything direct to
me from all of the messages forwarded Dr. Rokke. Tells me something about the OTHER
PROFESSIONALS IN JAPAN AND OUR GOVERNMENT.

Sadly people may think of using Salt Water for mixing concrete and pouring or pumping
same into any containers which could be round and lightweight to hold the concrete .jut

WAT, E RJQa NOW., W INJrX, 11ET ANf ~lYSTP
~ $~TING P~PRQ Y~USNG ,COULD;BJE

,D_ L, That said we have backed off sending any advice to the embassy staff at phone 202-
328-2187 FAX or 202-328-2184 FAX lines for Japanese Embassy in Washington nor do we
communicate with the Embassies via lnternct cu iak~alaska.com info6(ecg.japanatlant.org
infoculcgibos.org ry-iijQapancc org infbr~cgima.org jetIemkjapan.org since NO ONE
ANSWERS!

As one recovering from Cancer Surgery with an huge 4 inch X 4 inch deep wound with skin
graft on left forearm PLUS neck cutting area on left ear behind ear I am limited and in pain
or WE would have tried to come to the site. The Left Thigh 4 x 4 area where they took the
right arm graft is still healing after surgery 03/28/11 and constant daily changes of bandages
might prevent this 70 year old from being on any crews .... Have SKYPE can be there
visually but no one called or asked.







My personal pain level and medications from the James A Haley VA HOSPITAL would
NOT stop me from volunteering to assist as at 70years old I could replace someone
YOUNGER working at or near the plant who might receive a fatal dose of radiation.

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.
Tampa 813-286-2333
SKYPE: ralphwhitleysr

031911 @ 12:15 PM Eastern

-- Original Message----

From: (b)(6)

Date: 3/18/2011 1:56:14 PM
To: backflow.prevention@verizon.net
Subject: Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY
OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING -
EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re:
SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE PROTECTION PRESSU

the personal decon procedures are in tb 9-1300-278 you should have that from before



doug

.---- Original Message----.
From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. <backflow.prevention@verizon.net>
To: rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com; jennifer.carroll@eog.myflorida.com; CFO Jeff Atwater
<CFO.Jeff.Atwater@myfloridacfo.com>; pam.iorio@tampagov.net; tampacitycouncil@tampagov.net; Beckner,
Kevin <BecknerK@HillsboroughCounty.ORG>; higginbothama@hillsboroughcounty.org
Sent: Fri, Mar 18, 2011 9:36 am
Subject: Fw: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re:
REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW -
SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re: SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE
PROTECTION PRESSU

FYI

_-Original Message----

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley- Sr.
Date: 3/18/2011 9:23:46 AM
To: mailtothechief@cnn.com; POTUSOffice Of The President; Senator Bill Nelson; Senator
John McCain; Rep. Paul; APFN; APFN-1
Cc: tilo@socomnmil; betty, reed@myfloddahouse.gov; CristVthilIsboroughcounty.org;
dana.youngQmyfloridahouse gov; darryl.rousonmyfIloridahousegov;
greg.steube@myfloridahouse.gov; james-grantrmyfloridahouse.gov;
ianet.cruz~myfloridahouse.gov; iim.boyd~myfloridahouse.gov;

joyner.arthenia .web@flsenate gov; latvala.jack.web@flsenate.gov:
rachel.burgin@myfloridahouse.gov; rachel@willienelson.com;
rich .aloriosoemyfloddahouse.gov; seth.mckeel@myfloridahouse,gov;
shawn.harrisonomyfloridahouse.gov; stormsaronda.webe)flsenate.gov;
will.weatherford@myflondahouse.gaov; Gordhan N. Patel; Albrodsky@aol.com

Subject: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY
OFFICER... .Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING ---
EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re:
SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE PROTECTION PRESSURE UNITS CAN GO TO THE TOP
EASILY IN JAPAN

Ladles and Gentlemen: FINAL•MESSAGE FROM A•FORMER U.S.
NAVf , N B CWARFARER EMTfO'F.FiIC-ER

RECOMMEND IMMEDIATE VIEWING OF "SILKWOOD" FROM 1983 AS
YOUR WORKERS ARE NOT PROPERLY DECONTAMINATED DAILY AND
SADLY ONLY THE MILITARY MAY KNOW OF THE MEASURES WHICH
MUST BE TAKEN ...... AMERICAN MILIARY KNOW FROM YEARS OF



PRACTICE AND WORKING ALL OVER THE PLANET I

The MOVIE AVAILABLE ON NETFLIX NO DOUBT OR DIRECT is the story
of Karen Silkwood, a metallurgy worker at a plutonium processing plant
who was purposefully contaminated, psychologically tortured and
possibly murdered to prevent her from exposing blatant worker safety
violations at the plant. Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell and CHER plus others
provided a glimpse of what decontamination MUST TAKE PLACE for
workers out and about exposed to radiation. Nothing similar is
apparently being considered for those brave men and women who work
in the plant NOR are the proper DOSIMETER'S WORN OR IN PLACE TO
REALLY ALLOW READINGS DAILY AT ALL SITES I

j • i t of the Govern-ment
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Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Tampa, Florida
031811 @ 9:23 AM Eastern

Go visit www.apfn.org/apfn/du.htm I donated this ITEM to another Veteran!



From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley. Sr.

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Backflow Prevention, Inc.
4532 W. Kennedy Blvd. PMB-276
Tampa, Florida 33609-2042 USA
Phone: 813-286-2333

SCRIBID ID: ralphwhitleysr
SKYPE ID: ralphwhitleysr

SCRIBD WEB PAGE: http:Ilwww.scribd.com/ralphwhitleysr

backflow.prevention~verizon.net

FREE Animations for your email - by IncredilMall a Herpý
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From: rrovne. Kevin
To: Coe. Douo
Subject, RE: QUERY: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up
Date: Monday, Mardc 21, 2011 6:46:11 PM
Attachments: FW Fundina Needs for Janan Follow-uD - Reent to provide Attachment.mso

Doug -

That would be reasonable, but they just killed the request...

Kevin

From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: Re: QUERY: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up

Ok thanks

For long term res we might suggest a level III site pra?

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Doua Coe
(b)(6)

From: Coyne, Kevin
To: Coe, Doug
Sent: Mon Mar 21 18:22:50 2011
Subject: RE: QUERY: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up

Yes ...

This was kicked around last week and Mike Case blasted a 1 million/3-5 FTE estimate for
the office without knowing anything further

Given the below list, this amount could easily be consumed by the Division. So, I'd vote
for the $1 million, 3 FTE for DRA (but obviously we can't magically make FTE appear for a
short term effort). We'll obviously need to shed other work or rely on contract support and
it's also unlikely in the PRA arena our labs could pick the work without dropping other
ongoing work. But, this is a really odd request, given that nobody has asked for any
specific research product yet - there really should be an overall coordinator for this effort
to first scope out what should be done before we waste too much time on estimating
resource needs....

If we are just counting resources to support IRC operations and media/congressional
inquiries, -1 FTE for the Division (10-15 people running full time for a month) probably
captures it...

Kevin

From: Coe, Doug



Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:13 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: RE: QUERY: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up

Kevin - you and I can give this a 'thumb-in-the-wind' estimate (it's just an order of

magnitude type of input) - without going to the BCs. Agree?

From: Rini, Brett
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart; Coe, Doug; Coyne, Kevin; Scott, Michael; Gibson, Kathy; Elkins,
Scott
Cc: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea; Grancorvitz, Teresa; Rivera-Lugo, Richard;
Armstrong, Kenneth; Ibarra, Jose; Hudson, Daniel; RidsResPmdaMail Resource
Subject: QUERY: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up
Importance: High

Division Directors,

We have received a quick turnaround OEDO request to estimate resources ($ and FTE)
required for a near term effort and longer term review related to the recent events in
Japan. Brian brainstormed a list of possible research areas that I've listed below, and I
will reach out to our customer offices to find out in what areas they anticipate asking us for
help. Please review the list below, think about what areas of research you anticipate for
your division, and estimate how much effort these projects will require.

Spent fuel analyses - SFPs vs ISFSIs?
Severe accident analyses
Exceeding seismic design basis
Response to aftershocks following a design or beyond-design basis earthquake
Tsunami/storm surge impacts
Protection from hurricane winds, tornadoes, etc.

Please send me your inputs by noon tomorrow, and I will review the list with Brian before
responding to OEDO. We weren't given much time to reply, so a rough estimate is all
that's required at this time. I appreciate your help during this time of significant competing
priorities.

Thanks,

Brett

From: Kasputys, Clare
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:18 PM
To: RidsNroOd Resource; RidsNrrOd Resource; RldsNsirOd Resource; RidsResOd Resource; RidsFsmeOd
Resource; RidsNmssOd Resource; RidsOgcMailCenter Resource; RidscsoMailCenter Resource;
RldsRgnlMaUlCenter Resource; RldsRgn2MallCenter Resource; RidsRgn3MailCenter Resource;
RldsRgn4MailCenter Resource; RidsOipMailCenter Resource
Cc: RidsNrrPmda Resource; RidsNroPmda Resource; RidsNsirPmda Resource; RidsResPmdaMail
Resource; RidsFsmePbpaFmb Resource; RidsNmssTa Resource; Golder, Jennifer; Smolik, George;
Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James; Jacobs-Baynard, Elizabeth; AlIwein, Russell; Peterson, Gordon;
Peterson, Gordon; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Ash,
Darren
Subject: Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up - Resent to provide Attachment



Resent to provide the Attachment

All,
The Chairman has requested for the NRC to conduct a Near-term (90 day effort)

and a longer-term review (as discussed by Bill B at the Commission meeting today) of
regulatory issues affecting U.S. operating reactors based on the events in Japan. The
Chairman is interested in seeking supplemental funding to support our efforts for the above
effort, in addition to NRC's costs associated with emergency response and technical
experts sent to Japan. OCFO is preparing cost data associated with emergency response
and technical support to Japan.

On Friday, the OCFO requested some initial estimates to support the reviews (see
attached). At this time, we are requesting the offices to review these initial estimates and
include some information concerning the work that is envisioned to support these reviews.
Listed below are some initial thoughts about the scope of the near-term and long-term
reviews. Also, consider what on-going efforts related to the development of our regulatory
program could benefit with supplemental funding. For example, it was mentioned in the
Commission meeting that NRC is currently working on GSI-199. Should funding be
accelerated for this effort and others of this nature.

Near Term Review (90 day effort):

Evaluate currently available technical and operational information from the

Japan event to identify near-term (or immediate) operational or regulatory
issues affection U.S. operating reactors of all designs in areas such as
protection against earthquakes, tsunami, flooding, hurricanes, station
blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe accident mitigation
and emergency preparedness
Develop recommendations for generic communications, orders, changes to
inspection procedures and licensing review guidance, etc.
Possibly prepare a 30 day quick look report

Longer-Term Review (Following obtaining sufficient technical information from the
Japan event)

Evaluate all technical and policy issues related to the event to identify
additional research, generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight
process, rulemakings and adjustments to the regulatory framework that
should be conducted by the NRC.
Evaluate interagency issues such as emergency preparedness.
Applicability of the lessons learned to non-operating reactor and non-reactor
facilities.

It is recognized that the full scope of the reviews has yet to be determined or the
size of the group that will be conducting the analysis. Therefore, we are looking only for
rough cost estimates. You are requested to send the level of funding (dollars and FTE)
that Is anticipated that could be obligated in FY 2011 for both the near-term and long-term
efforts. We are asking the business line leads to coordinate with supporting offices and
submit a response by business line and by office. Please send your responses to me and
Liz Jacobs-Baynard and copy Jennifer Golder and George Smolik, OCFO NLT than Noon
on Tuesday.



If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thank you for your support.



Attachment FW Funding Needs for Japan Follow-up - Resent .msg (2560 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.
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Kauffman, John

From: Kauffman, John
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:34 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Bensi, Michelle; Ibarra, Jose; Killian, Lauren; Lane, John; 'Mehdi Reisi Fard'; Perkins, Richard;

Smith, April
Subject: OEGIB Weekly Activities Summary for 3/14-18/2011

Ben,

Please see below. JVK

OEGIB Weekly Activities (3114-1812011)

Generic Issues

John K.
* Supported/participated with RI phonecon with local officials around IP to discuss seismic issues/GI-199.
" Manned Ops Ctr on Saturday night midnight shift.
• Reviewed dam issue screening evaluation and provided comments.
* Discussed TEC-01 with Mary, Ben, and Jose.
* Supported OPA by working on responses to MSNBC reporter (Dedmon) questions on GI-199 S/RA.
* Provided seismic contacts to RI State Liaison Officer (McNamara).
* Assisted Jeanne Dion with information on mods to BWRs in support of senior management

presentations/speeches.
* Responded to Steve Jones questions on documenting completion of GIs.

Jose
* Performed TA functions including participating in the weekly meetings. Collected RIC feedback on lesions

learned and sent the information to PMDA. Collected and compiled DRA list of staff to man the IRC during
the Japan nuclear emergency. This effort also identified the staff available to go to Japan. Started
reviewing the last Info Digest in order to update the information. Reported to the branch the highlights of
the weekly RES meeting.

Shelby
" Course: Westinghouse Technology Overview (R-104P) (Mon-Fri)
" Final touches on screening report related to flooding due to upstream dam failure

Lauren
* Completed 3 PM training courses: Negotiating Project Terms and Conditions (#5), Developing Proposal

Evaluation Factors (#3), Source Evaluation Panel Procedures (#4)
* GIMCS Q2 Report: followed-up with GIP POCs about GIMCS inputs, worked on memo, drafted distribution

lists helpful-hints document for later GIMCS reports
* Japanese events: monitored and addressed GI-199 related queries from management, will call in to Fri. All-

Hands meeting bridge line

Richard
0 Completed final draft of dam failure analysis report

1



Mehdi
* NUREG-0933 Technology Update: Participated in NUREG-0933 Business Analysis meetings.
* NOTE 5 issues: Completed a draft of the memo for administratively closing NOTE 5 issues. Received

comments from Ben and made the changes. Prepared the memo for review by Doug Coe.
* Data.gov project: Continued working on the table.
* GI-1,93: Reviewed part of the Purdue test results, followed up on the status of the communications plan

review by John L.
• LOW priority issues memo: Followed up on the status of the package that had been sent to Office Director

for approval. Memo has been approved with two minor comments, which will be incorporated today or next
week.

April
• Attended OIS business analysis meetings w/ B. Beasley, and M. Reisifard on NUREG-0933 improvement

(3/14, 3/15)
* Revised the Generic Issues Program pamphlet
* Attended PM training 3/15
* Coordinated plans for Pre-GI report
* Out of office 3/17 - 3/18

Next Week (3/21-25/2011) (Planned Activities)

John K.
" Provide mid-year input.
* Continue supporting GI-199 communications issues.

Jose (no items noted)

Shelby
• Review common cause failure documents
* Attend Common Cause Failures Workshop

Lauren
• Finish GIMCS FY2011 Q2 memo and report
* Compose GIP input for report to Congress
" Generic Issues Program promotion: review brochure updates, lead meeting on Taglines
" Out Friday (b)(6)

Richard
* Schedule and prepare for briefings to GIRP
• Receive comments on report from Joe Zable and resolve those
" Coordination and discussion with the GI submitters on status
• Prepare for joint branch meeting presentation
" Work on GI Input form

Mehdi
" Continue working on the table for Data.gov.
" Continue working on the NOTE 5 memo.

FW _Jn Friday 03/25.
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April
0 Out of office 3/21 - 3/23
° Attend Generic Issues Program promotion meeting
* Complete draft of Pre-GI report
* Continue revision of TEC-002

GI Meetings (not mentioned above)

None

Operating Experience

John L.
* Data:

-forwarded SUNSI review of SRV report in preparation for publishing
-issued Office Director memo to NRR announcing NUREG/CR-7037
--provided some input to on-going issue resolution in Japan

" GI-193

--received final report from Purdue PUMA facility; put into ADAMS; began review

Layry
* ]

Art
" Incremental funding request for N6884, IROD project with ISL
• Incremental funding requests for INL projects are being prepared
* Continujed review of baokoround materialI for hierarchical Bavesian uindates inrlujding, m~t~ri~iI on fl~v~i~n

0

0

0

inference and general Bayes theory.
OEGIB meeting
LMPC meeting
3WFN Occupant Team meeting
Reviewed specific drift analysis calculations for Oconee; provided comments/questions to NRR for
resolution prior to preparation of SAR

Mary
Ongoing major events:
Crystal River 3
Tensioning is on hold. After completion of the first sequence (sequence 100 of 112) of Pass 11, the acoustic
monitors at the upper level of Bay 5-6 began picking up a noise signal. The noise signals transitioned
downward to the lower acoustic monitors. The signals from the three embeded strain gages in Bay 5-6 slowly
increase then failed. Workers on the containment roof heard popping sounds. Workers outside of Bay 5-6
heard noise coming from the containment. The licensee implemented their contingency plan. Impulse response
(IR) testing is ongoing and should be completed later on March 15. Laser scan measurements inside
containment were completed last night. Preliminary IR results indicate a delamination in Bay 5-6 of which the
extent is not yet determined. Bay 5-6 is adjacent to the spent fuel pool and contains the two transfer tubes. For
the current Mode, containment integrity only relies on an intact containment liner. There is currently no impact
on the spent fuel pool, however the licensee is still reviewing any potential impacts to the pool. The inspectors
walked down the outside of Bay 5-6 and did not see any noticeable cracking. The inspectors will follow-up on
the licensee's review with respect to the spent fuel pool.
Additional Details: Unlike the Bay that delaminated in 2009, Bay 5-6 is adjacent to the auxiliary building's spent
fuel pool and contains the two transfer tubes. This will increase the difficulty associated with repairs. See
attached photos. For the current Mode, containment integrity relies only on an intact containment liner. The

3



liner was inspected with no problems noted. There is currently no impact on the spent fuel pool. The inspectors
walked down the outside of Bay 5-6 and did not see any noticeable cracking.

Current Events: Earthquake in Japan

Fukushima Daiichi units 1, 2, and 3

Next Week (3/21-25/2011) (planned Activities)

John L.
" Sunday-Ops Center (7 am-3 pm)
* Tuesday-Fri: Common Cause Workshop

Larry (no input)

Art
* CCF workshop

Mary
* Continue OpE.

OpE Meetings (not mentioned above)
None
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From: Enalish. Lance
Ton: K; Schwartzman. Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte: Emche. DanieNe; Mavro,. Lauren:

Afshar-Tous. Mugeh: Bloom. Steven Owens, Janice Tobin. Jennifer Smimldo. Elizabeth: Sheherd .ill
Fracovannts. Nancy; Baker. Stehen: Wittidk, Brian ]ones, Andrea; Young. Francis

Cc: Doane. Marnaret: Fehst. Geraldine: Smith, Wilkins; Mamnish. Nader: Dernbel, Stenhen

Subject: RE: OIP Ops Center Coverage: Mardc 21-April 15
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:59:47 PM

Thank you Karen! Much appreciated.

Lance

From: Henderson, Karen
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:58 PM
To: English, Lance; Stahl, Eric; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; Mayros,
Lauren; Afshar-Tous, Mugeh; Bloom, Steven; Owens, Janice; Tobin, Jennifer; Smiroldo, Elizabeth;
Shepherd, Jill; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Baker, Stephen; Wittick, Brian; Jones, Andrea; Young, Francis
Cc: Doane, Margaret; Fehst, Geraldine; Smith, Wilkins; Mamish, Nader; Dembek, Stephen
Subject: RE: OIP Ops Center Coverage: March 21-April 15

I wivffvoCunteer.

From: English, Lance
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:54 PM
To: Stahl, Eric; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; Mayros, Lauren; Afshar-
Tous, Mugeh; Bloom, Steven; Owens, Janice; Tobin, Jennifer; Smiroldo, Elizabeth; Shepherd, Jill;
Henderson, Karen; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Baker, Stephen; Wittick, Brian; Jones, Andrea; Young, Francis
Cc: Doane, Margaret; Fehst, Geraldine; Smith, Wilkins; Mamish, Nader; Dembek, Stephen
Subject: RE: OIP Ops Center Coverage: March 21-Apil 15

Hello OIP,

I am reaching out to search for a volunteer (or 2) to cover my April 2 - 3 Sat & Sun
weekend shift 0700 - 1500. For whatever reason, I completely forgot that was my

(b)(6) hen I signed up for the Ops Center support.

Thanks for your help.

Lance

From: Stahl, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Stahl, Eric; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; Mayros, Lauren; Afshar-
Tous, Mugeh; Bloom, Steven; English, Lance; Owens, Janice; Tobin, Jennifer; Smiroldo, Elizabeth;
Shepherd, Jill; Henderson, Karen; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Baker, Stephen; Wittick, Brian; Rosales-Cooper,
Cindy; Jones, Andrea; Young, Francis
Cc: Doane, Margaret; Foggie, Kirk; Smith, Brooke; Fehst, Geraldine; Smith, Wilkins; Mamish, Nader;
Dembek, Stephen
Subject: RE: OIP Ops Center Coverage: March 21-April 15

Based on the decreased level-of-work during the 11pm-7am shift in recent days, only one staff



I

member will need to cover the international liaison desk during that shift from now on.

On the coverage sheet, two people will still be listed as responsible for the shift's coverage. Now,

only one of you will be expected to staff the Ops Center, while the other will be expected to serve

as their back-up (in case you need to be called in due to heavy workload, illness, etc.). It is up to the

two staff members designated to work the shift to determine who is responsible for being in the

office. One person can cover all three days, you can rotate days, you can flip a coin for each day -

the choice is yours and yours alone.

At this point, all other shifts will require two staff members covering the international liaison desks.

If you all believe that two staff members is superfluous at any other times, please let me know.

I have attached the coverage document to this email for your awareness. If you have any other

questions, please let me know.

Thanks again,
Eric

From: Stahl, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:39 PM
To: Schwartzman, Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; Mayros, Lauren; Afshar-Tous, Mugeh;
Bloom, Steven; English, Lance; Owens, Janice; Tobin, Jennifer; Smiroldo, Elizabeth; Shepherd, Jill;
Henderson, Karen; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Baker, Stephen; Wittick, Brian; Rosales-Cooper, Cindy; Jones,
Andrea; Young, Francis
Cc: Doane, Margaret; Foggie, Kirk; Smith, Brooke; Fehst, Geraldine; Smith, Wilkins; Mamish, Nader;
Dembek, Stephen
Subject: RE: QIP Ops Center Coverage: March 21-April 15

Is everyone having fun yet?

Please find a slightly revised copy of the OIP Ops Center coverage sheet through April 15. This

document should include all changes made through Monday (that I was notified about)ý If you have

any other changes, please let me know. If you have already told me you cannot work a shift, it is

highlighted in yellow. If you would like to volunteer for one of the yellow shifts, please let me

know. In addition, if you cannot work a shift that you have been designated to cover and have

been unable to find a replacement yet, please let me know and I will update the sheet and try to

find volunteers. Lastly, if you see any inaccuracies, please let me know.

As a reminder, please respond only to me and not the whole email distribution.

Thanks,

Eric

From: Stahl, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Schwartzman, Jennifer; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; Mayros, Lauren; Afshar-Tous, Mugeh;



Bloom, Steven; English, Lance; Owens, Janice; Tobin, Jennifer; Smiroldo, Elizabeth; Shepherd, Jill;
Henderson, Karen; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Baker, Stephen; Wittick, Brian
Cc: Doane, Margaret; Young, Francis; Foggie, Kirk; Smith, Brooke; Fehst, Geraldine; Smith, Wilkins;
Jones, Andrea; Mamish, Nader; Dembek, Stephen
Subject: OIP Ops Center Coverage: March 21-April 15

Team OIP -

First of all, thank you for providing input on such short notice concerning OIP's coverage of the
international liaison desks in the Ops Center. Attached you will find the coverage sheet from March
21 through April 15. Most of you will work for three days on, followed by six days off. The reason
for this is that management believed it was important to maintain staff consistency in the Ops
Center, while not overburdening specific people.

Please read the following information carefully:

0 I did my best to incorporate when you all preferred to work. Since most people:preferred
7am-3pm, this did not always work.

* I did my best to incorporate feedback concerning you leave, CWS and travel into the
document, this did not always work.

* If you are scheduled to work a shift that you cannot work (whether because you have
leave, have other obligations, are on CWS, etc.), it is your responsibility to find a
replacement. I will maintain the master copy, so if there is a change, please emrail it to me.
I will plan on sending out updates to the sheet as necessary every few days.

* In addition to the people who have already been working in the Ops Center or Will start
shifts there soon, feel free to reach out to Gerri, Wilkins, Andrea, Kirk and Brooke when
they return to the office. We have 20+ people in the office who are available anId eager to
help, so it should not be too difficult to find a replacement when needed.

* At this point, we are under the assumption that we will need two people manning the
international liaison desk through April 15. If this changes, we will let you know,

Once again, please look at the coverage spreadsheet closely. Your name may only appear a few
times or it may appear 10+ times. In some cases you may have been substituted for people who are

away on travel in what may appear to be random fashion. It is your responsibility to show up during
your designated shift or to find a replacement for it. If you have any questions or concerns, please
reply directly to me Dl*n.

Please note: coverage through this Sunday (March 20) has already been finalized. The document
with this information is also attached.

Once again, thank you all for your contributions. Everyone understands this has been an
overwhelming and challenging time for OIP, but I think everyone's eagerness to help and flexibility

have been clearly demonstrated.



From: Gibson, Kathy
To: RES 5A
cSheron Brian Uhle. -ennif; F Iory. Shirley R. Armstrong. Kenneth Ramirez. Annie; Case. Michael;

Richards. Stu= C Coyne, KevLn
Subject- Staff AdJustments for Japan Response
Date: Tuesday, Mardi 22, 2011 7:09:35 PM
Attachments: Kathy Halvev Gibson v-f

While Mike Scott is in Japan, Scott Elkins will be acting DSA deputy director this
week, and Chris Hoxie will be acting deputy director next week (Mar 28-Apr 1).

While Ken Armstrong is supporting SPB with Japan event response and SOARCA,
Annie Ramirez will be acting DSA technical assistant.

Richard Lee is our POC for Operations Center support.

Katie Wagner is the POC for information requests related to the Japanese events.

Kathy Halvey Gibson.
Director

Division of Systems Anlys.

Kathy.Gibsonnrc gov('301 21• -74F99 WorkIF)() ,e
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Deavers, Ron

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Tuesdlay, March 22, 2011 4:23 PM
To:
Subject: FW:Comanthe Peak Nuclear Facility
Attachments: Comanche Peak Nuclear Facility in Central Texas final.docx

Mr. bqotr

Thank you for your suggestions and concise articulation of the issues at Comanche Peak. As part of
the comprehensive review of the safety of our Nuclear Power Plants that we will be undertaking in the
near future, we will endeavor to address the issues you articulate in your email below as well as the
attached document, and identify all other issues regarding the safety of the Comanche Peak Nuclear
Power Plant.

From:•.L•il W . ()6

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:54 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Comanche Peak Nuclear Facility

I have put together a short paper (attached) that shows that the people of the Dallas metro area are at risk due to
the nuclear facility Comanche Peak. Much higher risk than one might think. All my assertions are supported
by sources noted in the paper.

I do not claim to have insider information or specialized knowledge. But I am an avid reader and am able to
connect dots. In this case those connected dots indicate a problem.

After reviewing the paper I think you will agree that we need a full-scale investigation of both the safety and
finances of the company that owns the facility, Energy Future Holdings (EFH) and its subsidiary Luminant.

Sincerely,
1Wils
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Nourbakhsh, Hossein

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joy L Rempe [Joy.Rempe@inl.gov]
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:24 PM
Gauntt, Randall 0
'farmer@anl.gov'; 'gehinjc@ornl.gov'; Nourbakhsh, Hossein
Re: Kelly request
ENGNEWS01_1300863268P Mar 23 1600.pdf

Good point (hopefully, there's still water there...). check out page 1('low' needs to be defined...).

"Gauntt, Randall 0" <rogaunt.sandla.gov

03/23/2011 01:16 PM

To "Joy. Rempe infl~gov'" <Joy. Rem pea ini.aov>
cc gehinjc@ornI.gov'" <aehinictaorni.caov, '"farm er~ani.gov"' <famier~d)anl. -o >,

'"Hossein. Nourbakhsh@nrc.gov"' <Hossein. NourbakhshQ~nrc.qov>
Subject Re: Kelly request

Air is only applicable for fully drained pools - a security case. BWR pools are steam boildown. Air probably not a big component
owing to canisters and rack cell walls. Spray is good - the more the better.

From: Joy L Rempe [mailto:Joy.Rempeainl.qovl
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 01:06 PM
To: Gauntt, Randall 0
Cc: qehinic~ornl.qov <pehinic5ornl.ciov>; farmer~anl.Qov <farmerC~anl.gov>; Hossein.Nourbakhsh@nrc.cov
<Hossein.Nourbakhsh(nrc.gov>
Subject: Kelly request

thanks.. everyone else (but you saw the title and didn't understand). i sent out a note, but forgot you clarifying. In addition,
I copied Nourbash.

The SPF analyses that I've seen suggest that you need to get the air out (rather than continuing to add water). It's easy to
have 'break-away' oxidation. What did the SNL tests indicate?

Joy

._19 Joy Rempe. Idaho National Laborat kw
Phone: (208) 525-2897 * Cell (b)(6), -Fax: (208) 526-2930.
Email: 3oy.Rempe@inl.g

"Gauntt, Randall 0"
<rogaunt•_sandia.oov>

To 'JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov" <JohnE.Kellv(tNuclear.Eneroy.Gov>, "Burns, Shawn" <spburns ,sanrdla.,ov>,
'Joy.Rempe@inl.gov"' <Joy.Rempe(,lnl.oov>, "elizabeth.connell@inl.gov' <elizabeth.connellOinlqov>,

03/23/2011 12:42 PM Douglas.Bums@inl.gov'" <Dougbas.Bums•.ini.aov>, "Christine.Whiteýinl. ov" <Chrdstine.Whitecinl.qov>, "McClellan,
Yvonne" <vmccle0,sandia.qov>1(b)( 6 ) 'richard.lee@nrc.gov" <richard.lee@,nrc.qov>,
"charles.tlnkler@nrc.gov" <charles.tinkler•,nrc.,cov>

1
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3.

cc

Subject Re: have any good graphics on bwr damage and melt progression... it would help with a briefing for tomorrow (to Chu) I tended
to focus on tmi-2 stuff over the years...

Sandia did look at spray cooling of exposed fuel. I shall forward this on to find the report on this.

KC - can you point us to the right report?

Randy

From: Kelly, John E (NE) rmailto:JohnE.Kellv@Nuclear.Enerpy.GovI
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Burns, Shawn; 'Joy L Rempe' <Joy.Remoe(inl.qov>; Connell, Elizabeth <elizabeth.connellkinl.cov>; 'Douglas E
Burns' <Douglas.Burns~inl.gov>; Gauntt, Randall 0; 'Christine E White' <Christine.White~lnl.gov>
Subject: RE: have any good graphics on bwr damage and melt progression.., it would help with a briefing for tomorrow
(to Chu) i tended to focus on tmi-2 stuff over the years...

has anyone modeled spent fuel uncovered in pool and then spray from fire hose to see if it would ignite or quench?
Anyone look at nitrogen or argon inerting?

From: Burns, Shawn [mailto:spburns5sandia.qov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:22 AM
To: 'Joy L Rempe'; 'Elizabeth A Connell'; 'Douglas E Burns'; Gauntt, Randall 0; 'Christine E White'
Cc: Kelly, John E (NE)
Subject: RE: have any good graphics on bwr damage and melt progression... it would help with a briefing for tomorrow
(to Chu) I tended to focus on tmi-2 stuff over the years...

All,

I sent our slides to NRC a few minutes ago requesting approval for you to use them. I will forward them to you just as soon as I hear

back from NRC. When is the briefing for the Secretary planned?

Best regards,

Shawn

From: Joy L Rempe [mailto:Joy.Rempebinl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:19 AM
To: Burns, Shawn; Elizabeth A Connell; Douglas E Burns; Gauntt, Randall 0; Christine E White
Subject: RE: have any good graphics on bwr damage and melt progression.., it would help with a briefing for tomorrow
(to Chu) I tended to focus on tml-2 stuff over the years...

here' s some draft slides to address betsy's request. however, it's probably not what you'd imagined.., you'll still need to
find the quote, betsy... SNL may send up some SOARCA slides to show MELCOR results for a case more serious than
the Dai-ichi case... Bottom line, the tsunami did more damage to the folks in japan... i don't think that massive graphics are
needed for any postulated scenarios, but betsy can decide...

joy
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Joy Rempe • Idaho National taboratory
Phone: (208) 526-2897 * Cell: [I(b)(6) ax: (208) 526-2930.
Email: "oy.Rempe@inl.gov -
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Deavers, Ron

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Deavers, Ron
_a.Mdnesday, March 2O, 20115:16 PM

'-EPLY FW: roteus Applied Technologies
PAT Japan Assessment vl.0.doc; JPAT Japan Lead 1idoc; Lead Monosillicate.pdf

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan. Please understand that the
NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever
way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

From Steadman [b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 2:56 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: japan. doc from Proteus Applied Technologies

On behalf of Proteus Applied Technologies.

Dear Sir.

As requested I am resending the previous documents. They include the main document and our latest update, which is
applicable as stated there in.

I amra (b)(6) and my contact number is (it will need an international prefix).

Yours faithfully

'•ary T Steadm.

Gary
copy of doc....
)kas ingha•

Q~~A2



Helton, Donald

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 8:39 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Marksberry, Don
Subject: RE: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

I agreed to sit down with Sunil and See-Meng after the Commission briefing...

Kevin - I'll obviously be missing the meeting with Yuandan, but go forth and prosper...

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 8:30 AM
To: Marksberry, Don; Helton, Donald
Subject: Re: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

Not to be obstructionist, but what process are we in? Note that Brian has stated on numerous occassions that all work
requests from the irc needed to be routed through the front office...

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: Marksberry, Don
To: Helton, Donald; Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Fri Apr 29 08:26:04 2011
Subject: FW: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

See-Meng will call you this morning

From: Wong, See-Meng
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Marksberry, Don
Subject: FW: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

FYI.

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 12:20 AM
To: Wong, See-Meng
Subject: FYI: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

From: RST02 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:44 PM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Cheok, Michael; Skeen, David; RST01 Hoc
Subject: New RST Tasker: 5068 - perform risk assessment for SFPs and provide insights

RST Tasker Record: 5068

1



Tasker Description: NRR to perform simplified risk assessment of affected spent fuel pools (similar to Draft Risk

Assessment of the affected reactors performed by Jeff Mittman of the Japan Team) and provide key insights from

that assessment

Due: 0510212011 13:24:43
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Your conference details are enclosed.

Meetina Information:
Leader:
Phone number:
Contact:
Phone number:
Call date:
Call time:
Duration:
Service level:
Number of lines:
Confirmation number:
Company:
CRC:

MR MERAJ RAHIMI
1-301-492-3338 "
MR MICHAEL HACKETT
1-301-415-7026
MAR-23-2011 (Wednesday)
04:02 PM EASTERN TIME
1 hr 30 min
Unattended
Total=20 Dialout=0 Meet Me=20 Meet Me Toll=O
6349052
FTS-US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM

PasscodeslPin codes
Participant passcode ( __ b6)

For security reasons, the passcode will be required to join the call.

Dial in numbers:
* Toll .Freephonel

Country Toll Numbers Toll Free Number

USA 800-369-3170
Restrictions may exist when accessing freephoneitoll free numbers using a mobile telephone.

in-Conference Features:

All participants must use a touch-tone phone to participate in an Audio Conference. The following features
are available for you to use on your phone during an active conference:

# Press *0 operator assistance (small fee may apply)
+ Press *6 mute/unmute individual line

Selected Conference Features:
Audio
Tones

Leaders can schedule, modify or cancel a reservation by using e-Scheduling, our online reservation tool. To

reschedule or cancel this reservation, click here.

For additional assistance, contact customer service at 800-857-8777

The Conferencing Center would like to send you e-mail notes to keep you informed of new or enhanced products and services,
conferencing tips, or special offers, etc. If you would prefer not to receive these messages, you may unsubscribe now. Thank you.
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Barto, Andrew

From: Rahimi, Meraj
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Davis, Jack; Sippel, Timothy; Tripp, Christopher; Barfo, Andrew; Call, Michel; Forsyth, Daniel;

Hrabal, Craig; Jordan, Natreon; U, Zhian; Smith, Jeremy; Wilson, Veronica
Subject: RE: Conference Call on NMSS response to NISA question on criticality

We need everybody to call in now.

Thanks,

Meraj Rahimi
Chief of Criticality, Shielding, and Dose Assessment Branch
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguard
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
6003 Executive Blvd., Suite 301
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: 301-492-3338
Fax: 301-492-3348
e-mail: merai.rahimi@nrc.Rov

From: Rahimi, Meraj
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Davis, Jack; Sippel, Timothy; Tripp, Christopher; Barto, Andrew; Call, Michel; Forsyth, Daniel; Hrabal, Craig; Jordan,
Natreon; U, Zhlan; Smith, Jeremy; Wilson, Veronica
Subject: FW: Conference Call on NMSS response to NISA question on criticality

Lady and Gentlemen,

Please call in the following bridge line to discuss a coordinated response to the following question, assigned to
NMSS, from NISA regarding the event in Japan:

8. What should they be considering with respect to criticality prevention and decay heat removal
during the entombment period?

Meraj Rahimi
Chief of Criticality, Shielding, and Dose Assessment Branch
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguard
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
6003 Executive Blvd., Suite 301
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: 301-492-3338
Fax: 301-492-3348
e-mail: merai.rahimi@nrc.gov

From: confirmationsmyrmeetings.com fmailto:conflrmationsamymeetlngs.comi
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:43 PM
To: TELDIR Resource; Rahimi, Meraj
Subject: Conference Details (MAR 23, 2011--04:02 PM ET--Conf# 6349052)

1
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Scott, Michael

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: RE: NGNP meeting attendance
Attachments: image001 .jpg

Your call of course. If I am to be RES lead for NGNP R&D, seems essential that I go and get a better
understanding of what is going on and meet the people doing the work. I was also supposed to meet with INL
people who could provide me insight on HTTR, for which (if it happens) I am the lead.

Why is Brian so concerned about cuffing people from the list when they are DOE funded and DOE wants us to
send folks7 Is it because of NRO's unilateral decision to whack NGNP budget in 12 and 13?

Mike

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Case, Michael
Cc: Scott, Michael; Zakl, Tarek; Lee, Richard
Subject: NGNP meeting attendance
Importance: High

Mike,
Brian would like us to reevaluate the number of people we send to the NGNP meeting in April. Below is the list
and justifications we provided. I am proposing to remove Mike Scott, Richard, Hossein, Mourad. and AJ from
the list. That would reduce DSA from 8 to 3. Do both of your folks need to g_(b)(6) and
uncertainty of future of NGNP? Mike, Tarek, Richard, please weigh in. Thanks

Mike (overall NGNP management) - high priority
Richard (management) - medium priority
Sud (overall NGNP DOE coordinator, giving presentation) - high priority
Stu (technical lead - fuel, giving presentation) - high priority
Joe (technical lead -thermal fluids) - high priority
Hossein (technical lead - MELCOR development) - medium priority
Mourad (technical lead - SCALE development) - medium priority
Srini (technical lead - graphite, giving presentation) - high priority
Shah (technical.lead - high temperature materials, giving presentation) - high priority
AJ (being mentored by Stu for future leading role in fuel) rwlow priority

Sud Basu, NGNP lead and coordinator of the NRC NGNP R&D program - Under the DOE/NRC interagency
agreement, DOE fully expects that the NRC NGNP lead and the R&D coordinator to be present at the meeting
for various functions - to provide an overview of the NRC R&D, to actively participate in R&D status discussion
in all relevant technical areas, and to provide NRC input.

Joe Kelly, NGNP R&D thermal-fluids track lead - Keeping up-to-date on DOE's NGNP experimental programs
which will be used in the validation of our evaluation model and will allow us to better tailor our experimental
programs to complement theirs.

Stu Rubin, NGNP R&D fuels technology track lead - DOEIINL expects attendance at the meeting to provide
feedback on DOE and national laboratory plans, activities and results related to NGNP fuel development and
qualification programs. Stu had done this in all previous NGNP Annual R&D meetings.7\,
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Makuteswara Srinivasan, NGNP R&D graphite technology track lead - As the overall materials coordinator with
considerable background, experience, and prior knowledge dating back to the origin of the project and before,
Srini's participation at the meeting is expected. DOE requested a presentation on NRC's R&D program on
graphite.

Shah Malik, NGNP R&D high temperature materials technology track lead - As the high temperature materials
track lead, DOE requested a presentation on NRC's R&D program on high temperature materials.

Hossein Esmaili, lead for NGNP MELCOR code development - Keeping track on DOE's NGNP R&D program,
both analytical and experimental programs, so as to better tailor our MELCOR development, assessment, and
validation activities.

Mourad Aissa, NGNP R&D neutronics track lead - As the NGNP project faces funding and schedule
challenges, it is important that I interact with the key neutronics players at INL and other facilities, keep abreast
of the latest developments, and have my questions answered directly. In addition, crucial decisions are being
made with respect to reactor type and design choices, as well as in international collaboration, which will
certainly impact the course of the projects for which I am responsible. Also, attending the Technical review
meeting will give me an additional opportunity to meet face-to-face with my ORNL contractors and conduct "off-
line" status meetings. I have not attended last year's meeting in Denver, which in retrospect prevented me from
"being in the loop", and probably (slightly) impacted my project monitoring duties.

Amy Hull, NGNP NDE - Amy covers NGNP NDE so, according to Mirela Gavrilas, she must attend as well

though the NDE program may be too new for a presentation.

Mike Scott - representing DSA management and responsible NGNP management lead.

Richard Lee - representing BC level DSA management and providing oversight on NGNP R&D activities in
NGNP neutronics, FP transport, and MELCOR development.

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy.,Gibson 9•nrc. gov

r n301251-7499 aork
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FYI

From: Makeig, Katy [mailto:KMakeig@atlintl.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:51 PM
To: Valentin, Andrea; Uhie, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Holian, Brian
Subject: Re-evaluation of Safety at US NPPs

Dear Directors,
I have just had a meeting with Barry Elliot, recently retired from the NRC (again), who I believe you all
know. He has signed up to be a consultant for my company, ATL. He suggested that I get in touch with the
four of you to offer our services and ideas for the review of the domestic reactors that NRC is undertaking
in light of the Japanese situation. To that end, I would like to share a letter that I sent to the NRC yesterday

(see below).

I would like to have an opportunity to discuss some ideas that Barry has, and possibly bring along another
member of our staff, Dr. P.T. Kuo, who is a former Director of NRR/DLR and has considerable seismic
engineering experience. I will be calling you in the next couple of days to see if you are receptive to a short
meeting.

In the meantime, thank you for any consideration you can give us.

Katy Makeig

AvancecdT h ologjesq
.boraton em ilonal, Inc.

555 Quince Orchrd Rd., Suile 500
Oaithersburg, MD 20878-1461

Phone: 301.972.4430
Fax: 301.972.6904
WWWTIA.NTL.COM

March 21, 2011

Dr. R. William Borchardt, Executive Director for Operations

Dr. Eric Leeds, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

Dr. Brian Sheron, Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES)

Dr. Catherine Haney, Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852

Subject: President Obama's Request for U.S. Nuclear Reactor Safety Reviews

Last Thursday it was reported that President Obama asked the NRC for a comprehensive review of the safety of U.S.
nuclear power plants in light of the events in Japan's Fukushima Dai-ichi plant. Senator Bernie Sanders, a member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, has called for an independent review by a special presidential commission with
broad authority and a mandate to independently review the safety of every existing nuclear reactor and waste site in the
United States. He also has called for the suspension of any new license renewal approvals. This will put a monumental
burden on NRC resources. i\9



Advanced Technologies and Laboratories International, Inc. (ATL) also is concerned about how events in Japan will affect

the public's perception regarding the safety of nuclear power, the planned construction of new plants, and the approval of

licenses to continue operation - beyond 40 and 60 years. We have been supporting the NRC for over 17 years. We stand

poised to assist the NRC In their time-critical efforts to reassure the public of the safety of the domestic fleet.

Our engineers are experienced in nuclear power plant construction, operation, aging, and decommissioning. Many of

these experts are retired from the NRC, the Department of Energy, the utility industry, or the National Laboratories. They

are subject matter experts in the areas of nuclear engineering, risk assessment, nuclear safety, health physics, nuclear

physics, criticality, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, structural engineering, materials science, corrosion,

fatigue, fire safety engineering, spent fuel, time-limited aging analysis, failure analysis, metallurgy, instrumentation and

controls, and chemistry. We also have expertise in seismic engineering and hydrology/hydrogeology that is specifically

geared to the generation of nuclear power.

We just helped NRC/DLR complete the update to the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report. ATL has been

performing safety audits of plants in the license renewal process for the last five years, with reviews of 12 plants and

associated contributions to the Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs). In fact, our engineers recently have performed these

safety reviews at Pilgrim, Beaver Valley, Diablo Canyon, and Three Mile Island, four of the top ten plants that NRC has

ranked as sites with the highest risk of core damage from an earthquake. In addition, ATL engineers with probabilistic risk

assessment (PRA) expertise were involved in the Independent Assessment of the Implementation of Corrective Actions at

the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit 1 that concluded with a report in 2009 regarding the effectiveness of

the actions taken to correct the issues associated with the reactor vessel head corrosion.

Our corporate offices are located in Gaithersburg, Maryland, which makes us immediately accessible to the NRC staff. I

would be happy to meet with you at your convenience to discuss how we might be of assistance. Please contact me at my

office at 301-515-6799 or by email at kmakeig•atllntlcam. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

42tvy #Matq

Kathryn S. Makeig, Director

Environment and Nuclear Services

ATL International, Inc.

Cc: Brian Holian, Director, NRC/DLR

Katy Makeig

Director of Nuclear and Environmental Services

ATL International, Inc.

555 Quince Orchard Road, Suite 500

Gaithersburg, MD 20878

301-515-6799 office
1(b)(6) ]cell

301-972-6904 fax

kmakeig@atlintl.com

www. atlintL corn
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Merzke, Daniel

From: Merzke, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2t52 PM
To: Riggs, Eric
Subject: FW: Looking for some assistance
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3.24.11-0600 EDT.PDF

Hey Eric, I got one of these today. Just in case you were still interested in what's going on.

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Rihm, Roger; Merzke, Daniel; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Andersen, James
Subject: RE: Looking for some assistance

Roger,

There is detail I think you are looking for in the status section of every report from the OPS center, See
attached for most recent. Let me know if you need more

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Reg latory Commission
301-415-2496 (wb)(6) c)

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Merzke, Daniel; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Andersen, James; Wittick, Brian
Subject: Looking for some assistance

Was wondering if one of you is sufficiently in the know to be able to help me on this, or if you can suggest someone who
is.

Bill is testifying before Senate Energy Comm on Tuesday. I drafted his "statement for the record" and am now beginning
to craft from that a shorter oral statement that he will make. In the longer statement I don't include a
chronology/status of Japanese events as that statement is now out of my hands ( gone to OCA/Commission) and it
would be out of date by Tuesday. However, Bill does want to be able to give a brief overview and current status in his
oral presentation. Attached is what Bill said when he testified before the Commission. It only gets me thru the first few
days. I would like to add probably not more than an additional paragraph or two (at the most) that provides a couple of
key highlights since then and then gives a current status. I would need this text on MONDAY.

Are any of you following events sufficiently closely to provide this or can you suggest who might be able to?

Thanks a lot!



Deavers, Ron

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Thu(sdav. March24 240112:13 PM
To: i(b)(6)
Subject: :REPLY RE:
Attachments: 11-055.pdf

We understand your concern. Thank you for your concise articulation of the issues at Vermont Yankee. As
part of the comprehensive review of the safety of our Nuclear Power Plants that we will be undertaking in the
near future, we will endeavor to address the issues you articulate in your email below and identify all other
issues regarding the safety of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant.

In addition, I have attached a new release that outline the next steps and timeline for the comprehensive
review.

. -.. Onin 7 M-

From (b)(6) I-,
Sent:'-=esday, March 22, 201110:55 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject:

I am very glad that you are looking into the viability of the plant right near NYC. Good idea.

Please also consider that:

THE DIABLO CANYON NUCEAR POWER PLANT WAS BUILT DIRECTLY ON A MAJOR FAULT LINE.

Perhaps that is also worth looking into, from a safety standpoint.

ank you,
-avna Uranskv

b)(6)

15
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Kauffman, John

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Reisifard, Mehdi
Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:33 PM
Kauffman, John
Weekly Report (03121 - 03/25)
MRF-WeeklyReport0321 11 .docx

I
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Mehdi Reisi-Fard
Weekly Report: 03121 - 03125

This week's activities:
* Data.gov project: Continued working on the database that will be used for

the new NUREG-0933 and data.gov project. Completed a preliminary
version of the database and received comments and suggestion from Ben
and John K.

* Joint Branch Meeting: Made a reservation for laptop and internet port,
started to draft an agenda for the meeting, started to prepare for my
presentation.

* Participated in the GI Program promotion meeting.

( ).d the Commission meeting on the ongoing nuclear events in Japan.

, 7on Friday 03/25
Next week's activities:

* Continue working on the Data.gov database.
• Continue working on the NOTE 5 memo.
* Update the internal GI Program Web Page.
* Complete the agenda and prepare for the joint Branch meeting with NRR

IOEB
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Deavers, Ron

From: Deevers, Ron
Sent: T. sday, Marq 24, 2011 2:28 PM
To: oyd Rudmiin.
Subject: R oern about nuclear safety regulatory failures
Attachments: 1 1-055.pdf

We understand your concern. Thank you for your concise articulation of potential risks. As part of the
comprehensive review of the safety of our Nuclear Power Plants that we will be undertaking in the near future,
we will endeavor to address the issues you articulate in your email below and identify all other issues regarding
the safety of the U.S. nuclear power plants.

Also attached is a press release outlining the next steps and timeline the comprehensive review.

In addition, we offer the following information:

o The US Government will be studying every aspect of the Japanese disaster and the Japanese
government's response, with the goal of learning as much as possible from that review.

* If there were to be a nuclear accident here, we are prepared to respond and FEMA and the
Department of Homeland Security exercise these preparedness plans with the rest of the government and
state and local officials as well. Release of radioactive materials can be accidental or intentional and we have a
detailed plan to respond regardless of the cause. The Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex to the National
Response Framework outlines which department or agency would have the lead for the Federal response
depending on the source and type of release. For example, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) would
coordinate a response to a release at nuclear power facilities licensed by the NRC. The Department of Energy
would coordinate a response to a release involving nuclear weapons in DOE custody. The Department of
Homeland Security would coordinate a response to a deliberate attack using improvised nuclear devices or
radiological dispersal devices.

* Given the range of potential causes, from an earthquake to a terrorist attack, the plan provides the
flexibility and agility we need to respond aggressively and effectively. In addition, state and local officials and
nuclear facilities have detailed emergency plans that include specific protective actions, evacuation routes, and
methods to alert the public of actions to take in the event of an emergency. There is a robust and active
nuclear power plant accident exercise program that includes Federal, State, and local involvement to test plans
and keep them current, and just last year we conducted such an exercise. Federal protective action guides are
used at all nuclear power plants and are widely accepted and used in planning and exercises, and we will
continue our efforts to plan and prepare for the safety and security of the American people.

From: lyd Rudmin (b)(6)

Sent; Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:05 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: concern about nudear safety regulatory failures

Good afternoon,

Please consider the following nuclear safety concerns:

1) Japan did NOT have redundant power transmission lines to their reactors and thus lost cooling. If an
event, like a plane crash, were to knock out a reactor's transmission lines AND your back-up power supply,
do regulations require that there be redundant transmission lines to provide power from the grid? If not,
please consider requiring such safety redundancy, for example, in underground conduits. \

12



'2) Do you require that there be security protection from a bomb inside a reactor's underwater piping that
extends into a lake, river, or ocean? If not, please consider requiring such safety, for example, by a blow-out
weak point in the piping, between the pipe opening and the reactor. That way, hydraulic back-pressure from
an explosion at the pipe opening would not reach the reactor.

I know your PR job is to assure me that everything is fine and safe. But Tokyo Electric also had been assuring
everybody that everything is fine and safe, In this instance, in addition to your assurance reply, please also
pass my email up within your offices to some level where an engineer or responsible party will consider and
act upon my concerns.

13



Kauffman, John

From: Kauffman, John
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:01 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Bensi, Michelle; Ibarra, Jose; Killian, Lauren; Lane, John; 'Mehdi Reisi Fard'; Perkins, Richard;

Smith, April
Subject: OEGIB Weekly Activities Summary for 3121-25/2011

Ben,

Please see below. JVK

OEGIB Weekly Activities (3/21-25/2011)

Generic Issues

John K.
* Provided mid-year input.
* Gave comments to Mehdi on his data base to support NUREG-0933.
* Provided support to various Fukushima communication items, including Gl-199 talking points, takeaways

from meeting with NY state delegation, and items received in GIP mailbox.
* Provided FOIA input to Jose.
• Provided slides we used for European Commission - Joint Research Center presentation to Jeff Dehn.
* Met with Doug, Marty, and Ben to discuss multi-unit package.

Jose
I continued to cover the TA functions. This week has been very busy due to the Japanese nuclear event
and all the information that has been requested due to the event.

Shelby
* Worked in Ops Center (seismic Q&A document)
* Generic Issues Program tagline meeting (including prep)

* (More) final touches on screening report related to flooding due to upstream dam failure

* Attended a small portion of the CCF workshop

Lauren
* GIMCS 02 Report: finished memo and front section of the report, updated database and worked on last

section of the report
• Completed RES GI Program input for Semiannual Report to Congress
• Tagline for GIP promotion: planned and led tagline development meeting
* Miscellaneous: organized Gl-1 99 G drive folder, reviewed and submitted items for Japanese earthquake-

related FOIA

Richard
* Conducted analysis group meeting to address revisions to PreGI-009 analysis report

* Revised PreGI-009 report
* Distributed report to GI Review Panel members

* Coordination with PreGI-009 submitters
* Prep for upcoming presentations <_

I



* Branch meetings

Mehdi
* Data.gov project: Continued working on the database that will be used for the new NUREG-0933 and

data.gov project. Completed a preliminary version of the database and received comments and suggestion
from Ben and John K.

" Joint Branch Meeting: Made a reservation for laptop and internet port, started to draft an agenda for the
meeting, started to prepare for my presentation.

" Participated in the GI Program promotion meeting.
" Viewed the Commission meeting on the ongoing nuclear events in Japan.
" I* n Friday 03/25.

April
* Out of office 3/21 - 3/23
* Attended Generic Issues Program promotion meeting
* Coordinated next steps for Generic Issues Program promotion with BB, SB, and LK
* Finalized and submitted 2Q FY 2011 for LK
* Discussed with HR and assessed requirements for GFP
* Completed proposed Generic Issues entries in GIMCS

Next Week (3/28-4/112011) (Planned Activities)

John K.
* COMP USED Monday
* Continue supporting GI-199 communications issues.
* Multi-unit package. Talk to panel members, revise the document based on any new thoughts resulting

from Japanese event.
* Joint branch meeting

Jose (no items noted)

Shelby
* Seismic Q&A document

Lauren (b)(6)

* Out Mon-Fri

Richard
* Schedule and prepare for briefings to GIRP
* Receive comments on report from Joe Zable and resolve those
* Coordination and discussion with the GI submitters on status
* Prepare for joint branch meeting presentation
" Work on GI Input form

Mehdi
* Continue working on the Data.gov database.
* Continue working on the NOTE 5 memo.
* Update the internal GJ Program Web Page.
• Complete the agenda and prepare for the joint Branch meeting with NRR IOEB

2



April
* Draft first proposed Generic Issues report
* Submit Generic Issues Program brochure to graphics

* Coordinate and turnover Generic Issues Program Promotion activities

* PM training 3/31

GI Meetings (not mentioned above)

None

Onerating Experience

John L,
* 3-day CCF Workshop with INL

* N6891 Fire Database-incremental funding

Larry
* Attended Common Cause Failure seminar

* Reviewed Operating Experience
* Reviewed MOU with STP for HRA study

* Reviewed Holden HRA study results

Art
* Incremental funding request for N6884, IROD project with ISL approved

* Incremental funding requests for INL projects are being revised per PMDA

* CCF Workshop
* Oconee LAR: provided comments/questions to NRR for resolution prior to preparation of SAR; request to

NRR project manager for additional material from licensee

* Updated project spending plans

Mary
Ongoing major events:
1. Crystal River 3

EN 46673 - CRYSTAL RIVER 3 - ADDITIONAL DELAMINATED CONTAINMENT CONCRETE
DISCOVERED (3/16) - UPDATE

Non destructive testing (impulse response testing) in Bay 5-6 has confirmed a delamination. Total extent of
damage is not yet known. The delamination in Bay 5-6 is "egg shaped" with the large end towards the top of
containment and is approximately 100 ft long. The licensee will finish removing shield blocks in order to IR test
in the vicinity of the fuel transfer tubes that penetrate Bay 5-6 at the 133 ft elevation. IR testing is expected to
be completed on March 21. Based on the design of containment (significant rebar in the lower elevations), it is
not expected that the delamination would be below the area of the tubes. Impulse response testing of the other
bays has been completed. The licensee is setting up to perform 10 core bores. The licensee has determined
that the containment with delamination in Bay 5-6 is seismically acceptable for Mode 5. This is based on a
previous evaluation performed for the original delamination of Bay 3-4. The evaluation and associated
calculations were provided to Region II DRS (March 21) for review. (March 24 meeting was called off. More to
come.)
2. Earthquake in Japan
See NISA at http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/enlish/index.html
Or TEPCO at http://www.tepco,co.iop/en/press/coro-com/release/index-e.html

3



Current Events:
Wolf Creek, 03121111
Following a scheduled plant shutdown for refueling the operators closed the MSIVs to limit plant cool down.
When reopening them, a reactor scram and SI occurred. The MSIV bypass valves had been opened to
equalize pressure across the MSIVs. Steam header pressure dropped when the MSIV for C-steam generator
was opened.
During the SI, the pressurizer PORVs cycled approximately 10 times. When the PORVs opened, the B-Code
safety main control board and plant computer alarm actuated.

Next Week (3/28-4/1/2011) (Planned Activities)

John L.
• GI-193 Review of Purdue Report
* Data presentation to NRR @ branch meeting

Larry

* Class "NRC and Its Environment" on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.

Art (no items noted)

Mary
* Continue OpE.

OpE Meetings (not mentioned above)
None



From Williams, Shawn
To: Case. Michae; I B Camper, Larry; Lewis, Robert
Subject: RE: Your thoughts ...
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 7:21:08 AM

Looks like both Rob and Mike think we should create a position sheet for this item. I'll assign

NUSSC the lead for the position sheet and plan to issue the Green Ticket today.

From: Case, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:02 PM
To: Williams, Shawn; Brach, Bill; Camper, Larry; Lewis, Robert
Subject: RE: Your thoughts ...

It's a reasonable question given the times.

From: Williams, Shawn
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Brach, Bill; Camper, Larry; Lewis, Robert; Case, Michael
Subject! Your thoughts ...

I was about to send the below e-mail to my normal CSS distribution but I wanted to get your

thoughts first...

I am wondering if you think I should assign an office to create a "Position Sheet" for Agenda Item

2, "Possible future implication on JAEA Safety Standards of the recent events in Japan" or if you
agree with me, that it is too early and out of process.

-------------------.------------

All,

We just received the official 2 9 th CSS Provisional Agenda (attached).

There are two additional Agenda Items from the draft version I previously provided.

Agenda Item 2: Possible future implication on JAEA Safety Standards of the recent
events in Japan.

2.1 Presentations from the Japanese CSS member

2.2 IAEA Response

2.3 Future activities

Agenda Item 3: Feedback from the CNS review meeting (Position Sheet assigned to
NRR)

I revised the Green Ticket to match the new Agenda and I am ready to issue the Green Ticket

except, I have one question for the SSCs.

(1) Concerning Agenda Item 2. the normal process is for the SSC's to first evaluate the issue

(during their SSC meetings), and then bring forth their recommendations to the CSS. I am



guessing an Action from the 2 9 th CSS will be for this to happen. Given that, and given that

it seems that the Agenda Item is mostly information on IAEA's Japan response and future

activities, and given that we really know little about the accident at this time, and given

that we have a Task Force that will be evaluating the issues, I tend to think it is too early to

assign an Office the lead to create a "Position Sheet." As background for this Agenda Item,

I would include any proposals from the Task Force.

Do you think I should assign an office to create a "Position Sheet" for Agenda Item 2? If so,

what office do you think should have the lead? Or is it too early as I propose.

From; D.Delattre@iaea.org [mailto:D.Delattre@iaea.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1128 AM
To: agonzale@sede.am.gov.ar; (b)(6) car-magnus.larsson@arpansa.gov.au;
Jean-Paul.Samain@wr-cs.be; lavinhas@cnen.gov.br; ramzi.jammal@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; Liu.hua@bbn.cn;

1(b)(6) Jukka. Laaksonen@stuk.fl; andre-daude.lacoste@asn.fr;
Dieter.majer@bmu.bund.de; ssbajaj@aerb.gov.in; ilevanon(iaec.aov.il: nakamura-
koichirol@meti.go.jp; chyun@kins.re.kr; shakil@pnra.org (bX(6) I
vbezz@gan.ru; gclapiss@nnr.co.za; agurgui@csn.es; Leif.Moberg@ssm.se; mykolaichuk@hq.snrc.gov.ua;
mike.weightmnan@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Virgilio, Martin; lcdung@most.gov.vn; peter.faross@ec.europa.eu;
daire.cousins@addenbrookes.nhs.uk; rmeserve@ciw.edu; uichiro.yoshimura@oecd.org;
raja.dg@aelb.gov.my
Cc: TPather@nnr.co.za; thiagan@netactive.co.za; Geoff.Williams@arpansa.gov.au; smm@gr.is;
gmassera@arn.gob.ar; Geoffrey.Vaughan@hse.gsi.gov.uk; geoff-vaughanl@btopenworld.com;
Fabien.FERON@asn.fr; Brach, Bill; RSwanepoel@nnr.co.za; ss.icrp@rogers.com; sd.sec@icrp.org; jean-
luc.lachaume@asn.fr; Gail.Scowcroft@hse.gsi.gov.uk; marie-laure.peyrat@oecd.org;
diana.heick@grs.de; dcc@csn.es; peng.jun@sepa.gov.cn; yujun@sepa.gov.cn; Witlia _•hawn. 7
Isabelle.FOREST@asn.fr; AstwoodHM@state.gov; Arnaud.ATGER@diplomatie.gouv,fr;,(b)( 6 )
audree.paquette@ssi.se; Len.Creswell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; [.Sokolova@gosnadzor.ru; hschang@kins.re.kr;
Lasse.Reiman@stuk.fi; fujiensc@163.com; m.demcenko@vatesi.It; paulikas@vatesi.It; D.Flory@iaea.org;
a.nilsson@iaea.org; P.Hahn@iaea.org; ]..Lyons@iaea.org; K.Mrabit@iaea.org; P.Woodhouse@iaea.org;
H.Abouyehia@iaea.org; A.AI-Khatibeh@iaea.org; E.Buglova@iaea.org; G.Caruso@iaea.org;
R.CZARWINSKI@iaea.org; p.colgan@iaea.org; m.gregorc@laea.org; N.Lipar@iaea.org;
M.Modro@iaea.org; S.Samaddar@iaea.org; M.Vestedind@iaea.org; G.Andrew@iaea.org;
N.Castek@iaea.org; A.Boussaha@iaea.org; J.A.Casas-Zamora@iaea.org; P.Vincze@iaea.org;
A.Meghzifene@iaea.org; S.Fesenko@iaea.org; T.Colgan@iaea.org; G.Siraky@iaea.org;
jim.stewart@iaea.org; M.Svab@iaea.org; g.moore@iaea.org; K.K.Varley@iaea.org; D.Delves@iaea.org;
K.E.Asfaw@iaea.org; B.Jeannin@iaea.org; E.Luraschi@iaea.org; F.Klimscha@iaea.org;
M.Ch.Schirfeneder@iaea.org; W.Tonhauser@iaea.org; olivier.gupta@asn.fr; M.Gasparini@iaea.org;
D.Winfield@iaea.org; G.Bruno@iaea.org; C.Wong@unido.org; Y.Zhao@iaea.org; Y.Inoue@iaea.org
Subject: IAEA - Commission on Safety Standards - meeting from 25 to 27 May 2011 - message #1

Dear CSS members.

The next CSS meeting is planned from 25 to 27 May 2011 and I am pleased to inform you that the
invitation letters are being prepared. For your convenience, I attach here an electronic version of the
provisional agenda.

<<CSSagn29 rev3.doc>>

I have started to post last week on the CSS web site, i.e. more than two and a half months in advance
to the meeting, the material for submission to you. You may find these at the following address:



http:llwww-ns.iaea.org/committeeslcss/ in the folder "CSS documents for comment". Other material for
information is available in the folder "Documents provided by the Secretariat for information".

The only draft that still need to be posted is the draft safety requirement DS414 on Safety of Nuclear

Power Plants: Design. It is currently under review by the NUSSC Chair in order to verify that changes

proposed by the Technical Editors and agreed to by the Technical Officer don't affect the substance of

the draft after its approval by the Committees. I intend to post the final draft at the latest on 29 March

so as to comply with the eight weeks deadline.

Among the drafts, you will also find the draft safety requirement DS379 on Radiation Protection and

Safety of Radiation Sources, the revised International BSS. You will note that on part will need to be

updated taking into account the result of the ICRP deliberation on the exposure to the eye lenses. It is

expected to receive the result in April 2011 and this will be. mentioned to you as soon as we receive it.

You therefore have most of the material available for your review around nine weeks in advance to the

meeting. I would appreciate it very much if, as agreed to be the standard practice, you also post your

comments on the documents submitted for approval two weeks in advance to the meeting, i.e. by 6
May 2011. This will also allow you to see in advance the comments from other members and the

responsible Technical Officers to take them into account and provide you, at the meeting, with their

proposed answer for your consideration.

Please read the general information available on this CSS web page, as well as the instructions on

how to use it, in particular on how to register, login and post comments on the documents submitted to

you. I attach here again these instructions.

<<GuidanceontheuseoftheCSSmembersarea.doc>>

For your presentations on 8.1 (Topical discussion on the Use of Safety Standards) and 8.2 (Regulatory

Issues), I would also appreciate it very much if you could send to me in advance to the meeting (also
two weeks) your input for these two items, with a preference for separate papers for each of these
items. I will upload them on-the web site as soon as I receive them. In particular for the agenda item

8.1, I would appreciate if you could indicate recent use of IAEA safety standards for preparing

regulatory documents or performing other regulatory activities.

For Mr Laaksonen, Vinhas and Virgilio who are CSS representatives at the Joint AdSec CSS task

force, I confirm that the meeting of the task force will be held on 24 May 2011, starting at 8:30.

Finally, please don't hesitate to contact my Secretary Frances Klimscha for any assistance needed for

the meeting arrangements. Her email address is f.klimscha@iaea.org. Her telephone is +43 1 26 00
22286. In this regard, I'd like to request that you confirm soon to her your participation at the next CSS
meeting as well as the name of any assistant at the meeting (one assistant normally according to the
Terms of Reference).

Best regards.

Dominique Delattre

Scientific Secretary of the CSS

Head, Safety Standards and Application Unit

This email message is intended only for the use of the named recipient. Information
contained in this email message and its attachments may be privileged, confidential and



protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read, copy, use
or disclose this communication to others. Also please notify the sender by replying to this
message and then delete it from your system.



Kauffman, John

From: Killian, Lauren
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:14 AM
To: Kauffman, John
Subject: RE: Reminder-OEGIB Weekly Activities Input due by noon tomorrow, Friday 3/25/2011.

[eom]

Here is my input (including input for the next couple weeks while I am away):

Due 3/25/2011
Week of 3/21/2011-3/25/2011

" GIMCS Q2 Report: finished memo and front section of the report, updated database and worked on last section
of the report

" Completed RES GI Program input for Semiannual Report to Congress
" Tagline for GIP promotion: planned and led tagline development meeting
" Miscellaneous: organized GI-199 G drive folder, reviewed and submitted items for Japanese earthquake-related

FOIA

Next Week (3/28/20,11-4/l20111
* Out Mon-Frili(b)(6)

Week of 3/28/2011-i111)(6 1• I(b)(6) I

a Out Mon-Frin

Week of 4/4/2011-4/8/2011
" Out of office Mon. (SL)
* New EPIX INPO Contract
• AnnuaIGIPSECY

From: Kauffman, John
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:16 AM
To: Bensi, Michelle; Ibarra, Jose; Killian, Lauren; Lane, John; Reisifard, Mehdi; Perkins, Richard; Smith, April
Subject: Reminder-OEGIB Weekly Activities Input due by noon tomorrow, Friday 3/25/2011. [eom]

/

I



Front:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janbercs. Holiy on behalf of OPA Resource
Janbero. Holly
FW: California Nuclear Power Grid Research
Monday, March 28, 2011 4:56:00 PM

From: Seglem, Kai (LT) [mailto:kcseglem@nps.edu]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:45 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: California Nuclear Power Grid Research

My name is Kai Seglem, I'm ý(b)(6)

b)) i am also a(b)(6) Iwas

wondering who I could get in touch with to get information about the areas of California that are
powered primarily from nuclear plants? I believe a problem the Japanese power plants had
following the earthquake was their inability to restore emergency power to recover their coolant
pumps, so I was considering researching the CA power grid to see what the chances of this would
be in CA following a similar (theoretical) earthquake. I hope you can help or point me in a better
direction. Thank you for your time and help.

Very Respectfully,

LT Kai Seglem
President

J(bX6B)

Naval Submarine League

(b)(6)

www.nslnorcal.com

Irks



From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Medina. Veronika: Janberos. Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrngton. Holly

Subject: Updated today - In case anyone asks.docx
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:54:40 PM
Attachments: In case anyone asks.docx

Still saved on G drive however have copy attached. Ivonne



In case anyone asks

Georgia PIRG Report Summary

The Georgia PIRG Report Summary is a compendium of already reported, widely known issues with
which the NRC is quite familiar. In the 1980s and 1990s the NRC instituted substantial safety
improvements at U.S. reactors, and after 9-11 the agency ordered many more into place to help deal with
potential threats going beyond the basic protections built into reactor designs. As we have stated, the
NRC will be looking at the data coming from Japan to take a fresh look at the regulatory regime in this
country to determine if additional requirements are necessary to strengthen our approach to ensuring that
reactor operators keep the public safe.

Former retired NRC Historian and author of TMI book, Sam Walker - Forward him media
inquiries via email to:
Emiail is (b)(6) -alod DO NOT give out his email to reporters.

Week of 3/28 - Hearings on the Hill

Here are the hearings for this week:
Tuesday, March 29, 10:00 am,- Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee
366 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Mr. Bill Borchardt: Update on Fukushima

Wednesday, March 30, 10:00 am, House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Economic
Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management
2253 Rayburn House Office Building
Mr. Mike Weber: Emergency Management Programs

Wednesday, March 30, 10:00 am, Senate Appropriations Energy and Water Subcommittee
138 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Chairman Jaczko: Review of Nuclear Safety

Thursday, March 31, 10:00 am, House Appropriations Energy and Water Subcommittee
2362B Raybum House Office Building
Chairman Jaczko

Chairman's Trip to Japan - 3/25 - 3/29
Here is the statement put out by the U.S. embassy in Japan (Tokyo). Refer callers to this and go no further
please, other than on background to say this is a short trip because the chairman has to be back to attend a
congressional hearing Wednesday:

The Chiairrnan of the Ntuclear Regulatory .turniission. Dr. Gregory Jaczko, traveled to Fokyo on March
28 to convey directly to his .lapancse couterpiats a messaSge ofsupport and cooperation, and to as•sess the
current situation,

Following his mectings with scnior .apanese gi:'vcrinicnt and TEPC'(O officials, Chair'man. Jaczko said,
"OUr nuclear experts are wor-king closely with their Japanese counterparts. and we both continue to share

G:\CrIsis CommunicationWapan Quake TsunamIfIn case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

experl analysis as we move forward to address this challenge. I. reconfirmed in my meetings thal we are
prepared to provide any assistance we can in the days to come."

Chairman Jaczko further addcd, "-he unprecedented challenge before us remains serious and our best
experts remain fully engaged to help Japan address the situation."

Interview with the Chairman or NRC Official
The NRC is unable to accommodate interview requests at this litne: I will place your org anization on• the
list for future opporatwiliies.

Please monitor the NRC home page or sign up for the listserv for any press relses.

News releases are available through a free subscription at the following Web address:
http:,'iwww.nrc.gov/public-involve/li stserver. htrn. The NRC homepage at ww,,wv..nrc.gov also
offers a SUBSCRIBE link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are
posted to NRC's website.

Here is a link to an FDA alert reference to food imports:
http:4/www.accessdata.fda.gov/crns ia!imnportalert 621.1html

FDA is working on some advice for our Customs officers re. packages arriving from Japan.

DOE measurements from Japan, if anyone gets asked:
DOE has made public the AMS radiological measuremrent data friom the overflights in

Japan, The web link is at htI•,,i/e nIergv.gov./news/ 101 94.htm.

Quick response on Part 21 IG report (3/23)
(as of 3/24/2011 )

The IG report is focused on a subset of defects: Manufacturing del'ets. Both utilitics and NRC
inspectors have processes lor identifying and reporting manuficturing deflects. The fundamental
issue identified by the report is administrative and pertains to how these defects are reported.
"The NRC has a variety of other regulations that ef'ectivcly encompass reporting all defects. and.
the NRC cont intes to conclude plants are operatling safely. Tlhe NRC will look at the M6 report to
see if our reporling systems can be further strengthened.

........ ...........,........

Contact the Office of the Inspector General

EIA data specialist of nuclear beat - John Moens; Phone:202-586-1509; E-Mail: John Moens

G:ACrisIs CommunicationUapan Quake Tsunamllln case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

If you get questions related to new warnings about Japan water safety
Refe•r mernbers of the public to ,.dialionjquestionis"e 1g.oQ. and media to:

press(d.epa.gov or 202-564-6794.

If you get a question related to Union of Concerned Scientists U.S. Nuclear Safety Report
The NRC is aware that Union of Concerned Scientists issued a report today regarding the safety
of U.S. nuclear power plants in 2010. With the Ni.. mnonitoring events in Japan. we have not
had the opportunity to review the report in depth. The NRC remains confident that our Reactor
Oversight Program. which includes both on-site and region-based inspectors, is effectively
monitoring the safety of U.S. nuclear power plants.

If asked, permission to forward public inquiries on radiation health questions to:
1-800-CDC-INFO (Do not post this, however. Internal use ouly)

Radiation Questions
EPA's RadNet data is online, though not particularly readable. This page explains that EPA
does indeed monitor tbr radiation and gives a link to RadNet:
h ttp:,'/www.epa.go(v/radiation/rerL/iitinmnitoring. html

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR EPA: oress@epa.1o 202-564-6794

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: (202) 586-4940

Federal and State government website WWW.USA.GOV for Japan Incident
USA.gov. will create a page at http://www.usa.gov/Japan20l1 to aggregate high-value
information from across federal and state governments. The site should be live by noon, 3/17
USA.gov team will create a widget for the page and share code with the Federal web managers
forum. The widget should be live by noon, 3/18. Sarah Crane (USA.gov) will act as main point
of contact for agencies wishing to include or update information on the page.
Sarah.crane(F?)gsa.gov or 202-208-5855 or (b)(6) _ell 03/16/11

Potassium Iodide (KI) FAQ (CDC)
httl://emerpency.cdc.p ov/radiation/ki.asp

Arizona Update FAQ's Regarding Nuclear Reactors in Japan
http://www.azein.gov/azein/default.aspx

G:ACrlsis Communicationrapan Quake Tsunami~in case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

Oregon Public Health Division continues monitoring: no public health risk from radiation
http://public.healhi.oregon.P-ov/Preparedness/CurrentiHazards/Documents/Factshcets/factshect-
prolection-event.pdf

Washington State Dept of Health - Information updated March 16, 2011
Japanese Earthquake 2011 - Why the Japanese nuclear incidents are not a health threat in
Washington http://www.doh.wa.gov/Topics/iapan-fao .htm;
http:/iwww.doh.wa.gov/Topics/japan/safe.htm

G:\Crlsis CommunicationkJapan Quake Tsunaml[n case anyone asks.docx



Beasley, Benjamin

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Beasley, Benjamin
Tuesday, March 29,2011 9:01 AM
Correia, Richard; Coe, Doug
FW: Briefing Package for MA Visit & 11:00 call
MAGov3-30-11 Mtg Prep Book.docx; Fukushima Presentation (3-25).pptx;
GI-199Presentation.pptx

High

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin; Schmidt, Wayne
Subject: Briefing Package for MA Visit & 11:00 call
Importance: High

1



Preparatory Material
For Meeting with

Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick
and Cabinet Members

Wednesday, March 30, 2011
2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Massachusetts Statehouse, Boston, MA



Briefing Package Table of Contents:

Sections:

A. Meeting Purpose and Background

B. Travel Logistics

C. Meeting Location/State Participants

D. Meeting Agenda

E. Reference Material:
Japanese Event
Information related to license renewal, Springfield DU, Tritium
Fact Sheet Provided to MA Governor from MA SLO
FAQs

F. Available State Biographies



A: Meeting Purpose and Background

Purpose:

To provide the Governor of Massachusetts and select cabinet members an overview of NRC
activities related to the Japanese Nuclear accident including the NRC seismic study and safety
of spent fuel pools in a natural catastrophe they relate to the Pilgrim Nuclear station.

Background:

During a briefing w/the Governor and his cabinet members, the MA SLO provided a positive
briefing on NRC/State relationships and information that had been provided to the SLO
regarding to the Japanese nuclear accident. The SLO offered an in-person briefing by the NRC
to the Governor. The Governor accepted the offer.

Although it is our understanding the meeting will be focused on the Japanese Nuclear Accident,
there is update material in this package on the following topics:

1. Status of Seabrook/Pilgrim License Renewal
2. Springfield Armory depleted uranium issue
3. Pilgrim Tritium Issue
4. SRA is prepared to discuss B.5.b.

B. Travel Logistics

11:45 am. The MA SLO will pick up N. McNamara at the train station followed by Bill
Dean and Ben Beasley at the airport in front of outside USAir Baggage Claim.
Proceed to restaurant.

Noon Lunch (W. Schmidt will meet team at restaurant)

Location: "21't Amendment" Restaurant. (150 Bowdoin Street, Boston)

1:45 pm Proceed to Statehouse

Contact a u
Bill Dean: (b)(6)

Nancy McNamara: (b)(6)
Wayne Schmidt (b)(6)
Ben Beasley (b)(6)
John Giarrusso (SLO) (h)(6)



C: Meeting LocationlParticipants

Date:
Meeting Location:

March 30, 2011 2:00 PM - 3:00PM
Massachusetts Statehouse

State Participants:
Governor Deval Patrick
Richard K. Sullivan, Jr., Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Phil Giudice, Undersecretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Mary Beth Heffernan, Secretary of Public Safety
John Auerbach, Commissioner of Health and Human Services
Kurt Schwartz, Undersecretary of Public Safety and Director of MEMA
John Giarrusso, State Liaison Officer and Manager, Nuclear Preparedness and Planning
Governor and Cabinet Staffers in Observation

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Bill Dean, Regional Administrator
Wayne Schmidt, Senior Reactor Analyst
Benjamin Beasley, Branch Chief, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Nancy McNamara, Regional State Liaison Officer

D: Meeting Agenda

2:00 - 2:05
2:05 - 2:15
2:15 - 2:25

2:25 - 2:35

2:35 - 2:40
2:40 - 3:00

Introductions and Opening Remarks
Brief Overview of Japanese Event - Bill Dean
Brief Overview of Pilgrim design relative to seismic activity, flooding and potential

significant security events - Wayne Schmidt
Generic Issue 199 -Implication of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Estimates in the
Central and eastern US on Existing Plants - Benjamin Beasley
NRC Initiatives - Bill Dean
Questions and Answers



E: REFERENCE MATERIAL

Japanese Nuclear Event:

Key Messages
* US plants are safe and are designed to withstand external events including earthquakes and

tsunamis
* No harmful radiation levels are expected to reach the US
* Focus remains on current ongoing event in Japan as well as the continued safe operation of

plants in the US
* The NRC is in the process of following and reviewing the event in real time. This will undoubtedly

lead to the identification of issues that warrant further study. However, a complete understanding
of lessons learned will require more information than is currently available to NRC staff.

Actions NRC has taken in response to the Japanese event
0 At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agency continues to

monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The NRC Headquarters Office is the agency lead for the
event and the Headquarters Operations Center is staffed 24/7.

• NRC is coordinating their response with other federal agencies including FEMA, EPA, DOE, State
Department, and the White House. NRC is also coordinating with IAEA. (International Atomic
Energy Agency)

* NRC has deployed a team of 11 to Tokyo. The team includes reactor experts, international
affairs professional staffers, and a senior manager from one of the NRC's four operating regions.

o The team has been instructed to:
a conduct all activities needed to understand the status of efforts to safely shut

down the Japanese reactors
* better understand the potential impact on people and the environment of any

radioactivity releases
, if asked, provide technical advice and support through the U.S. ambassador for

the Japanese government's decision making process
* draw on NRC-headquarters expertise for any other additional technical

requirements
2 The team will be in communication with the Japanese regulator, the U.S.

Embassy, NRC headquarters, and other government stakeholders as appropriate
a Communications with the public

o NRC Chairman Jaczko provided testimony to Congress on 3/16
o NRC Commission meeting held on 3/21
o NRC Executive Director for Operations provided testimony to Congress on 3/29.
o NRC has issued multiple Press Releases and put information on our blog
o Dedicated public website where all information regarding Japan event is in one place
o http://www.nrc.gov/iapan/iapan-info.htmi

* Includes video and transcripts of NRC Chairman Jaczko's testimony to
Congress, video and transcript of NRC Commission Meeting, NRC Press
Releases, Link to NRC Blog, and other relevant information.

NRC Initiatives
* NRC Issued Information Notice 2011-005

o The notice provides a brief overview of how the earthquake and tsunami are understood
to have disabled several key cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
station, and also hampered efforts to return those systems to service. The notice is based
on the NRC's current understanding of the damage to the reactors and associated spent
fuel pools as of Friday, March 18.

o The NRC expects U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to determine
how it applies to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.



o Information Notice also reinforces actions recommended by the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI)

" Verification of the capability to mitigate conditions that result from severe adverse
events, including the loss of significant operational and safety systems due to
natural events, fires, aircraft impact and explosions

" Verification of the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to a nuclear
power plant

" Verification of the capability to mitigate flooding and the impact of floods on
systems inside and outside the plant

" Identification of the potential for loss of equipment functions during seismic
events appropriate for the site and the development of mitigating strategies to
address potential vulnerabilities

NRC Commission supported the establishment of an agency task force.
o Will conduct short and long term analysis of lessons that can be learned from Japan
o Formal updates on short term efforts in 30, 60, and 90 days.
o Expect to begin long term evaluation within 90 days, complete within 6 months

Temporary Instruction 2515/183
o Assess the licensee's activities and actions to assess its readiness to respond to an

event similar to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant fuel damage event.
o Assess licensee's capability to mitigate station blackout conditions
o Completion of inspections by April 29, 2011 and report issued by May 13, 2011



Springfield, MA Depleted Uranium (DU) Issue

Current status of the Commonwealth's investigation:

On 3/21/2011, MA DPH completed scoping surveys In 6 of 7 areas on Friday, including the Springfield
Technical Community College. No radiation readings above background were identified in any of these
areas. MA stated that there is one area where they want to collect soil samples. This is an outdoor area
(grassy hillside) under a MA DEP use limitation permit. Scoping surveys in this area were clear but Bob
wants some soil samples there. There is one more area to be surveyed (Bldg 103) which is located in the
Technology Park. This building is fully occupied and privately owned. The facility manager requested
that DPH conduct their surveys during off hours and DPH agreed. The date for this survey has not been
scheduled yet.

On 3/24/2011, MA DPH informed the NRC they are going to wait for the Army to complete their
investigation/records review before DPH returns to the Springfield Armory area and completes their
screening surveys. The decision was based in part on the negative screening surveys already completed
and the current weather conditions at the site (snow). If the Army identifies new areas where DU may
have been present, DPH will then include those areas in their screening surveys.

Next Steps
Army/MADEP are completing an evaluation of locations of use. Determine if locations will need to be
surveyed for residual DU and survey, if necessary. Determine if health and safety concern from DU
exists. Effect cleanup, if necessary

Background:
The Davy Crockett system was a nuclear capable weapon that utilized a 20mm DU spotting round
(M101), and was fielded from 1962-1968. Spotting round used DU to mimic trajectory of an actual round.
The spotting round did not explode and DU was licensed by the AEC for manufacture and distribution to
Army field units.

Springfield Armory
Closed in 1968 and reopened in 1978 as.Springfield Armory National Historic Site (-50 acres) - Dept. of
the Interior - National Park Service. Springfield Armory (federal property, about 20 acres). Springfield
Technical Community College and Technology Park (MA property, about 30 acres). Two non-contiguous
areas (private property).

Davy Crockett Spotting Round at the Springfield Armory
Army found evidence that -1400 spotting rounds (-190 grams of DU/round) were shipped to the
Springfield Armory in 1960s. Apparently testing in sub-basement bunkers occurred for performance of
guns and for accuracy at an outdoor range. Springfield Armory was not licensed by AEC.

Radiological Cleanup
From documents collected thus far, it appears that there were no standard procedures for collecting and
managing spent DU at Springfield Armory. Records indicate some cleanup has occurred. Extent of
cleanup still being evaluated. Evidence that some material (34 Kg) was returned to arsenal in
Philadelphia. There may be some difficulty in detecting the radiation from DU in the environment.



Pilgrim - Tritium Leak

Current Status:

Tritium in monitoring wells continues to challenge the site. As of March 15, 2011, MW-205 was at 5,470
pCi/L. Soil sample results around the wells were below the lower limit of detection. The licensee analysis
of snow sample results were negative. The licensee has also collected roof standing water and analysis
was negative. Licensee activities are being closely monitored by NRC and Mass DEP, DPH, and EMA.
Good communication between licensee and State.

The site began conducting dye testing in January 2011 to determine the source of the tritium release.
Thus far, no positive detection of dye has occurred and the licensee will continue sampling.

Background:
In June/July 2010, low level tritium contamination was identified in a Monitoring Well (MW-205) that was
developed as part of the industry's Groundwater Protection Initiative. Concentrations have been variable
in MW-205, i.e., - 1,000 to 25,000 pCi/I. Subsequently, other wells also developed low-level tritium
contamination. Active investigation for the source of the leak is in progress. Licensee activities are being
closely monitored by NRC and Mass DEP, DPH, and EMA. No public health and safety consequences
are expected. To-date, there has been no detectable plant-related radioactivity at any off-site
environmental monitoring location. The licensee has not determined the source of the tritium. The site
holds weekly status calls with the NRC and state officials.

Ground water Initiative Status
The ground water TI 173 was completed in October 2010. Six deviations from the ground water protection
intuitive guidance in NEI-07-07 were identified. These involved such matters as evaluation of SSCs that
contain or could contain licensed material and for which there is a credible mechanism for the licensed
material to reach ground water, evaluation of work practices that contain or could contain licensed
material and for which there is a credible mechanism for the licensed material to reach ground water,
identification of potential enhancements to leak detection systems or programs and potential
enhancements to prevent spills or leaks from reaching ground water, establishment of long term
programs to perform preventative maintenance or surveillance activities to minimize the potential for
inadvertent releases of licensed materials due to equipment failure, and establishment of written
procedures outlining the decision making process for remediation of leaks and spills or other instances of
inadvertent releases.



License Renewal Status:

Pilgrim Current Status:
On March 28, The Pilgrim Watch group has filed a memorandum with the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) panel handling the Pilgrim license renewal proceeding about possible implications for the
plant from the Japan reactor events.

Two contentions submitted by a local group, Pilgrim Watch, were admitted for review by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). One contention concerned Entergy's Severe Accident Mitigation
Alternatives (SAMA) analysis and the other concerned aging management of buried piping and tanks. In
October 2008, the ASLB found in favor of Entergy on the aging management of buried piping and tanks.
Pilgrim Watch appealed this decision, but in June 2010, the Commission upheld the ASLB's decision. In
October 2007, the ASLB similarly dismissed the SAMA contention. In March 2010, the Commission
remanded the ASLB's decision on the SAMA contention; however, it limited the scope of the review. The
hearing on the limited-scope SAMA contention was set for March 9, 2011.

Background
On January 25, 2006, Entergy Nuclear Operations submitted a License Renewal Application for Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station to the NRC, to extend Pilgrim's operating license for an additional 20 years
beyond the current license period. The final Safety Evaluation Report (SER) was issued on June 28,
2007, and the final supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) was issued on July 27, 2007.
The Advisory Committee on reactor Safeguards (ACRS) Full Committee meeting on the SER was held on
September 6, 2007, and the ACRS letter was issued on September 26, 2007.

Seabrook Current Status:
On June 1, 2010, Seabrook applied for license renewal. Their application is currently under review. The
next major milestones, issuance of the Safety Evaluation Report with Open Items and draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement, are scheduled for the middle of 2011. Two joint petitions to intervene in
the Seabrook license renewal proceeding have been filed. One by the Friends of the Coast and the New
England Coalition that involved four contentions dealing with: inaccessible cables, transformers; buried
piping and severe accident management actions. The other by Beyond Nuclear, the Seacoast Anti-
Pollution League, and the NH Sierra Club that involved one contention dealing with the consideration of
wind power. The ASLB decision on standing and contention admissibility for these petitions was
expected in February 2011.



BACKGROUND FACT SHEET PROVIDED TO GOVERNOR BY MA SLO

o The seismic design standard for Pilgrim safety-related equipment was determined by applying the effects of
the largest earthquake in the region, an event measuring 6.0 on the Richter scale, at Cape Anne, 60 miles
north. This event is than applied at the closest epicentral location consistent with geologic structure of the
site.

o The plants in the US have had major modifications based on lessons learned from Three Mile Island and 9-
11

o A tsunami at Pilgrim such as occurred in Japan is not considered to be a probable event based on the
known geological features in the area. The emergency diesel generators that provide power if the site loses
off-site power and built in reinforced concrete watertight buildings and the fuel tanks are built underground in
reinforced concrete.

o All U.S. nuclear power plants prevent damage to fuel in the reactor or used fuel storage with water as the
coolant. (Fuel damage caused by unsubmerged fuel becoming too hot is what the media refers to as a
meltdown.) All Entergy plants have multiple systems for pumping or spraying additional water into the
reactor should normal operations be interrupted for any reason. All normal and emergency cooling systems
require power to operate.

o When a plant loses its normal, external power source (from the electric grid), such as Japan response,
Entergy plant data at Entergy's Waterford 3 plant during Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or at our New York plants
during the 2003 Northeast blackout, multiple systems back up that normal electricity source - multiple diesel
generators and battery power become available as designed to support the station's power needs. A station
blackout refers to a total loss of all sources of normal or emergency power, as the Japanese plants
experienced. No Entergy plants In their more than 360 reactor years of operation have ever experienced a
station blackout. However, if such an event were to occur, our operators would exercise procedures on
which they are regularly drilled and evaluated by the U.S. NRC to reduce pressure that builds from heat in
the reactor while at the same time restoring power sources so that coolant levels can be increased and
maintained. They would take measures to protect the reactor vessel as well as the steel-reinforced concrete
containment building around the reactor, which prevents uncontrolled release of radiation into the
environment. These so-called severe accident management guidelines outline steps to take in the most
unlikely or unforeseen circumstances, those that go beyond the basis for design of that nuclear plant.

o The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has spoken with its counterpart agency in Japan. offering the
assistance of U.S. technical experts. Should the Japanese want to make use of U.S. expertise, NRC staffers
with extensive background in boiling water reactors are available to assist efforts in Japan.

o The NRC has issued a Temporary Instructions to all plants to independently assess the adequacy of actions
taken by licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event. The inspection
results from this TI will be used to evaluate the industry's readiness for a similar event and to aid in
determining whether additional regulatory actions by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission are
warranted

O The 1 0-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses from design basis accidents at nuclear power
plants would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and we are confident that it would be
adequate even for severe accidents. However, the 10-mile zone was always considered a base for
emergency response that could be expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four
reactors experiencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to expand the EPZ beyond
the normal 10-mile radius, We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this
situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear power plants.
Emergency planning will be part of that review.

O Pilgrim Station works very closely with MEMA, DPH, and the towns to exercise their emergency
preparedness plan. There are 5 towns in the EPZ of Pilgrim Station.

U MEMA Is in constant communication with the NRC on status of plants and Japan



F: State Biographies

Governor Deval Patrick

Deval Patrick was reelected to a second term as Governor of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts in November 2010, renewing his commitment to expanding opportunity and

prosperity in Massachusetts, Governor Patrick's life has charted a path from the South Side
of Chicago to the U.S. Justice Department, Fortune 500 boardrooms, and now the

Massachusetts State House. In each of these capacities, Governor Patrick has been
guided by the advice of his grandmother: hope for the best and work for it.

First elected in 2006 on a platform of hope and change, Governor Patrick entered office

propelled by an unprecedented grassroots campaign. Despite a challenging economic environment, the Patrick

administration maintained or expanded the state's investment in critical growth sectors while delivering timely budgets

and cutting state spending. Governor Patrick funded public education at the highest levels in the history of the

Commonwealth and its school reform initiatives earned Massachusetts the top spot in the national Race to the Top

competition. And through targeted initiatives that play to the Commonwealth's unique strengths, like his landmark 10-

year, $1 billion program to promote the state's life sciences industry, the Governor has positioned the state as a

global leader in biotech, bio pharmaceuticals and IT, and as a national leader in clean energy, including making

Massachusetts home to the country's first offshore wind farm.

Governor Patrick committed the state to renewing its aging and neglected infrastructure and oversaw the expansion

of affordable health care insurance to over 98% of Massachusetts residents. The Patrick administration also

accomplished major reforms that had eluded decades of other elected leadership, reforming the state's pension

systems, ethics laws, and transportation bureaucracy.

Patrick came to Massachusetts in 1970 at the age of 14. A motivated student despite the difficult circumstances of

poor and sometimes violent Chicago schools, he was awarded a scholarship to Milton Academy through A Better

Chance, a Boston-based organization. From that time forward, it has been Massachusetts people, schools, and

institutions that have given Governor Patrick the opportunity to excel. He sees his service as governor as pay-back

for the opportunities the Commonwealth has given him.

Governor Patrick Is a graduate of Harvard College, the first in his family to attend college, and of Harvard Law

School. After clerking for a federal judge, he led a successful career in the private sector as an attorney and

business executive, rising to senior executive positions at Texaco and Coca-Cola. In 1994, President Clinton

appointed Patrick as Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, the nation's top civil rights post.

Diane and Deval Patrick have been married for more than twenty-five years and have two adult daughters.



Richard K. Sullivan Jr.

Secretary, Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs

Secretary Richard K. Sullivan Jr. oversees the Commonwealth's six environmental, natural resource

and energy regulatory agencies: the Departments of Environmental Protection, Public Utilities,

Energy Resources, Conservation & Recreation, Agriculture, and Fish & Game. He also serves as
Chairman of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, the Energy Facilities Siting Board, and
the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center.

Under Governor Deval Patrick, Massachusetts is the first state in the nation to combine energy and environmental
agencies under one Cabinet secretary with the shared mission of bringing clean energy technology to market, curbing
greenhouse gas emissions and cutting energy costs. Governor Patrick's land conservation initiative is the largest in
the Commonwealth's history, with protection of more than 75,000 acres of land from 2007 to 2010.

Sworn in at the start of Governor Patrick's second term, Secretary Sullivan will build on the Patrick-Murray

Administration's nation-leading first-term clean energy and environment accomplishments. EEA priorities for the
Governor's second term include carrying out the nation's most ambitious energy efficiency program - $2 billion of
investment over three years, producing $6 billion in savings for consumers and businesses, supporting the growth of
the clean energy sector, and maintaining the Administration's commitment to parks and land conservation are
priorities for the governors second term.

Prior to his appointment to the cabinet post at Energy and Environmental Affairs, Secretary Sullivan served as the
commissioner of the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR). Appointed in June 2007, he ushered in a
new era of transparency and accountability at DCR, with posted maintenance schedules for OCR properties and

public meetings for all significant DCR initiatives and policies. Under his leadership, DCR completed several large-
scale capital improvements in parks statewide, Including a two-year, $21.3 million project at Mt. Greylock State
Reservation in Lanesborough that featured rehabilitation of the 13.5-mile Mt. Greylock Road, and a $9 million

renovation of the visitor center at Georges Island in Boston, a facility that includes a concession area, children's
playground and a state-of-the-art solar-powered maintenance building. DCR also conducted a Forest Futures
Visioning Process to engage residents across the Commonwealth in a discussion of forestry practices in state
forests, leading to dramatic expansion of forest reserves that are protected from commercial logging.

Secretary Sullivan served as the mayor of Westfield from 1994 to 2007. In that capacity, he also served as chairman

of the Westfield School Committee. In 2005, Sullivan was recognized by the New England Association of School
Superintendents with its annual President Award for Exemplary Contributions to Education.

He is a past president of the Massachusetts Mayors Association, past chairman of the Turnpike Advisory Board, and
a past member of the Governor's Local Advisory Committee. He also served as founding president of the Winding
River Land Conservancy, which has protected 1,700 acres in western Hampden County.

Sullivan graduated from Westfield High School and holds degrees from Bates College, and Western New England

School of Law.



Phil Gludice, Undersecretary of Eneray and Environmental Affairs

Phil Giudice spent 30 years in the private sector - most recently as senior vice president of corporate development

for EnerNOC, Inc. of Boston - before coming to the Patrick-Murray administration, where he oversaw the transition of

DOER from a division of EEA to a full-fledged department comprising divisions specializing in energy efficiency,

energy markets, renewable energy, Green Communities, and the Governor's Leading by Example program. Since

then, Commissioner Giudice has led a team that successfully invested over $54 million in federal stimulus dollars in

energy efficiency and renewable energy projects that have propelled Massachusetts to national energy leadership

status. Working with the Attorney General and a diverse stakeholder group, Giudice's team crafted three-year energy

efficiency plans now underway by the state's investor-owned utilities, which made Massachusetts the number one

state nationally in terms of per capita investment in energy efficiency - $2 billion over three years that will yield energy

cost savings of $6 billion. He also served on the state Energy Facilities Siting Board, and is former chair of the

Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust - now part of the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center.

Giudice chairs the National Association of State Energy Offices (NASEO) and was recently appointed by US

Department of Energy Secretary Stephen Chu as one of 20 members of a federal advisory committee for energy

efficiency and renewable energy. A geologist (a bachelors degree from University of New Hampshire and a master's

degree from the University of Arizona) and management professional (an MBA from Tuck School of Business at

Dartmouth), Giudice is a Wayland resident. In his new role, he will be the Secretary's key advisor on energy issues

and provide broad policy oversight of DOER and CPU.

John M. Auerbach. Commissioner, Massachusetts Health and Human Services

John Auerbach was appointed Massachusetts's Commissioner of Public Health in April,
2007. Under his leadership the Department has developed new and innovative programs to address racial
and ethnic disparities, to promote weilness (including the Mass in Motion campaign), to combat chronic
disease and to support the successful Implementation of the state's health care reform Initiative.

Prior to his appointment as Commissioner, Auerbach had been the Executive Director of the Boston Public
Health Commission for 9 years. He had previously worked at the State Health Department for a decade, first
as the Chief of Staff and later as an Assistant Commissioner overseeing the HIV/AIDS Bureau.

Mary Elizabeth Heffernan, Secretary of Public Safety

Mary Elizabeth Heffeman joined the Governor's cabinet after serving since 2007 as the Undersecretary for Criminal

Justice at EOPSS, working extensively on vital administration issues such as criminal justice reform and crime

prevention, and brings with her more than 20 years of criminal justice and governmental affairs experience. She

currently oversees the Department of Correction, the Massachusetts Parole Board, the Sex Offender Registry Board,



and is the Uaison to the Massachusetts Sheriffs.

Prior to joining EOPSS, Heffeman served as the Associate General Counsel and Director of Intergovernmental and

Regulatory Affairs at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. She has also served as the Corporate

Director of Government Relations for CareGroup Health Care Systems, and as Executive Director for the

Massachusetts District Attorneys Association

Undersecretary Heffernan is a member of the Framingham State College Board of Trustees (her alma mater). She is

a graduate of Suffolk University Law School and Suffolk University School of Management, where she received her

Masters in Public Administration.

Kurt N. Schwartz, Undersecretary of Public Safety and Director of MEMA

Kurt N. Schwartz was appointed Undersecretary of Public Safety and Director of Massachusetts Emergency

Management Agency by Governor Deval Patrick in 2010. In this role, his responsibilities include providing strategic

leadership to the Massachusetts State Police, Department of Fire Services, Office of Grants & Research,

Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency, Municipal Police Training Committee and Department of Public

Safety. Mr. Schwartz also serves as the state's Homeland Security Advisor and oversees homeland security

Initiatives within the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security. Mr. Schwartz also focuses on policy and

legislation in the areas of law enforcement, fire services, homeland security and emergency management.

Prior to his appointment at the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security, Mr. Schwartz served for eight years in

the Office of the Attorney General as an Assistant Attorney General. For five years, he was Chief of the Criminal

Bureau where he supervised a staff of prosecutors, investigators and state troopers and oversaw a number of large-

scale, complex criminal investigations including the theft of $12 million from the Treasurer's Office, the year-long

grand jury investigation of child sexual abuse within the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston, and the multi-agency

investigation Into the ceiling collapse of the 1-90 Connector Tunnel.

Prior to his employment In the Office of the Attorney General, Mr. Schwartz served for twelve years as an Assistant

District Attorney in Middlesex County, including eight years as Chief of the Special Investigations Unit where he

supervised a unit comprised of 20 assistant district attorneys, troopers, civilian investigators and support staff that

focused on long-term investigations of organized crime, drug trafficking, corruption, murder-for-hire, insurance fraud,

and other forms of economic crime.

Mr. Schwartz has also worked as a full-time police officer in Massachusetts, and as an emergency medical

technician.

He is a graduate of Boston College Law School and Wesleyan University.
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Fukushima Units 1 -4
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Protectinh People and the Environment

3/11 Earthquake & 3/12 Unit I Hydrogen Explosion
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BWR with Mark 1 Containment

Secondary containment:
Area of explosion at
Fukushlma DalichlI

Primary containment:
Remains Intact and safe

Boiling Water Reactor Design
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Most Recent View of Units 3 & 4
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Japanese Depiction
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PotfcStutg People and the Extarontnant

Current Conditions - NRC's Assessment
" Units 1, 2, 3 Stable w/some degree of core damage. Being

cooled with fresh water.
* Units 2 and 3 some primary containment

damage. Releases of radioactivity including significant
contamination in the lower levels of the Unit 2 and Unit 3
turbine buildings.

" The spent fuel pools on Units 1-4 have experienced varying
water levels, but also have been receiving seawater from
helicopters and spray systems.
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Protecting People and the Euvitivotsent

Current Conditions - NRC's Assessment Cont.
• The U-2 spent fuel pool receiving fresh water

and they are trying to change all the units from
fire trucks to normal pumping in the next few
days.

• Tokyo Electric Power Company has restored
electric power to the site and the six reactor
control rooms, and the situation, in general,
continues to further stabilize, although many
hurdles remain.
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NRC Response Efforts

* NRC continues to monitor the unfolding events in Japan.

* NRC is coordinating their response with other federal
agencies.

* NRC has deployed a team to Tokyo.

* NRC providing technical assistance to the U.S.
Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese Government.

• NRC continues assessment of radiological conditions, dose
projections, and protective action recommendations.

NRC Chairman Jaczko in Japan this week and keeps White
House apprised.
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Protecting People anl the ErwiranniendEnsuring Reactor Safety

" General Design Criteria (1OCFR50, Appendix A) lay out
the deterministic basis for the design of nuclear power
plant safety systems.

" In 1975 NRC completed its first PRA study and continues
to evaluate the risks to the public from the operation of
nuclear power plants to within our safety goals by limiting
the chance of core damage and fission product release to
the environment.
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Pr~otectng People and the Ewionrnent

Ensuring Reactor Safety
• Significant activity to evaluate the chance and

consequences of a Station Blackout (SBO Rule
10CFR50.63 1988) plant procedures and changes
implemented in the 1990s.

" Generic Letters 88-20 "Individual Plant Examination for
Severe Accident Vulnerabilities"

* NRC Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65, 1991)
Implemented in 1996
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Ensuring Reactor Safety
• In 2000 the NRC implemented the Reactor Oversight

Program (ROP).
• Following September 11, 2001, the NRC and industry

conducted detailed assessments. NRC issued orders for
licensees to take actions to develop and implement
guidance and strategies intended to maintain or restore
core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling
capabilities under the circumstances associated with loss
of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire, to
include strategies in the following areas: (i) Fire fighting;
(ii) Operations to mitigate fuel damage; and (iii) Actions to

minimize radiological release.
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NRC Initiatives

o NRC Issued Information Notice 2011-005

e NRC Commission supported the
establishment of an agency task force.

o Temporary Instruction 2515/183

o Ongoing Communications with the public,
Congressional, State (SLO), Local
Agencies
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Overview of GI-199
Updated Seismic Hazard Estimates

March 30, 2011



Background: GI-199 Safety/Risk
Assessment Context and Results

m Generic Issues Program Stages
SIdentification - Early Site Permit reviews
SAcceptance

> Screening

> SafetylRisk Assessment
> Regulatory Assessment

m Safety / Risk Assessment Results
" Operating power plants are safe.
" Overall seismic risk estimates remain small
" The new seismic data for some plants meet the criteria for further

evaluation

2



GI-199 Current Status

" Evaluating 
plant-specific 

information 
to

determine 
if improvements 

to seismic

safety are warranted

* Additional 
information 

is needed to

consider plant-specific 
backfits
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GI-199 Safety / Risk Assessment

Assumptions

Performed a conservative, screening-level
assessment to evaluate if further
investigations are warranted.
" The nature of the information used (seismic

hazard data, plant-level fragility information) make
these estimates useful only as a screening tool.

" The results should not be interpreted as definitive
estimates of plant-specific seismic risk because
some analyses were conservative making the
calculated risk higher than in reality.
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Next Steps for GI-199

* Issued an Information Notice to inform plants
of the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment
results. (September 2010)

m NRC is developing a generic communication
to request needed data. (2011)
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:25 AM
To: 'wagnerjc@ornl.gov'; Carlson, Donald; 'parkscv@ornl.gov'; 'hoppercm@ornl.gov'; Lee,

Richard; Wood, Kent; VanWert, Christopher
Cc: Scott, Michael; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; Giessner, John; 'gehinjc@ornl.gov';

'muellerde@ornl.gov'; 'marshallwj@oml.gov'; Nakanishi, Tony
Subject: Re: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential Update

John,

TEPCO confirmed our previous understanding that the Unit 4 racks are SS without any neutron absober panels. Tepco
again stated that the unit 1-3 racks are Al with boron. I believe something is being lost in translation and expect that they
mean the racks are SS with borated Al panels.

Tepco said they would get back to us regarding the center-to-center pitch tomorrow.

Thanks for your help.

Regards,
Rob

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Onh ert T~ylnr
(b)(6)

From: Wagner, John C. <wagnerjc@oml.gov>
To: Taylor, Robert; Carlson, Donald; Parks, Cecil V. <parkscv@ornl.gov>; Hopper, Calvin Mitchell
<hoppercm@ornLgov>; Lee, Richard; Wood, Kent; VanWert, Christopher
Cc: Scott, Michael; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; Giessner, John; Gehin, Jess C. <gehinjc@ornl.gov>; Mueller, Don
<muellerde@oml.gov>; Marshall, William B3 J. <marshallwJ@ornl.gov>; Nakanishi, Tony
Sent: Tue Mar 29 07:28:20 2011
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential Update

Rob,
Yes, center-to-center pitch would be a good start. We have information on the complete inventory of the
SFPs, including Unit 4 - see attached for some summary information. Our information indicates that the
Unit 4 SFP has high-density racks, and makes us suspicious that Unit 4 SFP could have the same or similar
high-density racks as are in the Unit 1-3 pools.

To be clear, I still suspect the likelihood of criticality is very small, as there should be significant reactivity
margin in the system. However, the possibility that the Unit 4 SFP racks could have been uncovered for
some period of time, the fact that we have received incorrect information on the racks previously, the fact
that we have no information on the condition of the racks or the spent fuel, and that the other SFPs have
Al-based racks, makes we want to proceed with caution.

I hope this is helpful

Best Regards,

John C. Wagner, PhD
Oak Ridge National Laboratory



Phone: (R62S 741-3570
Mobile: (b)(6)

From: Taylor, Robert [mailto:Robert.Taylor@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 6:01 AM
To: Wagner, John C.; Carison, Donald; Parks, Cecil V.; Hopper, Calvin Mitchell; Lee, Richard; Wood, Kent; VanWert,
Christopher
Cc: Scott, Michael; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; Giessner, John; Gehin, Jess C.; Mueller, Don; Marshall, William BJ J.;
Nakanishi, Tony
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential Update

John,

Thanks for the consideration. We will stand fast until a consolidated position is reached.

I doubt we can get all of the information you (and I) would love to have. We will start small to see if we can get
the center-to-center pitch in the racks. Note that the Daiichi SFPs are relatively low capacity in that they do not
have as many assemblies in the pool as a typical US BWR. There is a common pool on-site where many of
the spent fuel assemblies are moved. We understand that there Unit 4 pool had -1000 assemblies in the
pool. As such, it is possible that these are low-density racks.

We will try to ask for the center-to-center pitch tomorrow.

Regards,
Rob

From: Wagner, John C. [mailto:wagnerjc@ornl.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:32 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Parks, Cecil V.; Hopper, Calvin Mitchell; Lee, Richard; Wood, Kent; VanWert, Christopher
Cc: Scott, Michael; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; Giessner, John; Taylor, Robert; Gehin, Jess C.; Mueller, Don; Marshall,
William BJ J.
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential Update

Don,
As you stated, the previous assessment was based on information at the time, which was that the SFPs all
had high-density, borated SS racks. Given the high melting temperature of SS, we expected the neutron
absorbers to remain effective up to temperatures at which concern about criticality would be overtaken
by concerns related to significant release of radiation due to fuel damage.

We have since learned that the initial information on the racks was incorrect. Specifically, from EPRI and

NEI we have the following information (received in the past 2 days):
"--NUnits 1, 2, 3 have both aluminum racks as well as borated aluminum racks.

Unit 4 has only non-borated stainless racks."
This information is consistent with the information you have below.

The above information raises questions/concerns
" Available information suggestions the Unit 4 SFP racks are high-density (no flux traps)
* Yet, based on our experience, high-density requires neutron absorber panels, e.g., Boral, borated

SS, etc.
" So, we need more information on the Unit 4 SFP racks to full assess criticality potential there
" Concern is that the Unit 4 SFP racks may be similar to the Unit 1-3 SFP racks, i.e., borated Al (not

SS), and that if the Unit 4. SFP racks were uncovered for some period of time, the neutron absorber

2



effectiveness could be compromised. If this is the case, reflooding with un-borated water could
very well be a PROBLEM.

" Another issue is that if the racks are truly SS without Boron, then some large spacing and/or flux
traps would be required. Damage to the racks could decrease spacing, which would be a concern,
particularly given the statement from below "Japanese concerns that the racks may have shifted".

" We do know that the Unit 4 SFP has >100 assemblies in the peak reactivity burnup range that are
stored together.

Generally speaking, if the effectiveness of the racks is maintained (geometric separation of individual
assemblies and absorption properties), we do not expect fuel degradation/reconfiguration to offset the
inherent safety margins required by international standards and regulatory requirements for spent fuel
pool criticality safety analyses, e.g., all assemblies at their peak reactivity, 0.05 margin in keff, and the
various standard conservatisms in typical safety analyses (e.g., analyses based on most reactive lattice
design, conservative depletion assumptions, ambient spent fuel pool water temperature, etc.).

So, coming back around to your specific question: Do we now see a need to modify or expand the
above technical opinion? If so, how?

Answer: "yes" My revised position is the following:
"Given that the overall efficacy of the racks has been maintained, in terms of geometric separation of
assemblies and neutron absorption characteristics, my opinion is that criticality in the spent fuel pools is
very unlikely, particularly if boron is being used, and that the consequences of criticality in one of the
spent fuel pools will not be significant in comparison to the consequences of the pool remaining
empty/exposed. Provided the nuclear criticality safety analyses for the spent fuel pools were performed
accurately and consistent with US Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements and that the spent fuel
racks were manufactured, installed and loaded consistent with the supporting nuclear criticality safety
analyses, sufficient margin should be present to offset potential increases in reactivity associated with
fuel reconfiguration. (Note: under normal circumstances, BWR spent fuel pools do not have borated
water, and hence are designed and analyzed to be safe when flooded with un-borated water). If the
efficacy of the racks is in question, I strongly suggest continued use of borated water until/unless the
condition and design of the racks can be properly assessed. These are my personal/professional
opinions, based on the information available to me at this time, and should be treated as such."
Once I get input from others at ORNL, we will provide a collective position.

Note, depending on how hot the Unit 1-3 SFPs have been, [ may have some concern about criticality in
those pools since they utilize aluminum and borated aluminum racks.

Questions for you:
1) Can we get the design specifications for the SFP racks, particularly those in the Unit 4 SFP, ASAP?
2) Can we get the nuclear criticality safety analyses that was performed in support of the SFP rack

licensing?
3) Can we get any photos or assessments of the condition of the spent fuel and spent fuel racks,

particularly in Unit 4 SFP, ASAP? I was told video of the Unit 4 SFP (from a camera mounted on
top of the fill pipe) would be available on 3/24, but I have yet to see it.

FYI - we have prepared a set of slides (attached) for the DOE related to this issue that has some
additional information/basis that may be useful to you. These slides have yet to be provided to DOE and
are likely to be revised to include the above, revised assessment pending review.
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If you have any questions whatsoever, please do not hesitate to call me at any time - day or night - on my
mobile number.

Best Regards,

John C. Wagner, PhD
Oak Ridge National Laboratory_
?hone: f651 241-3570
Mobile: b j6J

From: Carlson, Donald [mailto:Donald.Carlson@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 9:14 PM
To: Wagner, John C.; Parks, Cecil V.; Hopper, Calvin Mitchell; Lee, Richard; Wood, Kent; VanWert, Christopher
Cc: Scott, Michael; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; Giessner, John; Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential Update
Importance: High

All,

Rob Taylor (NRC/NRR, on Cc) called from Japan to revisit the Unit 4 pool criticality issue. He provides the following
details:

0 Unit 4 racks are not borated
* Switching to unborated fresh water injection on 3/29
0 Shutdown last November with 113 of the core offload being 1" cycle fuel
* 204 fresh fuel assemblies were present in the pool
* Japanese concerns that the racks may have shifted
* Fuel damage due to uncovery

Our NRC+ORNL technical opinion as of March 19 was as follows:
Statement: Criticality Is very unlikely for any likely configuration in the SFP, especially if boron is being added.
Moreover, if criticality were to occur, it would be of much less consequence than an empty pool. (The statement
also included reminders that the water in BWR SFPs is generally not borated and that criticality is not possible without
water.)

That opinion may have been based in part on a preliminary understanding that the Unit 4 SFP had low-density racks of

borated stainless steel.

Question: Do we now see a need to modify or expand the above technical opinion? If so, how?

Responses or questions provided by 10:00am EST Tuesday would be especially appreciated.

As always, your help and advice is deeply appreciated.

Best regards,
Don

Donald E. Carlson
NR_ /ARP/ARR1
:ell(b)(6)
Office: 301-415-0109

From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 6:59 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Brown, Frederick
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CC: Scott, Michael; Wood, Kent; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; VanWert, Christopher; Giessner, John
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential

Don.

The RST has given us their bridge line for a call at 2000 EST.

301-816-5120 Passcode 6105.

Info for consideration during the call;

Unit 4 racks are not borated
Switching to fresh water injection on 3/29
Shutdown last November with 1/3 of the core offload being 15' cycle fuel
204 fresh fuel assemblies were present in the pool
Japanese concerns that the racks may have shifted.
Fuel damage due to uncovery

Regards,
Rob

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 6:23 PM
To: Taylor, Robert; Brown, Frederick
Cc: Scott, Michael; Wood, Kent; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; VanWert, Christopher; Giessner, John
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential

Rob.

It would be helpful to get some confirmation/clarification on which pools are of most concern and their respective rack
designs and fuel loadings.

The core off-load in the Unit 4 pool was the main concern when we provided the tecnin;cal opinion over a week ago, with
the preliminary understanding that those racks were of borated stainless steel and not high-density.

FYI - When I call your cell phone number, AT&T says more information is needed, then asks to enter the number again to
leave a voice message. and then says the voice mailbox has not been set up.

" i(bX6)

My cell phone number is Or I can plan to report to the RST at 2000 EDT or 0530 EST. Please let me
know how I can best help.

Thanks.
Don

From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Brown, Frederick
Cc: Scott, Michael; Wood, Kent; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; VanWert, Christopher; Giessner, John
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential

Don,
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I missed your call last night. The cell number works but isn't my normal blackberry number so I don't know if the message
is set up correctly. I would still like to chat briefly to ensure we are still aligned on this issue. Can we set up something for
0900 JST (2000 EDT) or 1830 JST (0530 EST)

Rob

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:07 PM
To: Brown, Frederick
Cc: Taylor, Robert; Scott, Michael; Wood, Kent; Ulses, Anthony; Yarsky, Peter; VanWert, Christopher
Subject: RE: Support for Japan - SFP Criticality Potential

All,

Pending contact with Rob Taylor in Japan, here is a quick recap of the statement we made when asked over a week ago
to advise on SFP criticality concerns:

Statement: Criticality is very unlikely for any likely configuration In the SFPs, especially If boron Is being added.
Moreover, if criticality were to occur, it would be of much less consequence than an empty pool.

- This statement was based in part on a preliminary understanding that the plants' SFPs have low-density racks mbde of
borated stainless steel. The statement also included reminders that the water in BWR SFPs is generally not borated and
that criticality is physically impossible without water.

- The statement was drafted and concurred on by ORNL (John Wagner, Cecil Parks, Calvin Hopper), NRC/RES (Richard
Lee), and NRC/NRO (Don Carlson) and provided to the Hoc Reactor Safety Team.

- The statement was also discussed briefly last week at a meeting of the NRC Interoffice Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
for Nuclear Criticality Safety. The TAG meeting was attended by Kent Wood (NRR) and Chris VanWert (NRO) in their
respective roles for reviewing SFP criticality safety at existing reactors and new reactors.

Don

---- Original Message---
From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 9:30 AM
To: Brown, Frederick
Cc: Taylor, Robert; Scott, Michael
Subject: RE: Support for Japan

Fred,

That phone number doesn't work.

Don

----- Original Message----
From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 9:11 PM
To: Carlson, Donald
Cc: Taylor, Robert; Scott, Michael
Subject Support for Japan

Don,

Can you please call Rob Taylor in Japan (noting the time difference, please call very early on day shift or in the evening)?
He would like to have a follow-up conversation on SFP criticality potential.

6



(b)(6)
His cell is

Thanks,
Fred
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Cheok, Michael

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Wilson, George
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:32 PM
Nelson, Robert; Leeds, Eric; Cheok, Michael; Ruland, William; Glitter, Joseph; Bahadur, Sher;
Brown, Frederick; McGinty, Tim; Westreich, Barry; Blount, Tom
Fw: Japan event -AREVA Presentation
Fukuchima.eng_201103201 .pps

Fyi

Sent from nrc blackberry
Gaore wils-on

()(6)

From: Hiland, Patrick
To: NRRDE Distribution
Sent: Wed Mar 30 08:55:47 2011
Subject: FW: Japan event -AREVA Presentation

Informative slides, if you have not seen them yet.

From: Wilson, George

1
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The
Fukushima Daiichi

Incident

1. Plant Design
2. Accident Progression
3. Radiological releases
4. Spent fuel pools
5. Sources of Information

Matthias Braun
PEPA4-G, AREVA-NP GmbH
Matthias. Braun@AREVA.com
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
1. Plant Design

I Fukushima Daiichi (Plant I)

+ Unit I - GE Mark I BWR (439 MW), Operating since 1971

* Unit iI-IV - GE Mark I BWR (760 MW), Operating since 1974

kx
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
1. Plant Design

• Building structure

* Concrete Building

* Steel-framed Service Floor

• Containment

* Pear-shaped Dry-Well

Torus-shaped Wet-Well
. . •..•, :. : ,.- - .~~
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0
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0
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0
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
1. Plant Design

Service Floor

Rf

mA
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
1. Plant Design

o Lifting the Containment
closure head

A
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
1. Plant Design

lo Reactor Service Floor
(Steel Construction) Spend Fuel Pool

s Concrete Reactor Building
(secondary Containment)

$

Fresh Steam line

Main Feedwater

Reactor Core

D Reactor Pressure Vessel

0 Containment (Dry well)
EMEM00-

The Containment (Wet Well) i
Condensation Chamber
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

o 11.3.2011 14:46 -Earthquake

" Magnitude 9

" Power grid in northern Japan fails

* Reactors itself are mainly
undamaged

0 SCRAM

* Power generation due to Fission
of Uranium stops

* Heat generation due to radioactive
Decay of Fission Products

" After Scram -6%
" After 1 Day _-1%
" After 5 Days -0.5%

The Fukushima Dalichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.8 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

• Containment Isolation

* Closing of all non-safety related
Penetrations of the containment

Cuts off Machine hall

* If containment isolation succeeds,
a large early release of fission
products is highly unlikely

• Diesel generators start

* Emergency Core cooling systems
are supplied

l Plant is in a stable save state

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 Apdl 2011 - p.9 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

11.3. 15:41 Tsunami hits the plant

* Plant Design for Tsunami height of
up to 6.5m

* Actual Tsunami height >7m

* Flooding of
9 Diesel Generators and/or
9 Essential service water building

cooling the generators

lo Station Blackout

* Common cause failure of the
power supply

* Only Batteries are still available

* Failure of all but one Emergency
core cooling systems

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.10 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

Il Reactor Core Isolation Pump still
available

* Steam from the Reactor drives a
Turbine

* Steam gets condensed in the
Wet-Well

* Turbine drives a Pump

• Water from the Wet-Well gets
pumped in Reactor

* Necessary:
" Battery power
" Temperature in the wet-well

must be below 100'C

As there is no heat removal from
the building, the Core isolation
pump cant work infinitely

The Fukushima Dalichi Incident- Dr. Matthias Braun- 21 April 2011 - p.11 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

I Reactor Isolation pump stops

* 11.3. 16:36 in Unit 1
(Batteries empty)

* 14.3. 13:25 in Unit 2
(Pump failure)

* 13.3. 2:44 in Unit 3 .....
(Batteries empty)

I Decay Heat produces still steam in
Reactor pressure Vessel

* Pressure rising

0- Opening the steam relieve valves
* Discharge Steam into the Wet-Well

o Descending of the Liquid Level in
the Reactor pressure vessel

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.12 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

0o Reactor Isolation pump stops

* 11.3. 16:36 in Unit 1
(Batteries empty)

* 14.3. 13:25 in Unit 2 7.7 ,
(Pump failure)

13.3. 2:44 in Unit 3
(Batteries empty)

Oo Decay Heat produces still steam in
Reactor pressure Vessel

Pressure rising

0o Opening the steam relieve valves

* Discharge Steam into the Wet-Well

• Descending of the Liquid Level in
the Reactor pressure vessel

The Fukushima Dalichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.13 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

0 Reactor Isolation pump stops

11.3. 16:36 in Unit 1
(Batteries empty)

* 14.3. 13:25 in Unit 2
(Pump failure)

* 13.3. 2:44 in Unit 3
(Batteries empty)

, Decay Heat produces still steam in
Reactor pressure Vessel

* Pressure rising

li Opening the steam relieve valves

Discharge Steam into the Wet-Well

op Descending of the Liquid Level in
the Reactor pressure vessel

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.14 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

P, Reactor Isolation pump stops

* 11.3. 16:36 in Unit 1
(Batteries empty)

* 14.3. 13:25 in Unit 2
(Pump failure)

* 13.3. 2:44 in Unit 3
(Batteries empty)

Io Decay Heat produces still steam in
Reactor pressure Vessel

* Pressure rising

0 Opening the steam relieve valves

* Discharge Steam into the Wet-Well

I Descending of the Liquid Level in
the Reactor pressure vessel
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

lo Reactor Isolation pump stops

* 11.3. 16:36 in Unit 1
(Batteries empty)

* 14.3. 13:25 in Unit 2
(Pump failure)

*13.3. 2:44 in Unit 3
(Batteries empty)

Ii Decay Heat produces still steam in
Reactor pressure Vessel

* Pressure rising

0 Opening the steam relieve valves

* Discharge Steam into the Wet-Well

Op Descending of the Liquid Level in
the Reactor pressure vessel
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

Il Measured, and here referenced
Liquid level is the collapsed level.
The actual liquid level lies higher
due to the steam bubbles in the
liquid

• -50% of the core exposed

* Cladding temperatures rise, but still
no significant core damage

0, -2/3 of the core exposed

* Cladding temperature
exceeds -900°C

* Balooning / Breaking of the
cladding

* Release of fission products form
the fuel rod gaps

The Fukushima Dalichi Incident- Dr. Matthias Braun -21 April 2011 - p.17 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

I l'-3/4 of the core exposed

* Cladding exceeds ~1200'C

* Zirconium in the cladding starts to
burn under Steam atmosphere

* Zr + 2H20 ->ZrO2 + 2H2

* Exothermal reaction further
heats the core

* Generation of hydrogen
o Unit 1: 300-600kg
e Unit 2/3: 300-1000kg

* Hydrogen gets pushed via the
wet-well, the wet-well vacuum
breakers into the dry-well

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident- Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p. 18 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

[Unit 1,2,3] 1lo at -1800 0 C

* Melting of the Claddinc

* Melting of the steel str
t

uctures

to at -2500"C [Block 1,2]

* Breaking of the fuel rods

* debris bed inside the core

o at -2700°C [Block 1]

* Melting of Uranium-Zirconium
eutectics

lo Restoration of the water supply
stops accident in all 3 Units

* Unit 1: 12.3. 20:20 (27h w.o. water)

* Unit 2:14.3. 20:33 (7h w.o. water)

* Unit 3: 13.3. 9:38 (7h w.o. water)

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident- Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.19 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

lo Release of fission products during
melt down

* Xenon, Cesium, Iodine,...

* Uranium/Plutonium remain in core

* Fission products condensate to
airborne Aerosols

0, Discharge through valves into water
of the condensation chamber

* Pool scrubbing binds a fraction of
Aerosols in the water

I Xenon and remaining aerosols
enter the Dry-Well

* Deposition of aerosols on surfaces
further decontaminates air

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.20 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

Ip Containment
* Last barrier between Fission

Products and Environment

Wall thickness -3cm

* Design Pressure 4-5bar

lo Actual pressure up to 8 bars !

* Normal inert gas filling (Nitrogen;

* Hydrogen from core oxidation

* Boiling condensation chamber
(like a pressure cooker)

l, Depressurization of the
containment

* Unit 1: 12.3. 4:00

* Unit 2: 13.3 00:00

* Unit 3: 13.3. 8.41

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.21 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

.. . .... ...I _ . .1

Positive und negative Aspects of -

depressurizing the containment -_

Removes Energy from the Reactor
building (only way left)

Reducing the pressure to -4 bar

Release of small amounts of
Aerosols (Iodine, Cesium -0..1%)

Release of all noble gases

Release of Hydrogen

oo Gas is released into the reactor
service floor

+ Hydrogen is flammable

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.22 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

Unit I und 3

* Hydrogen burn inside the reactor
service floor

* Destruction of the steel-frame roof

* Reinforced concrete reactor
building seems undamaged

* Spectacular but minor safety
relevant

rr _7
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

• Unit 2

+ Hydrogen burn inside the reactor
building

* Probably damage to the
condensation chamber
(highly contaminated water)

* Uncontrolled release of gas from
the containment

* Release of fission products

* Temporal evacuation of the plant

* High local dose rates on the plant
site due to wreckage hinder further
recovery work

P No clear information's why Unit 2
behaved differently

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.24 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
2. Accident progression

lo Current status of the Reactors

* Core Damage in Unit 1,2, 3

* Building damage due to various
burns Unit 1-4

* Reactor pressure vessels floode
in all Units with mobile pumps

* At least containment in Unit 1
flooded

• Further cooling of the Reactors b)
releasing steam to the atmospher

lo Only small further releases of
fission products can be expected

The Fukushima Daiichi Incident - Dr. Matthias Braun - 21 April 2011 - p.25 AREVA



The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
3. Radiological releases

Il Directly on the plant site

* Before Explosion in Unit Block 2

* Below 2mSv / h
e Mainly due to released radioactive noble gases
* Measuring posts on west side. Maybe too small values measured due to wind

* After Explosion in Unit 2 (Damage of the Containment)

" Temporal peak values 12mSv / h
* (Origin not entirely clear)
" Local peak values on site up to 400mSv /h (wreckage / fragments?)
" Currently stable dose on site at 5mSv /h
" Inside the buildings a lot more

" Limiting time of exposure of the workers necessary

A
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
3. Radiological releases
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
3. Radiological releases

D Outside the Plant site

" As reactor building mostly intact
=> reduced release of Aerosols (not Chernobyl-like)

" Fission product release in steam
=> fast Aerosol grows, large fraction falls down in the proximity of the plant

" Main contribution to the radioactive dose outside plant are the radioactive
noble gases

" Carried / distributed by the wind, decreasing dose with time

" No ,,Fall-out" of the noble gases, so no local high contamination of soil

0o ~20km around the plant

* Evacuations were adequate

* Measured dose up to 0.3mSv/h for short times

* Maybe destruction of crops / dairy products this year

* Probably no permanent evacuation of land necessary

A
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
3. Radiological releases
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
4. Spend fuel pools

l Spend fuel stored in Pool on
Reactor service floor

* Due to maintenance in Unit 4 entire
core stored in Fuel pool

* Dry-out of the pools
• Unit 4: in 10 days
* Unit 1-3,5,6 in few weeks

* Leakage of the pools due to
Earthquake?

0 Consequences

* Core melt ,,on fresh air"

* Nearly no retention of fission
products

* Large release
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
4. Spend fuel pools

l Spend fuel stored in Pool on
Reactor service floor

* Due to maintenance in Unit 4 entire
core stored in Fuel pool

* Dry-out of the pools
" Unit 4: in 10 days
" Unit 1-3,5,6 in few weeks

* Leakage of the pools due to
Earthquake?

Consequences

" Core melt ,,on fresh air"

* Nearly no retention of fission
products

Large release
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
4. Spend fuel pools

• Spend fuel stored in Pool on
Reactor service floor

* Due to maintenance in Unit 4 entire
core stored in Fuel pool

* Dry-out of the pools
* Unit 4: in 10 days
e Unit 1-3,5,6 in few weeks

* Leakage of the pools due to
Earthquake?

O Consequences

* Core melt ,,on fresh air"

* Nearly no retention of fission
products

* Large release

0 It is currently unclear if release
from fuel pool already happened
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The Fukushima Daiichi Incident
5. Sources of Information

lo Good sources of Information

" Gesellschaft fLr Reaktorsicherheit [GRS.de]
" Up to date
" Radiological measurements published
" German translation of japanese/englisch web pages

* Japan Atomic Industrial Forum [jaif.or.jp/englishl]
* Current Status of the plants
* Measurement values of the reactors (pressure liquid level)

" Tokyo Electric Power Company [Tepco.co.jp]
* Status of the recovery work
* Casualties

l May too few information are released by TEPCO, the operator of the plant

A
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Deavers, Ron

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Janbergs, Holly on behalf of OPA Resource
Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:02 AM
Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
FW: CLUMEATURE MEACIAL RIAITION BALMITATION
CLUMEATURE MEACIAL RIAITION BALMITATlON

From (bX6)

Sent: Tlrursday, March 31, 2011 9:52 AM I
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Fwd: CLUMEATURE MEACIAL RIAITION BALMITATION

-Ow ~/,*avn/A~&//d~f ~~/ 4t"~ 4drv-

25 232
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Lee, Richard

From: Feltus, Madeline [MADELINE.FELTUS@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 6:57 PM
To: Milier, Tom; Peko, Damian; Lee, Richard; Baratta. Anthony
Cc: Michael Casey; Marl.ford@exeloncorp.com; (b)(6) Goldner, Frank;

Versluis, Rob; Feltus, Madeline
Subject: Staff members at Exelon, Firstenergy with access to TMI records and information RE: TMI

Resources

Importance: High

Tom, Damian, Richard, and Tony:

Please see Jim Byrne's note below about contacts at the TMI site and Exelon offices for

getting any hard-to-get TMI cleanup/recovery information and data. Please contact Jim, or the

folks he mentions below directly as needed.

Tony remembered Jim from the TMI effort, and also provided the contact for the Penn State TMI

archives (I. Conklin) for other information, that may not be easily found or available
through OSTI, Laboratory records, NRC archives etc.

Richard and Tony,

Please let the main POC at NRC and his/her A-team members know about these contacts below,

ok.

Tom,

Jim provided contact information for others involved in the TMI cleanup, and I sent to you

earlier.

If there are specific items you need for the longer term clean-up suggestions for Fukushima,

please contact Jim's list of star characters, or have the NRC POC assigned to the longer-term
cleanup do it. Since the NRC is the main agency working with MISI and TEPCO, we should let
any requests for information go through their competent staff leads.

Dr. Madeline Anne Feltus
madeline.feltus4~nuclear.energy. gav
ph. 301-903-2308
fx. 301-903-0180

-b)(i6inpl M~ap;1p-.

From l(b)(6)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 6:34 PM
To: Feltus, Madeline
Cc: Michael Casey; Mark.fordI~exeloncorp.com
Subject: Re: TMI Resources

Madeline , ry)
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I spoke to Mike Casey from FirstEnergy today, Mike took the place I've the guy that took my
place at TMI-2, about getting TMI records.

Apparently TMI is getting lots of requests, surprise, and the basic response is if it's a
public record they will not supply it but if it's an internal record they will consider it.
Additionally they are currently working on a request from the NRC for data so you might want
to touch base with them to see what they are looking for.

As for specific requests of non-public records I would recommend that you ask for

1. a list of the Data Reports, Planning Studies and Technical Plans produced by the Technical
Planning Department then you can pick and chose from them what you want.

2. The TMI-2 Licensing Incoming and Outgoing Logs (They were on the shelf outside the
Regulatory Affairs Managers Office in January 2010 when I last worked at TMI). Because all
the TMI NRC Correspondance is pre-ADAMS and you won't find it easily. These logs can give you
a roadmap to locate info you may be interested in.

3. The System Design Descriptions for the Post-Accident Systems (e.g. Standby Pressure
Control, Tank Farm, Submerged Demineralizer, etc.) They all were in a book in the Library
before they collapsed the library to make room for more office space, hopefully they have the
booked stashed in records some place.

4. Additionally I set up a data base in FirstEnergy's electronic records system, can't
remember the name of it now, where I stashed a treasure trove of internal documents, Mike you
should have the index for it if DC turned it over to you, if not I'm sure it's in one of
the files I left behind. ¥

I will be in the Harrisburg area April 14th and 15th if you think it worthwhile and if
FirstEnergy and Exelon (they own TMI-1 and I would be working with their people) agrees I
could stop in at TMI and help locate some of this stuff.

Just so everyone knows I am not expecting any compensation for this as it is going to the

Federal Government and not a private firm trying to get a foot in the door in Japan.

Jim Byrne
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Lee, Richard

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: Out between 10:00 - 3;00 pm today

Kathy:

I am done with the conf. call between DOEFOTSP/NRC - Japan this morning

Attended today 8:45 am RES FO w/o Chris Hoxie; Told Brian that Unit 4 pool is full of water and Temp. reading
is at 47C (Japanese told us this morning) answer the hand wrinkling going on at the Op Center wrt SFP unit 4

Seen and spoke to Mike Salay - he is running around to get paperwork done to leave tomorrow noon for
Japan.

Dispatched Op Center inquires to Charlie and Jason when they answer Fred's # 1 Q from 3/30/2011, #2 Mary
Dourin is working on

I have to (b)(6)

I will be back in the office by 3:00 to get ready for the DOE Science Council conf. call.

Will have to be her Sunday for conf. call U.S.-Japan one.

Richard
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Eagle, Eugene
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:05 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Cc: Eagle, Eugene; abhcreations@juno.com
Subject: CBS TV interview with someone from Diablo Canyon NPP

said she listen to a CBS TV program (news or 60 minutes, perhaps around 03/27/2011 to 03/29/2011
period) and, as I understand it, she said they interviewed someone from Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
who was claiming, "the plant was not prepared for a tsunami and hinted it was being covered up because the
NRC knew it and had done nothing."

That does not sound correct, but it does sound like an allegation. If not true and/or misinformed, it would seem
the NRC ought to response with correct information.

QUESTION: Has anyone heard of this interview and looked into it?

Gene Eagle
NRC NRO/DE/ICE2
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To: Bpnaoor. Am,

Suject: I now have a maybe btter place to send thee ideas to.
Date' Sunday, Apri 03, 2011 7:23:56 PM
Atfadainrntr San OnO[re Waves-odf

"not" on attached .pdf should be "note"
I now have a maybe better place to send these ideas to.

Fw: If you have other such ideas, Well, one of them IS related to San Onofre, and other ocean front ones.

Nick Taytor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV
Toll Free: (800) 695-7403
Office: (817) 276-6520
Fax: (817) 276-6525
Email: r4allegationnanrc.goy

Thanks, I'll forward further Japan related ideas there.

From the short resume list below, you'll see why it is so hard for me to sleep until I unload ideas that can save even more millions of lives.

I'd like to think that my ideas from all the places I've sent them in, have had some effect already, such as reducing the salt encrustation
factors, not bleeding flammable pressure into the air, hut into the water, and some other fractions of ideas submitted. These ideas are
outside the box, I know, and I would most like and appreciate their going in to the desperation pile when people get ready to consider
these type ideas. Please note, that df anyone in Japan had read my first ideas, and acted on them, not one of those reactors would have
blown it's top. Not one. AND, after chiseling out the guts of the building with robots, they could have been converted to safer liquid
thorium reactors, where is, otherwise as is. I know I am not very far up the idea tree, but sometimes my seed ideas turn into someone's
idea that does get tuned and supported.

They were submitted crude, in a rush, most of which would take a year to produce and proof to a publishing grade, so, I apologize for the
low lech quality, and for the ideas I already have discovered come short of the full success that my first ideas would have produced. I was
the test and development engineer for a large proportion of the circuits for the Phoenix Missile at Hughes Aircraft Company, only because I
was such a McGyver type thinker. I could get stuff done in as little as half the time that most of the other engineers there could.

A specific idea that I would like reconsidered Is the sufficiency of the tsunami wall at San Onofre. It may be high enough if the underwater
wasn't sloped underwater like thaL Looking at the Japan waves, the ones that hit the points of land went up 2-3 or more times the height
of the wave surge that mowed down those coastal cities. As a private pilot, with a seaplane license, and friends who also scuba dived, I
was tasked to take aerial pictures of Southern California's coast looking for good subsurface rocks to dive and spear fish at. What I noticed
was, that I could tell where they were, even when the water wasn't clear enough to see them. Everywhere that the land jutted out, it jutted
out because the rocks were underwater there, and they "ale" the force of even storm waves for centunes, thus reducing erosion of the
bluffs, otherwise equal in rock/sand mass- Some wave eaters added in to the San Onofre seafront could help. since some of those points
seem nearly a mile further out than the eroded beechfronts nearby. The tsunami waves coming in on a waterfront slope like that one,
would just ride that up, hardly impeded, and I think it would slide right up those rocks into the seawall, using the orographic type lift and the
push from behind to top that wall with maybe half the wave you think you are safe from now. WORSE, it looks like they are well into new
construction on the low level area, less than 22 feet above MSL, with the excavations looking below sea level. I sure hope critical systems
or people won't be placed there, even with an emergency escape escalator. Try swishing water in a hand twisted pie pan. The Japan
surge far inland was stopped by mere freeway overpass ramps, but the speed had already been stalled, the ramp and wall effects are still
visible even at that reduced surge speed.

There are lots of things that can be done, such as raising that seawall for a substantially cheap way to quiet public fears, but that plant has
twice the confirmed complaints of any other in the whole country, so, more protection enhancement wouldn't hurt me credibility of the
(hmmpf) safety-sayers from the electric company.

This is a starter seed Idea, not meant to steal the attention from something better, and is deliberately submitted half.finisned-re-thought-
out, so that someone's artistic license can be induced to get them to take the idea as theirs and to mentor it into usefulness. There are lots
of "giant concrete jumping jack" jetties around, which are probably a sufficient way to rip out the bottom of such a wave, though the wave
isn't the normal 50-100 feet between the 10% rise and fall places with normal waves, those tidal waves seems lo be half a mile or more on
most of the videos of the primary and secondary waves. It might be more advantageous to put some in at angles spiraling away from San
Onofre's specific ocean front, so that the shoreside tall of the jetty would divert the waves away. At 48 degrees, the existing seawall would
have an effective width (thickness) and strength to the 90 degree force vectors of 1.4 times higher trigonometrically, which could help if it's
original strength had been weakened over these decades. It would also reduce the directly applied force to 70-ish percent, and though the
ocean would soon try to level, the surge would pile up away from the seawall, reducing the peak wave Impact height by a substantial
amount Of course, the ripple backs would have some critical height issues where the waves coming back from both sides intersect, but
maybe that can be tuned out,

This would only take about 10 feet out from under the crest of such a primary wave. Those waves from Japan would have been 10 feet or
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more over the roofs of my friend's two-story duplex on Balboa Island, so, I'm not promoting this as being sufficient, just as being helpful.
(There are sci-fi movies where tidal waves are created to cancel out tidal waves, but waves go through each other, watch ripples) But, if
the waves were only 15-feel high, that 10 feet could have saved a majority of the stronger structures in Newport Beach, some of the most
expensive Real Estate and Yacht Estate in America. If you had your own private rock harbor added in front like the Japanese reactors did,
you could tune it to take the peak impact out of the wave, even if you couldn't take much of the surge out of the wave.

I need to talk to Congressman Dana Rohrabacher again, but want my graphics better first. He's noted to be a hobby surfer. If you put in
off-shore wave deflectors (yeah, big ones), and stagger them in segments so that they funnel waves towards a center line, you can do two
things. You can take a 10 foot wave, and turn it into 10 1-foot waves, OR, take several waves, and add them where they intersect into a
summed up wave, spaced seaward from the beach. My project would use that to finance the addition of diverter agility, by turning his
favorite Huntington Beach into the world's first programmable wave beach for surfing competitions, with the ability to have trainer waves.
mid and high skill waves available, as well as competition ranged waves, consistent all day, all within range of the same lifeguards, as an
added benefit to tidal wave protecting some of Orange Countys key infrastructure. Right where the Santa Ane river exits into the ocean
near my house, only a few feet above sea level, there is a sewer treatment plant just barely on the other side of the Coast Highway, and
next to a shore front power plant, both not far from Orange County's water purification and distribution system. So. any significant wave
would push all that sewage into and destroy and permanently pollute Orange County's fresh water system, at the beginning of the disaster
period that would eliminate Newport and Huntington beach. It would also damage a primary power source, that is barely 10 feet above
normal sea level.

Just imagine how much power will try to come up through the Santa Ana River (Newport Canyon) undersea and what it will do when it
reaches ifs shore end at that power plant. Maybe there is in the geologic history some evidence that something like that is exactly what
leveled Huntington Beach so low.

So, even though that is just a few miles further than optimum for the sake of Huntington Beach's existing central recreational districts, that
is the place that will need to un-triple the surge height the most, maybe built for free by the surfer and exhibition commerce entities.

Anyway, I crafted together some crude Google Earth clips that show that they seem to be digging below sea level for some new
construction.
and that snows how the waves are already coming halfway up the rocks at the seawall now, on a mild day.
See attached, and wonder how San Onofre will survive if that lowland part of the facilities are inundated.

What does that part do ? House the safety engineers ? Who else would be foolish enough to want the first view of a tidal wave office
window ?

It might not take much in the way of fiscal forensics to find out how they got permits for such vulnerable construction.

That area is important enough to rate seafront Real Estate rates, but I hope nothing critical is made vulnerable there.

See attached.
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INCIDENTALLY:

1. I was the guy who wrote in that half of America would be uninhabitable for centuries if they didn't move all those above ground nuclear
waste storage drums at Los Alamos to someplace safer. Within hours, sweating Senators were shown on TV working to fund the
relocation. GOOD WORK. Thus half of America was saved, and hundreds of trillions of dollars were too. Ask Panetta for details.

2. I was the guy who wrote in after that sergeant tossed a grenade into his commanders' tent. I asked that the Russians be asked to
review the security clearances for those authorized near all those suitcase bombs. Next morning, Bush called Putin under cover of an
extremely flimsy cover story. Putin looked miserable for at least two weeks. Thus (maybe) half (the rest) of America was saved, and
hundreds of trillions of dollars were too. Based on Putin's announcement right after that, I deduce that he knew about the second half of
my email to you. I had already talked the CIA out of leaving cookies as evidence on computers that would get informants killed. AND, for
a few days, to stop doing the same with VeriSign signatures. Those have come back, and I suspect that merely tapping the VenSign
trafTic gives foreign nations all they need to read everything. Tapping into the Verisign traffic enables both sides of a secure email dialog to
be seen, since it echoes screens. Ask Panetta for details.

3. I was the guy who wrote in repeatedly with additionally necessary details until downer cows were taken out of even the pet food
supply. The Ag dept. seems to have resisted every step. MY goal was to keep prion pooping puppies from exposing finger-licking babies.
Funny, one of my warnings was to ask them what they'd do if the President's dog died. Soon thereafter it did. Ask Panetta for details.

4. I was the guy who reported that PBS was showing chicken farmers hosing out their chicken transport trucks into roadside ravines where
all the insect and avian disease vectors would naturally quench their thirst. A day later Bush announced the marvelously fortuitous pre-
emptive research start to develop bird flu vaccines. Residual death tolls quoted/predicted now are far less. That saves ?7??? million lives
and ?????? trillions of dollars. Ask Panetta for details.

5. I wrote in that a field emergency First Aid tactic needs to be implemented that would save thousands of casualtes from permanent
handicap, by immediately bagging the injuries with the same life extending fluids used to keep transplant organs alive for tens of hours. I
later also disclosed it to General Boykin, formerly of DELTA FORCE fame, and he said that he wished such treatments were available for
himself and his people. You can probably track him down to verify that at 303-408-9992 or through kingdomwarriors.net. Because nothing
has happened, thousands of innocent American Warriors have been unnecessarily permanently maimed, handicapped, crippled and worse.



Not to undervalue the loss to the soldiers, but probably many tens or thousands of other accident victims have also been unnecessarily
permanently maimed, handicapped, crippled and worse. Ask Panetta for Details.

6. I mailed in a lot of graphs and rationale to Chris Cox a day before he and Paulson stormed into Congress and started the rescue that
now is the only reason that there are any surviving banks in America, Ask Chris Cox for details.

7. A quarter of America was destroyed twice because the following suggestion was ignored. Ask Panetta for details. Mostly that now we
have enough large cargo aircraft to attack hurricanes with. Back in the 60s they could only drop hurricane force by 30% with a single
plane. I also pushed for them to quit wasting billions of dollars worth of food every disaster, when Christopher Columbus vintage food
preservation technology could have saved it with lust te salt and vinegar already in the storws and food warehouses.

8. I lust got two letters of thanks from the Prime Minister of Australia for flood preparation control ideas that could prevent a quarter of that
country being flooded again, with less than prison labor. Aiso several related survival policy enhancements. I expect a similar one from
Pakistan soon.

9. I was the guy who called in and then sent in dozens of FAXES about stocks shorting requested to and by the NSA within hours after
the 9/11 attacks, which helped them find Osama financiers pillaging the stock market with calculated short selling tactics, many of whom
they were still In time to catch, though some had to wait to be caugnt until they learned how to pierce shadow accounts faster. You've
noticed that terrorist attacks haven't been able to profit from such actions in the stocks markets since, hehe.

And many others submitted, many others in primitive draft stages, but those I think are the highlights that I like best (so far).

..... Original Message -----
From: R4ALLEGATION Resource
To: phil ; R4ALLEGATION Resource
Sent: Friday, Apnl 01, 2011 5:35 AM
Subject: RE: Water Absorbing Polymer keeps the water from soaking into concrete floors, even sucks it out, can be homemade, shovelled,
handled, cardboard boxed and shipped

Good morning Mr. Marx,

I've seen a number of emails from you over the past week, mostly related to ideas that you have regarding the events in Japan. rye
forwarded them on to our staff who are collecting these ideas for review. If you have other such ideas. I would recommend to contact the
NRC's call center on the Japan events (301-815-5200 or email at: ooa.resourcealnrc Cov).

If you have a specific safety concern about an NRC-licensed facility in the United States, please feel free to contact me at any of the
numbers below.

Sincerely,

Nick Taylor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV
Toll Free: (800) 695-7403
Office: (817) 276-6520
Fax: (817) 276-6525
Email: 4allegationiwnrc oov

From: phil (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 6:42 PM
To: R4ALLEGATION Resource
Subject: Fw: Water Absorbing Polymer keeps the water from soaking into concrete floors, even sucks it out, can be homemade, shovelled,
handled, cardboard boxed and shipped

Video wouldn't go through, too big@ 10 Meg
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. [backflow.prevention@verizon.net]
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 9:57 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; NRC Allegation; Senator Bill Nelson; rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com;

mailtothechief@cnn.com; cjaku'd~alaska cor: info)caiaoanatlanta.oro info@who.int;
Inquiries; ryoji@japancc.org; (b)6) (b)(6)

Cc: tobin.jennifer@nrc.gov; deavers.ron@nrc.gov; betty. reed myf or dahouse.gov;
CristV@hillsboroughcounty.org; dana.young@myfloddahouse.gov;
darryl.rouson@myfloridahouse.gov; greg.steube@myfloridahouse.gov;
james.grant@myfloridahouse.gov; janet.cruz@myfloridahouse.gov;
jim.boyd@myfloddahouse.gov; joyner.arthenia.web@flsenate.gov;
latvala.jack.web@flsenate.gov; rachel.burgin@myfloridahouse.gov; rachel@willienelson.com;
rich.glorioso@myfloridahouse.gov; seth.mckeel@myflordahouse.gov;
shawn.harrison@myfloridahouse.gov; storms. ronda.web@flsenate.gov;
will.weatherford@myfloridahouse.gov

Subject: Fw: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Re: NEW EMERGENCY REVIEW FOR JAPAN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT CRISIS --- Deep Sea Water Temperatures for Cooling Rods Spent or Used.
Special HYDRAULIC CEMENT to seal leak after Salt Water removed from container THEN
DAMAGE CONTROL ...

Importance: High

Amy Bonaccorso and others:

The problem in Japan can go INTERNATIONAL in a flash without people contacting professionals as
indicated below. Thank you for your kind response to the OLD MAN WHO APPEARS TO BE
EXPRESSING A "RANT" when in actual Truth the man is a Professional Injured from Cancer,
recovering from Surgery with a large SKIN GRAFT DEEP ON RIGHT FOREARM, Scar behind Left
Ear and bleeding yet advising Dr. Doug Rokke and Dr. Leuren Moret plus the President that I would
GLADLY at 70 years old replace a young worker inside that facility.

SEE YOUR RESPONSE TO THOSE WORKING FOR NRC THEN REVIEW WHAT TRAINING I
HAD AND HOW A DECORATED AMERICAN VETERAN AND PLANKOWNER FOR THE U.S.S.
ENTERPRISE CVAN-65 COULD POSSIBLY KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT NUCLEAR RADIATION
AND ACCIDENTS OR HOW TO STOP THE RADIATION LEAKS WHICH ANY STATE OF
FLORIDA CERTIFIED PLUMBING CONTRACTOR WOULD KNOW!

I will, for information, attach your message BELOW FOR REVIEW. Right now this information is
SUPER CRITICAL as all of the PLanet could suffer because someone throws away the messages as from
a man with a RANT ? I even gave ALL ACROSS THE PLANET THE OPEN SOLUTION TO SELECT
A SUPER DEEP ABYSS AND STORE THE SPENT FUEL FROM ALL NATIONS IN A
CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE...even if you loose the opportunity to make ballast or Depleted
Uranium Munitions from same. Remember NRC that YUCCA MOUNTAIN SPENT BILLIONS and
has been closed down for storage. Where YOU will store all of the contaminated SAND FROM IRAQ,
AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN and perhaps LIBYA is a mystery.

I say DEEP SIX IT .... 12,000 feet abyss is my first choice. You do not know what it means to offer YOUR
LIFE to a young person so they can survive! \ (
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I remember a P02 Monsoor who was with EOD Unit 2 who threw himself on a grenade at a young age to
save his team. DID HE RANT TOO ? No Dragon Skin Body Armor but instead wore plate vests from
Interceptor. Pinnacle Armor makes Dragon Skin Body Armor and they have never had a penetration
from IED or bullet fired. Gee....what is the problem there... General's have stock in Interceptor ? I
carry and have carried a ballistic clipboard since 1960's in law enforcement. Latest LEVEL III
clipboards were donated to Tampa Police and Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office Tactical Response
Team or Special Weapons And Tactics team members. Stupid RANT again ? Imagine every military
person with such protection which would save lives. My Clipboards are about $50 to manufacture and
the hardest part is sealing and painting the FIBERGLASS 1/2 INCH THICK sections. BLAME UNCLE
AND LAW ENFORCEMENT as they trained me along with the Shipyard when building U.S.S.
Enterprise CVAN-65 as I am a PLANK OWNER!

DO READ AND REVIEW THE RANT BELOW AND THEN GET THOSE SPECIALISTS USING
PROPER TECHNIQUES SINCE THEY HAVE LANDED IN TOKYO! I KNOW YOU DO WANT TO
STOP THE RADIATION WATER GOING INTO THE WATER AROUND THE PLANT. IF YOU GO
THERE WEAR SPECIAL NAIL PROOF BOOTS!

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.
040311 @ 9:55 PM Eastern Tampa

--. Original Message---

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.
Date: 4/3/2011 1:10:16 PM
To: newsworldnetdaily.com; Reporter Bob Unruh WND; WorldNetDaily
Subject: Fw: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Re: NEW EMERGENCY REVIEW FOR JAPAN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT CRISIS - Deep Sea Water Temperatures for Cooling Rods Spent or Used. Special
HYDRAULIC CEMENT to seal leak after Salt Water removed from container THEN DAMAGE CONTROL
TECHNIQUE FOLLOWED SEALING THE LEAK BEFORE POURING CONCRETE OR HYDRAULIC
CEMENT..

Even the Japanese NAVY know how to solve the water leaking through that crack in electrical vault
piping.

Ralph

-- Original Message---

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.
Date: 413/2011 12:33:25 PM
To: cgiak(,alaska.com; infoc.cgfiapanatlanta.ora; infocuk(@caibos.oraq; .rgoiijijaancc.oro; iic@ianancc.org;

itZd-pr~ZVt.net; iapaninfo•ihaisf.or; infoAcgiapansea.org; iet•ws.mofa.ao.io; APFN; APFN-1;
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Cc: POTUS Office Of The President; mailtothechief@cnn.com; Senator Bill Nelson; Rep. Paul;
betty, reed (myfloridahouse.,ov; CristV(,hillsborouqhcountv.org; dana.vounqgmvfloridahouse.,qov;
darryl.rousoncmvfloridahouse.qov; greg.steube(amyfloridahouse.gov; iames.,rant(amyfloddahouse..ov;Vanet.cruz(cmvfloridahouse.,ov; iim.boyd(.mvfloridahouse.qov; iovner.arthenia.web;flsenate.qov;
latvala.Jack.web(flsenate..ov; rachel.burgin(amvfyloddahouse.gov; racheli.willienelson.com;
rich.gloriosoCmvfloridahouse.gov; seth.mckeel(mvfloddahouse.gov; shawn.harrison(mvfloridahouse.qov;
storms.rond awebkflsenate.,qov; will.weatherford•.~mvfloridahouse.qov; rick.scottc.eog.myflorida.com; NRC

Allegation
Subject: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Re: NEW EMERGENCY REVIEW FOR JAPAN NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT CRISIS - Deep Sea Water Temperatures for Cooling Rods Spent or Used. Special HYDRAULIC
CEMENT to seal leak after Salt Water removed from container THEN DAMAGE CONTROL TECHNIQUE
FOLLOWED SEALING THE LEAK BEFORE POURING CONCRETE OR HYDRAULIC CEMENT..

REMEMBER:

ONE POUND PER SQUARE INCH EQUALS 2.3 FEET HIGH COLUMN OF WATER OR 28 INCHES
COLUMN.

HOW TALL WAS YOUR BUILDING IN INCHES FROM TOP OF WATER TO UNDERGROUND
CRACK AREA ?

FIRE HYDRANT PRESSURE TAKES SPECIAL SEALING FOLKS AND IF IT WAS A FLOW OF
WATER YOU HAVE TO MATCH THE PRESSURE PLUS 5 PSI PERHAPS TO STOP THE FLOW
FROM THE CRACK. Thinking 14.7 PSI atmospheric pressure does NOTHING when figuring
WATER COLUMN AND THEN FIGURE SEA WATER COLUMN WHICH MAY BE DIFFERENT
ALTOGETHER!

Atmospheric Pressure 14.7 PSI will support a column of water 33.9 feet high. Understanding I
psi X 1ft/0.433 psi = 2.3 ft (or 28 inches)

Now measure the exterior upper level of the container where water TOP might be then figure
in inches then divide by 28 to get pounds per square inch perhaps at the slit in the cement in
the pit. Hope that illustrates what your problem may be. NOW remember apply ONLY
ENOUGH PRESSURE on the rubber via the plate of steel and screws to STOP THE LEAK. Then
pour the hydraulic cement.

NAVAL DAMAGE CONTROL HAVE THE TRAINING, FILMS AND EQUIPMENT TO STOP THAT
LEAK IN 2 HOURS FLAT!

JAPANESE NAVY AND U.S. NAVY ALL PRACTICE THIS PROBLEM, ESPECIALLY ON
SUBMARINES!

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Backflow Prevention, I0c.
Phone (81 '-286-2333ý
040311"@ 12:32 PM Eastern
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--- Original Message----

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.
Date: 4/3/2011 12:05:57 PM
To: caiak(alaska.com; info(•caiapanatIanta.org; infocul0(cqibos.ong; rvoii(Diapancc.orq; iicjiapancc.or;
cgqd-prguest.net; iapaninfo•Qj1isf.org; infoOcaiapansea.org; iet(,ws.mofa.qo.ip; APFN; APFN-1;!Fb)((;) I

Cc: POTUS Office Of The President; mailtothechief(,cnn.com; Senator Bill Nelson; Rep. Paul;
bettv.reed(•mvfloridahouse.gov; CristVOhillsborouqhcounty.ora,; dana.younqmvfloridahouse.,Qov;
darryl.rousonc-mvfloridahouse.caov; areg.steube()myfloridahouse.gov; james.,rant@mvfloddahouse..ov;
ianet. cruz@§.mvfloridahouse. rhouse..ov; iovner.arthenia.web(flsenate.qov;
latyvaa.iack.web(,flsenate..ov; rachel.burjindmyflorjdahouse.gov; rachelkwillienelson.com;
rich.,lorioso(amvfloddahouse.,qov; seth.mckeel(,mvfloddahouse.,ov; shawn.harrisoncmyfloddahouse.gov;
storms.rondamweb(,flsenate.,ov; will.weatherfordcmyfloridahouse.qov; rick.scott eor.myflorida.com; NRC

Allegation
Subject: NEW EMERGENCY REVIEW FOR JAPAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CRISIS -- Deep Sea Water
Temperatures for Cooling Rods Spent or Used. Special HYDRAULIC CEMENT to seal leak after Salt Water
removed from container THEN DAMAGE CONTROL TECHNIQUE FOLLOWED SEALING THE LEAK
BEFORE POURING CONCRETE OR HYDRAULIC CEMENT..

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

NOT TOO MANY OF YOU NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS OR OWNERS HAVE
WORKEDWITH FLOWING WATER FROM CRACKS IN EARTHISTEEL BULKHEADS OR EVEN
POOLS OR CONCRETE ENCLOSURES UNDERGROUND.

Make no mistake, AMERICA and other Nations are at risk should US PROFESSIONALS NOT
PROVIDE SOUND VERIFIABLE METHODS TO SOLVE ODD PROBLEMS YOUR NUCLEAR
POWER PEOPLE DO NOT ENCOUNTER. Check with any City, State or County SEWER OR
WATER DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONALS and they will confirm the information shown below
to be sound and will work every single time. Key is only provide enough pressure to STOP
THE LEAK not cause further failure of damaged concrete sections but allow extra rubberized
seals like one would use on top of canning jars except these will be 1 inch thick but
compressible rubber to seal the leak until a full pour can be accomplished with HYDRAULIC
CEMENT not average cement.

FLOWING WATER CANNOT BE STOPPED WITH CEMENT POUR EVEN IN THE CONCRETE
VAULTS PRESSURE WOULD PUSH IT OUT AND YOU CAN JACKHAMMER THE CEMENT
WHICH WILL LIFT AWAY FROM THE FLOW OF CONCRETE THEN PREPARE THE AREA
PROPERLY AND APPLY THE PILLOW OF RUBBERIZED MATERIAL THEN PLATE OF STEEL
THEN PRESS FROM THE OTHER SIDE AGAINST THE PLATE WITH ITEMS YOU HAVE SEEN
NAVAL PERSONNEL FIGHT WATER LEAKING THROUGH HULLS ON SUBMARINES TO SHIPS
OF THE FLEET. ASK THE NAVY PERSONNEL WITH DAMAGE CONTROL HOW TO STOP THE
LEAK AND THEN POUR HYDRAULIC CEMENT TO STOP ANY FURTHER EXPANSION OF THE
CRACK. THEY ARE THE EXPERTS MR. PRESIDENT AND JAPANESE EMBASSY STAFF. USE
THEM AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE PLUS THEY MAY EVEN LOAN YOU THE EQUIPMENT SO
YOU CAN WATCH A FLICK AND DO IT EVERY TIME !
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U.S. NAVY HAS DONE THIS IN DAMAGE CONTROL SCHOOLS AND SHIPBOARD FOR OVER
100 YEARS.

See http://www.scribd.com.ralphwhitleysr as these items needed NOW in Japan were
provided on the Internet for the earthquake in Haiti from a Florida Contractor!

NOW FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR LEAK WITH WATER CONTAMINATION: Ever hear of
QUICKRETE HYDRAULIC CEMENT which almost sets up in water which can be poured
outside a container area with a crack while de-watering through pumps and special piping
with filters occurs keeping the area dry until a few cement trucks can pull up and the entire
load forced into a hole which will also cause cement to seal the crack and come inside the
container a small amount. Plumbing Contractors USE hydraulic cement for leaks with septic
tanks which are concrete and steel. CHECK WITH THE EXPERTS IN JAPAN since WE have to
mix only what we will use in 3 minutes so several people with those 10 mil thick bags or super
powerful mixing items can allow mixing and pouring quickly into the hole sealing the crack
then cement trucks with different cement mixture can apply a concrete WEDGE WITH STEEL
SUPPORT PILINGS TO KEEP IT ALL IN PLACE ! Time involved including digging perhaps
less than 2 hours on site. HYDRAULIC CEMENT MUST BE PLACED QUICKLY INTO THE
AREA that is why we recommended using a rubber section and steel supported by pilings and
plate with hydraulic jacks. Gives you a little more time to work out the problems stopping the
water flow and allowing de-watering of the soil.

http://www.quikrete.com/ProductLineslHydraulicWaterStopCementPro.asp

http:llwww.quikrete.com/PDFs/DATA SHEET-Hydraulic%20Water-
Stop%20Cement%201126.pdf

FIRST REQUIREMENT STOP THE LEAK WITH MATTING AND THEN POUR CONCRETE, EVEN
HYDRAULIC INSIDE IF DESIRED AND THE LEVEL OF WATER CAN BE BROUGHT DOWN IN
THE CONTAINER:

No need to try to worry when one can place even thick rubberized matting over a crack then
reinforce the outer crack with steel and use A12 inch wide steel sections pounded into the
ground then apply pressure over the plate with jacks before pouring all in concrete. STOP
THE LEAK - ABSOLUTELY. Prevent further cracks if there is an explosion MAYBE NOT but
then one can use the huge circular container welded in place where you would seal same all
around building then pour concrete over the top some 20 feet high and buried some 10 feet in
the ground or more sealing everything ! Read what was recommended then check it out
immediately.

[[[REMEMBER 1 FOOT THICK RUBBER MAT CUT X FEET
SQUARE OVER CRACK IN WALL OR CONTAINER ALLOWING
12 INCHES UP, SIDES AND DOWN FOR FUTURE CRACKS, NO
STEEL AS YOU HAVE ANOTHER SIDE WHERE PLATE CAN BE
ATTACHED OR HELD IN PLACE WHILE WORKERS ATTACH
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SPECIAL SCREW BOLTS TO PRESS AGAINST THE PLATE
AND RUBBER TO SEAL THE LEAK WITHOUT CAUSING
FRACTURE OF MORE. ONCE WATER IS STOPPED THEN AND
ONLY THEN FILL THE ENTIRE AREA WITH HYDRAULIC
CEMENT IN THAT CONCRETE UNDERGROUND FOUR
WALLED CONTAINER USING ONLY FRESH WATER AFTER
PUMPING DOWN ALL WATER REMAINING IN THE CEMENT
PIT USED FOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND FEEDING
THE WATER TO THE SEA.

REMEMBER ALLOW A FORMED CUT SECTION OF STEEL TO
BE LOWERED THEN HYDRAULIC JACKS EVEN SCREW
JACKS ONLY PUSHING THE PLATE OVER THE PATCH OF
RUBBER ENOUGH TO ONLY STOP THE LEAK BEFORE
CAUSING MORE PRESSURE CRACKING MORE OF DAMAGED
CONCRETE THEN SEAL ALL IN HYDRAULIC CEMENT !

How long does that take and you have stopped the leak or
crack ! HYDRAULIC CEMENT MUST ONLY BE MIXED WITH
FRESH WATER FOLKS ...... NO SALT WATER OR IT WILL FAIL

Professionally submitted FREE to the NRC and people of Japan Sunday April 3, 2011 as I fear
not giving you the information could risk MASSIVE NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS AT THE PLANT
AND ENDANGER AMERICA AS WELL AS THE ENTIRE PLANET.

Have passport and medications for four weeks Mr. President and Japanese Embassy Staff
should I be needed there. Japan Airlines can bring me to your Nation if necessary as this
inability to follow professional recommendations is unbelievable. WHERE IS THE MAN TO
HOLD HIS HAND OVER THE WATER FLOW LIKE PUTTING A FINGER IN A RESERVOIR LEAK
? IS THAT PROFESSIONALISM DROPPING CONCRETE ONTO A FIRE HYDRANT FLOW OF
WATER IN A CONCRETE BOX IN THE GROUND ? 1 POUND OF WATER PRESSURE PER
HOW MANY INCHES COLUMN OF WATER STORED ? I WAS TAUGHT 14.7 INCHES
COLUMNAR EQUALS 1 POUND. How tall is the building and how many pounds of pressure
will be pushing water through the crack. THIS IS NOT A FISH TANK FOLKS! CHECK WITH
THE NAVAL SUBMARINE SERVICE AND SHIPS OF THE NAVY .... JAPANESE NAVY GOES
THROUGH SIMILAR TRAINING BUT YOU HAVE A BASE IN JAPAN PLUS FLEET OFFSHORE
TO DRAW INFORMATION FROM ..... BORROW THEIR EQUIPMENT AND SCREW JACKS FOR
THAT CEMENT SECTION.
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Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Backfiow Prevention, Inc.
Phone: 813-286-2333
Tampa

040311 @ 12:05 PM Eastern Sunday

Remember:

Storage of spent rods deep in the Salt Water Ocean some 3,000 feet might find the temperature staying
at 40 degrees F continuous. Same of your refrigerator at home perhaps. I have been provided with 8
NEW RADStickers from the Inventor Gordhan Patel at J.P. Labs for use by any of your personnel who
will be working at the plant and these stickers attach to ID's or Drivers Licenses so the radiation levels
can be measured daily, weekly and monthly. Would also recommend placing some eventually on ALL
equipment then a log started to see how much radiation the equipment plus personnel are subjected to
in the line of work completed at the sites now or in the future. RADTRIAGE units work inside or
outside as suggested but the RADSticker can be read after each shift if necessary for workers.

Remember STORAGE OF RODS SPENT OR REMOVED FROM REACTORS means WATER
WITH DRY ICE COOLING FOR TRIP TO SEA THEN DROPPING RODS going to 12,000 feet
depth in THE BATHYPELAGIC ZONE below the 3,000 feet to say 12,000 FEET might find 36
degrees F. Each is suitable perhaps for storage of spent fuel rods in very deep sections of
sea water. Such no doubt was the bulk of laughter when it was recommended that spent rods
be deep six stored rather than underground in areas like the scrubbed YUCCA MOUNTAIN
storage which might now be for members of Congress and their families to live in any Nuclear
Emergency in the USA. Wonder if SUPER THICK MILL PLASTIC SHEATING WOULD ALLOW
SEALING FROM SALT WATER YET LET COLD GO THROUGH TO KEEP RODS SAFE ? Check
with NRC personnel on this NEW STORAGE METHOD "DEEP SIX" IDEA I

As a State of Florida Certified Plumbing Contractor let me tell you that SOLAR
ENERGY/DIESEL GENERATORS should be the backup system for batteries and generators
running pumps for cooling near ALL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND EARTHQUAKE PROOF
BLADDERS AND TANKS SHOULD HOUSE EXTRA FRESH WATER NEAR NUCLEAR
REACTORS for just such an emergency. DRY ICE CAN BE DROPPED INTO THE POOLS AS
WELL AS LOX OR LIQUID NITROGEN PUSHED THROUGH STEEL PIPING SUBMERGED AND
EXPOSED IN THE WATER TO ALLOW COOLING BUT HOSPITALS HAVE LARGE TANKS
WHICH CAN BE RELOADED WHEN RUNNING OUT LIKE I FOUND AT TAMPA GENERAL
HOSPITAL when working there for 8.5 years.

Why CNN does not show super tankers pulled or pushed loaded with fresh water from even
CHINA if necessary into the harbor near the stricken plants or cities to supply fresh potable
water for drinking and bathing is still a mystery. 100 foot coils of black plastic piping coiled
and attached to tanks with shower handles and ball valve would allow any WORKERS to be
decontaminated with fresh warm water or showers but I still like the DECONTAMINATION
PROCEDURES WRITTEN BY DR. DOUG ROKKE FOR THE U.S. MILITARY.

Roads should have 100 tankers with fresh water coming into the area like milk trucks to let the
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people fill gallon zip lock bags which can be doubling as latrine items storing urine and fecal
matter to be picked up and burned. COLD WEATHER SIGNALS USE OF DRUM LINERS
TWO PER PERSON STEP INSIDE THEN PULL ONE OVER YOUR HEAD AND SLEEP WARM
..... CAMP JAPAN CAN MAKE IT I

Don't start on not having fuel when there are thousands upon thousands of vehicles with
gasoline tanks still containing gas sitting everywhere plus trucks and boats using diesel
would power super generators which have not arrived for reasons unknown. SNAP LIGHTS or
shake and snap which last 12 hours giving off light could be used by people inside rolling
latrines over 55 gallon drums with seal top lids LEFT OPEN for pickup on barges and dropping
or washing contents off barges at sea to make fish food. People cringed when I
recommended taking the dead to barges, having a prayer service then taking barges to sea,
chopping up the dead with SUPER STRONG WOOD CHIPPERS then washing down the barges
after all are made into FISH FOOD. What are you going to do ? Burn the bodies releasing
RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES INTO THE JAPANESE AIR, WATER, SAND AND SOIL OR ON
PLANTS AS IT FALLS BACK TO THE GROUND WHILE BODIES ARE CREMATED ? Now that
is smart I

See http:/lwww.scribd.com.ralphwhitleysr as these items needed NOW in Japan were
provided on the Internet for the earthquake in Haiti from a Florida Contractorl

NOW FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR LEAK WITH WATER CONTAMINATION: Ever hear of
QUICKRETE HYDRAULIC CEMENT which almost sets up in water which can be poured
outside a container area with a crack while de-watering through pumps and special piping
with filters occurs keeping the area dry until a few cement trucks can pull up and the entire
load forced into a hole which will also cause cement to seal the crack and come inside the
container a small amount. Plumbing Contractors USE hydraulic cement for leaks with septic
tanks which are concrete and steel. CHECK WITH THE EXPERTS IN JAPAN since WE have to
mix only what we will use in 3 minutes so several people with those 10 mil thick bags or super
powerful mixing items can allow mixing and pouring quickly into the hole sealing the crack
then cement trucks with different cement mixture can apply a concrete WEDGE WITH STEEL
SUPPORT PILINGS TO KEEP IT ALL IN PLACE! Time involved including digging perhaps
less than 2 hours on site. HYDRAULIC CEMENT MUST BE PLACED QUICKLY INTO THE
AREA that is why we recommended using a rubber section and steel supported by pilings and
plate with hydraulic jacks. Gives you a little more time to work out the problems stopping the
water flow and allowing de-watering of the soil.

http:llwww.quikrete.com/ProductLineslHydraulicWaterStopCementPro.asp

http:/iwww.quikrete.com/PDFs/DATA SHEET-Hydraulic%20Water-
Stop%20Cement%201126.pdf

FIRST REQUIREMENT STOP THE LEAK WITH MATTING AND THEN POUR CONCRETE, EVEN
HYDRAULIC INSIDE IF DESIRED AND THE LEVEL OF WATER CAN BE BROUGHT DOWN IN
THE CONTAINER:

No need to try to worry when one can place even thick rubberized matting over a crack then
reinforce the outer crack with steel and use '12 inch wide steel sections pounded into the
ground then apply pressure over the plate with jacks before pouring all in concrete. STOP
THE LEAK - ABSOLUTELY. Prevent further cracks if there is an explosion MAYBE NOT but
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then one can use the huge circular container welded in place where you would seal same all
around building then pour concrete over the top some 20 feet high and buried some 10 feet in
the ground or more sealing everything 1 Read what was recommended then check it out
immediately.

REMEMBER 1 FOOT THICK RUBBER MAT CUT X FEET SQUARE OVER CRACK IN WALL OR
CONTAINER ALLOWING 12 INCHES UP, SIDES AND DOWN FOR FUTURE CRACKS, THEN
PLANT OR POUND THICK STEEL PLATES INTO THE GROUND TO ALLOW A FORMED CUT
SECTION OF STEEL TO BE LOWERED THEN HYDRAULIC JACKS PUSHING THE PLATE OVER
THE PATCH OF RUBBER ONLY TO STOP THE LEAK BEFORE CRACKING MORE THEN SEAL
ALL IN HYDRAULIC CEMENT! How long does that take and you have stopped the leak or
crack ! HYDRAULIC CEMENT MUST ONLY BE MIXED WITH FRESH WATER FOLKS ...... NO
SALT WATER OR IT WILL FAIL!

Think of Japan building a SEAWALL when they pound special plates in the ground then
sealing same they POUR CEMENT FOOTERS after sealing the sea water away with pumps DE
WATERING the area for a few hours at least. HOW HARD CAN THAT BE TO VISUALIZE.

Now think of 10 mil thick 3 FT SQUARE BAGS then find barges of Concrete in 80 pound bags,
Take a few tanker trucks with cement trucks and load the cement trucks with the proper
mixture and you have a CEMENT PLANT. Due to the radiation the CEMENT might have to
come from inland in those trucks but CEMENT PUMPS like HI-RISE BUILDERS use pouring
flooring UP will push the slurry mix any height required and it is CRITICAL to verify FRESH
WATER and proper mixture of HYDRAULIC CEMENT to make it set up quickly.

Professionally submitted FREE to the NRC and people of Japan.

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC0326321
Tampa Phone: (M1-286-2333).SKYPE: ralphwhitleysr
040211 @ 11:21 AM Eastern Saturday

Hello Mr. Whitley:

Thank you for your offer to help with the crisis in Japan. It's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated

private citizens have been in light of this disaster.

At this time, the NRC is not accepting volunteers, but you may want to check with your local Red Cross.

Amy

From: Tobin, Jennifer
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:14 PM
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To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A
FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT
TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MI

Amy/Ron,

If you read down, he wants to offer himself instead of the lives of young Japanese workers. You could send
him the standard response for volunteer helpers. I hope that helps!

Jenny (Tobin) Wollenweber
Fport Licensing Officer
Office of International Programs
Office: 301-415-2328

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:10 PM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A
FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT
TRANSMITTING -- EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MI
Importance: High

Not sure if this person needs a response or not....it seems like a rant.

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. [mailto:backflow.prevention@verizon.net]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:17 PM
To: -(b)(6) cgjak@alaska.com; info@cgjapanatlanta.org; infocul@cgjbos.org;
ryoji@japancc.org; info@cgimia.org; jet@embjapan.org; NRC Allegation; POTUS_Office Of The President;
mailtothechief@cnn.com; Senator Bill Nelson; Senator John McCaln; Rep. Paul
Subject: Reply to Dr. Doug Rokke comments and information for Dr. Leuren Moret Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A
FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER... Re: REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT
TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIG...
Importance: High

Dr. Rokke and Dr. Moret:
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I have the 28 SEP 90 revised TB 9-1300-278 which was revised in July 1996 perhaps and now we leave it
up to the experts such as yourself and Dr. Moret to give advice on decontaminating people and
equipment at the plants or even extending times on site with added safety using shields or SPACE SUITS
since Japan has similar programs.

Should Depleted Uranium Munitions be used by ALLIES to attack Libya forces then more problems will
surface with decontamination from particles.

Explosions involving Nuclear Power plants has a new danger for people and that is also RELEASE OF
ASBESTOS OR OTHER FIBER CONTAMINATES WHICH WILL ENTER LUNGS AND LUNGS
ENCAPSULATE PARTICLES THEN SCAR TISSUE CUTS DOWN LUNG CAPACITY IN A
MESOTHELEOMA TYPE DISEASE LIKE ASBESTOSIS WHICH WILL KILL CHILDREN AND
ADULTS SOME 20-30 YEARS LATER.

Having ILD or Interstitial Lung Disease personally from Asbestos Exposure work in the U.S. Navy at
Shipyards and in Boiler areas plus Welding in same, I can tell you the loss of lung capacity is like
throwing marbles over a fiber rug then trying to blow air through the rug from underneath then
increasing the marbles thickness until you can only get a small amount of AIR through the rug to the
surface. SMOTHERING is best describing results .... Same applies to particles inhaled and
encapsulated by Lung protective measures. Where do you get NEW LUNGS ?

The gAirk'SUIT with external afiik iodifications for use in vehicles IMHO would have allowed
placement o1iny monitors -lus even di in flow of water cannons, .itrietihfidosimeters readings
with-a zoom lens or directing wo6rkanticipated since the rqds and storage areas are not full of steel shot
or6eadshot letfalone cover with lead sheetin2 or blankets hikei ihistialsuse to stop radiation escaping.

I rem-ember the AIRCRAFT which were amphibious and landed on salt water pullingl in a load then
flyiniOPP'the water to drop superý aounts of wate -on FOREST FIRES. Too bay those special

airciraft *4re not BROUGHT OVER ON CARRIERS OR BARGES THEN UNLOADED NEAR AN
AIRFIELDOTO BE USED DROPPING UNLIMITED TONS OF SEA WATER ONTO THE ENTIRE
PLANT AREAS to not only load compartments but also to wash off or decontaminate ground and
buildings. But WHAT does any 70 year old former Navy and Army Veteran know of such problems
and solutions ?

Had the CATTLE AND ANIMALS needed FEED dropped on fields by air drops low level over JAPAN
they would have been done. NOWjIS THE TIME T(YUSE AIRDROPS OF FOOD AND WATER,
EVEN RAMEN NOODLES ANDTWATER IN PALLETS ALONG WITH TOILET PAPER, ZIPRLOCK
BAGS, DRUM LINERS AND OTHER CLEAR PLASTIC BAGS FOR USE GETTING FRESH
WATER FROM PLANT LEAVES VIATRANSPIRATION OR SOLAR STILL-:TECHNIQUES SINCE
THOUSANDS OF CONTAINERS <CLEAR PLASTIC BOXES AND GLASS BOXES>:ARE THERE
TOUSE! SOLAR STILL TECHNIQUES WHICH THE KIDS WILL SET UP IN THE SUNLIGHT ALL
OVER ONROOFS, PATIO AND)OPEN FIELDS GETTING ALL OF TLHE FRESH WATER THEY
CAN HANDLE PLUS THE FUEL IN THOSE STRANDED VEHICLES CAN BE PLACED IN
CONTAINERS TO BURN WATER CONTAINERS TO MAKE SOUPS ..... OR RAMEN NOODLES
CAN BE EATEN RAW OUT OF THE PACKAGE ONE PACK PER MEAL WILL KEEP PEOPLE
ALIVE!

CAMP JAPAN WILL LEARN TO GET INSIDE PLASTIC CLEAR DRUM LINERS THEN PULL
ANOTHER OVER THEIR HEADS AND TUCK COVER OVER BODY COVERINGS TO KEEP
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WARM IN THIS EMERGENCY!

THS- 'T-RMPPIT..TANT ITEM STILL IS UNANSWER E-A9LATIVE4TO USE OF IRIDIUM 9555
SAT PHONESA EA OPS TO COUPILE THEM WITH S.P.O.T. GN )LOCATO RS TO ALLOW
REPMg=NG :OF ALFLE NAMES:AND FORMER ADDRESSES OP-ALL SUR"AVORS SOTHEIR
FAMI•I•-CAN RELAX KNOWING THEY ARE SAFE. JAPAN SHOULD HAVE A WEB SITE
WITH-THIS INFORMATION FOR ALL WHO DESIRE TO SEE THEN-AMESOF SURVIVORS TO
STOP PEOPLE FROMANXIETY:ATTACKS!

300,000 BODY BAGS OR 6 MIL THICK CONTRACTOR BAGS WITH STICK ON ITEMS FOR
WRITING NAMES OR IDENTIFICATION WILL BE NECESSARY FOR THIS MASSIVE
DISASTER WHICH CAN GO SUPER HIGH IF FRESH WATER IS NOT OBTAINED VIA
TANKERS TO THE PLANT OFFSHORE LOCATION THE BARGES CAN BRING THE MATERIAL
OVER TO THE SHORE AND DRAW OFF CONCRETE MIXING POINTS FOR PLACING OR
PUMPING SEVERAL STORIES HIGH INTO SUPER ROUND TALL STEEL CIRCULAR ITEMS
WHICH SHOULD BE IN THE PROCESS AT A SHIPYARD WELDING SHOP AND TRANSFERRED
TO BARGES THEN BROUGHT TO SHORE AND MOVED BY HELICOPTER WITH WELDERS
OR PERHAPS SPECIAL HINGES MADE IN THE SHIPYARD ALLOWING THEM TO BE SET
AROUND BUILDINGS SEALING THEM WITH CONCRETE AS FAR OUT AND AS HIGH AS
THEY DESIRE.

OLD PLUMBING TRICK! EVEN wood with steel straps can do the same thinz and be li2ht enough a
lar2e helicopter can set it down on the earth then concrete pouring started as STEEL RODS placed 3 or
4 feet in length into ground will allow pushing down and keeping it in position. HINT !

TWO MEN or TWO WOMEN can take a ba2 of concrete mix, use a specific amount of water, pour into
a special 6 mil thick bay, and roll the bay back and forth on the 2round sealed to allow nothing to escape
and it can be used to make a POUR quality amount. Use of SUPER CEMENT TRUCKS with barges of
cement or bringing cement from plants to the plant of the same consistency with FRESH WATER MIX
would allow dropping loads into pumper units run by generators like used in giant building footers and
decks pouring even at several stories high ..... with the form in place the cement could he poured making a
round or square cement containment which once set up should smother any FIRE and the only problem
would be since no rebar is used the water must be fresh and with sea water on rods that must be
replaced with FRESH WATER or the items could really stop the pour or cause explosions if easses built
uP.

I prefer to think steel shot or lead shot pellets should be dropped IF lead and steel would help then pour
fresh water and see if the situation can be corrected and IF NOT sealing with CONCRETE MIGHT BE
THE ONLY OPTION but remember the warning on SALT WATER MIXING WITH CONCRETE
WILL NOT MAKE IT WORK SO LEAD OR STEEL SHOT 4-6 FEET THICK MIGHT BE
REQUIRED BEFORE ADDING PLASTIC PELLETS TO SEAL STEEL FROM FRESH CONCRETE
SUPER HEAVY 5,000 PSI HYDRAULIC CEMENT QUALITY WHICH WILL SET UP IN SOME
WATER.

Instant communications via CB RADIO with SPEAKER and Magnetic Mount Antenna is my best form
of communications for many miles using one on top of a building. Fresh water from WELLS went way
over the heads of people in Japan with the agricultural wells not even being considered and quite frankly
ONLY YOU have sent back anything direct to me from all of the messages forwarded Dr. Rokke. Tells
me something about the OTHER PROFESSIONALS IN JAPAN AND OUR GOVERNMENT.
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Sadly people may think of using Salt Water for mixing concrete and pouring or pumping same into any
containers which could be round and lightweight to hold the concrete but aga 4Lf WATER DOES
NOT MIX WELL WITHUCONCPT-E:ANVDMAY STOP IT FROM S•t$ • PROPERLY
CAUSING FRACTURES WHIChI COULD bEDEADLY. That said we have backed off sending any
advice to the embassy staff at phone 202-328-2187 FAX or 202-328-2184 FAX lines for Japanese Embassy in
Washington nor do we communicate with the Embassies via Internet cgiak@alaska.com
info(&aiaoanatlant.org infocuI@cgibos.org ryoji@japancc.or infor(2acgima.org jet@embjapan.org since
NO ONE ANSWERS!

As one recovering from Cancer Surgery with an huge 4 inch X 4 inch deep wound with skin graft on left
forearm PLUS neck cutting area on left ear behind ear I am limited and in pain or WE would have tried
to come to the site. The Left Thigh 4 x 4 area where they took the right arm graft is still healing after
surgery 03/28/11 and constant daily changes of bandages might prevent this 70 year old from being on
any crews .... Have SKYPE can be there visually but no one called or asked.
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My personal pain level and medications from the James A Haley VA HOSPITAL would
NOT stop me from volunteering to assist as at 70 years old I could replace someone
YOUNGER working at or near the plant who might receive a fatal dose of radiation.

Ralph Charles Whitley,Sr.
A4ampa 813-286-2333
SKYPE: ralphwhitleysr

031911 @ 12:15 PM Eastern

-- Original Message----

From: dIind490.aol.com
Date: 3/18/2011 1:56:14 PM
To: backfiow.prevention(,verizon.net
Subject: Re: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER .... Re:
REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING ---EMERGENCY REVIEW -
SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re: SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE
PROTECTION PRESSU
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the personal decon procedures are in tb 9-1300-278 you should have that from before

doug

-- Original Message---
From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. <backflow.prevention@verizon.net>
To: rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com; jennifer.carroll@eog.myflorida.com; CFO Jeff Atwater
<CFO.Jeff.Atwater@myfloridacfo.com>; pam.iodo@tampagov.net; tampacitycouncil@tampagov.net; Beckner, Kevin
<BecknerK@HillsboroughCounty.ORG>; higginbothama@hillsboroughcounty.org
Sent: Fri, Mar 18, 2011 9:36 am
Subject: Fw: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER....Re: REMOTE
MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING --EMERGENCY REVIEW - SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE
WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re: SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE PROTECTION PRESSU

FYI

-- Original Message--

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley. Sr.
Date: 3/18/2011 9:23:46 AM
To: mailtothechiefccnn.com; POTUS Office Of The President; Senator Bill Nelson; Senator John McCain;
Rep. Paul; APFN, APFN-1.

Cc: (b)(6) I1betty. reed@ myfloridahouse.q ov; CristV(,hilIsboroughcounty.orq;
dana.young,(@myfloridahouse.gov; darryl.rouson@,myfloridahouse.,qov; area.steube(cmvfloridahouse.gov;
Dames.grantamvfloridahouse.,ov; ianet.crztmvfloridahouse.qov; iim.boyd(,myfloridahouse.,ov;
ioyner.arthenia.web(,flsenate.,ov; IatvaIa.iack.web~fIsenate.aov; rachel.burain@,mvf oridahouse..ov;
rachel@,willienelson.com; rich.Iorioso(,myflohdahouse.,qov; seth.mckeel~cmyfloridahouse.-pov;
shawn.harrisonPmyfloridahouse.,qov; storms.ronda.webaflsenate.aov;
will.weatherfordOmvfloridahouse.,ov; Gordhan N. Patel; Albrodskvaol.com
Subject: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER... .Re:
REMOTE MONITORS FOR RADIATION AT PLANT SAT TRANSMITTING -- EMERGENCY REVIEW -
SPACE SUIT FOR SPACE WALK MIGHT HELP IN JAPAN ...... Re: SEA WATER SPRAYED BY FIRE
PROTECTION PRESSURE UNITS CAN GO TO THE TOP EASILY IN JAPAN

Ladies and Gentlemen: FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY.NBCWARFARE
PETTY OFFICER!

RECOMMEND IMMEDIATE VIEWING OF "SILKWOOD" FROM 1983 AS YOUR WORKERS ARE
NOT PROPERLY DECONTAMINATED DAILY AND SADLY ONLY THE MILITARY MAY KNOW
OF THE MEASURES WHICH MUST BE TAKEN ...... AMERICAN MILIARY KNOW FROM YEARS
OF PRACTICE AND WORKING ALL OVER THE PLANET!
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The MOVIE AVAILABLE ON NETFLIX NO DOUBT OR DIRECT is the story of Karen Silkwood,
a metallurgy worker at a plutonium processing plant who was purposefully contaminated,
psychologically tortured and possibly murdered to prevent her from exposing blatant worker
safety violations at the plant. Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell and CHER plus others provided a
glimpse of what decontamination MUST TAKE PLACE for workers out and about exposed to
radiation. Nothing similar is apparently being considered for those brave men and women
who work in the plant NOR are the proper DOSIMETER'S WORN OR IN PLACE TO REALLY
ALLOW READINGS DAILY AT ALL SITES !

Professiojolly I have attempted to contict members of the Government of the United States
plus 4J4nwith little onrnoeffect as not one PALLET OF WATER, COKE:, DR. PEPPER, FOOD,
TOILET PAi; R, DISPOSABLE CLOTHING, CLEAR:PLASTIC, DRUM LINERS AND MEDICINES
HAVE APPARFETLY BEEN AIR LIFTED•AND PARACHUTE.LDELIVERY DROPPED LOW
ALTITUDE•ON THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF FARM LAND TO BEYPICKED UP AND
DISTRIBUTED- TO THE PEOPLE.

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE. SPACE WALK SUITS WOULD
PROT ECT WORKERS!
SAME SPACE SUIT MODIFIED TO ACCEPT TANKS OF
OXYdN.. ON VEHICLE'SWOULD ALLOW'LONG STAYS OUT
IN SUSPECTED CONTAMINATIONAREAS.THEN x
RECORDINGS TAKEN BUT DECONTAMINATION MUST
OCCUR BYPFIRE TRUCK SPRAYING WATER ON EQUIPMENT
ANDSPACE SUITS BEFORE SAME ARRIVE AT
DECONTAMINATION AREAS, GET OUT AND GO THROUGH
SPECIAL PROCEDURES TO CHANGE CLOTHING, WASH, BE
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CHECKED AND THEN G,9TO SLEEP BEFORE THE NEXT
CREW ENTERk !REMOVEI.eREET CLOTHIN "AND DON
SPACE WALK,, UITS L ...... M THE PRIOR REWS AND
PFiEtSS KEEPS GOING OVER AND OVER ALJWQWING ALL
TO DRIVE.AAY FROM •P[ANT LONG DISTAN•I.,TO

DECONTAMINATION AREAS LIKE MILITARY DO HERE.IN
AMERICA!

NOT EVEN AMERICAN OR JAPANESE SPACE WALK SUITS HAVE BEEN ISSUEOjTO
WORKERS FO!AS$!STING ON !THE ,OeUTSIDE OF THE PLANTS AS I BEI4W SE SUITS
CAN•B•MODIEIED TO ACCEPT USE TANK AFTER TANK OF OXYGN STRAPPED TO
•EVEi• RG E G1FCARTS IF .,EEPS OR.HUMVEE TO A•9 0PtET0"GO
FOR'LONG PERIODS INTO TikRAidR AREAS TO ATTACH DOSIM..E•S.REp
RADIATN, PLANT MORE- DOSIrTERS.TO TRANSMIT READINGS~iFNECESSARY THEN

THOSESrME PEOPLE--OUMDREJ.4O CIALAREAS TO BEW_,SHEDbOWN WITH
SOAP ANDWATER, TAKEN:.TH . G.SE UIE D ECONTA.INATi W...ERETNEY ARE
SCRUBBED WITH FRESHI 124W iRtSOAPED AN'ld IED-WITf•IdING INTO
SEA NATIN CONTAINERS CHARGE ALL CT -I,•AND SI *"ORWBO0TS
WHICH ARE THEN .BAGNN ISSDNEE EET CLOTHES
LIKE D•CTOR GOWNS,: TAKENJO"SLEEP OR EAT ANDREST AREAs TEN.GO THROUGH
THE SAME PROCESS IN RE-Ei EREPARING FORTHENEXT.NA:. ORK." SPACE
SUITS.WlITH BACKPACKS AND :CONNECTORS ALLOWIN',,HS.E.FtARGE, OXYGEN
CONTAINERS STRAPPED 1-0jEN J.EEPS"OR HUMVE'S TO ALLOW THEM TO GO BACK
INTO THE WORK AREA DAILY DECONTAMINATED I

SADLYTHE FRESH WATER4E.X ERS FROM .EVEN50MIL.ESAWAY ARENOT RUMBLING IN
TO THE DISASTER AREAS. .UPPLYING UNLIMITEDFDRINKING WATERFR THOSE
RESIDENTS TRAPPED IN AR.S'WITH LITTLE OR NO FOOD;ý. DEEP WATER WELLS,
PALLET AFTER PALLET OF. CANNED FOOD, SODA, TOILET PAPER,,PLASTIC OR PAPER
CLOTHING THROWAWAY TYPES COULD BE ON ALL LOCATIONS .! DRUM LINERS 55
GALLON WITH --60 R MOREPER CONTAINER COULD ALLOW PEOPLE TO STEP INTO ONE
DRUM LINER CLOTHED, PLACEANOTHER DRUMLINER OVER THEIRIEMAD AND .BE
PROTECTED .fRQM THE COL L17EATHER AND ABLE TO SLEEPWITHOUT TAKING AWAY
OXYGEN. W:E`REARE THE-JWDED SUPPLIES FOR THOSE.ISOLATED FROMi TOKYO
NEAR THE EVACUATED PEOPLETAKING REFUGE AND WHERE IN THE HElARE`THE"AIR
DROPS FROMCHINA, KOREA, AMERICA AND YES EVENJAPAN LET ALONE-rRUCK AFTER
TRUCK OF SUPPLIES AND WATER CRITICAL TO EVERYONE IN THE AREA.
MY RECOMMENDATIONS.FOR PLANT TRANSPIRATION, SOLAR STILL, CBTRADIO WITH

MAGNETIC MOUNT ANTENIE'A1bSPEAKERS TO PLAY MESSAGES HO,.2 WIRED OR
usED WITH CIGARETTE LIGtikT:RPOWER CONNECTIONS TO PLAY MESSAGES AND MUSIC

ARE NOT THERE FOLKS. PEOPLEE NEED MEDICINES, AREAS NEED TO GET LISTS OF
MEDICINES AND WITH GPSS.P.O.T. LOCATORS THE HELICOPTERS CAN DROP
MEDICINES ORDERED BY PHYSICIANS BEFORE THE PEOPLE REALLY'START DYING AND
YOU HAVE TO INCREASE -ThEBODY BAGS TO 1,000,000 OR MORE SIMPLY BECAUSE THE
PEOPLE DO NOT HAVE FOOD, WATER, MEDICINES AND WHO IN THE HELL IS NOT
COLLECTING THE GASOLINE PUMPING FROM STRANDED VEHICLES INTO TANKERS OR 5
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GALLON GAS. CANS TO.ALLOW GENERATORS TO BE RUNNING THESE TEMPORARY
FACILITIES HOUSING MANY THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE.

KEEP IN MIND BODIES CAN WASH WITH SEA WATER AND.) SECIAL SOAPS"ARE
AVAILABLE T.Qk-:JEEP PEOPLE C #,MMODES ANDURINASb.UCAS - E.REPLACED
WITH LATRINES ON WHEELS OVER55 1 ALLON CONTAINERS WHICH -CAN BE MOVED ON
WHEELS. FREE TOILET-PAPERSFPECIAL SOLAR OR BATTERrPOWER LIGHTINNG,"OR
EVEN SNAP LIGHTS WOULD ALLOW PRIVACY AREAS WHERE MEN, WOMEN AND
CHILDREN COULD UISt THE LATRiNES GO T HE AREAS ANDWA S.THEIR:HANDS.AND
BODIES PLUS::CHAit.INTO PAER 1CLOTHING DISPOSABLE.UNTtLEVERYHING GETS
BACK TO NORMAL ANDTHE CLTHING0CANBE BAGGED WITH DRUM..LINRS--MARKED
WITH NAMESAND IDENTIFICATION .WHILE THE PEOPLE.HAVE ACCESS .tQJRIDIUM`9555
SAT-PHOESýIWHICHH A;OW IO'•MPERS TOHOOK UP -AN TRNSMIT IALAPT-P
THEIR EXAM0TLOCATIOiTO T0j.J .ESEAUTHORITIESWHOCAN BSETUAEB SITE
FOR ADDI•AG, NAMES OF THOENABLE TO•COMMUNICATEW H FA MILYMEMBERS
WORLDWIDE:•!HEREJN AMERICA"I WOULD PRAY.THIS GOVERN. MENT -.WOULID.RELAX
ALL' URGU L'ATNS AND. ALLP:W DISH. NETWORK TO SET .UP MOBILEC',6NNECTIONS TO
T1EIMV.,RNETTO ALLOW TWDMtERNET USE BY LAPTOPCOMN,.,h-S.

BEFORE YOU ,LgE OUT CB ADIO 40 CHANNEL WITH MAGNETIC MOUNT ANTENNAE AND
SPEAIS .FO'RHAILING..q• N •TS DO REMEMBERON•IU.IToN THE
HIGHES BUIL•DONG POSS!.BkAN ZONE.-AN ENTIRE CITY FOR TRWMISSION 'WELL

OVER9.`VILES-iNREACH DIRgCTON. CHECK WITH JAPANESE RADIO AMATEUR FOLKS
WHO .U•E 'SAME PLUS€ B ̀ !E'd 1950.s.

AGAIN,., NO-JE HAS COMMUNlCAT.ED- NORASKED ANY QUESTIO •A•D-VERY LITTLE
INDICATIQNSANYONE IS RECEIVING THESE MESSAGES SO THIS WILL INDEED BE: MY
FINAL MESSAGE SENT ON THE--PROBLEMS IN JAPAN !

Remember that LEAD PELLETS like in shotgun shells were filled with, which are still
available to seal the reactor-areas, could have been poured into any area tonseal radiation
perhaps but I still pray you.ppople will start bringing FRESHWATER from lakes,:' rivers,
streams, UNDERGROUND IRFIGATION WELLS to give the people and plantsfresh water.

Good LUCK with protecting ýygrtplans,.workers and those living IN JAPAN because
someone is not reading ev 'e.ss6ge sent then RESPONiMN.G..YOU HAVE:RECEIVED SAME
and checking with NRC or Japan. Equivalent ,to.the.NuciearRegulafntoCommission and
MILITARY on same. No one. L.OKED'-AT SILKWOOD IN THEIR LIFEIeME? NO ONE EVER
SAW A WATER WASHDOWN SYSTEM. ON A DESTROYER I

Visit the SITE IDENTIFIED BELOW and see what Dr. Leuren Moret and Dr. Doug Rokke say
about your RADIATION EXPOS.:RE-PROBLEM !

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Tampa, Florida
031811 @ 9:23 AM Eastern
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visit www.a fn.orci/aofn/du.htm I donated this ITEM to another Veteran !

FINAL MESSAGE FROM A FORMER U.S. NAVY NBC WARFARE PETTY OFFICER I

From: Ruth DeLaMater Bundy or Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr.

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Backflow Prevention, Inc.
4532 W. Kennedy Blvd. PMB-276
Tampa Florida 33609-2042 USAPhon 13-286-2331) ••

SCRIBID ID: ralphwhitleysr

SKYPE ID: ralphwhitleysr

SCRIBD WEB PAGE: http://www.scribd.com/ralphwhitleysr
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backfl ow.prevention(&-verizon .net

Ralph Charles Whitley, Sr. CFC032631
Backflow Prevention, Inc.
4532 W. Kennedy Blvd. PMB-276
Tampa, Florida 33609-2042 USA
Phon 813-286-23337-

SCRIBID ID: ralphwhitleysr

SKYPE ID: ralphwhitleysr

SCRIBD WEB PAGE: http://www.scribd.com/ralphwhitleysr

backfiow.preventionc@,verizon. net

FREE Animations for your@ eall - by IncrediMail!lIiI 88 7
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Dan G I(b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 04,2011 2:18 AM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Suggestion for cooling the damaged Japanese reactor and waste storage pools

Dear NRC,
I have a suggestion for a technique for cooling the- overheating damaged Japanese reactors and

waste storage pools, without introducing continuous cooling water which leaks into the ocean.
Please forward this email to the appropriate Japanese and U.S. and U.N. scientists for
consideration.

I suggest using blocks of dry ice (frozen carbon dioxide) or insulated breakable containers of
liquid nitrogen dropped by helicopter over any exposed reactors or storage pools which need
further cooling. Once in contact with the existing overheated water, the C02 or N2 would cool the
water by phase change into gas and be released as inert gases, also serving to replace any oxygen in
the surrounding air, thus reducing the risk of further hydrogen explosions, Dec (b)(6) r
would need to be introduced as a cooling agent, this would reduce the overflo,%
radioactivity polluted water into the nearby ocean. Large parcels of dry ice and n
packets would be less affected by wind and helicopter downdraft, thus more likely to hit t e target
and cause cooling.

I am not knowledgeable enough to know if the resultant gas releases of nitrogen and carbon
dioxide would be significantly radioactive or rapid enough to cause "explosions" of gas within the
existing water.

I hope this idea, if it has not already been proposed and considered by the various nuclear safety
agency experts, may be useful. We are all hoping and praying for rapid resolution of this difficult
situation.
Daniel Gottlieb, MD
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Prom: fin-m,ý AmyTO •(b)(6)
SubjectJ . REPLY: Japan

Date: Monday, April D4, 2011 12:47:00 PM4
Atteadu•eata Dsata

Hello Mr. Brackett:

Thank you for your offer 1o assist with the crisis in Japan. It's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated private
citizens have been in light of this disaster. Unfortunately, we are not taking volunteers. You might want to check
with your local Red Cross.

Thank you,

Amy

Prom; Daniel Brackett (6
Sent: Sunday, April 0-, 2011 8:59 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Japan

I).\.J]]I, N. 1 ,\('hi l;TT, *1% [(b)(6)

April 3, 2011
To whom it may concem

(b)(6)
1(b)(6) I have followed very closelythe hornllyIng and devastating disaster that has

ecautee in Japan.
Since we, as Americans, wish to build and woiwertto nuclearpowerand cleaner energrthis isthe momentwe need to assist and learn the valuable
lessonsthat the disaster at the Fukushima Dailchl Nudear Power Plant has to offer,
As we know, il the core is meltingdown and the process of introducing water to assist in coolingthe reactor down is causlogthe contaminated water to
leak out of the containment vessel and into the tunnels and basements In the surroundlngareas, this alone is a grave problem.
I could list the many other possibilities and concernsthese damnged reactors cause however l am sure you alleadyare aware of them.
I am offeringrmyself and mysskills to assist In the cleanup and the shutdown ofthese units.Thereare a lotol lessons we can learn and I would like to bea
part of this process. God forbid if this type of disaster waste ever strike the world again, we can at least have workers ready to respond and have
procedures and policiesin place to react and handle such a situation.
As an American with a desire to convertto nuclear power and cleaner energ we should lead die wayand keep the confidence of all people that we truly
have mneasures in place with a proven record of handfllgsuctr a terible and devastating disaster.
We will also need to keep the confidence oWthe American peoplethat we can and will handle such a disaster.
We as a people should sebzethis moment as an opportunity to learn and in the future provide a much faster and more professional response to such a
devastating disaster.
Oursincere condolenoes go outto the Japanese people and you are In our prayers.
Sincerely,
Daniel K. Brackett, Sr.



Tan: QUlcst~nTo: Bona~cOrso. Amy
SUbj.t: I now have a nmaybe beft place to send these ideas to.
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2a1]2 7:23:56 PM
Attadcientin San Onofre Waweu.of

"not" on attached pdf should be *note"
I now have a maybe better place to send these ideas to.

Fw: If you have other such ideas, Well, one of them 15 related to San Onofre, and other ocean front ones.

Nick Taylor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV
Toll Free: (800) 695-7403
Office: (817) 276-6520
Fax: (817) 276-6525
Email: r4alleclation.nrc.gov

Thanks, Ill forward further Japan related ideas there.

From the short resume list below, youll see why it is so hard for me to sleep until I unload ideas that can save even more millions of lives.

I'd like to think that my ideas from all the places I've sent them in, have had some effect already, such as reducing the salt encrustation
factors, not bleeding flammable pressure into the air, but into the water, and some other fractions of ideas submitted. These ideas are
outside the box, I know, and I would most like and appreciate their going in to the desperation pile when people get ready to consider
these type ideas. Please note, that if anyone in Japan had read my first ideas, and acted on them, not one of those reactors would have
blown it's top. Nol one. AND, after chiseling out the guts of the building with robots, they could have been converted to safer liquid
thorium reactors, where is, otherwise as is. I know I am not very far up the idea tree, but sometimes my seed ideas turn into someone's
idea that does get tuned and supported.

They were submitted crude, in a rush, most of which would take a year to produce and proof to a publishing grade, so, I apologize for the
low tech quality, and for the ideas I already have discovered come short of the full success that my first ideas would have produced. I was
the test and development engineer for a large proportion of the circuits for the Phoenix Missile at Hughes Aircraft Company, only because I
was such a McGyver type thinker. I could get stuff done in as little as half the time that most of the other engineers there could.

A specific idea that I would like reconsidered is the sufficiency of the tsunami wall at San Onofre. It may be high enough if the underwater
wasn't sloped underwater like that. Looking at the Japan waves, the ones that hit the points of land went up 2-3 or more times the height
of the wave surge that mowed down those coastal cities. As a private pilot, with a seaplane license, and friends who also scuba dived, I
was tasked to take aerial pictures of Southern California's coast looking for good subsurface rocks to dive and spear fish at. What I noticed
was, that I could tell where they were, even when the water wasn't clear enough to see them. Everywhere that the land jutted ouL it jutted
out because the rocks were underwater there, and they "ate" the force of even storm waves for centuries, thus reducing erosion of the
bluffs, otherwise equal in rock/sand mass. Some wave eaters added in to the San Onofre seafront could help, since some of those points
seem nearty a mile further out than the eroded beachfronts nearby. The tsunami waves coming in on a waterfront slope like that one,
would just ride that up, hardly impeded, and I think it would slide right up those rocks into the seawall, using the orographic type lift and the
push from behind to top that wall with maybe half the wave you think you are safe from now. WORSE, it looks like they are well into new
construction on the low level area, less than 22 feet above MSL, with the excavations looking below sea level. I sure hope critical systems
or people won't be placed there, even with an emergency escape escalator. Try swishing water in a hand twisted pie pan. The Japan
surge far inland was stopped by mere freeway overpass ramps, but the speed had already been stalled, the ramp and wall effects are still
visible even at that reduced surge speed.

There are lots of things that can be done, such as raising that seawall for a substantially cheap way to quiet public fears, but that plant has
twice the confirmed complaints of any other in the whole country, so, more protection enhancement woulon't hurt the credibility of the
(hmmpf) safety-sayers from the electric company.

This is a starter seed idea, not meant to steal the attention from something better, and is deliberately submitted half-finished-re-thought-
out. so that someone's artistic license can be induced to get them to take the idea as theirs and to mentor it into usefulness. There are lots
of "giant concrete jumping jack" jetties around, which are probably a sufficient way to rip out the bottom of such a wave, though the wave
isn't the normal 50-100 feet between the 10% rise and fall places with normal waves, those tidal waves, seems to be halfa mile or more on
most of the videos of the primary and secondary waves. It might be more advantageous to put some in at angles spiraling away from San
Onofre's specific ocean front, so that the shoreslde tail of the jetty would divert the waves away. At 45 degrees, the existing seawall would
have an effective width (thickness) and strength to the 90 degree force vectors of 1,4 times higher trigonometrically, which could help if it's
original strength had been weakened over these decades. It would also reduce the directly applied force to 70-ish percent, and though the
ocean would soon try to level, the surge would pile up away from the seawall, reducing the peak wave impact height by a substantial
amount. Of course, the ripple backs would have some critical height issues where the waves coming back from both sides intersect but
maybe that can be tuned out.

This would only take about 10 feet out from under the crest of such a primary wave. Those waves from Japan would have been 10 feet or
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more over the roofs of my friend's two-story duplex on Balboa Island. so, i'm not promoting this as being sufficient, just as being helpful.
(There are sci-fi movies where tidal waves are created to cancel out tidal waves, but waves go through each other, watch ripples) But, if
the waves were only 15-feet high, that 10 feet could have saved a majority of the stronger structures in Newport Beach, some of the most
expensive Real Estate and Yacht Estate in America. If you had your own private rock harbor added in front like the Japanese reactors did,
you could tune it to take the peak impact out of the wave, even if you couldn'l take much of the surge out of the wave.

I need to talk to Congressman Dana Rohrabacher again, but want my graphics better first, He's noted to be a hobby surfer. It you put in
off-shore wave deflectors (yeah, big ones), and stagger them in segments so that they tunnel waves towards a center line, you can do two
things. You can take a 10 foot wave, and turn It into 10 1-foot waves, OR, take several waves, and add them where they intersect into a
summed up wave, spaced seaward from the beach. My project would use that to finance the addition of diverter agility, by turning his
favorite Huntington Beach into the world's first programmable wave beach for surfing competitions, with the ability to have trainer waves,
mid and high skill waves available, as well as competition ranged waves, consistent all day, all within range of the same lifeguards, as an
added benefit to tidal wave protecting some of Orange County's key infrastructure. Right where the Santa Ana river exits into the ocean
near my house, only a few feet above sea level, there Is a sewer treatment plant just barely on the other side of the Coast Highway, and
next to a shore front power plant, both not far from Orange County's water purification and distribution system. So, any significant wave
would push all that sewage into and destroy and permanently pollute Orange County's fresh water system, at the beginning of the disaster
period that would eliminate Newport and Huntington beach. It would also damage a primary power source, that is barely 10 feel above
normal sea level.

Just imagine how much power will try to come up through the Santa Ana River (Newport Canyon) undersea and what i will do when it
reaches its shore end at that power plant. Maybe there is in the geologic history some evidence that something like that is exactly what
leveled Huntington Beach so low.

So, even though that is just a few miles further than optimum for the sake of Huntington Beach's existing central recreational districts, that
is the place that will need to un-triple the surge height the most, maybe built for free by the surfer and exhibition commerce entities.

Anyway, I crafted together some crude Google Earth cdips that show that they seem to be digging below sea level for some new
construction,
and that shows how the waves are already coming halfway up the rocks at the seawall now, on a mild day.
See attached, and wonder how San Onofre will survive if that lowland part of the facilities are inundated.

What does that part do ? House the safety engineers ? Who else would be foolish enough to want the first view of a tidal wave office

window ?

It might not take much in the way of fiscal forensics to find out how they got permits for such vulnerable construction.

That area is important enough to rate seafront Real Estate rates, but I hope nothing critical is made vulnerable there.

See attached.
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INCIDENTALLY:

1. I was the guy who wrote in that half of America would be uninhabitable for centuries if they didn't move all those above ground nuclear
waste storage drums at Los Alamos 1o someplace safer. Within hours, sweating Senators were shown on TV working to fund the
relocation. GOOD WORK. Thus halt of America was saved, and hundreds of trillions of dollars were too. Ask Panetta for details.

2. I was the guy who wrote in after that sergeant tossed a grenade into his commanders' tent. I asked that the Russians be asked to
review the security clearances for those authorized near all those suitcase bombs. Next morning, Bush called Putin under cover of an
extremely flimsy cover story. Putln looked miserable for at least two weeks. Thus (maybe) half (the rest) of America was saved, and
hundreds of trillions of dollars were too. Based on Putin's announcement right after that, I deduce that he knew about the second half of
my email to you. I had already talked the CIA out of leaving cookies as evidence on computers that would get informants killed. AND, for
a few days, to stop doing the same with VeriSign signatures. Those have come back, and I suspect that merely tapping the VeriSign
traffic gives foreign nations all they need to read everything. Tapping into the Verisign traffic enables both sides of a secure email dialog to
be seen, since it echoes screens. Ask Panetta for details.

3. I was the guy who wrote in repeatedly with additionally necessary details until downer cows were taken out of even the pet food
supply. The Ag dept. seems to have resisted every step. MY goal was to keep prion pooping puppies from exposing finger-licking babies,
Funny, one of my warnings was to ask them what they'd do if the President's dog died. Soon thereafter it did. Ask Panetta for details.

4. I was the guy who reported that PBS was showing chicken farmers hosing out their chicken transport trucks into roadside ravines where
all the insect and avian disease vectors would naturally quench their thirst. A day later Bush announced the marvelously fortuitous pre-
emptive research start to develop bird flu vaccines. Residual death tolls quoted/predicted now are far less. That saves ????? million lives
and ?????? trillions of dollars. Ask Panetta for details.

5. I wrote in that a field emergency First Aid tactic needs to be implemented that would save thousands of casualties from permanent
handicap, by immediately bagging the injuries with the same life extending fluids used to keep transplant organs alive for tens of hours. I
later also disclosed it to General Boykin, formerly of DELTA FORCE fame, and he said that he wished such treatments were available for
himself and his people. You can probably track him down to verify that at 303-408-9992 or through kingdomwarriors.net. Because nothing
has happened, thousands of innocent American Warriors have been unnecessarily permanently maimed. handicapped, crippled and worse.
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Not to undervalue the loss to the sodliers, but probably many tens of thousands of other accident victims have also been unnecessarily
permanently maimed, handicapped, crippled and worse. Ask Panetta for Details.

6. 1 mailed in a lot of graphs and rationale to Chris Cox a day before he and Paulson stormed into Congress and started the rescue that
now is the only reason that there are any surviving banks in America. Ask Chris Cox for details.

7. A quarter of America was destroyed twice because the following suggestion was ignored. Ask Panetta for details. Mostly that now we
have enough large cargo aircraft to attack hurricanes with. Back in the 60s they could only drop hurricane force by 30% with a single
plane. I also pushed for them to quit wasting blillions of dollars worth of food every disaster, when Christopher Columbus vintage food
preservation technology could have saved it with just the salt and vinegar already in the stores and food warehouses.

8. I just got two letters of thanks from the Prime Minister of Australia for flood preparation control ideas that could prevent a quarter of that
country being flooded again, with less than prison labor. Also several related survival policy enhancements, I expect a similar one from
Pakistan soon.

9. I was the guy who called in and then sent in dozens of FAXES about stocks shorting requested to and by the NSA within hours after
the 9/11 attacks, which helped them find Osama financiers pillaging the stock market with calculated short selling tactics, many of whom
they were still in time to catch, though some had to wait to be caught until they learned how to pierce shadow accounts faster. You've
noticed that terrorist attacks haven't been able to profit from such actions in the stocks markets since, hehe.

And many others submitted, many others in primitive draft stages, but those I think are the highlights that I like best (so far).

----- Original Message
From: R4ALLEGATION Resource
To: phil ; R4ALLEGATION Resource
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:35 AM
Subject RE: Water Absorbing Polymer keeps the water from soaking into concrete floors, even sucks it out, can be homemade, shovelled,
handled, cardboard boxed and shipped

Good morning Mr. Marx,

I've seen a number of emails from you over the past week, mostly related to ideas that you have regarding the events in Japan. I've
forwarded them on to our staff who are collecting these ideas for review. If you have other such ideas, I would recommend to contact the
NRC's call center on the Japan events (301-815-5200 or email at: ona resource~nrc go4).

If you have a specific safety concern about an NRC-licensed facility in the United States, please feel free to contact me at any of the
numbers below.

Sincerely,

Nick Taylor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV
Toll Free: (800) 695-7403
Office: (817) 276-6520
Fax: (817) 276-6525
Email: r4alleaationrtnrc.guv

From: phil 1(b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 6:42 PM
To: R4ALLEGATION Resource
Subject: Fw: Water Absorbing Polymer keeps the water from soaking into concrete floors, even sucks it out, can be homemade, shovelled,
handled, cardboard boxed and shipped

Video wouldn't go through, too big@ 10 Meg



From: ScotMuha
To: Taylor, Robert
Subjects RE: Emailing: NRC Japan Team, NRC Japan Team (2), NRC Japan Team (3), NRC Japan Team (4), NRC Japan

Team (5), NRC Japan Team (6), NRC Japan Team (7), NRC Japan Team (8), NRC Japan Team (9)
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 8:07:32 AM

Much obliged!

-----Original Message ------
From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 7:09 AM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: FW: Emailing: NRC Japan Team, NRC Japan Team (2), NRC Japan Team (3), NRC Japan Team
(4), NRC Japan Team (5), NRC Japan Team (6), NRC Japan Team (7), NRC Japan Team (8), NRC Japan
Team (9)

Photos.

----- Original Mes ...-
From: Rob Taylor (b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 3:42 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: Emailing: NRC Japan Team, NRC Japan Team (2), NRC Japan Team (3), NRC Japan Team (4),
NRC Japan Team (5), NRC Japan Team (6), NRC Japan Team (7), NRC Japan Team (8), NRC Japan
Team (9)

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:

NRC Japan Team
NRC Japan Team (2)
NRC Japan Team (3)
NRC Japan Team (4)
NRC Japan Team (5)
NRC Japan Team (6)
NRC Japan Team (7)
NRC Japan Team (8)
NRC Japan Team (9)

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain
types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are
handled.



Wittick, Brian

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 11:54 PM
To: Bellamy, Ronald; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Emche, Danielle
Subject: Fw: New ERF on NEWS, INES Rating: 7, Japan, Power Reactor

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Rrian Witfirk

(b)(6)

---- Original Message -----
From: NEWS Administration <NEWS Administratoraiaea.ora>
To: NEWS. Contact-Point(.iaea.ora <NEWS. Contact-Point(Diaea.orq>
Sent: Mon Apr 11 23:45:37 2011
Subject: New ERF on NEWS, INES Rating: 7, Japan, Power Reactor

Dear NEWS User,

This is to notify you as a registered user of the NEWS Web site that an Event Rating Form (ERF) for the Event
titled:

"Re-evaluation of INES rating; Effect to the Nuclear Facilities from the earthquake on east area of Japan"

has as of today, Tuesday, 12 April 2011, 05:43:32 UTC, been added to the NEWS Web site. Additional
information regarding the ERF is as follows:

Country: Japan
Location/Facility: Fukushima Daiichi
Event Type: Power Reactor
Event Date: 2011.04.12

Rating Date: 2011.04.12
ERF Version: Provisional
INES Rating Level: 7

For more detailed information about the ERF, including the related Event and press releases as well as on-site
participation in forum discussions, please visit the NEWS Web site at:

http://www-news.iaea.org/news/

NEWS Administration

0>
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Ross, Robin

From: Wertz, Trent on behalf of Leeds, Eric
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:27 AM
To: Wertz, Trent
Subject: FW: Nuclear Safety Statement on Fukushima
Attachments: Statement April 4, 2011 .pdf; ATT00002..txt

---- -Original Message (b)(6)

From: Roger Mattson]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:43 PM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;
CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; OPAl RESOURCE; Doane, Margaret; Leeds, Eric
Subject: Nuclear Safety Statement on Fukushima

Dear NRC Commissioners and Staff:

I write to you on behalf of an ad hoc group of nuclear safety experts from various countries that for many years
have been engaged in research and development, design, construction, operation, management and safety
regulation of nuclear power plants. We have prepared a Statement, "NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for
Nuclear Safety' to express our deep concern about the future of nuclear power in view of the consequences of
the earthquake and tsunami at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan. A copy of the Statement is attached. We
delivered the Statement to Mr. Yukiya Amano, Director General of IAEA on April 6 in Vienna. We offer the
Statement with good intentions in the hope that it will help national nuclear safety organizations such as yours,
and your international counterparts, in developing considered responses to the events at Fukushima.

Although comprehensive analysis of this tragic event is not feasible at the moment due to lack of complete
data on the events that occurred, we wish to voice our opinion about severe accidents at civilian nuclear power
plants and suggest additional measures to avoid them in light of the experience so far gained at Fukushima. In
our Statement, we review the many advances in nuclear safety that were realized after the accidents at Three
Mile Island and Chernobyl. We hoped these advances would relegate severe nuclear accidents to history.
Nevertheless, another one has happened. Why?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to give a full answer to this question, but some preliminary
observations deserve to be made now. Accordingly, our Statement describes measures that should be
considered, for both operating and new nuclear power plants, by the organizations that own and operate these
plants and those that oversee their safety.

We hope that our recommendations will be accepted for consideration by national authorities, the nuclear
industry, the conferees at the Chernobyl-25 Conference in Kiev this month, and the conferees at the IAEA
Ministerial Conference in Vienna in June.

We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assist in developing and implementing these
and other recommendations to reach our common goal - to 'Never Again" experience severe accidents and, as
defense in depth, to effectively respond to them should they nevertheless occur.

Sincerely, on behalf of the ad hoc group,

Roger

Roger J. Mattson, PhD
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STATEMENT

NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Coal for Nuclear Safety

The people listed below are nuclear safety experts from various countries that for many
years have been engaged in research and development, design, construction, operation,
management and safety regulation of nuclear power plants (NPPs). We express here our deep
concern about the future of nuclear power in view of the consequences of the earthquake and
tsunami at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan. We are confident that only nuclear power
that avoids being a threat to the health and safety of the population and to the environment is
acceptable to society. Although comprehensive analysis of this tragic event is not feasible at
the moment due to lack of complete data on the events that occurred, we wish to voice our

opinion about severe accidents at civilian nuclear power plants and suggest additional
measures to avoid them in light of the experience so far gained at Fukushima. First, we
review the improvements made in safety due to earlier severe accidents.

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 (USA, 1979) did not cause injuries of
the plant personnel or the population. There was no significant radioactive contamination
outside the plant. Even so, the accident caused a reduction of investments in new NPPs due to
a decreased interest from private investors. Studies of the accident confirmed the robustness
of safety principles employed in the design of that type of NPP. At the same time, the
accident revealed significant weaknesses in the implementation of those principles, including
design of instrumentation and controls, operating procedures and the realism of the analyses
supporting them, personnel training, and feedback of operating experience. Lessons learned
from the accident allowed improvements with regard to human factors (how people and NPPs
relate), design-specific probabilistic safety assessments, emergency preparedness, and safety
systems. This accident also led the nuclear industry to design new NPPs that include passive
safety features not dependent on the availability of electrical or mechanical equipment.

The accident at Chernobyl Unit 4 (USSR, 1986) was the largest in history. The spread
of the accident to the other reactors at the plant was prevented but cost the lives of thirty-one
members of plant personnel and firemen. There was widespread radioactive contamination
over large parts of Europe. Many thousand people had to be relocated from their homes near
the plant. Regionally, the accident produced excess thyroid cancers and other negative effects
on human health and had a large psychological impact on the public. The accident also had
significant political resonance. The design of the reactor at Chernobyl was very different
from the light-water reactors at TMI and Fukushima. Studies of the Chernobyl accident
highlighted significant design deficiencies (core instability, inadequate design of control rods,
unsatisfactory characteristics of confinement) as well as deficiencies in safety culture in the
former Soviet Union. In harmony with international guidance and in compliance with
upgraded national safety standards, significant modernization was achieved in NPPs in the
former Soviet Union. Moreover, the IAEA International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG) issued reports on the accident and developed Guidance on General Safety
Principles and Safety Culture for improving NPP safety worldwide. The nuclear industry
created the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) for a continuous review and
feedback of nuclear power plant operating experience.
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On leaming the lessons from these accidents, the approaches to safety regulation and
NPP design were upgraded, and an international nuclear safety regime based on the Nuclear
Safety Convention and other international accords was established. The fundamental
principle of safety culture has become a daily routine.

International cooperation was strengthened to improve the fundamental requirements
and criteria to ensure safety of nuclear power and to incorporate them into the design basis of
NPPs of the next generations. The Nuclear Safety Convention also called for reviewing the
safety of existing NPPs to identify and implement reasonably practical improvements.

The importance of nuclear education and training was acknowledged, which led to the
establishment of the World Nuclear University (WNU) and the creation of regional nuclear
education networks in different parts of the world.

Severe nuclear accidents seemed to have gone to history. Nevertheless, another one has
happened. Why?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to give a full answer, but some
preliminary observations deserve to be made now. On one hand, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki
Earthquake on March 11, 2011 shows that nuclear power plants are capable of withstanding
some catastrophic natural events better than many other manmade objects. On the other hand,
it appears that, in the siting and design of the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear plants, an unlikely
combination of low-probability events (historic earthquake plus historic tsunami leading to
loss of all electrical power) was not taken sufficiently into account.

In fact, complex combinations of initiating events unforeseen in plant designs resulted
in all the severe accidents described above. In addition, these accidents took emergency
responders outside the range of circumstances for which they were trained and equipped.
Moreover, hindsight shows that relatively inexpensive improvements, detectable by more
extensive analysis beforehand, may have avoided these accidents altogether.

These observations lead us to conclude that more can be done to prevent severe
accidents and to limit their consequences should they nevertheless occur. We know that due
to a natural tendency of human beings for complacency, the nuclear safety regime can erode;
i.e., if we do not continuously pursue safety, we can loose safety. There are occasional signs
that national and international safety assessments and peer review missions are becoming
more focused on demonstrating that safety is satisfactory and in compliance with national and
international standards than on finding and correcting deficiencies, be they in design,
operation, or the standards themselves. Therefore, we need to reinforce our dedication, not
only in words but also in actions towards a questioning attitude, thereby assuring continuous
improvement in the safety of NPPs.

Thus, there is a need to continue to audit and improve the safety culture at all levels of
nuclear power management and regulation, achieve due attention to detail, implement
effective programs to identify, analyze and correct safety deficiencies, and effectively
manage nuclear knowledge.

Special attention should be paid to the quality of personnel training for nuclear power.
To achieve this goal, NPP vendor countries should establish centers to train specialists for
nuclear technology in recipient countries. Top professionals involved in nuclear power
generation should not only "know what" and "know how" but also "know why" in order to
deliver difficult and critical decisions in time to deal with unforeseen circumstances. In
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addition, regulatory organizations should improve the effectiveness of expert missions and
inspections, and guarantee openness and honesty in reporting the findings of such inspections
to the public. Routine inspections are important; however, even more important is the
capability to recognize early indications of low probability incidents or circumstances.

In addition to further measures to prevent severe accidents, more must be done to limit
the consequences of such accidents if they occur. It is important to finalize the in-depth safety
assessments of severe accident vulnerabilities for each NPP plant design and to develop
severe accident management provisions for all operating nuclear reactors. Measures for
accident management should be supported with robust technical capabilities, backup
equipment, and procedures for restoration of core heat removal before the onset of fuel
melting. Plant staff should be well trained in flexible severe accident management.

Renewed attention should be given to general safety requirements for plants built to
earlier safety standards in view of the considerable remaining operating time envisaged for
many such plants. A more internationally harmonized approach in this area should be sought.

In light of the common mode failure of redundant safety systems (electric power) caused by
the tsunami at Fukushima, authorities should ask to what extent this failure and other
common mode failure vulnerabilities in operating plants might be revealed by current
technology.

The safety requirements for future NPPs should be refined to assure that their backup
cooling systems are able to operate for a long enough time following a complete loss of
on-site and off-site power. These future NPPs should be able to promptly restore or

compensate for lost power. Passive systems and advanced technologies for system
engineering, materials, information management and communications should be applied to
new NPPs. New plants should be sited away from areas of extreme natural and manmade
hazards. Risk assessments and risk governance should be used for optimization of plant
design and operation but not substitute for deterministic safety justifications. The next-
generation NPPs should ensure safety even if operating personnel are not able to provide
immediate response in an emergency.

The responsibility and qualifications of government and corporate officials involved in
nuclear safety-related decision-making should be reviewed and enhanced by national

authorities where needed. National nuclear institutions in all countries, including nuclear
safety regulators, should be accountable for their actions and transparent in nuclear safety
communications so that they receive and deserve the trust of the public. It is necessary to
ensure that national nuclear safety regulators in all countries are fully independent in their
decision-making on nuclear safety and to assure their competence, resources and enforcement
authorities. Insurance premiums for all NPP owners should be tied to plant safety
performance.

The safety of nuclear power goes beyond national boundaries. Appropriate measures to
further strengthen the international nuclear safety regime should be identified and
implemented after proper discussions, whether it will be within the framework of the Nuclear
Safety Convention, the IAEA, regional bodies like the EU or industry organizations like
WANO. A critical question should be what measures would be most effective in further
promoting a high level of nuclear safety worldwide. Would it be to create new international
frameworks, for example in the shape of an international regulatory agency entrusted with
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issuing binding international safety standards and performing compulsory inspections, or

would it be to further develop and strengthen existing frameworks, emphasizing national

responsibilities in combination with rigorous international peer reviews? It is to be expected
that the international conference to be convened at the IAEA in Vienna in June of this year

will provide a starting point for discussions of such measures.

Requirements for new countries wishing to start using nuclear power should be

developed and incorporated into the international nuclear safety regime. Such countries must
demonstrate their ability to uphold high international standards with regard to safety, security

and non-proliferation over the lifetime of their nuclear power programs.

We hope that our recommendations will be accepted for consideration by national
authorities and international organizations and that concerted measures will be developed.

We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assist in developing and

implementing these and other recommendations to reach our common goal - to "Never

Again" experience severe accidents in the future and, as defense in depth, to effectively

respond to them should they nevertheless occur.
The following people assisted in the formulation of this Statement and concur in its

issuance.

Adolf Germany Professor Emeritus, Technical University of Munich; former

Birkhofer member and chair, INSAG; former chair, German Reactor
Safety Commission; former chair, Committee on Safety of
Nuclear Installations of OECD

Agustin Spain Former member, INSAG; former member, director and
Alonso commissioner of Spanish Regulatory Institution; vice chair,

Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations of OECD
KunMo Republic Former member, INSAG; former minister, Science &

Chung of Korea Technology, Republic of Korea; former president, Korean
Academy of Science & Technology; former president, General
Conference, IAEA; former vice chair, World Energy Council

Harold USA Former director, office of nuclear reactor regulation, US

Denton Nuclear Regulatory Commission and President Carter's
representative at TMI during the accident

Lars Sweden Former member, INSAG; former director general, Swedish

Hbgberg Nuclear Power Inspectorate; former chair, steering committee,
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency

Anil India Former member, INSAG, former chairman, Atomic Energy
Kakodkar Commission of India
Georgy Ukraine Former head, nuclear power and industry department, USSR
Kopchinsky Council of Ministers; former vice chair, Ukrainian nuclear

regulatory authority
Jukka Finland Vice-chair, INSAG; director general, Finnish Radiation &

Laaksonen Nuclear Safety Authority; chair, Western European Nuclear
Regulatory Association (WENRA); former chair, NEA
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA)

Salomon USA Former member, INSAG; former design and manufacturing

Levy manager, General Electric Atomic Power Equipment Division;
honorary member, ASME
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Roger USA Former director of reactor systems safety division and leader,
Mattson TMI Lessons Learned Task Force, US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission; working group co-chair, INSAG-3
Victor Russia Professor, National Nuclear Research University (MEPHI);
Murogov director, Russian Association Nuclear Science and Education;

former director, Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
(IPPE); former deputy director general for nuclear power,
IAEA

Nikolai Russia Member, Russian Academy of Science; former deputy
Ponomarev- director, Kurchatov Institute
Stepnoy
Victor Russia Correspondent member of Russian Academy of Science;
Sidorenko former member, INSAG; former deputy director, Kurchatov

Institute; former deputy Chairman of the USSR nuclear
regulatory authority; former deputy minister of nuclear power
of the USSR and Russia

Nikolai Ukraine Former member, IAEA Standing Advisory Group on Nuclear
Steinberg Energy; former chief engineer, Chernobyl NPP; former deputy

chairman of USSR nuclear regulatory authority; former
chairman of Ukrainian nuclear regulatory authority; former
deputy minister of fuel & power of Ukraine

Pierre France Former member, INSAG; former inspector general of nuclear
Tanguy safety, Electricitd de France

Jurgis Lithuania Member of Lithuanian Academy of Science; former director,
Vilemas Lithuanian Energy Institute
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Bano, Mahmooda

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Aissa, Mourad; Rihm, Roger
Subject: RE: QUESTION

Mourad: I missed this earlier e-mail in the rush Friday. Oh well.., thanks for trying.

Roger, any chance of getting this on the record?

Mike

From: Aissa, Mourad
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:37 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Dion, Jeanne; Scott, Michael; Rihm, Roger
Subject: RE: QUESTION
Importance: High

Roger, I am sorry but I am away from the office today. I check my email on a regular basis but for some re our rd"-
not show the last time I log in (about 11:30am). Here is my personal cell phone, just in case: (b)(6)

I would add the following:
What we want to concentrate on is the impact of MOX on accident consequences. In my fact sheet that I sent last week,
I mentioned an extensive DOE study that involved 3 different reactors loaded with 40% MOX (about 8 times the
loading at Fukushima Daiichi Reactor 3). The consequences were found to be within the uncertainty associated with
the consequences analyses methodology. NRC also conducted its own studies to evaluate the MOX lead test assemblies
at Catawba, and had a similar conclusion. NRC subsequently authorized the use of the LTAs at Catawba.

I would have phrased the part about the alpha radiation differently: Both Uranium and Plutonium are long-lived alpha
emitters, and they pause the same biological risk. Alpha radiation Is very easy to stop (a sheet of paper is enough) and
pauses a - significant - health hazard only if ingested/inhaled.

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:34 PM
To: Aissa, Mourad
Subject: FW: QUESTION

Mourad:

Did you see this writeup? Was the language came from previous writeup?

Richard

From: Dion, Jeanne
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Scott, Michael; Rini, Brett
Subject: FW: QUESTION
Importance: High 'N

Mike-
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-0.

If Mourad Aissa is not in the office today can we find someone else in FSTB to provide comments to
highlighted portions below?
We need a response ASAP. Sorry for the quick turnaround.
Thanks,
Jeanne

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Dion, Jeanne
Subject: FW: QUESTION

FYI

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Rini, Brett
Subject: FW: QUESTION

FYI

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:37 AM
To: Aissa, Mourad
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer; Sheron, Brian
Subject: QUESTION

Mourad, are you in today (I called but you were not at your desk). I'm contacting you because I have seen your name on
MOX information previously provided to the chairman.

We are rushing today to wrap up some Qs and As for Senator Boxer. One question we had was the following: What
increased risk is associated with exposure to MOX? At 10PM last night, the best answer we could come up with was the
following:

Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel involves the use of plutonium as a fuel, in addition to enriched uranium. Plutonium is a long-
lived alpha emitter, which presents different risks than those presented by uranium fission products. Regarding

exposure to mixed oxide fuel, In Japan, prompt evacuation has minimized radiation exposure to the public, so long-

term public health consequences from radiation exposure resulting from the events, whether due to MOX or
uranium fuel, are expected to be small. Also, given the small number of MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi

Unit 3 at the time of the event, coupled with the short time of irradiation of the MOX fuel, it is likely that the MOX
fuel has had and will have no perceptible impact on any consequences from the event.

Do you have corrections/edits/additions to suggest for this response? Need to wrap this up by about 11AM. Thank you.

Roger S. Rihm
Communications and Performance Improvement Staff
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
US NRG
301.415.1717
roper.rihmnnrc.oov
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Ward, Steven

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Steve and Rob,

Steve Sohinki [stephen.sohinki@moellerinc.com]
Friday, April 15, 2011 11:51 AM
Ward, Steven; Carpenter, Robert
Bill Kennedy
RE: Task #26
Dade Fukushima Press Release 41311.pdf

High

As a follow-up to Bill's e-mail, I thought you might be interested in the press release our firm issued a couple of days

ago.

Regards,
Steve

Stephen M. Sohinki
Vice President, Safety Programs
Dade Moeller & Associates

595 Chelsea Drive
Sanford, NC 27332
919-499-0677 (0)

(b)(6) (C)
stephensohinki@moellerinc.com
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1835 Terminal Dr., Suite 200
Richiand, Washington 99354

Dade M oeller www.moellerinc.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 13,2011

Dade Moeller Tapped to Provide Radiation Services to U.S., Japanese Firms

Richland, Wash. - Washington-based radiation protection firm Dade Moeller (.y.•,• in__llr liL.1o__) has been busy

fielding requests from U.S. and Japanese companies concerned with potential radioactive contamination from the

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant on their employees and assets, including finished products, manufacturing

equipment, buildings, and parts or ingredients. Dade Moeller has responded by providing both pro-bono information

and tailored services, as well as by expanding its public outreach efforts.

"The devastating Great East Japan Earthquake, and the resulting situation with the Fukushima plant, has certainly

caused an increase in radiation awareness," said CEO Matt Moeller. "Companies and individuals are looking to us, as

leading experts in radiation protection science, for information, advice, and services. We have the expertise,

experience, and tools to respond, and we see it as our corporate responsibility to provide assistance as requested."

To date, Dade Moeller has responded to requests from companies involved in the technology, aviation, manufacturing,

investment, insurance, medical, automotive, and food industries. The company also has received requests from U.S.

federal agencies, as well as from other firms looking to partner with Dade Moeller for follow on work.

Dade Moeller currently is offering services in seven areas related to the Fukushima incident: product safety, food

safety, facility occupancy, risk awareness and training, environmental remediation, environmental surveillance, and

onsite radiological and safety support. The company has made details on these service offerings easy to find on its

website through a business-specific portal, launched this week, at .Iapn _Rcs•o•se.

Dade Moeller has a growing list of about 50 employees, primarily health physicists [radiation protection scientists],

who have indicated a willingness and availability to respond to the situation, including deploying to Japan. The

company also has on hand a variety of radiation detection instruments, including hand-held devices that detect

radiation and, importantly, identify specific radionuclides such as lodine-131 and Cesium-137, the primary

radionuclides of concern from the Fukushima plant.

"As radiation scientists, we understand that risks to workers and consumers in the United States from Japanese parts or

products are likely very low," says Moeller. "We are supporting companies that want to take the precautionary

measure of independently checking products for radiation contamination to assure customers or employees that use of

these products poses no risk. We can help them accomplish that task."

Specializing in Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences
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Page 2 April 13, 2011
Dade Moeller Provides Radiation Services

The company also has responded to the events at Fukushima with a new service - public outreach. This week, Dade

Moeller launched a website portal tailored specifically to members of the public. Through .ApJnCN1_TSC, individuals

can access easy-to-read "Radiation 101" informational materials derived from the company's popular Radiation Safety

Academy training courses, an explanation of confusing terminology for radiation units, a Frequently Asked Questions

page, and links to other credible sources of information. Depending upon interest, the company may post to the

website its daily summary of Fukushima-related events, which currently is made available to all Dade Moeller

employees as part of the firm's internal communication efforts.

Recognizing early the potential demand for its expertise, Dade Moeller on March 15 -just 4 days after the earthquake

and tsunami - convened a team to coordinate the company's response efforts. Led by William "Bill" Herrington 111,

P.E., CS?, the team distributed press releases on March 17 and \,iarch 23 and meets daily. Herrington can be reached

at wicIrington.tnwcllerine con or by phone at 509-946-0410 x257.

ABOUT DADE MOELLER

Headquartered near the U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford nuclear site in Richland, Wash., Dade Moeller is a

nationally recognized firm that provides a full range of professional and technical services to federal, state, and

commercial clients in support of nuclear, radiological, and environmental operations. We specialize in radiation

protection, health physics, worker safety, and radiation training. Our staff members are trusted professionals with

proven performance helping our clients protect people and the environment. Founded in 1994, our Company proudly

bears the name of Dr. Dade W. Moeller, a premier scientist and educator in the fields of health physics and

environmental health.

CONTACTS:

Media Requests: Paula Tumlinson (Richland, Wash.), 509-946-0410 x283, Itumlinso(ivd noellrinc.cofl

Services: Bill Herrington (Richland, Wash.), 509-946-0410 x257, wlhcrringtowtnc•.j.o.lcrinc.com

Training: Alan Fellman (Gaithersburg, Md.), 301-990-6006 x14, alai.fclhanjj ioelleric.com

* Specializing in Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences



Johnson, Michael

From: Akstulewicz, Frank
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 3:42 PM
To: DAVID MATTHEWS; Schofer, Fred; Johnson, Michael; Libby, Earl; Burton, William
Cc: Flanders, Scott; Dudes, Laura; Tappert, John; Matthews, David
Subject: RE: Thoughts on CdC
Attachments: imageO1 .gif

Earl/ Butch

Please schedule a Program meeting discussion on CdC in the next few weeks... we need to get the rest of the
organization up to speed on where this is going and what their roles will be.

Thanks.

Bon voyage!!!

From: DAVID MATTHEW
Sent: Thursday, April 28,"_1 3:27 PM
To: Schofer, Fred; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Flanders, Scott; Dudes, Laura; Tappert, John; Akstulewicz, Frank; Matthews, David
Subject: Fw: Thoughts on CdC

Fred,
Below documents the positions on the CdC issue that I shared orally with the NPWG yesterday. Feel
free to lift applicable portions for inclusion in the meeting minutes.

Mike Johnson,
Below e-mail chain reflects the NEI concerns, and my responses to them, relating to those cases
where we (NRO) has stated that we need to have the Lic Amend application in-hand before we issue
the PAR response. At NPWG I expressed that the NRO position on this was not negotiable. I am
available to discuss details in advance of any individual cmr meetings you might schedule.

David

----- Forwarded Message ....
Fronm "Matthews, David" <David.lMthews@nrc.gov>
To: (b)(6)
Sent: Fri, April 15, 2011 4:34:03 PM'-
Subject: Fw: Thoughts on CdC

Sent from my NRC Blackberry
,David R nMtthwsz

Celli(b)(6)J

From: Matthews, David
To: 'rjb@nei.org' <db@nei.org>
Cc: Libby, Earl; Wilson, Jerry
Sent: Fri Apr 15 16:31:40 2011
Subject: Re: Thoughts on CdC
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RI
Understand your concern--but this is a firm position in NRO. We looked hard at the full range of circumstances we have
been discussing--and this was the only case that we were not aligned on.
Safe travels.
D
Sent from my NRC Blackberry
,DavioaM
.C ell: 1* 7

From: BELL, Russ <rjb@nei.org>
To: Matthews, David
Sent: Fd Apr 15 16:04:51 2011
Subject: RE: Thoughts on CdC

Dave.,

Thanks for taking the time to respond, and for including the LC. I assume this will be in the letter that
Earl is planning to send us (very soon) regarding staff comments on App. C.

I am a little disappointed that the staff has made this determination about the emergent scenario
before we had the opportunity to tabletop of the process.

See you at NPWG.

Russ

From: Matthews, David [mailto:David.Matthews@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:48 PM
To: BELL, Russ
Cc: 'DAVID MATTHEWS'; Libby, Earl; Wilson, Jerry; Burton, William; Madden, Patrick; Akstulewicz, Frank; Snyder, Amy;
Zobler, Marian; Wilson, Anthony; Dudes, Laura; Tschiltz, Michael; Tappert, John
Subject: RE: Thoughts on CdC

Hi Russ,
I will be out of the office next week as well, but I wanted to provide you NRO's response to your
alternate thoughts/proposals for implementing the preliminary acceptability review (PAR) process
contained in the draft NEI 96-07 Appendix C, Section 4.6. I also wanted you to be aware of the staff s
position in advance of next week's NPWG meeting and the CdC tabletop session scheduled for April
28, 2011.

The staff has extensively evaluated the potential sequences of actions and timing of communications
on the part of the NRC and the licensee during the execution of the PAR process. The staff has
determined that the integrity of the overall license amendment review process
necessitates communication of the NRC's PAR determination FOLLOWING our receipt of the
corresponding license amendment request (LAR). The staff needs a full understanding of what will be
potentially requested in the amendment in order to reach an NRC decision as to whether we will
agree with (or not object to) the licensee proceeding at their risk in advance of the decision on the
LAR. Also, this PAR/LAR sequence is essential to ensure the NRC's inspectability assumptions and
inspection actions are not compromised during the construction of the proposed changes or
modifications to the current licensing basis.

While I understand that certain of your members are restless regarding the treatment of these
"emergent" scenarios, I think we have jointly made significant progress in developing an effective
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process for addressing those circumstances where licensees desire to proceed with certain
construction activities during the pendancy of the NRC's review and decision on the related LARs.
The NRC staff is proceeding with the review of NEI 96-07 Appendix C and the development of
COU/ISG-025 reflecting the sequence of the PAR notification being made only after our receipt of the
related LAR.

On a related matter, what follows is the staff's initial draft of a license condition that we intend
to include in the Part 52 COLs that will be potentially decided upon in the coming year or so, This
draft reflects the considerations that we have shared in the past regarding the establishment of a
basis for implementing the process that we have been developing--and that will be described in the
referenced ISG (and NEI guidance document that is intended to be endorsed by that ISG):

Draft COL CdC license condition

2. D. The license is subject to, and the licensee shall comply with the conditions specified and
incorporated below:

(1) Changes during Construction
(i) The licensee may request use of a preliminary acceptability review (PAR) process, for license
amendments, at any time before the finding in Section 2.D(3). To use the PAR process, the licensee
shall submit a written request to the Office of New Reactors (NRO) in accordance with COL-ISG-025,
"Changes during Construction under Part 52."

(ii) Prior to NRO's issuance of a written PAR notification, the licensee shall submit the license
amendment request (LAR). Thereafter, NRO will issue a written PAR notification, setting forth
whether the licensee may proceed in accordance with the PAR, LAR, and COL-ISG-025. If the
licensee elects to proceed and the LAR is subsequently denied, the licensee shall return the facility to
its current licensing basis.

Safe travels,
David

From: DAVID MATTHEW (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 15, 201 2.44 PM
To: Matthews, David
Subject: Fw: Thoughts on CdC

----- Forwarded Message ---- I
From: "BELL, Russ" <rjb."ne• > n..
To: DAVID MATTHEW HEb)(b( J
Sent: Wed, April 13, 201
Subject: Thoughts on CdC
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I hope you had a good spot for that final round last Sunday. Wow.

I know you are still out, but I will be out next week myself, so I wanted to give you my thoughts about
CdC.

As you predicted, the natives are quite restless about the staff's concern about the emergent PAR-
then-LAR scenario. I have discussed a couple of solutions with Earl in an attempt to preserve this
potentially important part of the process. Based on my understanding of the staff concern, I have
informally offered additional guidance that is responsive to those concerns:

0 Emphasizing the need for licensees to perform sufficient engineering evaluations to
ensure there is a firm basis for preparation and submittal of LARs that are consistent with the
summary and preliminary information contained in the PAR; and

0 Committing licensees to provide LARs that are consistent with emergent (prior) PARs, or
amend the PAR and stop work until the amended PAR is approved by the NRC. The need to
amend a PAR is theoretical; no one expects to have to do it.

There is a public meeting April 28 (day after NPWG) to tabletop example PARs. I believe that the
tabletop exercise may allay the staff concerns and I ask that you reserve final judgment on the
emergent PAR issue until we can have those discussions. We should not completely foreclose on
the emergent PAR-then-LAR scenario, especially for changes that are straightforward but
nonetheless require an LAR.

Thanks for your consideration,

Russ

PS. I requested a Read Receipt because I have had problems lately with outgoing e-mail.
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